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PREFACE TO THE NEW EDITION

The first edition of this book was in the hands of the printer
when the great world war broke out and the author had already

joined up for military service. As a* consequence many errors

remained uncorrected, including much faulty grammar and

punctuation. In spite of this the book has evidently been of

some service to the class for whom it was written, judging by
its distribution, and the author regrets that owing to his military
duties he has been unable heretofore to revise it.

In the Edition now presented many chapters have been almost

entirely rewritten, the subject matter rearranged, and new

diagrams added. More mathematical proofs and formulae have

been included though it is not intended to be a mathematical

treatise on the subject. Books dealing with the subject in a

mathematical manner have been written by eminent scientists

and are already available for those who can appreciate them
;

four years exclusively spent at specialised wireless work by
the author have confirmed him in the idea that the ordinary
student can and will make most of the necessary measurements

by simple experimental means. In this respect the class of

student for whom the book was written has been already defined

in the Preface to the First Edition.

The practice of radio-signalling has been revolutionised during
the last four years by the advent and development of the hard

vacuum valve and valve apparatus generally ;
the author has been

fortunate in holding an appointment which brought him inti-

mately in contact with this development. Instead of increasing

unduly the size of the present volume the whole subject of Valves

and Valve Apparatus, Continuous Waves, and Wireless Telephony
has been dealt with in a companion volume Volume II. of the

Text Book. In the present volume additions have been made
to the questions appended to the end of each chapter; these ques-
tions are designed to help the student in self-examination and are

not meant to be of a problematical character. A new chapter has

been added on secondary cells and batteries.

EUPEKT STANLEY.

FllANCK,

May, 1919.
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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

MANY of those attending classes with the intention of becoming
wireless operators have little, if any, preliminary knowledge of

electrical matters, or indeed of scientific phenomena in general.

Many amateurs, who are quite expert in the ordinary manipula-
tion of radio apparatus, miss much of the fascination of this

interesting hobby because they do not understand the fundamental

principles on which it is based.

In the course of writing this Text-Book on Wireless Tele-

graphy the author has always kept before his mind the special

requirements of such students.

Several excellent treatises on Eadio-Telegraphy are at present
available

;
as a general rule, however, these deal with theoretical

considerations in a manner which can be thoroughly understood

only by those who have already become acquainted with the

theory of electrical science, and who understand, to some extent,

the significance of the technical terms associated therewith.

Time after time the author has been requested by students of

this subject to recommend to them an elementary text-book on

Electricity and Magnetism. It has always been with great
reluctance that the author has made any recommendation, and

that for several reasons :

In the first place our elementary text-books are, for the most

part, hopelessly out of date
; they juggle with one fluid, two

fluid, and atomic theories; they labour over Faraday's crude

though pioneer experiments, and fog the practical student with

long dissertations on potential gradients or moments of complex

arrangements of magnets.
In the second place our elementary text-books are written to

serve as a preliminary to the study of general electrical engineer-

ing, and are not at all adapted to the elucidation of the principles

of energy radiation.

Lastly, no elementary text-book on magnetism and electricity

adequately introduces some of the most important phenomena
ix



x PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

applied to radio-telegraphic circuits, such as self-induction,
mutual induction, oscillatory currents, and the true significance
of magnetic or electric lines of strain in the all-pervading ether.

Therefore, in the opening chapters, the author has tried to

introduce the subject of radio-telegraphy by demonstrating its

place in the natural order of things, and its intimate relation to

other branches of science.

The electron theory has been used
;
on it has been based all

theoretical considerations, the author believing that this theory,

modern, simple, direct, and well established, will present fewer

difficulties to the student than the vague fluid theories which it

has replaced.
In dealing with the technical portion of the subject, calcula-

tions and formulae have been made as simple as possible, while

long accounts of historical
, developments and researches have

been avoided. Only the best types of modern radio apparatus
have been fully described, and the author has tried, at each point,
to explain fully the theory governing each system of connection
or the development of each design.

The author has been indebted to the Marconi Wireless Tele-

graphy Co. and to Captain II. Sankoy, C.B., for much valuable

information on Marconi apparatus, also for the loan of blocks and

photos for the purposes of illustration, on which the value of

such a text-book materially depends. A like remark applies to

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., who placed at the disposal of the

author blocks, photos, and many particulars concerning the

Telefunken System ;
to the Compagnie Universelle de Telegraphic

et de Telephonic sans Fils for photos and particulars of the

Goldschmidt apparatus. To Messrs. The Electrical Co., Ltd.,

Messrs. The Cambridge Scientific Inst. Co., Messrs. Isenthal &
Co., Messrs. The Union Electric Co., and to Mr. S. G. Brown like

acknowledgments are due. The author has also to thank Prof.

J. Earls and Mr. W. J. McCracken, B.A., B.L., for much assist-

ance and advice in the compilation of the work. Lastly, the

author wishes to place on record how much he is indebted to

Mr. James Craig, Sirocco Works, Belfast, for preparing all the

diagrams with which the book is illustrated. There are un-

doubtedly many literary faults in the text, perhaps many
descriptions and explanations which are vague and insufficient

;

it is therefore hoped that any failings of this description may be

outweighed by the merit of the help which Mr. Craig has given
to the author.

In conclusion a word of advice may be given to those who
wish to obtain an intimate knowledge of this engrossing subject.
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When they have mastered the fundamental principles of radio-

telegraphy they will only be in a position to really appre-
ciate the interest which further reading will open up to them.
Valuable information can then be gained by reading the papers
and contributions of such well-known authorities as Signor
Marconi, Dr. J. A. Fleming, Dr. W. Eccles, Dr. Erskine Murray,
Dr. Austin, and many others.

Eeprints of these papers, contributed to such learned institu-

tions as the British Association and the Physical Society, can

constantly be found in the pages of The Electrician, The Wireless

World, and other well-known periodicals.
It is hoped that this text-book may serve as an introduction

to a full appreciation of the work of scientists who have done, or

are doing, so much to elucidate the outstanding problems of

radio-telegraphy.

EUPEET STANLEY.

BELFAST,

July, 1914.
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CHAPTER I

THE EARTH, THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE ETHER

IN its first state the earth was a mass of gaseous matter, or
"
nebulae," at a very high temperature, revolving round the sun.

Through the aeons of time it was gradually cooling down, until

about 200,000,000 years ago, as calculated by Lord Kelvin, it

began to be solid on the outer surface, just as the surface of water
turns into ice when cooled. This solidification of the earth's

surface continued until it became an irregular solid mass, in the

aggregate shaped nearly like a sphere ; but the surface is all uneven
with high ridges and points called mountains and deep depressions
where the seas and oceans have collected. The cooling of the

earth is going on continuously and the surface is cooler than the

interior as can be easily proved by taking the temperature when
one descends a mine. The lower we go the more the temperature
rises, and volcanic eruptions show us that the middle of the earth

is still at a very high temperature.
The earth is a ball 8000 miles in diameter and is surrounded

by a mixture of gases called the atmosphere. The principal gases
in the atmosphere are nitrogen and oxygen. This atmosphere
covers the earth as a chamois skin covers a tennis ball, and forms

a layer probably about 200 miles thick. It is most dense at the

surface of the earth and gets lighter and lighter until the gases
which compose it fade away into nothing; just as a vertical

column of smoke which is dense at the bottom gradually spreads
out, becoming less dense as it ascends.

In the atmosphere of the earth float clouds and vapours formed
from dust, water vapour, and gases which have risen from the

earth's surface ; the highest of these is never much farther than

4 or 5 miles from the earth's surface.

VOL. i. B
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The earth and its atmospheric envelope is always spinning
round on its axis and at the same time it is travelling round the

sun in a circle whose radius is about 98 millions of miles. These

rotations of the earth are similar to those of a spinning top which

spins on the floor and at the same time travels round and round

in a circle on the floor. The spinning of the earth on its axis

causes night and day, and the rotation of the earth round the sun

causes winter and summer.
Now we must not forget that the earth is only a very small

portion of the universe ; there are many other planets travelling
in circles or in elliptical orbits round the sun. We have to ask

ourselves : what fills all the space of the universe in which these

planets move ? Is there anything in that space ? The fact that

we can see nothing in it does not justify us in assuming that

there is nothing. We cannot see the air, i.e. the atmosphere, but

wo know it is there, and we know many facts concerning it.

There is indeed another medium which pervades the whole

universe. Evidence of the existence of this medium will accumu-
late as we proceed, but for the present wo will consider one or two

very elementary facts which show that such a medium does exist.

We know that light and heat come to us from the sun ; thoy
travel millions of miles before they reach our atmosphere, and
then they travel through the atmosphere until they affect our

oyes or sense of touch. We know that light and heat travel in

the form of linos or rays : if we let the light come through a hole

in a shutter into a darkened room we see it in the form of what
are called rays of light, traced out in the dust particles of the

room. It is well established that light and heat are forms of

energy, and transference of energy from one place to another

implies the existence of a medium to convey it, not only that, but
the medium is strained in so doing. Thus when energy is convoyed
from a steam engine to a loom or other machine there must be a

medium in the form of belting, or shafting, or gearing to convey the

energy, and the medium is strained while it is conveying the energy.
In the same way the fact that light and heat come to us from the

sun across interplanetary space implies the existence in that space
of a medium which can be strained. This* medium must also

exist in our atmosphere, and many elementary scientific pheno-
mena demonstrate to us that the medium pervades all forms of

matter solid, liquid, or gas, as well as the interplanetary space.
The Dutch philosopher Huyghens first propounded the theory

of the existence of an all-pervading medium, now called the ether,
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through which heat and light travel with a definite velocity of

300,000,000 metres per second, or roughly 186,000 miles per
Second.

All the accumulated evidence of modern science confirms the

theory that such a medium does exist, and the demand for a

rational explanation of many phenomena in nature makes it easier

to believe in such a universal ether rather than to believe that

interplanetary space is void or entirely empty.
Let us first consider the air which is a familiar medium through

which sound energy is conveyed in all directions. The vibrations

of a sounding body set up waves in the air, the length of the waves

depending upon the number of vibrations per second made by
the sounding body. A number of sounding bodies may all be

vibrating at different frequencies, setting up waves of different

wave lengths in the air, and the ear will detect that there are

different Bets of waves arriving at it. Also we know that a body
may vibrate so slowly, setting up long air waves, or so fast, setting

up short wave lengths, as to cause no impression on the ear ; in

other wordK the air waves may be too long or too short for the oar

to detect them. Thus one can set up waves in the air of all wave

lengths ;
all exactly identical in character, but our sense of hearing

can only detect a certain limited range of them.
It is believed that heat and light are radiated from the sun

owing to violent electrical disturbances at its surface caused by
its very high temperature. These disturbances set up strains" in

the ether medium which spread out through it in all directions,

analogous to the spreading out of sound waves in air.

We do not believe that heat and light are shot from the sun

through space, like a bullet shot from a ship to disturb a target ;

but rather that disturbances in the sun set up harmonic strains or

waves in the ether medium. These waves excite our senses of

touch and sight, in Jtfre same way as a ship by violent movement

might set up waves in the water to disturb a distant target. And
just as the sense of hearing can only detect a limited range of air

waves, so our sen^e of touch can only detect ether waves of lengths
which lie within a limited range, i.e. the heat waves ; and our sense

of sight detects ether waves of another range, i.e. the light waves.
But some waves seem to affect our sense of touch and our sense

of vision, which leads us to conclude that light waves and heat
waves are identical in nature and only differ in the lengths of the

waves. This conclusion is verified by the fact that they have

many other properties in common ; for example each can be
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reflected, refracted, dispersed, and polarised. Also, just as it is

possible for air waves to be too long or too short to affect the

sense of hearing, so there are ether waves too long or too short to

affect either our sense of touch or our sense of vision.

Air waves from J inch long to 12 or 18 yards long affect the

sense of hearing, ether waves 86 X 10~6 cms. long give the sensa-

tion of violet light, 45 x 10~6 cms. long the sensation of blue

light, and as they increase in length we receive the different

colours of the spectrum until waves 80 X 1Q-6 cms. long give

the sensation of red light ; ether waves longer than these do

not affect the eye. If waves of all these different lengths arrive

at the eye together we get the sensation of white light, as in

sunlight, whilst waves from 80 x 10~6 cms. to 80 X 10~4 cms.

long give the sensation of heat. Ether waves longer than

80 X 10-4 cms. or shorter than 86 X 10~6 cms. do not affect the

human senses of sight and touch, at the same time ether waves

shorter than violet light waves have chemical effects, and can

act on photographic plates. These waves are commonly called

the chemical or actinic rays, whilst waves 2 X 10~8 cms. long
are known as X rays, discovered by Sir Wm. Crookes.

Thus we see that just as waves of varying lengths can be set

up in air, so in the all-pervading ether medium various lengths of

waves can be set up, and are being continually set up by natural

means ; also that we can detect many of these waves by their

direct effect on the human senses of touch and sight, and we can

detfect others by chemical or photographic results.

The problem of Wireless Telegraphy is simply to make and

arrange apparatus so that long 'waves will be set up in the etber,

and to make and arrange other apparatus to detect these waves,

for they are far too long to be detected by the senses of sight or

touch. Waves in any medium are caused by setting up strains in

the medium, and we must first study how strains can be set up in

the ether, and how they can be combined to cause a wave motion.

QUESTIONS ON CHAPTER I.

1. How would you demonstrate the difference in the natures of light waves and

sound waves ?

2. What is the evidence for the existence of an aU-pervading medium in the

universe ?

3. What range of ether wave lengths can be received, using the eye as a

detector ?

4. If waves are set up in the ether shorter than those which affect the eye,

how can they be detected, and what use is made of them ?

6. Describe the changes which take place in the ether disturbances set up
round an iron ball as the latter is slowly heated from a cold state to a white heat.



CHAPTER II

MATTER AND ELECTRICITY

UNDER normal conditions of temperature and pressure some
kinds of matter may be known to us as solids, others as liquids,
and others as gases, but all the different forms of matter in the
universe can be catalogued under two main headings, i.e. Elements
and Compounds.

An Element, as the name implies, is a simple or elementary
substance which may enter into combination with other sub-

stances but which by itself cannot be decomposed by any chemical
or physical action to form one or more new substances. If, for

example, a quantity of copper unites with any other substances
to form copper sulphate it is not possible to carry out a decom-

position of the suphate which will not yield the same quantity
of copper again ; neither more nor less.

There are about eighty such elements known to us at present,

including the metals, miscellaneous elements such as silica and

carbon, and gases such as hydrogen, oxygen, chlorine, etc.

All elements differ from each other in weight and physical

properties ; gold is much heavier than hydrogen ; iron has

magnetic properties possessed by no other elements to the same

extent, and radium has radio-active properties at ordinary

temperatures which are shared by few other substances.

The smallest portion of an element which can .exist or .enter

into combination with offier elements is, called an "ATOM";
for example, a piece of copper contains millions of elementary

particles, or atoms, of copper ; all absolutely identical and none
of"them divisible into new atoms which have properties different

from those atcopper.
A compound is a combination of two or more elements ;

sucli compounds cojnprise far the greatest number of the forms

'p! matter with which we are familiar.

The smallest particle of a compound is called a
" MOLECULE."

5
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and a molecule is always made up of a whole number of atoms
of each elementary substance present ; thus a molecule of water
is made up of a combination of two atoms of hydrogen and one

atom of oxygen ; a molecule of sulphuric acid similarly consists

of a combination of two atoms of hydrogen, one of sulphur, and
four of oxygen. In the same way molecules of salt, sugar, alcohol,

coal, rubber, or any other compound consist of different combina-
tions of atoms of different elements.

An alloy, such as brass, german silver, solder, or platinoid,
is simply a mixture of atoms or molecules of two or more elements

or compounds. Thus a study of all the phenomena connected
with matter can be based on such knowledge as we possess con-

cerning the comparatively few fundamental elements ; if, for

example, we consider samples of iron, copper, hydrogen, and
radium we are led to ask ourselves why are they all different as

regards their physical and chemical properties. This difference

is apparent even in the smallest samples, and the smallest samples
possible are atoms of these substances. We must come to the

conclusion that the atoms are in some way different from each
other and thus the investigation resolves itself into a study of

atomic structure.

Unfortunately an atom of any substance is far too small to

be seen under the most powerful microscope, and there are

billions of them in one cubic centimetre of the substance. In

ancient times atoms were considered to be hard like miniature

pellets of shot
;

as Dr. Preston wrote :

"
The hard atom was

conceived by the Greek philosophers Dernocritus and Leucippus,
and was subsequently glorified in the poetry of Lucretius."

There is a form of fine dust which can be taken from the bed
of the ocean called globigerina ; it looks like a very fine powder
and a few particles of it cannot be seen by the naked eye. Yet
if put under a powerful microscope each particle is seen to be a

beautiful structure, in appearance like a miniature sea-shell. Is

an elementary atom then simply a small hard particle or has it

got an elaborate structure unsuspected like that of the globigerina?

Fortunately, although we cannot see an atom, the brilliant

work of such scientists as Crookes, J. J. Thomson, Eutherford,
H. A. Wilson, Pierre and Madame Curie has cleared up many
points concerning atomic structure, and has established the fact

that electricity is a fundamental constituent of the atoms and

molecules of all forms of matter. From the researches of these

and other scientists we learn that an atom of any substance
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contains still smaller things, which by Sir J. J. Thomson were
palled "CORPUSCLES," but by many scientists

"
ELECTRONS."

We shall speak of them as electrons in this treatise.

It is indeed very probable that an atom of matter contains
a number of electrons vibrating in the atom about a central
nucleus. Those who chiefly realise the fact that atoms are far

too small to be seen may find it difficult to believe in the existence
of electrons and be very sceptical about their movement in the
atom. But the appreciation of this movement of electrons in

an atom may not be difficult to the student of science who knows
that the atoms or molecules of a substance are in constant

vibration, the rate of vibration depending on the temperature of

the substance.

By brilliant researches on the discharges of electricity through

(a) Fio. 1. (b)

ratified gases contained in vacuum tubes Sir J. J. Thomson

probably done more than any other scientist to establish the

electronic structure in an atom, to show why elements differ

from each other in physical and chemical properties, and* to

demonstrate the fact that electricity is a fundamental constituent

of matter, and therefore of the universe.

Thus an atom of an element might be represented as in Fig. 1 (a),

where the white specks represent electrons, though their number
and arrangement will be different for different forms of matter.

A surface atom of radium might be represented as in Fig. 1 (b), in

which electrons arfc seen to be flying off the atom ; some escaping
into the space around, others being pulled back into the atom by
the attracting force which acts toward its centre. An atom of

radium is very heavy and it is probable that it contains many
electrons.
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Fig. 2 shows a glass globe exhausted of air, with a glass stem

holding a small plate of platinum at the centre, and two electrodes

sealed through the glass. If wires from an induction coil which

is generating a very high electric pressure, or difference of potential

measured in volts, are joined to the electrodes, the negative wire

to the top terminal and the positive wire to the bottom, a dis-

charge of electrons will be driven from the top terminal and will

strike against the platinum plate.

The plate will be seen to become red hot. This proves that

the electrons, though so small as to be quite invisible, yet travel

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

_n such numbers and with such velocity that their bombardment
heats the platinum.

In like manner one mi^ht heat a target by bombarding it with

a rain of bullets ; the energy of the high-velocity bullets would
be turned into heat on the target, though here again one does not

see the bullets.

Pig. 8 shows another vacuum tube with*electrodes, and in the

centre is pivoted a small wheel with very light vanes. If the elec-

trodes of this tube are suitably joined to a source of high electrical

pressure the discharge of electrons will be seen to turn the little

wheel rapidly and at the same time make its vanes phosphoresce.

Fig. 4 shows another such vacuum tube, having at the centre.
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a plate covered with barium sulphide. When electrons are made
to discharge across it and strike the plate the latter is seen to give
off a brilliant light. Indeed in all these experiments the glass of

all the vacuum tubes is seen to glow with phosphorescent light.

Since light is due to waves of definite length set up in the ether

we have here a proof that a sudden stoppage of electrons may so

disturb the ether that there is set up in it those small ripples or

waves which give the sensation of light ; the length of the waves,
in other words the colour of the light, depending upon the form
of matter (whether glass, barium sulphide, etc.)

that contained the ether in which the waves were
started.

These experiments are carried out in vacuum
tubes, i.e. in tubes in which the air is very
attenuated, or at a very low pressure, because

the electrons are so tiny that their motion would
be quickly stopped in air at ordinary pressure
unless very high voltages were used, and even

then they would heat up the air so much that it

would itself become incandescent, thus obscuring
the other light effects.

Lightning is a discharge of electrons, generally
from one cloud which is highly negatively charged
to one highly positively charged. The electrical

pressure or voltage is so great as to make the

electrons burst their way through the resistance

of the air, and raise it to a white heat as they

pass through it. An electric spark discharge FIG. 4.

from an induction coil is similarly a discharge
of electrons

;
a current of electricity through a wire is a steady

flow of electrons through the wire.

The diameter of an electron, its mass, its velocity, and the

9
charge carried by it, have been measured. 1 Its mass is ^28 gram

or is about T^ of that of a hydrogen atom, which is the lightest

atom of all the elements ; its diameter is less than -

1Q12
cm.

its velocity depends on the positive potential of the anode or

plate which attracts it and can attain a value of 50,000 kilo-

metres per second in a high voltage tube. Its charge corresponds

See note at end of Chapter.
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to about
fio v IAI? coulomb, and a substance with a surplus of

electrons has properties identical with those possessed by bodies

which in former times were said to be negatively electrified.

The charge cannot be separated from the electron ; it is the

electron the fundamental unit of electricity. It is probable that

the mass of an electron is due to the magnetic disturbances which
it causes in the ether medium ; the luminescence and fluorescence,
and heat caused by it in gas, and glass, and other substances are

due to similar etheric disturbances. In fact all the physical

properties of all forms of matter may be due to the movements
<3f J;he electrons, or units of electricity, which are a fundamental
constituent of them.

The electrons are identical no matter what substance they
may issue from ; thus the atoms of all elements contain electrons,

and the difference between different elements is probably due to

the electronic structure in the atom. Gold differs from lead

because an atom of gold contains a certain number of electrons

arranged in a certain way, an atom of lead contains a different

number of electrons arranged in a different way. Each little

atom has its electrons in it, like seeds in a fruit, but there are

reasons to suppose that the electrons may be moving about in

the atoms so that it is more like a little universe with its planet
electrons moving around a central nucleus. By the application
of electrical pressure, or voltage, one or more electrons may bo
torn out of an atom so that we get a kathodic discharge in a

vaciium tube. Sir J. J. Thomson has shown that as many as

eight electrons can be torn out of an atom of mercury. Borne

substances, such as radium, actinium, and uranium, emit electrons

spontaneously from their atoms at ordinary temperatures and
are said to be radio-active.

We do not know how many electrons there are in an atom of

any substance but it is reasonable to suppose that the number
increases with the weight of an atom. Thus the atomic weight
of hydrogen is 1 and its atom is supposed to contain one electron

the atomic weight of radium is 226 and its atom probably con-

tains a great number of electrons.

Mend61ejeff first drew attention to what is now known as

the Law of Periodicity ; if the atoms of the different elements
are arranged in the order of their atomic weights it is found that

atoms of similar characteristics occur periodically like octave
notes on a piano. Thus lithium (atomic weight 7) has properties
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not shared by the substances which succeed it in the atomic
scale until we come to sodium (atomic weight 23), and they dis-

appear again until potassium (atomic weight 39) is reached. In
a similar way helium (4), neon (20), and argon (37-9) have similar

characteristics, as have glucinum (9*1), magnesium (24*3), and
calcium (40-1) ; in fact so regular is this periodicity that the
existence of unknown elements was shown by gaps in the series ;

this has led to the discovery of some of these elements such as

gallium and germanium. Spectroscopic results also demonstrate
the fact that there is a definite similarity between elements which
follow each other at regular intervals in the periodic series.

To account for this peculiar periodicity Sir J. J. Thomson
considers that an atom consists of electrons, or negative charges,

surrounding a central nucleus of positive charge. When the

number of electrons in an atom is from 1 to 8 they are arranged

symmetrically on a circle or sphere round the central nucleus ;

when the number is from 9 to 16, the ninth, tenth, etc., will lie on
a new circle or sphere concentric with the first. Similarly with
17 electrons a third 'circle or sphere would be commenced with
the seventeenth, and so on. Thus the similarity of properties of

certain substances will correspond to the number of electrons on
the outer circle or sphere

The ring diameter changes with the atomic weight so that

the atomic volume diminishes as wo pass through an octave to

rise again when a new ring, or an octave, is started. Some
dofcbt still exists as to the nature of the nucleus in an atom ;

it may be ether, or it may be something corresponding to what
we have previously called positive charge. On the other hand

positive charge may simply correspond to a deficit of electrons.

The fact that an atom contains a positive as well as a negative

charge would seem to have been proved by the experiments
wjiich P. Curie carried out with certain crystals.

Owing to the difficulty of explaining the fact that hydrogen

gives two spectra, although its atom is supposed to consist of

1 electron and 1 nucleus, Sir J. J. Thomson has presented the idea

that an atom may also contain a third constituent whose nature

is at present unknown. 1

It may be thought that if an atom of an element loses one

or more electrons it thereby changes into an atom of something

1 Lectures by Sir J. J. Thomson at the Royal Institution, commencing February
16th, 1918. In his 1919 Lectures he states that the different spectra may be due
to a difference of electron position in,the atom.
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else, and consequently by taking an electron discharge from a

substance the latter should slowly change. Up to the present
the physical and chemical properties of most substances have
not been found to change owing to a discharge of electrons from

them, but in the case of radio-active substances it is thought that

new substances of distinct individuality are produced. The
radiations from thorium are supposed to bring about a very slow

formation of a new substance called Thorium X ; much research

remains to be done on these lines.

Now physical science teaches us that the molecules of a

compound and the atoms of an element, which may be called

monatomic molecules, are in constant movement ;
the extent

of the movement of any molecule depending on the temperature
of the substance. This molecular movement is sinall in solids,

more free in liquids, and still more free in gases ; in fact it is this

which distinguishes solids from liquids and gases. The pressure
of a liquid or gas against the sides of the containing vessel is due
to the constant bombardment of the molecules ; as they move
hither and thither a definite number of them are always striking

against the side of the vessel.

Evaporation from the surface of a liquid is due to the fact

that some of the molecules in their movement arrive at the

surface with such a velocity that they fly off into the air or other

fluid medium above the surface. As the temperature of the

substance is increased the molecules move with greater velocity ;

as it is decreased the molecular movement diminishes, and at

absolute zero of temperature, i.e. 273 C., all the molecules of

a substance are at rest.

In all pieces of elementary substances it is believed that

there are not only the atoms of the element which formed the

substance, each containing a definite number of electrons, but

also a great number of free electrons, and that the electrons as

well as the atoms are in constant movement. Thus a piece of

copper wire consists of an aggregate of atoms of copper and a

number of free electrons all moving hither and thither, the atoms

being definite constellations of electron* which give the piece,

properties by which we distinguish it as copper. Also it must
not be overlooked that ether pervades the copper since this

medium pervades everything.

Similarly a piece of gold wire consists of a number of atoms
or constellations of electrons, and a number of fre electrons all

moving continually in all directions ; but the constellations in



CHAPTEK III

CHARGED BODIES AND ELECTRIC STRAIN IN THE
ETHER

IF an ordinary ebonite ruler is rubbed with a piece of fur or

flannel and the rubbed part held near light objects, such as small

pieces of tissue paper, the latter will be attracted to the ebonite.

A dry glass rod rubbed with silk shows the samo phenomena, and
a like result can be obtained with an amber mouthpiece of a pipe,
or a stick of sealing-wax rubbed on the sleeve of a coat. These
bodies are then said to be electrified.

When a rod of brass, or of any metal, is held in the hand and
rubbed in a similar way it evinces no such property of electri-

fication ; however, if we mount the brass or other metal on a

support of ebonite, amber, or sealing-wax, and flick it with a piece
of fur we find it has now the property of attracting light sub-

stances ; in other words it is electrified. Thus bodies can be
divided under two headings : those in which the electrified portion
remains isolated or insulated, termed

"
Insulators/' and those

over which the electrification passes freely, and can pass into

other similar bodies in contact with them, termed
"
Conductors.''

Ebonite, sealing-wax, amber, silk, shellac, dry glass, and air

are good insulators ; metals and alloys, the human body, and
most vegetable matter are good conductors.

A brass rod held in the hand is electrified by friction, but the

electrification can spread all over the brass into the body through
the hand, and into the earth through the body, so that no signs of

electrification appear ;
when the brass is insulated the electri-

fication can spread all over the brass but it cannot spread any
farther, so that the brass as a whole shows signs of electrification.

If one electrified ebonite rod is suspended at the centre by
a thread and another electrified ebonite rod is brought near the

electrified end of the suspended one the latter is seen to be

repelled. But if a glass rod, electrified by rubbing it with silk,

15
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is brought near the suspended electrified ebonite the latter will

be attracted and move round towards the electrified glass rod.

The rubbed glass and the rubbed ebonite will each attract light
neutral bodies ; they are each electrified but there is evidently
some difference in their electrification. If the fur which rubbed
the ebonite rod had been insulated it would have attracted the

electrified ebonite rod as the glass did ; and, indeed, it can be

easily proved that if two insulators, or insulated conductors, are

rubbed together they both become electrified to exactly the same
extent but with different states of electrification, one repelling
another electrified body, the other attracting it with exactly the

same force. Franklin tried to explain this, in his
"
One Fluid

Theory/' by saying that when two bodies are rubbed together one

loses something which the other gains ; one was negatively electri-

fied and the other positively electrified, the negative and positive
electrifications being necessarily equal.

Charged Bodies. If an excess of electrons can be put on any
substance it is no longer in a normal, or neutral, condition ; the

ether which pervades it will be strained and this strain is com-

municated to the ether around it so that it has an effect on other

substances in the neighbourhood. On the electron theory when
a rod of ebonite is rubbed with fur an excess of electrons goes to

the ebonite from the fur, the ether round the ebonite is strained

and on account of this strain light substances near the ebonite,

such as bits of paper, are attracted to it.

In older text-books ebonite rubbed with fur was said to be

negatively electrified so that an excess of electrons on a body
corresponds to what was formerly known as a

"
Negative

"
charge.

This is perhaps a little confusing and is entirely due to the con-

ventional manner in which the terms
"
Positive

" and
"
Negative

"

were adopted by the older scientists when the nature of electricity

was not understood.

Similarly when a dry glass rod is rubbed with silk some electrons

go out of the glass on to the silk ; the glass has now a deficit of

electrons and is in an abnormal condition ; the ether in and

around it is strained and so it attracts light $eutral substances.

The glass was formerly said to be
"
Positively

"
electrified, so that

a positive charge in the older theory corresponds to a deficit of

electrons in the modern theory.

Generally then it may be said that properties of electric charge,

or of electrification, are evinced by any substance when it has

either an excess or deficit of electrons compared with the number
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in a normal piece of the substance ; this abnormal condition has
set up a strain in the ether which pervades the body and, since

ether is a perfectly elastic medium, this strain extends into the

ether around it conveying forces to neighbouring substances.

The fur which rubbed the ebonite lost electrons to the ebonite ;

the fur was thus charged positively. But the fur and the hand
which held it are both conductors, through which electrons can

easily pass, so that, when the ether in them is strained, electrons

flow from the general mass of earth and the body to the fur to

make up the deficit until the strain on the ether is removed.

Instantaneously, therefore, the fur loses its abnormal or electrified

condition. If it had been supported on a substance through
which, or over which, electrons cannot easily pass, i.e. an insulator,

it would have remained electrified and the positive electrification

of the fur would have equalled the

negative electrification of the ebonite.

Similar reasoning applies to all con-

ductors ; they allow electrons to pass

easily over them from or to the great
earth conductor unless they are iso-

lated or ".Insulated
"

from it, in

which case they can be easily electri-

fied, positively or negatively, like

ebonite, glass, amber, or any other

insulator.

Some bodies are more easily elec-

trified than others ; this will depend

upon the structure of the atom, how many electrons it contains,

and how the electrons are arranged in the atom. Sir J. J.

Thomson has shown that from some atoms only one electron

can be freed, from others two, and so on. The difference between

electrons and the positively charged residue of the atoms from

which the electrons are obtained is beautifully shown by experi-

ment with a special form of vacuum tube similar to that in

Pig. 5.

There are two plates or electrodes in the tube, one of which

is joined to a source of great positive electrical pressure, the

other is joined to a source of great negative pressure. This may
be effected by joining the terminals to the secondary wires of an

induction coil. The negative electrode plate is cut in the form

of a grid, with horizontal slits or openings in it.

Whan ioinad to a sufficientlv ereat difference of electrical

FIG. 5.
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potential, or pressure, a discharge will take place between the

electrodes in the tube ; electrons will be torn out of the atoms of

gas in the tube near the negative electrode, and shot with great

velocity towards the positive electrode. They will be like little

invisible pellets flying across this space in the tube, and will make
it phosphoresce with the usual yellowish-green coloration.

Now when a shot is fired from a gun the gun itself recoils,

and similarly in this case when electrons fly forward from atoms

the robbed atoms themselves fly backward ; they will pass through
the openings in the negative electrode arid there will be seen

behind it rays of quite a different colour to those due to the flying

electrons in front. These rays will be

of a reddish colour and are due to the

positively charged atoms flying back-

wards from the recoil.

One insulated conductor can be

charged by bringing it into contact

with another charged conductor, or by

joining them together with a conducting
wire. A simple little instrument for

studying effects of electrical charges is

the Gold Leaf Electroscope (Fig. 6).

It consists of two little gold leaves

hanging side by side on a metal bar

connected by a metal rod to a disc, and

the whole well insulated by ebonite,

paraffin wax, or glass, from a case which

surrounds the leaves, the case having

glass windows through which the leaves can be seen ; it may be

of glass and wire netting.
If the electroscope is charged the leaves will stand apart, for

being electrified in a similar sense (both positively or both nega-

tively charged) they repel each other. Thus if joined to a conductor

and the conductor is charged the leaves stand apart.

If the electroscope is charged, say positively, and another

charged conductor is brought near it, the leaves will collapse if

the conductor has a negative charge but will stand still further

apart if the conductor is positively charged. This instrument can

only be used for dealing with very small charges as the little gold

leaves would be torn off if the effects are too strong ;
we shall use

it later in studying the action of condensers.

A body charged positively or negatively attracts neutral

PIG. 6.
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bodies ; a body charged positively attracts a negatively charged
body but repels another positively charged one. In the case of

very light bodies free to move these forces of attraction or repulsion
will actually make them move towards or away from each other

as the case may be. This movement implies a force conveyed
from the one to the other by some medium in the space between
them ; the medium is not the air as the effect can take place
in a vacuum, it must therefore be the invisible ether medium, or

rather the strains set up in the ether by the abnormal condition

of the charged body or bodies.

If a brass ring is insulated and has attached to it some little

balls of pith by light threads, as shown in Pig. 7, and if the ring
and balls are electrified it will be found that the balls will riso

in the air and remain supported well

away from the ring. An invisible

force is supporting them against the

action of gravity similar to the action

of the invisible force which acts on

neutral bodies, or across space be-

tween electrified bodies, in the ex-

periments already described. No
force can be conveyed from one

place to act at another place without

medium, and in conveying thea

force the medium is always strained.

Power from a steam engine is con-

veyed to a loom or lathe by the

medium of a' belt, or a shafting, or a

rope drive, and in conveying the force the belt, or the shaft, or

the rope is strained.

. As already explained the ether must be the medium in the

case before us and the force is conveyed by a state of strain in

the ether medium. Since it is usual to denote a force by a line

we picture to ourselves this ether strain in all directions round a

charged body as lines of strain ;
since it is set up by what is

called a state of electrification in the body we call this
"
Electric

strain
"

in the ether, and represent it in a picture by
"
Lines of

electric strain." Each line represents a unit of strain force in

the ether.

Since we are accustomed to represent forces as acting in a

definite direction it is convenient to assume the direction of an

electric line of force in the ether as that in which a positive charge
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would be urged, i.e. out from the positively charged bodies and
into the negatively charged ones.

Each electric line of force or strain in the ether starts at a unit

of positive charge and ends at a unit of negative charge ; they
issue out and enter conductors always
at right angles to the surfaces of

the conductors, and their shape in

space depends on the arrangement
of charged bodies in the vicinity.

Thus if an insulated metallic

sphere is isolated from other con-

ductors and charged, the electric

lines of strain in the ether round it

are as shown in Fig. 8 (A). The
arrows on the lines show the direc-

tion of the strain.

If two insulated spheres are

/ /^^N;^^..-''7>rfV\
charged> one positively and the

''
/ ; \"\ "-**-'V/ ; \D

V other negatively, and placed near
1

v NX ""
*

"'
'' ' 8 each other, the electric lines of

FIG. 8. strain in the ether will be shown in

Fig. 8 (B). Note that though the
lines are curved between the spheres, yet they are at right angles
to the surfaces of the spheres where they enter or leave.

If an insulated metal plate A is charged positively and a
similar metal plate B is charged negatively and placed near A
the electric lines of strain between the plates will be as shown
in Fig. 9. In this case the electric lines are straight except near
the edges, and are uniformly distributed in the space between the

plates ; that is to say there are a uniform number of lines per
sq. cm. in the space between the plates. This is an example of
what is called a

"
uniform electric field." In each of the cases

described only a few electric lines are

drawn, the actual number which exist
/',~/T^

in the ether space will depend upon '\VjjJ
the amount of the positive or negative

charges on the bodies which are causing
the strain. The electric field is the space in which the ether is

strained, the strength of the field being measured by the number
of strain lines per sq. cm. at any point. We cannot have free

electrons without having atoms which have lost electrons, and
electric lines of strain which start from positive charges, due to

f +

TTiTfV}
m^mt^m-f-'

Era. 9.
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atoms which have lost electrons, end on negative charges which
are the complementary number of free electrons. We can thus see

why a neutral body is attracted by a charged body ; some lines

of ether strain stretch from the positively charged body in Fig. 10
to the neutral body ; each line issues from an atom which has
lost an electron, or at least from a state of deficit of one electron

on the charged body, and where it enters the neutral body there
is a free electron constituting a negative unit of charge. In other
words the electric strain in the ether has

disturbed some of the electrons of the

neutral body accumulating electrons to

that side of it nearest the charged body ;

then the lines of strain being like elastic

strings tend to shorten, and if their

number is great enough this force of con-

traction will pull the neutral body up to

the charged body. Thus we see that

before a neutral body is attracted by a

positively charged body it is really nega-

tively charged on the nearest side by the Fla 10
influence of the electric lines of force set

up in the ether, and then the positive charge attracts the negative

charge. The attraction of a negatively charged body for a neutral

body is explained in a similar manner.

The forces of attraction and repulsion round bodies electrically

charged are therefore due to the strain set up in the ether around

them.

Current of Electricity. The molecules and electrons in a

substance are always in a state of vibratory movement, the

rate of vibration depending directly on the temperature ; at

the absolute zero of temperature (278 C.) all vibratory mole-

cular movement has ceased.

If, in addition to this vibratory movement, there is set up
a regular drift of electrons from one end of the substance to

the other, that would constitute what is commonly called a

current of electricity. How is this drift to be set up ? It has

been noted that electric strains in the ether are set up by an

accumulation of electrons at one side and a deficit of electroug

at the other, and that if possible electrons will move, or positive

and negative charges will attract each other and combine, so as

to remove the strain. Positive and negative charges can com-

bine if the ether is strained in a conducting path. Thus if we
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have a good conductor, such as copper wire, and put an electric

strain on the ether in and around the wire, electrons will move
along it tending to remove the strain.

Consider the simple case of a primary cell. When zinc is

put in contact with a solution of sulphuric acid, or in a solution

of sal-ammoniac as in a Leclarich6 cell, the zinc becomes nega-
tively charged, i.e. has an excess of electrons, the solution is

positively charged, i.e. has a deficit of electrons. The ether

in fthe vicinity is electrically strained between the positive
solution and the negative zinc. If a piece of copper wire is now
made to connect the zinc to the solution the ether in the copper
is strained, and, copper being a conductor, electrons will flow

along it tending to remove the strain. The moment this dis-

placement of electrons occurs in the wire and cell a chemical
action sets up between the solution and the zinc, keeping up
the negative charge on the zinc and the positive charge in the
solution. Thus the flow of electrons along the copper wire will

be kept up and this continuous flow of electrons is called a
current.

As remarked before a unit of positive charge may be the
nucleus of an atom round which the electrons are arranged and
round which they may be moving in circular orbits, or it may
be the residue of an atom which has lost one or more electrons.

In either case the positive units may be pulled by the ether
strain along the conducting wire from the solution to the zinc

at the same time as the electrons move in the opposite direction

to meet them. Since, however, an electron is very much smaller
than an atom, or the residue of an atom, it is likely that electrons

can pass much more easily along a conductor than the unit of

positive charge which is of atomic size. In gases and liquids
the movement of positively charged particles or

"
ions

"
often

constitutes a current, but in the general case a current of elec-

tricity may be taken to mean a flow of electrons from the negative
ends of ether strain lines to the positive ends ; this is at variance
with the teaching of the older text-books in which electricity
was always supposed to flow from positive t& negative, following
the analogy of water which flows from a high level to a low level.

Here again the discrepancy exists because bodies which were

formerly said to be negatively electrified are now found to be
those on which there is an excess of electrons.

A flow of electricity will always take place in a conductor
when the ether in it is electrically strained, and if this strain is
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kept up the flow will be continuous. If two or more Leclanche

or other cells are connected in series the electric strain in the

ether will be greater than that obtained with one cell ; it will

in fact bo equal to the sum of the strains set up by each cell,

and the resulting displacement or current in a conducting wire

attached to the battery will be correspondingly greater. As in

a water analogy one might have a tank on each floor of a house

with pumps sending water up from tank to tank ;
the rate of

water current in a pipe leading from the top tank back to the

bottom one will increase with the number of pumps thus em-

ployed in series ;
the greater the number of pumps the greater

the water pressure set up. Similarly the chemical action in each

cell acts like a pump, each keeping up a certain pressure or strain

in the ether,
t

and the resulting strain depends on the number

of cells in series. The ends of each wire on the armature of a

dynamo when it is kept revolving have positive and negative

charges and therefore an electric strain is set up in the ether by

them; as a number of the wires are connected in series the

resulting ether strain is the sum of all the strains due to the

several wires

Thus a battery of cells or a dynamo can be used as a source

of ether strain for getting a current of electricity to move

through a conducting circuit.

Potential. The electric strain in the ether available for

making an. electric current flow through the medium in which

the ether is strained is called the electric pressure, or potential,

and is measured in units called "Volts." When a body is

charged the ether in and around it is strained and it is then said

to have a certain positive or negative potential, according to

the nature of the charge. If one body is charged positively and

another negatively there is said to be a difference of potential

between them ;
if two bodies of the same size are charged equally

with positive or negative electrification there is no difference

of potential between . them. If two zinc plates are placed in

the same acidulated water both will be charged negatively and

no current will flow along a copper wire connecting them. The

method of measuring difference of potential in volts or smaller

scientific units will be explained in Chapter V.

Resistance. With a given electric strain exerted on the ether

in and around any substance the resulting movement of electrons

through it as a current or discharge will depend upon the nature,

length, and cross-section of the substance. For example, with
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a given ether strain, or voltage, applied there will be a more
rapid movement of electrons in copper than in iron or tungsten,
and it will take a comparatively great ether strain to cause any
movement at all of electrons through mica or ebonite ; copper
is therefore said to have less resistance than iron, iron has less

resistance than tungsten, and tungsten has much less resistance

than ebonite. Different forms of matter, solids, liquids and

gases, can thus be arranged in a series according to the apparent
resistance they offer to the passage of electricity through them ;

those of comparatively low resistance are called
"
Conductors"

those which allow electricity to- pass through them only when
a great electric strain is applied to the ether in them are called
"
Insulators." Silver is the best conductor we have ; the next

best is copper, and iron has roughly seven times the resistance

of copper ; mica, ebonite, paraffin oil, and glass are good insu-

lators. It is natural to expect that when the ether in a piece
of any substance, say copper, is electrically strained, the thicker

it is the more electrons would pass a given cross-section of it

per second, and the longer it is the less electrons will pass from
one end to the other per second through the intervening maze
of atoms and electrons in vibration. It is indeed found to be
the case that the resistance varies inversely as the thickness

and directly as
othelength.

When a discharge or current passes through a substance the

substance is heated to a degree depending on the square of the

current, and on the resistance which the substance offers ; that

is to say, the regular movement of electrons from one end to the
other is accompanied by a speeding up of the vibratory move-
ment of all the atoms and electrons in the substance. The
substance now radiates heat, and if heated sufficiently may
radiate light ; it is interesting to note that light and heat are

due to harmonic wave disturbances in the ether of very short

wave-length, and that they can be set up by electrical means.
A great ether strain is required to cause a discharge across

air which is therefore a good insulator, a difference of potential
of from 8000 to 4000 volts being necessary tb cause a discharge
across one millimetre of air. When such a discharge takes place
the air is heated and we see the discharge as a spark, or a suc-

cession of sparks. The conductivity of any substance depends
on its temperature, decreasing in metals as the temperature
rises. If a metal is cooled to a very low temperature, near the

absolute zero, its resistance becomes so low that a current of
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B

electrons once started in a ring of the metal will continue flowing
for a considerable time after the starting force or strain has
3eased to exist.

Capacity. When a tank is filled with water the resulting
water pressure depends not only on the quantity of water put
in, but also on the size and shape of the tank. Thus if equal
water quantities are put into the vessels A and B (Fig. 11) the

pressure at the tap in A is greater than that at the tap in B, and
there may be a greater pressure in A than in B though the charge
3f water in A is less than in B.

Similarly when a conductor is charged, negatively or posi-

tively, the density of ether strain, or the electrical potential of

bhe conductor depends not only on the amount of the charge
but also on the size of the conductor ; to some extent on its

shape; and, unlike the water analogy,
on the proximity of other conductors.

Those considerations qualify what is

called the
"
Capacity

"
of the con-

ductor so that the potential depends
on the amount of charge put on the

conductor and on the capacity of

the conductor. For example, in the

electrostatic units of measurement,
a sphere of 1 centimetre radius has .

'

1 unit of capacity and 1 e.s. unit of

charge would raise it to unit poten-
tial ; if 1 e.s. unit of charge were put on a sphere of 5 cms. radius

its potential would only be J e.s. unit of potential for its capacity

is 5 times greater than that of the sphere of 1 cm. radius. For

our purposes the practical unit of capacity is the microfarad

which is equal to 900,000 e.s. units.

We will conclude this Chapter by emphasising the fact that

when a body is electrically charged, positively or negatively,

the ether around it is 'electrically strained. This strain is repre-

sented as lines of electric strain force which issue out of conductors

at right angles to the surface at any point. The density of this

strain, or number of lines per square cm., depends directly on

the charge and inversely on the capacity of the body ; in practical

work it is measured in units called volts, and the density at any

point is called the electrical potential at that point. A little

consideration of Figs. 8 and 10 will show that the electrical

potential at a point close to or on the surface of a charged

Fro. 11.
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conductor is greater than at a point farther away, except in

cases where there are other charged or neutral conductors in the

vicinity such as the example given in Fig. 9. In radio-telegraphy
transmitters our main purpose in charging up circuits and wires

with electricity is to produce this electric straining of the ether

around them.

QUESTIONS ON CHAPTER III.

1. Explain the difference between positive and negative electrification.

2. Mention some good insulators ; in what way do they differ from conductors ?

3. What is meant by the "
electrical potential

"
of a charged conductor ? On

what two things does it depend ?

4.
" Around an electrified body a state of strain is set up in the ether ;

" what
experimental facts support this statement ?

5. What is meant by the direction of an electric line of force ?

6. What is meant by joining cells in series ? If the difference of potential
between the plates of a cell is 2 volts what is the difference of potential between
the terminals of a batterv consisting of 10 such cells in series ?

7. What is a " uniform electric field
"

?

8. What is meant by
"
voltage

" and "
potential

"
? When a body is electrified

how does the potential of it depend on its size ?



CHAPTER IV

MAGNETISM AND MAGNETIC STRAINS IN THE ETHER

THE ether around charged bodies is electrically strained and
this strain exists until a current or discharge takes place which
will bring the charged body to a neutral or normal condition.

The current may flow through a conducting wire, it may be a

discharge across an air gap, or it may be a flow through a con-

ducting liquid ; the nature of the current may be a passage of

electrons (units of negative charge) in one direction, or a passage
of positive units of charge in the opposite direction, or a combina-
tion of both. It may be repeated that the direction of the electric

strain force in the ether at any point near a charged conductor
is at right angles to the surface of the charged conductor.

Now if there is a movement of electricity in any path a new
kind of strain is set up in the ether round that path. This strain

will not have any effect of attraction or repulsion on neutral or

charged bodies but it will affect compass needles and magnets,
iron and other magnetic substances so that it is called a
"
Magnetic strain

"
in the ether.

A simple demonstration of this magnetic straining of the

ether can be made as shown in Fig. 12 (a) ; a wire carrying a

current is passed through a sheet of cardboard, soft iron filings

are sprinkled on the cardboard and the cardboard lightly tapped ;

it will be found that the iron filings arrange themselves in

whirls or concentric circles round the wire. Some invisible

force has pulled the iron filings into these positions ; it is not a

strain in the air, since the experiment can be carried out in a

vacuum, therefore it must be a strain effect in the invisible ether

medium, pictured to us by iron filings, just as we can picture
lines or rays of light in the dust of a darkened room through
which a beam of light is set up. The distance to which this

strain effect extends out from the wire will depend on the strength
of the current in it.

If a small pivoted compass, or magnetic, needle is placed

27
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fillip i

<&)

on the cardboard it will not now necessarily point magnetic
North and South, but will set itself as a tangent to the magnetic
strain circle at the point where it happens to be placed ; in

other words, the force which ordinarily makes the needle point

magnetic N. and S. has been over-

come by the force of the magnetic
strain in the ether near the current-

carrying wire.

If a long piece of insulated wire

is made into a cylindrical coil and
a current is passed through the

coil it will behave like a magnet.
If pivoted at its centre and free

to move it will turn round until

it points in the magnetic N. and
S. direction ; if a sheet of card-

board is fixed on its axis and iron

filings sprinkled on the cardboard

they will arrange themselves as

shown in Fig. 12 (fe), showing the

nature of the magnetic strain in

the ether through and around the

coil. Such a coil is called a Sole-

noid) and the effect on a compass
needle placed near it will depend
on the strength of the electric

current flowing in the coil and on
the number of turns of wire per
cm. length of the coil ; it will not

depend on the kind of wire or

insulation used.

It is curious that this effect

can only be demonstrated with
iron filings or with a compass

needle which is made from steel or hard iron. Iron is the most
abundant metal in the world, and it is interesting to realise that

it is practically the only metal which can be magnetised, also

that if it is hard iron or steel it will retain its magnetic properties
when magnetised. To a slight extent bismuth, antimony, and

manganese can be magnetised, or are affected by magnetic strain

in the ether, but the results obtained with these metals are very
small compared with those obtained when iron is employed.

(a)

FIG. 12.
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Eeferring again to the current-carrying solenoid mentioned

above, if its core is filled with iron, instead of simply air, or wood,
or glass, or any non-magnetic substance, on investigating the

magnetic strain set up in the ether round it by the use of iron

filings or compass needles it will be found that the strain is now

greatly intensified, and extends out to a great distance around
the coil. With a given current in the coil the presence of an
iron core increases or multiplies very greatly the magnetic strain

effects set up in the ether ; evidently it is easier to set up mag-
netic strain in ether when it is contained in iron than when it

is contained in any other substance. Iron is thus said to be

very
"
Permeable

"
to magnetic strain effects, or to have small

"
Eeluctivity

"
a term corresponding to

"
Eesistance

"
which is

used when speaking of the passage of electricity through sub-

stances. Further study shows us that the increased magnetic
strain effects obtained when an iron core is used are not only
due to the fact that iron is more permeable than other sub-

stances, but are to a large extent due to the fact that, when the

ether in iron is magnetically strained, a physical change takes

place in the iron which creates new magnetic strains, and thus

multiplies the effect of the current in the coil. But first let us

consider the method of measuring or comparing magnetic strain

effects in the ether. It is evident that, like electric strain effects,

they represent forces, therefore in a diagram we should repre-
sent them by lines or curves. Iron filings and compass needles

show us approximately the shape of these magnetic forces, and
since they act on the poles of a magnet it is convenient to assume
their direction as that in which the N. poijating pole of a magnet
would be urged along them. One line representing unit mag-
netic strain in the ether would mean that a magnet pole of unit

strength was acted upon by unit force; for example, when a

certain current flows in a certain coil with an air core we may
speak of the Strength of the magnetic strain at the axis of the

coil as 20 lines per square cm., and when the core is filled with

iron the magnetic strain may be now 10,000 lines per square
cm., showing the multiplying effect or permeability of the iron.

The permeability of iron depends :

(1) On the quality of the iron,

(2) On the extent to which the ether in it has been magnetically
strained,

(8) On its temperature.
It has been already remarked that a solenoid carrying a current
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of electricity behaves like a magnetic or compass needle ;
if

suspended through its centre of gravity and free to move it will

point magnetic N. and S. When fitted with a soft iron core the

effect will be much stronger, and it will always be found that there

is a definite relation between the direction of the current in the coil

and the end which points N. ; thus if the current is reversed the

coil will reverse, the end which was before pointing N. will now
point S. The ends which point to the magnetic poles of the earth

are called the North Seeking Pole and South Seeking Pole re-

spectively, or more often the shorter terms N. Pole and S. Polo

are employed.
To ascertain the N. and S. poles of such a coil tho following

rule can be applied : Look at one end of the coil ;
if the current

is flowing round that end in the same direction as the hands of

a watch move that end is a S. polo ; if the current is flowing in

the opposite direction the end is a N. pole. This rule is illustrated

in Pig. 12 (c), and assumes positive direction of ciirrent, i.e. that

the current is a positive one flowing from the + potential end of

the coil through the coil to the potential end. The rule is true

whether the coil has an iron core or not.

If a hard iron or steel core is ernployod with a current-carrying
solenoid it will be found that after the current is stopped or the

iron taken out, the latter will retain its magnetic properties for a

considerable time. That is to say the ethor round it will remain

magnetically strained. It is now a magnet, riot an ordinary piece
of iron. If pivoted through its centre of gravity it will point in

the magnetic N. and S. direction ; either pole, or end, of it will

attract small pieces of iron or steel but there is no property of

attraction at its centre. If the N. Polo of anothor magnet is

brought near the N. pole of the suspended magnet, the latter N.

pole will be repelled and will move away ; if a S. polo is brought
near it will be attracted.

"
Liko polos repel each other, unlike

poles attract each other." Let us fix our attention on tho fact

that while the approaching magnet pole is still a distance of perhaps
a foot or more from the suspended magnet the latter moves. Sorno

force is causing it to move, a force no doubt due to tho approaching
magnet, but there must be some medium conveying the forco.

If it is desired to move something it may be pushed with a rod or

pulled with a rope, but there must always be some connecting
medium between the force applied and the thing moved ; also in

every case the rod or the rope or other medium is strained while

conveying the force.
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In the case of our magnets the ether must be the medium,
since the experiment will work equally well in a vacuum, and the

ether conveys the force from one magnet to the other because it

is strained. How is the ether strained round a magnet so that

it* will attract iron and cause a motion of other pivoted magnets
near it ? Let the magnet be placed under a sheet of thick paper
and iron filings be sprinkled on the paper ; the filings will arrange
themselves in definite symmetrical lines and curves as in Fig. 13,

so that it is possible to see the peculiar state of magnetic strain

in the ether round the magnet.
Thus round a magnet there exists a state of magnetic strain

in the ether, and it will be found that the extent of this strain

depends on the degree to which

the steel has been magnetised,
or on what is called the strength
of the magnet. The lines of

strain stretch from one pole
to the other in every plane

*
*
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outside the magnet and no doubt the ether in the magnet is also

strained.

Since the direction of a line of strain is taken as that in

which the N. pole of a magnet would be urged, and since we know
that a N. pole will be repelled by a N. pole and attracted by a 8.

pole, the lines of magnetic force therefore issue from N. poles of

magnets and enter at S. poles as shown by the arrow heads in

Fig. 13.

If it is desired to see why two like poles repel each other and
two unlike poles attract each other, the experiment with a sheet

of paper and iron filings can be repeated with two magnets arranged
as in Fig. 14, when'the ether strain lines will be as there shown.

The lines of magnetic strain set up in the ether are always tending
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to shorten themselves ; for that reason the S. pole of one magnet
is pulled towards the N. pole of another near it, as if they were

connected by invisible elastic strings. The lines never cross

each other, for- if poles are placed in any position near each other

the lines peculiar to each disappear and new irregular curves ol

ether strain take their place, just as in mechanics a number oi

forces gives a resultant force which has the same effect.

The lines of magnetic strain are self-repellent, therefore those

farthest out in what is termed the
"
MAGNETIC FIELD

"
are pushed

into curves by those inside them in the field. The
"
strength oi

a magnetic field
"

at any point in air, or other non-magnetic
substance, is measured by the number of magnetic lines which

cross a square centimetre at that point, the square centimetre

being taken at right angles to the direction of the magnetic
lines. This strength of field is usually denoted by the letter H.

We must now consider the difference between an ordinary bai

of iron and one which is magnetised. They may be alike in

appearance but the latter has got properties of attraction and

repulsion not possessed by the former. The difference is in the

arrangement of the atoms of iron in the bar ; in an ordinary
bar of iron the atoms are all massed together without any order :

in a magnetised bar some of the atoms are arranged in definite

lines or chains along the bar, and the more of these chains

formed the stronger is the magnet. The bar would be completely

magnetised, or as we say
"
saturated," if all the atoms were

arranged in definite lines. It is much the same as the difference

between an irregular heap of bricks and a brick wall, or anothei

heap of bricks in which at least the outside ones were arranged in

definite order.

Again we must remember that an atom of iron contains

electrons in motion, the motion being in definite directions in eact

atom, and when the atoms are rearranged in magnetising s

bar they are not only arranged in definite lines but are alsc

arranged so that the electronic movements in the atoms

synchronise with each other. We cannot say how electrons

revolve or move round the centre of an atom, but a chain of

atoms in a magnetised bar of iron may be compared with a rovv

of pulleys on a long shaft. When driven the pulleys all revolve ir

the same sense, and from them a line of belts will move in the

same direction conveying forces to machinery placed beneath.

The scientist Ampere many years ago propounded the idea that

each atom of iron had electric currents flowing round it. Before
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magnetisation the atoms were in disorder and hence the currents

moved irregularly ; but when magnetised some of the atoms

become parallel to each other and are arranged in chains along
the bar so that the currents round these atoms are flowing round

in the same direction or sense. Thus order is established out

of disorder and the magnetic properties appear. We see how
well this hypothesis agrees with the more definite knowledge we
have obtained in later years regarding the constitution of an atom.

Fig. 15 illustrates this conception of the magnetisation of iron,

and the student is referred to works on Magnetism and Electricity,

where experiments are described which go to prove the correctness

of this explanation.
Let us now consider how iron can be magnetised, in other

words how some of the atoms in an ordinary bar of iron can be

properly rearranged so that the bar evinces magnetic properties,

and magnetic lines of strain are set up in the ether around it.

This can be done by simply laying
the bar or rod of iron on the table

and drawing a pole of a magnet _
along the bar from end to end, /(^\ \ \ ^ 7

taking care always to rub along the

bar in one direction. The more wo
rub the more strongly will the bar

become magnetised, and we shall FIG. 15.

find that the end where we leave off

rubbing is of opposite polarity to the pole used for rubbing, in

consonance, as it were, with the rule that unlike poles attract

each other. Note that nothing goes out of the magnet into the

bar of iron. It is simply that the magnetic lines of strain in

the ether at the pole of the magnet affect the atoms of iron in

the bar so that some of these atoms are turned into definite

directions along its length, in line with the path of the ether

strain lines of force.

A more satisfactory method of magnetising iron or steel is

that of putting it into a current-carrying solenoid and this is

the method adopted commercially. It will be found that soft

iron can be easily magnetised and is very effective as a core in a

solenoid, but it loses its magnetism very easily. On the other

hand hard iron and steel are more difficult to magnetise, their

permeability is not so great, but once magnetised they retain

their magnetism for a considerable time. Apparently it is difficult

to rearrange the atoms in a bar of steel where they are very
VOL. I. D
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compact and pressed together : once rearranged they are not

easily susceptible to disarrangement.
Some kinds of iron ore evince magnetic properties when dug

out of the ground ; the best known of these is called magnetite

(Fe3 4), now found principally in Sweden but in ancient times

it was found in a province of Asia Minor called
"
Magnesia,"

hence the derivation of the words "
magnet,"

"
magnetism," etc.

Now let us briefly review and consider the general conditions

under which electric and magnetic strains may be set up in the

ether medium. If a body is electrically charged, positively or

negatively, the ether round it is electrically strained ;
if two

neighbouring bodies are charged, one positively and the other

negatively, the ether between them is electrically strained and
invisible lines of force extend from the one body to the other.

As long as the body, or bodies, retain any charge so long will some
electric strain remain in the ether. Thus electric straining of the

ether is associated with charges on bodies, i.e. electricity at rest.

It has already been shown that when electricity moves along
a wire or other path the ether round the path is magnetically
strained. Thus magnetic straining of the ether is associated with

discharges or current, i.e. electricity in motion.

Again, a state of electric strain exists in^the ether round a

charged body ; if the charge disappears the^electric strain will

disappear, but for the charge to disappear there must be a flow

of electrons to or from the charged body ; this flow of electrons

constitutes a discharge or current, round the path of which the

ether is magnetically strained.

Hence we see that when an electric strain in the ether disappears
a magnetic strain is set up in it.

Now, taking a simple case as an example, if an electric strain

in the ether is due to positive and negative charges the direction

of the electric strain will be as shown in the upper diagram of

Fig. 16 ; if a discharge passes across the air gap from the one body
to the other, or if they are connected by a wire to obtain a dis-

charge through the wire, a magnetic strain is spt up whose direction

is as shown in the lower diagram. It will be seen that the magnetic
strain acts in planes at right angles to those of the electric strain

which it replaces.
Thus electric lines of strain owing to a charge or charges act at

right angles to the magnetic lines of strain which replace them when
a discharge takes place.

To further illustrate this point let the copper wire A in Fig. 17
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be negatively charged and the metal plate B underneath positively

charged. The ether near the wire and plate will be electrically

strained as shown by the full line curves in the Fig., the lines of

force issuing out of the plate at right angles to its surface and

entering the wire at right angles to its surface, each line of force

having a positive unit of charge at one end and a negative unit

of charge at the other end. Now suppose a discharge to take

place between the wire and plate ; the electric strain will disappear,
but during the discharge a magnetic strain is set up in the ether

round its path. This magnetic strain is in the form of circular

lines of strain round the discharge path, a few of which are shown

by dotted circles in the Fig. It is evident that the magnetic

B
Era. 17.

strains are acting at right angles to the electric strains which they
have replaced.

This fact is of the greatest importance because if we can

get charge and discharge to follow each other consecutively we
shall have electric and magnetic strain effects alternately in the

ether, acting at right angles to each other ; not only at right angles
in space as shown, but also as regards time, for the one will be a

maximum when the other is zero.

When two strains alternate with each other in this way in

any medium a harmonic wave motion is set up in it and energy
is spread out through the medium by this wave motion.

Water is a familiar fluid medium in which wave motion can be

set up ;
familiar because we can see it and can see the waves*.

Large waves in water are caused by wind and gravity but let us
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consider the case of ripple motion in water. Suppose someone

gently plunges a stick up and down in the water at the centre of

a large pond ; ring ripples or waves will be set up, will spread

outwards, and will continue for some time. What causes the

water at any point to rise to a crest and fall to a trough alternately ?

There is an attraction between the molecules on a surface of water

which gives to the surface what is called a
"
Skin effect." Because

of this attraction, or surface tension, or skin effect, it is possible

to float a needle on the surface of water.

Now when water is heaped up into a crest, as shown in Fig. 18,

the surface is stretched and the force of surface tension tends to

pull the molecules close together again. Therefore this force,

shown in the Fig. by arrows marked ST, tends to flatten down the

water, and it does move downwards. When the surface has

arrived at AB the surface ten-

sion is again normal and the

motion should cease were it

not for the fact that during the

motion of the water downwards

r\ 1^ a new force is created that of

\
% y I inertia of motion, which makes

\ / the water swing too far. Just

when the extra surface tension

is zero at AB the force of inertia

pla . is. is a maximum, so that the water

goes on downwards and the

surface becomes a trough, as at CD. Here the force of inertia

has died out, but the surface is again strained and a force of

surface tension again set up, tending to shorten the surface and

bring it up to AB. During its motion upwards the extra surface

tension dies out, but again inertia of motion upwards is called

into play. With small ripples or waves the force of gravity need
not be considered as it is practically constant.

Thus we see that the up-and-down motion of water is caused

by two forces acting at right angles to each other as regards space
and time. Water being an elastic medium tfie strains are com-
municated from one alternate crest and trough to the water

beyond, and the ripple motion spreads outwards through it. How
do we know that this ripple or wave motion conveys energy ?

Suppose there is a piece of wood floating near the edge of the pond.
When the ripple motion arrives to the water at the wood the latter

will alternately rise and fall. Now the wood has weight, no matter
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how small, and to raise it against the pull of gravity implies that

energy has been exerted on it this energy comes from the ripple

motion in the water. There may be lots of pieces of wood floating

in the water all round the pond and each will be periodically

raised a little -by the wave motion when it arrives. Thus some of

the energy applied in plunging the stick up and down in the

middle of the pond has been carried out in all directions by the

wave motion set up in the water, and it can be made to do work on,

or apply forces to, bodies near the edge of the pond. Two kinds

of strains set up in the water at right angles to each other implies

a radiation of energy through the water, and this is true for any
other elastic medium.

The student will therefore appreciate the importance of the

electric and magnetic strains which can be set up in the ether

medium by electrical means ; if charge and discharge can be made
to follow each other rapidly these strains will follow each other

alternately in the ether, and will act at right angles to each other.

Energy will thus be radiated through the ether medium and will

affect substances at some distance from the source of ether strains.

As far as Eadio-Telegraphy is concerned we must concentrate

our attention on the existence of these ether strains ; we must

realise that bodies are electrically charged to set up an electric

strain in the ether, and discharges or currents are produced so that

the other may be magnetically strained.

EXPERIMENTS ON CHAPTER IV.

1. Suspend a magnet by its centre of gravity, and try the effect of bringing a

pole of another magnet (a) near its N. pole, (6) near its S. pole.

2. Place a bar magnet under a sheet of white cardboard. Dust soft iron filings

lightly over the cardboard ; tap the cardboard lightly with a pencil and note how
the iron filings map out magnetic lines.

3. Place two magnets in a line with their N. poles opposite each other and

about two inches apart. Repeat experiment 2 and note how the magnetic lines

show why N. poles repel each other.

Repeat experiment with two S. poles opposite each other, and with a N. pole

opposite a S. pole ; note why unlike poles attract each other.

4. Fill a glass tube loosely with hard iron filings ; proceed to magnetise it

as if it were a bar of iron, using a pole of a magnet ; note how the filings rearrange

themselves, see if the tube has magnetic properties. Shake up the tube and test

again.
5. Carry out the experiments described in this chapter with a current-carrying

wire, and a current-carrying coil.

QUESTIONS.

1. What are "magnetic lines"? What is meant by the direction of a

magnetic line ?
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2. Explain how a current-carrying coil of wire sets up a magnetic strain in
the ether.

3. Draw an iron core wound with insulated wire ; show the direction of a
current of electricity through the coil and the resulting N. and S. poles of the
iron.

4. Show how a coil could be wound and a current passed through it so that
it would have a N. pole at each end of the coil and a S. pole in the middle ?

5. The magnetising force of a current-carrying coil is ^ x
C
j ; if a coil,

10 inches long, has 200 turns of wire, and the current flowing in it is 0*6 ampere
what is the magnetising force of the coil ? In the formula given C is the current
in amperes, T is the number of turns in the coil, and I is its length in cms
1 inch = 2*54 cms.

6. What is necessary in order to obtain a harmonic wave motion in an elastic
medium possessing inertia ?

7. How can a wave motion of strain be set up in the ether medium ?



CHAPTER V

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS

ALL units of measurement used in electrical calculations are

based on the Metric, or, as they are usually called, the C.G.S.

units. In this system of units the centimetre is the unit of

length, the gramme is the unit of mass, and the second is the

unit of time hence the name C.G.S. units.

Force. In the British system of units, a unit of force is the

force which would give a mass of 1 Ib. an acceleration of 1 foot

per second every second. In the C.G.S. system the unit is that

force which would give a mass of 1 gram an acceleration of 1 cm.

per second every second. This is called a
"
dyne."

A weight of 1 gram exerts a force of 981 dynes, i.e. gravity
would give a mass of 1 gram in falling an acceleration of 981

cms. per second every second.

Work. Work is always done or energy is expended when a

force is moved through a distance, and the work is measured by
the product of the strength of the force and the distance through
which it has been moved. Thus if a force of 1 Ib. is moved through
1 foot, the work or energy is said to bo 1 ft.-lb. ; if a cubic

foot of water (weighing 62| Ibs.) is raised 20 feet the work
done is 62J X 20 ft.-lbs. =1250 ft.-lbs.

Similarly in the C.G.S. system if a weight of 2 grams is raised

through 6 cms. the work done is 12 gram.-cms. and the unit of

work is the work done when unit force (1 dyne) is moved through
unit distance (1 cm,), that is to say, the unit of work is a dyne-cm. ;

this is called an
"
erg."

Hence unit of work or energy lerg = l dyne-cm.
Ten million ergs (10

7
ergs) is called a joule.

Power. Power is the rate of doing work in British units we
measure power by the number of ft.-lbs. of work done per second :

39
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if there are 550 ft. -Ibs. of work done per second, we call that a

i m i work done in ft.-lbs.
horse-power. Thus power= - -

seconds of time it took to do it

-,
, work done in ft.-lbs.

and horse-power= ----
.- K ^, v

seconds taken X 550

In the Metric System power is also measured by the number
of units of work done per second.

Hence power unit = 1 erg per second.

In electrical calculations a larger unit is adopted. If work is

being done at the rate of 10 million ergs (10
7
ergs), or 1 joule per

second, we say the power is 1 watt.

TTT 1 1 i i ergs per second
Watts = joules per second = a r

Thus there are the
"
absolute

"
units and, in general, larger units

based on them which may be used if found more practical.

Length. absolute unit a centimetre.

larger units metre = 100 cms. ; Kilometre = 1000
metres.

Time. absolute unit a second.

Mass. absolute unit a gramme.
Force. absolute unit a dyne.

larger unit weight of 1 gramme = 981 dynes.
Work. absolute unit an erg.

larger unit for electrical purposes a joule = 107
ergs.

Power. absolute unit an erg per second.

larger unit for electrical purposes a watt = 107
ergs per

second = 1 joule per second.

The units used for electrical and magnetic measurements are

based on the above ; unfortunately there are two sets of absolute

units in use called the electro-static and electro-magnetic units :

there are also practical units used for ordinary commercial appli-
cations.

For our purpose it will be sufficient to consider the absolute

or C.G.S. electro-magnetic units and their relation to the practical
units.

Current When a current of electricity flows round a circle

of wire magnetic lines of strain are set up as already described,

and it will deflect a magnetic needle placed at the centre of the

circle. When the circle is in the first place parallel to the needle
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the current acts on the needle with a certain force, which can be

measured in
"
dynes," and which will depend directly on the

strength of the current and inversely on the radius of the circle.

(See Fig. 19.) Current is quantity of electricity flowing per

second, and it is found by experiment that the force in dynes
with which the current acts on the magnet is given by the formula

-r, , 27T.C.m
F dynes =

where m = strength of magnet's pole, r radius of the circle,

and C is the current.

Now if m = 1, r = 1 cm., C = 1, then F = 2?r dynes, or 1 dyne
for each centimetre of the circum-

ference (which = 2?r cms. when r = 1

cm.).
Thus we see that unit current is

that current which, flowing in a circle

of unit radius, acts on unit magnet

pole placed at the centre with one unit

oj force per each unit of length in the

circle.

It is evident why the unit is

called an electromagnetic unit for its

definition is based on the magnetic
effects of a current in a wire.

There is no special name given
to this absolute or C.G.S. unit of.

current, but, being too large for ordinary purposes, one-tenth of

it is used as a practical unit, and is called an
"
ampere." One-

millionth part of an ampere is called a
"
microampere."

Quantity or Charge. A current is quantity per second, or

discharge per second ; thus the C.G.S., or absolute unit of current,

is the C.G.S. or absolute quantity of electricity flowing per second,

and a current of 1 ampere is ^-th of an absolute unit of quantity
or charge per second. This practical unit of quantity is called a
" coulomb." For some purposes a much smaller unit is required,

and the millionth part of a coulomb is called a
"
microcoulomb."

Just as a current of water is measured in gallons per second, so a

current of electricity is measured in coulombs per second, but

a coulomb per second is called an ampere.
Potential and E.M.F. When water flows through a pipe the

force causing it to move is the water pressure, which might be

FIG. 19.
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called the
"
water motive force

"
; in the same way a current of

electricity flows when a difference of potential is applied to a

circuit, and this difference of potential is called the Electro Motive

Force, or, shortly, the E.M.F.
When water flows through a pipe we know that for a given

rate of flow, or current, the work which can be done by tho water

depends on its pressure ; thus, if the current is at the rate of 1 Ib.

of water per second and it flows with a force which is due to a

difference of level of 20 feet, then the water-flow can do 1 X 20 = 20

ft.-lbs. of work per second. If the force is due to a difference of

level of 50 feet, the work done by a current of 1 Ib. of water per
second is 50 ft.-lbs. : thus, the work done per second by what

might be called unit strength of water current is a measure of its

pressure, or the difference of level which constitutes the force acting
on it : 20 ft.-lbs. of work on unit current represents 20 feet

difference of level, 50 ft.-lbs. of work on unit current represents
50 feet difference of level.

In a similar manner the height to which a quantity of water

is raised may be measured by the work done on each Ib. of water

per second.

An analogous method is adopted in electrical science for

measuring difference of potential : the units of work here used are

ergs and the C.G.S. unit of current is one C.G.S. unit of quantity

per second.

If one erg of work is done by one C.G.S. unit of current in

flowing from one point to another we say that the difference of

potential between the two points is one absolute, or C.G.S. electro-

magnetic, unit of potential. This is much too small a unit of

potential for practical purposes, and one hundred million of these

units (or 10 8
ergs) are used to form the practical unit of difference

of potential or E.M.F., which is called a volt.

Thus, if the difference of potential between two points in a

circuit is 1 volt it means that on each C.G.S. unit of current flow-

ing between the points 10 ergs of work are done ; since an ampere

TO C.G.S. unit, on each ampere of current flowing between the

two points 10 7
ergs of work are done.

Thus a volt represents 10 7
ergs of work done per second on

each coulomb of charge or discharge, it being always remem-
bered that

"
Coulombs per second

"
means the same thing as

"
amperes."
Electrical Work. The C.G.S. unit of work is, of course, the

erg, and it has been shown that this is the work done by the
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C.G.S. unit of current when it flows from one point to another
between which unit difference of potential exists.

A larger unit is 10 7
ergs, called a joule ; it is the work done

by one ampere of current in flowing between two points, A and B,
when the difference of potential between A and B is one volt.

Now V volts represent V joules of work by each ampere of

current, therefore if the current is C amperes the work done per
second is VC joules, and if the current flows for t seconds the total

work done equals VC joules.

Thus, if an electromagnet takes 2 amperes of current when 8

volts are applied to it and the current is kept up for ten minutes

(600 seconds), the total electrical work done, or energy expended
on the coil is

VCJ = 8 X 2 X 600 = 9600 joules
=:9600 X 10 7

ergs.
f

l
rhe flow of electricity (2 amperes) = 2 coulombs per second

=
5 C.G.S. unit per second.

Electrical Power. Power is the rate of doing work ;
the C.G.S.

unit is 1 erg per second, so that the power in C.G.S. units is the

ergs of work done divided by the time in seconds taken to do it.

The practical unit of work is a joule, and therefore of power is a

joule per second.

The joules per second are obtained by multiplying the volts

and amperes together, and a joule per second has been given a

name, i.e. a watt, which is therefore the practical unit used for

measuring electric power.

Thus watts (W) = VC = volts x amperes
= joules per second.

A larger unit the kilowatt = 1000 watts.

Electrical Resistance. When water flows through a pipe the

resistance it meets with depends directly on the length of the

pipe, inversely on the cross section of the pipe, and directly on

the conditions of the pipe, that is the number of bends in it and

how much obstruction there is in it due to leaves, roughness, or

other cause.

When a difference of potential is applied to any electrical

circuit a current flows through the circuit, and the ratio of the

/y\
volts applied to the current that flows, (^ ), is called the resistance

of the cirpuit measured in units called ohms. Thus if 10 volts
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are applied and 2 amperes of current flow, the resistance (E) is

J
3
Q = 5 ohms. An ohm is therefore the practical unit of electrical

resistance ;
it is the resistance of a circuit through which 1 ampere

will flow when 1 volt is applied, or 6 amperes will flow when
G volts are applied, etc.

As in the water analogy it is found by experiment that the

electrical resistance of a circuit depends

(1) Directly as its length the greater the length the greater

isE.

(2) Inversely as its cross section the' greater the cross section

the less is E.

(3) Directly on the conditions of the circuit, that is to say on

the materials of which the circuit is made, for different materials

allow electrons to pass along them at different rates.

The resistance effects of different materials are compared by

calculating, from experiments, the resistance of a piece of each

material 1 inch long and 1 sq. inch section (or 1 cm. long and

1 sq. cm. section in some Tables). The resistance of such a piece

of a material is called its specific resistance. Thus to find the

resistance of any piece it is only necessary to multiply the specific

resistance by the length in inches (or cms.) and divide by tho

cross section in sq. inches (or sq. cms.), using tho English or metric

units according to the system on which the specific resistance is

calculated.

Thus the specific resistance1 ^ 5-00000066 ohm per inch cube
of copper )

r

p = 0-00000066 ohm

Then E = --* ohms.
A

The resistance of a piece of copper wire 100 yards long and

0-02 sq. inch section is

^ 0-00000066 X 100 X 86 _ 11QQ ,

B = m = 0-1188 ohm.

The specific resistance of German silver is 0-00001181 ohm, of

iron is 0-000003569 ohm ; the values for any materials can be

found in electrical pocket-books and text-books.

It will be pointed out in a later chapter that the above method
of calculating resistance is only applicable when steady currents

are used ; with oscillating discharges or currents the resistance

will be higher than for steady currents.
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Resistance in Series. When resistances are connected in

series the resulting resistance is the sum of their resistances ;

E = -j- r3 + etc.) ohms

and the current will be of the same strength in all parts of the

series circuit. If a long thin wire is joined in series with a short

thick one and an E.M.F. applied across the terminals the current

will be of the same strength in both wires, just as a water current

must be of the same strength in a row of pipes joined in series

no matter how their diameters may vary. But the volts used up
in the first resistance is C X E x and in the second resistance is

C X R ; these are called the drops of

potential across the resistances, and

we see that the drop of volts (or volts

required) to send a current through a

resistance is directly proportional to the

current and to the resistance, and is

equal to their product. (V= CB.) This

relationship is known as Ohm's Law.

The current flowing in a circuit is

measured by an ammeter, which is

joined in series with the apparatus or

circuit, just as a gas meter is joined
in series with the pipes through which

the gas flows. A gas meter offers

little resistance to the flow of gas, so

that not much pressure is wasted in

it
; similarly an ammeter has a very

low resistance so that the drop of

volts in it will be very small even if

the full current is flowing. It usually

consists of two parts, a shunt of

manganin strip through which most

of the current flows and a small

working coil joined in parallel with

the shunt through \vhich a definite

fraction of the current flows, the cur-

rent dividing between them inversely

as their resistances, or

AMMETER,

VOLTMETER.
FIG. 20.

current in coil resistance of
,

shunt

current in shunt resistance of coil
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The resistance of the shunt is low and depends on the current to be

carried ; thus if the ammeter measures up to 5 amperes the

resistance of the shunt part of it might be about 0*0145 ohm. The
coil has a small resistance of not more than 2 ohms, and, as the

coil and shunt are joined in parallel, it is easily seen that the

resistance of the whole instrument is very small.

A voltmeter is very similar in design to an ammeter but is a

high resistance instrument : its coil works exactly in the same
manner as that of an ammeter, but instead of being shunted with

a low resistance it is joined in series with a very high resistance,

which usually consists of a long thin insulated manganin wire

wound on a frame which is fixed at the back, inside the instrument.

Thus a Weston voltmeter to measure up to 220 volts may have a

resistance of 16,000 ohms, of which 3 ohms
is the resistance of the little working coil

and the remaining 15,997 ohms is the

resistance joined in series with it. A
voltmeter is nover joined into the main
circuit but is always joined across the

points in any circuit whose difference of

potential it is desired to measure. It is

made to have a high resistance because
in measuring a difference of potential we
wish to do so with an instrument which
takes the least possible current. One does

not measure the steam pressure going to

an engine by diverting a lot of the steam

k and bringing it to the steam gauge : if

this wore done the pressure in the engine cylinders would be

seriously reduced. A small pipe leads a small quantity of the

steam to the steam gauge, and for a similar reason a voltmeter
has a high resistance so that very little current will be used in it

when measuring the voltage ; the wires connecting the voltmeter
to the points desired can therefore be of small diameter. The
difference between an ammeter and a voltmeter is shown in

Fig. 20.

An ammeter is joined in series with the circuit or apparatus,
a voltmeter in shunt across it as shown in Fig. 21. If an ammeter
is joined in shunt across a circuit by mistake it is likely to be burnt
out. Thus in Fig. 21 suppose there are 100 volts applied to the

apparatus and that the ammeter, of 0*08 ohm resistance say, is

joined across the circuit instead of the voltmeter, then by Ohm's

FIG. 21.
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Law the current which flows through it = = -- = 3333K 0*08

amperes, which would burn it out.

If a voltmeter is joined by mistake in series in a circuit, nothing
would happen, for it has such a high resistance that only a very
small current would flow.

The author has seen a student join an ammeter to a battery,

nothing else being in the circuit, to see what the current of the

battery was ! Naturally the current was that which flowed

through the low resistance ammeter and promptly burnt it up.
It is not intended to describe here the different designs of

ammeters and voltmeters as these can be studied in any elec-

trical engineering text-book ; a special design much used in radio-

telegraphy, known as the hot-wire ammeter, will be described

in Chap. XXL
When resistances are joined in parallel the combined resistance

can bo found from the formula :

E^r +
r
+

r~
+

r'
+ CtC '

where E is the combined resistance.

Thus, suppose A and B, in Fig. 22, are two mains which are

at a difference of potential V volts, and are joined by three resist-

ances, TI, r2 ,
and r3 in parallel.

Then by Ohm's Law

V
Current in n =

r
\

V
Current in r2 = -

1*2

Current in r3
= -

V \7 V
Total current = - + +

FI ?2 rs

VWVWVWVi
r*

% .

y.VOLTSr-

D
tS

But if B is their combined resistance by Ohm's Law we have also

. _ ,

'

11 ~r,
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It is very usual to have two resistances in parallel, in which case

E TI r2 ri x r2 r

mi * ~ i_ i i ,, 5 X 50 250 .
(
.

Thus, if r
1

!
= 5 ohms and r2 = 50 ohms K = =]=/> = = 4

i i
O -] Ov Ot)

ohms.
It will always ho found that the combined resistance is less

than the least of tho resistances in parallel : if 1 ohm is joined in

parallel with 10,000 ohms, the combined resistance

1 X 10,000 10,000 .

.--:____ _ 7 nnm~
1 + 10,000 10,001

which is less than 1 ohm.
If a number of equal resistances arc joined in parallel tho

combined resistance is that of one divided by the number in

parallel. Thus if a Tungsten Lamp has 1(500 ohms resistance

and ten such lamps are joined in parallel the resulting resistance

Again, if two resistances are joined in parallel tho main

current divides between thorn into two parts which are inversely

proportional to their resistances, or

current in TI __ resistance of r2

current in r2 resistance of r\

When a current C flows through a resistance R the drop of

potential across the resistance (V) = OB, thus the watts used up
in the resistance = VC = OR X C = C aR and the joules expended
in it in t seconds = C 2BJ.

Therefore, watts in any circuit or portion of a circuit equals

current X volts drop across it, or equals (current)
2 xits resistance,

Joules of work expended in any circuit equals volts across

it X current x time in seconds, or equals (current)
2 x its resistance

X time in seconds.

In order that the student may become familiar with the

methods of working electrical calculations a few examples wil]

now be given :

1. A current of 5 amperes is required to drive a 100 volt

motor ; what is the power given to the motor, the total energy used
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in half an hour, and, if the efficiency of the motor is 80 per cent.,

what is its horse-power ?

Power given to motor in watts = VC = 100 X 5 => 500

watts.

Watts are joules per second, therefore energy used in hall

an hour equals 500 X 30 X 60 =a 900,000 joules = 900,000 X 1W
ergs.

Power given out by motor is 80% of 500 watts

-
io
~ - - 400 watts = ffi H.P. = 0-53 H.P.

2. If 2 amperes of current flowing in a circuit do 600 million

ergs of work per second in that circuit, what is the applied

voltage ?

600 million ergs = 600 X 10 6 = 60 X 10 7
ergs. Now 1 volt

represents 10 7
ergs of work (1 joule) done per second per ampere

of current, therefore 2 x 10 7
ergs on 2 amperes : thus voltage

applied = = 30 volts.

3. If 300 microcoulombs of electricity flow per minute in a

circuit across which a difference of potential of 100 volts exists,

what is the electric power in the circuit, and the electrical wort
done in each minute ?

300 microcoulombs per minute = 5 microcoulombs per second

therefore the current is 5 microamperes.
Power =a VC = 100 X 5 = 500 microwatts.

Work done per minute = VCf = 100 x 5 x60 = 30,000 micro-

joules =
8
-'X^ joules = -

2
X 10 7

ergs = 300,000 ergs.

4. If the resistance per 1000 yards of a 7/22 S.W.G. coppei
cable is 5*672 ohms, what is the resistance of (a) 350 feet of it,

(6) four lengths of 350 feet joined in parallel ?

Eesistance is directly proportional to length,

Ees. of 350 ft.

Eesistance of 850 feet of ^ S.W.G. = 5-672 X / = 0-6617 ohm
Resistance of four such lengths in parallel

Q-1654 ohm.
4

VOL. I.
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5. What is the combined resistance of three resistances in

parallel, these being of 5, 10, and 100 ohms respectively ?

1
i j. i j. i _ao + io + i ;n

jjf

~
5 "T 10 T TO(T

-
JQQ
-= TOO

/.B =^ = 3-226 ohms.

6. The working coil of an ammeter has a resistance of '2 ohms
and can safely carry ^ ampere. What must be the resistance of

its shunt if the instrument is to measure up to 15 amperes ?

Js3jWhen the maximum current is flowing through the instru-

ment, i.e. 15 amperes, the current through its coil is not to be

more than ^V ampere, therefore the current in its shunt must be

ampere.
Ees. of shunt _ Cc __ jo _ i'"' ~~ -

/. Eesistance of shunt = 2 X 2 -j t̂)

=
a

- - ohm.

7. How could the above instrument be arranged to measure up
to 30 amperes ? By changing its shunt to one of lower resistance,

,/ ampere going through the coil when 29^ amps, goes through
shunt.

_i_

/. Eesistance of new shunt = 2 X 537^= ?ro<) ohm.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER V.

1. A lamp of 400 candle power takes 1*6 watts per candle power; how many
amperes of current flow through it if the applied voltage is 220 ?

2. Find the combined resistance of four wires connected in parallel, their

resistances being 6*25, 8, 20, and 100 ohms respectively.
3. If a current of 10 amperes flows along a wire of 0*016 ohm resistance to an

instrument of 20 ohms resistance, find the drop of volts across the wire, across

the instrument, and across the whole circuit.

4. If the voltage applied to a potentiometer wire of uniform section is 4 volts

what is the drop of volts across Jth of the wire ?

5. An oscillating current of 10 microamperes effective flows in a receiver

aerial of 25 ohms resistance ; find the watts used up in the resistance.

6. When a volt is applied across a carborundum crystal the current flowing
in it is found to be 8 microamperes ; what is the resistance of this crystal ? Draw
the connections of ammeter and voltmeter to make the above measurements.

7. What is the resistance of 1200 yards of a conductor Jth inch diameter if

the resistance per mile of a wire of the same material J inch diameter is 2 ohms ?

8. If 300 watte are used in a transmitter find the joules of work done in half

an hour, and the ergs of work done in^ second.

9. Two points A and B are at a difference of potential of 5000 volts. How
many ergs of work are done on each coulomb of electricity passing between A and
B, and how many joules of work are done per second if the quantity jfer second
is 5 coulombs ?
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10. Calculate tho resistance of 220 yards of a copper cable made of 7 strands

of No. 22 S.W.G. wire, tho cross section of No. 22 wire being 0*006 sq. inch.

11. Define a volt, a watt, a coulomb, an erg, and specific resistance.

12. What is the relation between the C.G.S. electromagnetic units, and the

practical units of (a) current, (6) potential, (c) work, (d) power, (e) quantity or

charge ?

13. If two resistances are connected in scries in a circuit and you change them
so that they are now connected in parallel how will tho current be changed if the

same E.M.F. is applied ?

14. How can you find in which direction a current is flowing along a wire

or coil ?



CHAPTEE VI

CAPA CITY EFFECTS CONDENSERS

Capacity Effects. When a vessel is filled with water the pressure
in the vessel depends on how high the level of the water is

raised ; the pressure will be directly proportional to the quantity
of water put into the vessel, and inversely proportional to its size

and shape. The size and shape will qualify what we might call

the capacity of the vessel. If the vessel is connected to a tank

containing water a discharge will flow into it until the levels or

pressures are the same in both, and the greater the capacity of the

vessel the more water will flow in to equalise the pressures.

Similarly, if we have an insulated conductor, with no other

conductors near it, and we proceed to charge it, connecting it

by contact or by a wire to a charged conductor, a charge will flow

into it until the two are at the same potential. Every conductor

has a certain electrical capacity depending on its size and shape,
and the larger this capacity the more charge is required to bring
it to a given potential. Thus the potential is directly propor-
tional to the charge, and inversely proportional to the capacity,

as in the water analogy ; in symbols V = J:, where V = potential,

Q = quantity or charge and K = capacity.
Unit capacity would be that of a conductor which is raised

to unit potential by unit charge. The practical unit of capacity
is called & farad (after Faraday). A conductor whose capacity is

1 farad would be raised to a potential of 1 volt by a charge of

1 coulomb. Unfortunately a farad is far too large a unit for

ordinary purposes, so a millionth part of it is used as a working
unit, and is called a microfarad (10

6 microfarads = 1 farad). Thus
a capacity of 1 microfarad is charged to a potential of 1 volt by
1 microcoulomb of electricity. There are, of course, scientific or

absolute units of capacity, based on the C.G.S. units of measure-
ment. In these units a sphere of 1 cm. radius has a capacity

52
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of 1 unit and 900,000 of these scientific units equal 1 microfarad.

Since all formulae for calculating capacity are based on the centi-

metre as a unit of length, and give the capacity in absolute units,

we shall have to divide by 900,000 when it is desired to express
the capacity in microfarads.

If a conductor is positively charged and there is brought
near it another body negatively charged, or even a body at zero

potential such as the hand, the potential of the first body is

immediately lowered. This can easily be seen by experiment.
Attach an insulated conductor to a gold-leaf electroscope by a

SHEWING HOW A NEUTRAL BODY BROUGHT NEAR
LOWERS THE POTENTIAL OF A CHARGED BODY,
DOTTED LINES SHEW POSITION OF LEAVES IF

HAND IS TAKEN AWAY
FIG. 23.

wire and charge the whole system, gradually raising its poten-
tial and noting its value by the increasing divergence of the gold
leaves (Fig. 23). Having raised it to a certain potential bring
the hand close to any part of the charged system and note that

immediately the divergence of the leaves is decreased. If the

system is positively charged bring near it a negatively charged

body ; the effect is seen to be still greater. If the negatively

charged body is taken away the potential rises to its former

value but if left there the potential is permanently lowered.

To bring it to its former potential while under the influence

of the negatively charged body we would have to put a greater

positive charge on it, therefore its capacity is greater than it was
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before. As an analogy suppose a tank is filled with water up to

a certain level or pressure, and that on account of some strain

the bottom and sides of the vessel bulged outwards ; to get
the same water pressure as before more water will have to be

put into the tank. It must be remembered that a charged
conductor is surrounded by a strain in the ether in the shape
of electric lines of force ; if the conductor is of symmetrical shape
the strain in the ether round it will be symmetrical, the electric

lines leaving the conductor everywhere at right angles to its

surface. But if another conductor is brought near the charged
conductor the ether between the two will be more strained than

that around other parts of the charged conductor. Thus if the

charged conductor is a plate and another plate joined to earth

is brought parallel to it and near it almost all the ether strain

EARTH-

Fio. 24.

exist in.the space between the two conductors ; that is to

say this space will be filled with electric lines of force, as shown
in Fig. 24. This condensing of the electric lines into a smaller

space is accompanied by a fall of potential for a given charge,

or, what is the same thing, an increase of the capacity of the

system. This change will be greater the smaller the distance

across the space. It is found that the effect also depends on the

insulating material filling the space between* the conductors. So
far we have only considered the case of air but if this space is

filled with ebonite, or glass, or paraffin wax, we shall find that

the capacity is increased by using one of these substances.

Dielectrics. An insulator used in this way is called a "
dielec-

tric,
9

1 and the ether strain set up by the system, and therefore the

capacity of the system, depends on the material in which the ether

is strained or the electric lines of force set up ; in other words it
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depends on the dielectric used. Thus the capacity of a conductor

depends
1. On its size.

2. On the presence of other conductors.

8. On the dielectric in which the electric lines are set up
between the charged conductors and neighbouring con-

ductors.

4. On the distance between the charged conductor and the

neighbouring conductors that is on the thickness of

the dielectric ; the thinner it is the greater the effect.

If we experiment with the effects of ebonite and air as dielectrics

we shall find that an ebonite dielectric increases the capacity 2*5

times as much as air. This number is called the
' '

specific inductive

capacity
"
or

"
dielectric constant

"
of ebonite.

TJie
"

dielectric constant
"

of a substance is therefore its effect

when used as a dielectric as compared with an air dielectric.

Taking the dielectric constant of air as 1 that of g]ass is from
6 to 9, depending on the kind of glass used, that of paraffin oil is

2 and of mica 8
; other dielectric constants are given in the table

at the end of this chapter.
Condensers. Conductors placed parallel to each other and

separated by a suitable dielectric constitute a
"
condenser

"
;

it

usually takes the form of one metallic plate, or set of plates joined

together, separated from a similar plate or set of plates by glass,

ebonite, paraffin oil, air, or other dielectric. The plates may be

flat rectangular or circular sheets, or may be in the form of tubes.

If A = area in sq. cms. of one set of plates or surfaces,

k = dielectric constant, or specific inductive capacity, of

the dielectric used,
t = thickness of the dielectric between the plates or

surfaces measured in cms.,

then the capacity of the condenser

w-v- -A. /\ K

47rxtx 900,000

A simple form of condenser is the Leyden jar ; it consists of

a glass jar, coated to about halfway up the sides both inside and
out with tinfoil, the inside coating being connected to the circuit

by a metallic rod ending in a small sphere above the jar, and fitting

into an ebonite cover on the jar which aids the insulation of the

rod and inside coating. The glass above the coatings is generally
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coated with shellac for the same reason. To apply the above
formula to a Leyden jar A is the area of one of the tinfoil

coating in sq. cms., k has a value varying between 6 and 9

depending on the quality of glass, and t is the thickness of the

glass measured in cms.
A Leyden jar of what is known as pint size has a capacity

of about 0*001 microfarad, a quart size has a capacity of about
O'OOl 7 microfarad. Special tubular forms of Leyden jar condensers

are used in wireless telegraphy, ae shall be described hereafter, but

ordinary Leyden jars can be used as condensers for obtaining

oscillatory discharges.
Another form of condenser much used for ordinary electrical

purposes consists of sheets of tinfoil separated by thin sheets of

paper well soaked in melted paraffin, alternate sheets being joined

together to form as it were one large sheet, and the other alternate

sheets joined together to form the other large sheet, with the

paraffined paper as dielectric. The whole is inclosed in a hard

wood or ebonite box. In this way a condenser can be made to

have a comparatively large capacity though its bulk is quite small.

Such condensers are only suitable for charging to comparatively
low potentials.

A transmitter condenser might be made of zinc plates sepa-
rated by sheets of glass, the glass sheets being much larger than
the zinc plates, so as to avoid any likelihood of a discharge taking

place round the edges of the glass. Suppose each zinc plate has an
area of A sq. cms. and that the condenser consists of 2 zinc plates

joined together, separated by the glass sheets from 3 similar zinc

plates joined together as shown in Fig. 25. Now it must be noted
that the total active area is ^A sq. cms. for each side of the two
zinc plates is acting as a surface separated by the dielectric from a

similar surface. Thus if each zinc plate is 5 '4 cms. by 6*5 cms. and
the glass is 0'4 cm. thick (it would be about 11 cms. by 10 cms. in

area), then taking the dielectric constant of glass as 8 we would
have for the capacity of the condenser

K =^
X5

n
4
A
X6

QlX
nn
8
n xnfd. = <H*0248 mfd.

4?r X 0*4 X 900,000

The best kind of glass is flint glass and lead glass should be

avoided. In some types of tubular Leyden jars the plates consist

of electrolytic copper deposited on silver which has previously
been deposited by chemical means on the glass.

In medium-sized Wireless Transmitter Circuits the Marconi
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Company employ condensers with plates of zinc or copper separated

by glass sheets, the whole being contained in a vessel which is

filled with transformer oil. The oil aids cooling and prevents
brush discharge it has a specific inductive capacity of about

2'4 and a dielectric strength of about 70,000 volts per cm. If

spark discharges puncture the glass and pass across the oil in

the condenser the oil will flow in and insulate the circuit again,
but sparking will gradually deteriorate the oil. The oil must

PLATE CONDENSER.
& ZINC PLATES
GLASS DIELECTRIC.

FIG. 25.

have no trace of moisture as this greatly lowers its dielectric

strength.
Moscicki Condensers are long thin tubes of the Leyden jar

type in which the inner plate consists of a deposit of electrolytic

copper connected to a terminal on the ebonite or porcelain cap

of the condenser by a spring contact. The dielectric is of glass

which is thickened at the top, i.e. at the edges of the plates where

the greatest electric strain takes place. The outer coating is

copper and the whole jar is contained in a copper or brass tube,

connected to the outer coating by a terminal spindle, and also by
a mixture of glycerine and water which fills the tube. The

ebonite or porcelain cap which carries a terminal connected to the

inner coating closes the tube, and a rubber gland is fitted beneath

it so that it is watertight. The standard size of a Moscicki

condenser has a capacity of 0'0014 mfd.
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The Telefunken Company use condensers of the Leyden jar

type in their transmitters ; these are specially suitable for use in

tropical climates where the heat is liable to warp or deteriorate

wooden or ebonite cases, and deteriorate wax or oil fillings.

Dubilier Condensers have tinfoil plates with mica dielectrics ;

in order that they should stand comparatively high voltage strains

they are made up in sections which are really condensers in series

with each other, so that the applied voltage is distributed along
them. The use of mica as a dielectric enables the condenser to

be made very compact ; a Dubilier condenser of 0*0025 mfd.

capacity, and capable of being charged to 20,000 volts, has tinfoil

plates 4J cms. X 6| cms. with mica dielectric 0*25 mm. thick.

It is made up in 10 sections as shown in Fig. 26, the sections being

separated by several thicknesses of mica so that there are really

10 condensers in series and when 20,000 volts are applied the

FIG. 26.

strain across any unit is only 2000 volts. The whole is embedded
in melted beeswax and contained in a hard wood box 6 in. X 3J
in. X 5J in. with an ebonite top on which the terminals are

mounted.
Eeference will be made later in the chapter to the fact that

there is energy loss in mica when employed as a dielectric, but

with a distributed voltage, as in this case, the energy loss is not

important.
Small condensers, used as shunts across tefephone receivers,

may be made with tinfoil and paraffined paper embedded in

paraffin wax, and enclosed in wooden boxes with ebonite tops, on
which are mounted the terminals to which the two sets of plates
are joined.

Thin mica sheets whose dielectric constant is 6'7 would be

preferable to paraffin paper as a dielectric ; thus a small condenser

having 41 plates joined in groups of 20 and 21, each 2 cms. X 4-35
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cms. and separated by mica 0*1 mm. thick, would have a

capacity

V 40 X 2 X 4-85 X 6'7 n Ano . , ,
,K =

i^X 0-01 ^900,000
= 0> 29 mfd " (&W^

MOVING VANE VARIABLE CONDENSER.

HANDLE-

SLIDER & CONNECTING ROD.

TUBULAR VARIABLE CONDENSER,
FIG. 27.

In making plates for condensers it is well to round off the

corners of the plates slightly, as an accumulation of electric strain

always takes place at sharp points or corners on charged conductors,
and in all electrical apparatus which have to be charged to high
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potentials it will be noted that sharp corners, points, or edges are

always avoided.

Condensers whose capacity may be varied consist of sets of

semicircular fixed and movable plates, separated by air, paraffin

oil, glass, ebonite, or mica. The movable plates are mounted
on a spindle, so that by rotating it the whole or only a por-
tion of the movable plates may be placed opposite the fixed

plates. Such a condenser is shown in Kg. 27. Another form is

a tube of metal over which is fixed a tube of ebonite and on the

ebonite another tube of metal slides, having fixed to it an insulating

FIG. 28. Marconi variable condenser for receiver

circuits.

handle. By sliding the outer tube over the ebonite more or less

of its surface can be made to cover, or be opposite, the fixed

tube inside, and thus the capacity can be varied. The capacity

K per unit length is fc -f- 2 log
~2

, where *& is the dielectric

constant and TI and r2 are the radii of the inner and outer

cylinders. The tubular condenser shown in Fig. 27 is fitted

with an adjustable safety spark gap at the '*bottom left-hand

side.

Fig. 28 shows a variable condenser patented by the Marconi

Company for use in wireless receiver circuits. It has two sets of

semicircular movable plates on the same shaft and corresponding
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to these two sets of semicircular fixed plates. This gives more
capacity effect for a given bulk of condenser than that obtained

by the condenser shown in Fig. 27. The advantage is further
increased by using thin ebonite sheets as dielectric instead of air ;

not only has ebonite a higher dielectric constant than air but its

use enables a thinner spacing between the fixed and movable
plates without the risk that they may touch or become shortened

by dust or damp.
Returning to the consideration of the capacity of a condenser

we note that the thinner the dielectric, everything else being
equal, the greater the capacity. But we must not make the
dielectric too thin or we shall be limited in the potential to which
we can charge it. If we raise the potential too high a discharge
will take place through the dielectric, puncturing it, and thus the

plates would no longer be efficiently insulated from each other.
In much the same way a great potential strain between two
clouds charged with electricity of opposite kinds breaks down the
insulation of the dielectric (air) between them, and we see a dis-

charge, in the form of lightning, forcing its way through the
air. Similarly when a great difference of potential exists across

a spark gap the insulation of the air dielectric between the spark
balls breaks down, and a spark passes. The breaking down
potential for any dielectric depends on its thickness as well as on
the material ; consequently the thickness of the dielectric which
must be usfed in a condenser depends on the potential strain it

will be required to stand, also on the material used as a dielectric.

Thus the dielectric strength is measured by the voltage which
will break down the insulation of unit thickness of the material.

For instance, 3000 volts will discharge across 1 mm. of air, but it

would take 200,000 volts to discharge across 1 mm. of mica, and
about 50,000 volts to discharge across 1 mm. of ebonite. These
values vary according to the shape of the electrodes between
which the dielectric is placed. Thus, while capacity is increased

by decreasing
the thickness of the dielectric, for a given potential

there is a certain minimum thickness for each dielectric that may
be used, and the best dielectric has not necessarily the highest
dielectric strength.

Another important consideration in choosing a dielectric for a

condenser is the loss due to dielectric hysteresis. If a charged

Leyden jar is discharged and left undisturbed for, say, 30 seconds

a second small discharge can be got from it, and sometimes even
a third one. This is due to the fact that when charged the strain
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across the dielectric causes the charges to leave the plates and

really settle on the surface of the dielectric, through which they
are tied by the electric lines of force, or ether strain, in the dielectric.

When the opposite sets of plates are suddenly discharged through
a circuit joining them, such as a piece of wire or a spark gap,
the flow of electrons rushing round the circuit neutralises the

positive and negative charges, but some are still left straining
across the dielectric, trying as it were to get across that way
instead of taking the easier path that has suddenly been provided
for them ; thus the dielectric does uot entirely recover from the

strain when the discharge takes place. Some of the energy of

charge is not reproduced as energy of discharge and the loss of

energy is called the dielectric hysteresis loss.

We must now obtain an expression for the amount of energy
stored in a condenser. The energy of a flow of water is deter-

mined by the product of the quantity of water that flows and

the pressure at which it flows ; thus the power of a waterfall is

the product of the quantity of water flowing per second and the

pressure of the water, calculated from the height of the fall. If

W Ibs. equals the weight of the water discharged per second, and

h equals the height of the fall in feet ; the energy per second = Wfe

Ib.-feet, and 550 ft.-lbs. per second equals one horse-power.

Again, if a tank is filled with W Ibs. of water to a height of

h feet, and the water is allowed to flow out at the bottom, the

quantity of water discharged is W Ibs., but the pressure of the

water is due to a height of h feet at the commencement of the

discharge, and falls to when the discharge is complete, so that

the average pressure is that due to .J/t feet of water. Thiws the

total energy of the discharging water is Wx$h lb.-ft., and this

must be a measure of the energy stored in the tank before the

discharge. Similarly when a condenser is discharged its potential

at the commencement *of discharge is V volts, at the end is zero,

therefore the average potential is |V volts, and thus if the

quantity of electricity is Q coulombs the total energy.of discharge
is QV joules. This must also equal the energy stored in the

circuit before the discharge, neglecting dielectric hysteresis.

In a circuit charged to V volts with a charge of Q coulombs

the energy stored = |QV joules,

If the charge is Q microcoulombs this equals ~-^ coulombs.

, = 1 mc- *-8 ionlea.
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Now 1 microfarad is charged by 1 microcoulomb to a potential
of 1 volt.

.'. K mfds. is charged by K microcoulombs to a potential of 1

volfc.

/. K mfds. is charged by KV microcoulombs to a potential of

V volts.

.'. If a condenser of K mfds. is charged to V volts, the charge

. F _iQxV_ 1
KVxV

. . Jii - y --j- - 6
=

CONDENSER.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER.

CONDENSERS
IN SERIES.

CONDENSERS
IN PARALLEL.

-

K
FIG. 29.

In diagrams a condenser is usually denoted as shown in

Fig. 29 ; if its capacity is variable an arrow is generally drawn
across it.

If we join condensers in parallel, as- shown in the Figure,
the combined capacity is equal to the sum of their capacities ;

K-K1 + K2 + K3 .

It is easily seen that by joining them in parallel we are simply

adding the size of their plates together if they are similarly con-

structed, and has just the same effect as if we had increased the

size of the plates of one of the condensers to the same extent.

If three condensers of 1 mfd. each are joined in parallel the

resulting capacity is 8 mfds.

If condensers are joined in series, as shown in the figure, the
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capacity of the series is less than that of one alone, and is given

by the formula :

1=1 + 1. + !.K KI 2 3

If each has a capacity of 1 microfarad the capacity of the

three in series is obtained thus :

i-l + l-L 1 3

K
~~

1

""
1

"*"
1 1

.-. K = J mfd.

Thus the capacity of any system of electrical conductors for

storing electrical energy can be decreased by joining a condenser

in series with the system. We shall see later that the capacity of

an aerial circuit in radio-telegraphy is often thus decreased.

If a condenser of 0'02 mfd. capacity is joined in series with

one of 0*04 mfd. capacity the resulting capacity is given by

1 _1_ , ! 0-04 + 0-02 JMMf J5

K
^

0-02
+

0-04
=

6-02 X 0-04 0-0008 0'08

o

It is seen that this is less than the capacity of either con-

denser.

Every circuit or wire has some capacity, and while that* of

wires or isolated conductors is very small compared with a con-

denser arrangement yet in wireless telegraphy they must be

taken into consideration. For instance there are circumstances

when we may wish to increase the number of turns in a coil to

increase what is known as the inductive effect, yet by so doing
we are increasing the capacity of the coil ; for this reason it may
be better to attain our object by some other means. We shall

discuss these circumstances later in connection with Wireless

Telegraphy Eeceivers.

The capacity of a straight vertical wire, far removed from other

conductors,

= mfds.

4-6052
log|x 900,000

where I is its length in cms. and d its diameter in cms.
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The capacity of a straight horizontal wire, raised high above

the earth and not close to other conductors,

I

mfds.

4-6052 log ~x 900,000

where I and d are its length and diameter in cms., and h is its

height in cms. above the earth.

If two or more such wires are joined in parallel, their combined

capacity is not quite the sum of their capacities, but no simple
formula can be given for the resultant capacity since it depends

very largely on how close they are together, and on local circum-

stances such as the presence of other conductors near them.

An aerial, or antennae, used in radio-telegraphy, consists of one

or more wires stretched horizontally, with vertical wires loading

(a) FIG. 30.

down from each, all connected together at the bottom, and to

apparatus which either charges the aerial or through which it

may discharge. A ship's aerial of ordinary dimensions would

have a capacity of the order of about 0-0012 mfd.

Students are sometimes puzzled as to the reason why an

oscillating or alternating current can pass through a condenser

while a direct current cannot do so. This may be best ex-

plained by a well-known water analogy as shown in Pig. 30 (a).

Here a water pipe is fitted with two pistons &t C and D and an

elastic diaphragm at AB.
Now if a difference of pressure is put on the pistons so that the

larger pressure is on C, tending to make the water move through

the circuit in the direction shown by the arrow, the water can only

move until the elastic diaphragm is strained to the full effect of

the difference of pressure, and then all movement of the water

will be stopped. This is presuming that the strain put upon the
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elastic diaphragm, i.e. the difference of pressure on C and D, is

not sufficient to burst it. If, on the other hand, the greater

pressure is put alternately on C and D the water will be displaced
backwards and forwards in the pipe just as if AB were not present,
as long as the latter has enough elasticity to yield to the strains

put upon it.

Similarly, if a condenser has applied to it a difference of

potential acting in one direction only, as shown in Fig. 30
(fc),

a

displacement of positive and negative charges will take place
until one side is charged positively and the other negatively to

the full difference of potential, and the dielectric AB between the

plates is strained. Then all displacement of electric charges will

cease. Thus with a unidirectional voltage applied to a condenser

only a charging current will flow, and this is completed in a very
small instant of time. On the other hand, if an alternating
difference of potential is applied to C and D, at one moment

positive charges will flow to C and negative charges to D ;
as

the voltage dies down the charges will flow back to neutralise

each other ; when the voltage rises in the reverse direction

charges will again flow to C and 1) but they will now be reversed

charges.
Thus it is seen that while the voltage alternates, or oscillates,

alternating or oscillating movements of charges flow to the

plates of the condenser CD. No electricity passes across the

dielectric AB, just as in the water analogy no water passes

through the diaphragm AB, but this does not prevent an

alternating or oscillating movement of electricity in the re-

mainder of the circuit. In the water analogy if too great a

pressure is applied the diaphragm will burst ; similarly if the

difference of potential, or voltage, applied to the plates of the

condenser is too great the strain on the ether in the dielectric

AB will be too great, and a discharge will pass across it.

QUESTIONS AND EXEECISES.
*

1. A condenser has a capacity of 0*002 microfarad. If the number of the

plates was doubled and the thickness of the dielectric also doubled what would
be its new capacity ?

2. If the above-mentioned condenser were charged to 10,000 volts what would
be the energy stored in it ?

3. What is meant by the "
dielectric constant

" and the
"
dielectric strength

"

of a material ? What are their values for air ?

4. If an aerial has a capacity of 0*0015 mfd. what is the new value of capacity
when a cbndenser of 0*0004 mfd is joined in series with it ?

5t The capacity of a condenser used in the primary circuit of a Marconi half
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kilowatt transmitting sot is found to be 0*0074 mfd. It has 16 pairs of plates and
the dielectric is glass 2 mms. thick. Taking the dielectric constant of glass as being
8, what is the size of each zinc plate ?

6. An aerial consists of two wires each raised 120 feet vertically and then 300
feet horizontally, the diameter of the wires being 2*743 mms. If the capacity of

the two wires is 40 per cent, greater than that of one used alone find the capacity
of the aerial ?

7. A condenser has a capacity of 10,000 cms. ; what is its capacity in microfarads?
8. Calculate the capacity of the earth in farads, taking its diameter as being

8,000 miles.

9. To shorten the wave lengths of an aerial a condenser can be connected in

series with it, thus reducing the capacity effect. Would a large condenser thus used
decrease the wave length more than a small one ? Give reasons for your answer.

10. What is a dielectric ?

11. If we apply 15,000 volts to a condenser of 0-002 mfd. capacity :

(a) What charge is stored in it ?

(6) How much energy is stored in it ?

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND STRENGTHS.

Remarks.

For any dielectric the di-

electric strength will

depend on the shape
and condition of the
surfaces and the sud-
denness with which
the voltage strain is

applied.

I Dielectric constants of

liquids decrease as the

temperature rises.



CHAPTER VII

INDUCTION EFFECTS

WE have already seen in Chapter IV. that when a current of

electricity flows along a wire the surrounding ether is subject

to a magnetic strain ; in other words the wire is surrounded by

magnetic lines in the form of concentric circles, and if the wire

is coiled up the magnetic lines pass along the axis of the coil,

their number and direction depending on the strength and direction

of the current in the coil. An iron core will greatly increase the

number of magnetic lines through the coil for a given current.

There is a converse effect which we shall now proceed to

study. If a wire is surrounded by ether in a magnetic state of

strain and that magnetic strain suddenly changes in value

electrons mil flow along the wire, and one end of it will momen-

tarily be at a higher electrical potential than the other end. A
wire surrounded by magnetic lines of force, or placed in a magnetic
field of lines of force, is said to be interlinked with the magnetic

lines, so that we can describe the above phenomena in this way :

if a wire is interlinked with a magnetic field and the number of

magnetic lines interlinked with the wire changes a momentary
difference of potential is set up between the two ends of the wire*

If the magnetic field interlinked with the wire continues to

change the difference of potential set up in the wire will continue,

and its value at any moment will depend upon the rate of change

of the magnetic field at that moment. We ca insure this con-

tinuity by having a magnetic field which is not uniform in strength

across which the wire can be moved ; if it moves from a position

where the field is weak to one where the field is stronger the

induced difference of potential will increase, and vice versa. If

we keep the wire stationary and move the magnetic field we
obtain just the same effect. It is not sufficient simply to 'make

the wire move through magnetic lines, for if the wire is inter-

linked with the same number of magnetic lines every instant

68
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there would be no difference of potential in the wire. The wire

must be interlinked with a magnetic field, and one or other must
move in such a way that the number of magnetic lines interlinked

with the wire, cut by the wire, or cutting through the wire, is

changing.
There may be a number of such wires all interlinked with

magnetic lines, and moving in such a way that an E.M.F. or

difference of potential is induced in each wire ; if then all the wires

are properly joined in series with each other an E.M.F. is obtained

which is the sum of their individual E.M.F. 's.

This explains what happens in a dynamo or generator ; in it

we have a magnetic field of ether strain between the N. and S.

poles of one or more electro-

magnets and constrained to

act in the space between
the poles by filling the centre

of the space with a core of

soft iron, so that between
this core and each pole there

exists a field of invisible

magnetic lines. Copper wires

are made to move through
this field between the core

and the poles, the method

adopted being to fasten the

wires on the surface of the

core and make it revolve,

carrying the wires with it,

therefore making them cut

through the magnetic lines. Such an arrangement is shown in

Fig. 81. The core with its wires is called the armature of the

machine. Consider any wire A ; at the moment shown it is not

cutting any magnetic lines, but as it revolves it begins to cut

them in a slanting manner, the angle at which it cuts them

getting steeper and steeper until it cuts them at right angles,

as at B, after which the reverse action takes place.

Thus we see that the number of magnetic lines cut through by
the wire is continually changing, therefore the induction of an

E.M.F. in the wire will be continuous, but its value will rise and

fall. When a number of such wires are suitably joined in series

with each othei; the resultant E.M.F. will be increased, so that a

maximum value of 200, or 400 volts, or whatever value is desired,

PIG. 31.
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can be easily obtained. The free ends of the two wires (at the

ends of the series) are joined to two insulated conducting rings
on the shaft of the revolving armature, and the circuit (through
which a current is required) is connected to these rings by sliding
contacts of copper or carbon, called brushes ; thus the E.M.F.
obtained by induction effects can be utilised, just as we use the

E.M.F. of a battery of cells.

Now the question at once arises which is the positive and

which is the negative end of a wire which cuts through a magnetic
field ? A simple experiment will help us to answer it i Connect a

wire to the terminals of a galvanometer, or, better still, a number
of wires in series with each other in the form of a coil, so as to

increase the effect ; make the wires of one side of the coil cut

down through the magnetic field between the poles of a horseshoe

FIG. 32.

magnet. Immediately it will be seen the galvanometer deflects to

one side, showing that a current has flowed through the galvano-
meter coil, and therefore an E.M.F, must have been applied to the

circuit. This was the E.M.F. induced in the wires in series with

each other which cut through the magnetic field. The deflection

is only a momentary one ; therefore the current and the E.M.F.
induced are only momentary. ,

Now make the wires cut up through the magnetic field ; again
the galvanometer deflects, but this time in the opposite direction,

therefore the current is flowing in the opposite direction, and
thus the E.M.F. is induced in the opposite direction. So that

the direction of induced difference of potential in a wire depends
on the relative directions of the motion of the wire and of the

magnetic lines. Fig. 32 shows the result wheii the wire cuts

down through the field there shown, the direction of induction is
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such that the front end is negative, and when it cuts up' through
the field the front end is positive. To find the current direction,

imagine the magnetic lines to bend round the wire as it cuts

through them as shown in Fig. 38, and imagine a corkscrew to

be turned in the same direction as the curve of the magnetic line

shows. Then the positive direction of current along the wire is

in the same direction as the corkscrew would move in a cork if

screwed as shown. In the Figure the current flows from front to

back ; therefore the current goes to the outside circuit from the

back, which is thus the positive end of the wire.

In the armature wires of a dynamo the E.M.F. is induced in

one direction when they pass through the magnetic lines coming
out of a N. pole and in the opposite direction when they pass

through the magnetic lines going into a B. pole. Thus the resulting
current in the wires and outside circuit will be continually reversing

kvwww

FIG. 33.

its direction ; this is called alternating current, and the E.M.F.

an alternating E.M.F. If the current is required to flow only in

one direction in the outside circuit this can be accomplished by

connecting it through brushes, not to two insulated rings on the

shaft, but to a number of insulated contacts joined to the wires,

which constitute what is called the commutator. In this way we

get what is called direct current, making the machine a direct-

current generator.

.Returning to our experiment with the galvanometer, if the

side of the coil in the magnetic field between the poles of the

horseshoe magnet is not moved there will be no deflection on the

galvanometer, so that it is not enough to put a wire, or wires

in series, in a magnetic field. Only when the wires are moved
into or out of the field is an induced E.M.F. obtained ;

the

wires must interlink with the magnetic field, and the number of
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interlinkages must change per instant of time. The wires may
move from a stronger field to a weaker one or vice versa, or the

strength of the field may increase or decrease to produce the

effects.

The experiment can be repeated by. joining a stationary coil

of wire to the galvanometer, and bringing near it, or inserting in

it, a pole of a magnet. When the pole is inserted or brought up,
induction takes place in one direction, when it is taken out or

removed induction takes place in the opposite direction. A N.

pole will set up induction in one direction, a S. pole will set up
induction in the opposite direction, because the direction of induc-

tion depends on the direction of the magnetic lines with respect
to the wires of the coil ; magnetic lines come out of N. poles, they

go in to S. poles.

Again it will be noted that the strength of the induced E.M.F.
as shown by the deflections, depends on how quickly the magnet
pole is moved ; the faster the magnetic lines interlink with the

coil the stronger the E.M.F. induced. Thus the E.M.F. induced

does not depend on the strength of the magnetic field but on the

rate of interlinkage ; for example there will be a greater E.M.F,
set up in a wire which cuts through 100,000 magnetic lines in

2*0 second than in one which cuts through 1,000,000 magnetic
lines in 1 second. In the first wire the interlinkage is at the rate

of 2,000,000 lines per second, in the second it is only at the rate

of 1,000,000 per second.

The absolute electromagnetic unit of potential difference, or

E.M.F., corresponds to an interlinkage of 1 line per second, but

this is far too small a unit for commercial purposes and the practical
unit is the

"
volt

"
which is the potential difference between the

ends of a wire interlinking with magnetic lines at the rate of

100,000,000 or 10 8
interlinkages per second.

Thus if the number of magnetic strain lines interlinked with a

wire changes at the rate oj N lines per second the voltage induced

N *

in the wire is -^ volts. If there are T wires, or turns of wire,
10 8

in series with each other, each experiencing this rate of interlinkage,
NT

the potential difference at the terminals of the series or coil is

Note carefully that N is not the number of magnetic lines which

has interlinked with the coil, but is the change per second of the

number of magnetic lines so interlinked. For example, suppose
fhorn QVO "7 txrirod in cjpriaa rm fho nrrnafnra nf & rlvnamn t.lmf; flip
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total number of magnetic lines from N. poles to S. poles is M, and
that the armature revolves at a speed of n revs. -per second.

Then each wire cuts through the M lines n times per second, so

that the rate of interlinkage N == Mn ; as there are Z wires in

series the voltage or P.I), at the terminals of the armature
. ,. NZ MZra u

winding =_=_ volte.

Self-induction. A wire carrying a . current is surrounded by
magnetic lines in the form of concentric circles all along its

length; forget for a moment what causes these magnetic lines,

that is to say think only of the magnetic lines and the wire.

The magnetic lines interlink with the wire, therefore any change
in their number will induce an E.M.F. in the wire

;
if their

number decreases, in other words if some of the magnetic strain

in and round the wire collapses, an E.M.F. will be induced in

it in one direction, but if they increase an E.M.P. will be

induced in the wire in the opposite direction, and this will

happen no matter what causes the decrease or increase of

the magnetic lines. A decrease or increase of current in the

wire will decrease or increase the number of magnetic lines

interlinked with it, thus any change of current in a wire will

induce in it an E.M.F. If there is no change of current there

will be no induction. This effect produced in a circuit by a

change in its own current is called self-induction.
The self-induced E.M.F. will always be in such a direction as

to oppose the change of current which produces it ; if the current

decreases, the induced E.M.P. will be in the same direction as the

E.M.P. applied to the circuit, helping it as it were so as to stop
the decrease of current. If the current is increasing the induced

E.M.P. is in the opposite direction to the applied E.M.F., thus

tending to decrease the effective E.M.P. and stop the increase

of current.

Self-induction in electricity is like inertia in mechanics ;
if

a truck is moving along a set of rails and we try to decrease its

velocity, or rate of displacement, its inertia will tend to make it

go on just as before, and the inertia will have to be overcome before

any decrease in its velocity can be accomplished. If the truck is

at rest, or moving only slowly, and we desire to increase its

velocity, its inertia will oppose the change and must be overcome

before the velocity can be increased. But once the inertia is

overcome, once the truck is started and moving with a uniform

velocity, there will be no inertia. So it is with self-induction.
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if the current, or rate of displacement of electricity, is flowing

steadily there is no self-induction, for there is no change in the

number of magnetic lines interlinked with the circuit ; but if the

current is decreased or increased, stopped or started, then an
inductive effect is set up.

Self-induction effects are only produced with direct current

at switching on or off, or when the current is increased or decreased ;

but with alternating current, which is not only flowing backwards
and forwards in the circuit but is also continually rising and

falling in value, self-inductive effects are also continually rising
and falling, and reversing in direction as the current reverses ;

always opposing the change of current. Oscillating currents or

discharges are alternating currents changing at a very high rate,

so that with these also self-induction effects are ever present, and
have an important bearing on the electric conditions of the circuit.

If a wire carrying a current is made up into a coil the magnetic
lines which were strung out along the wire are now congregated

together, threaded along the axis through the coil, and the

magnetic lines due to the length of one turn will not only inter-

link with that turn, but with others near it, so that any change
of current in the coil will set up a greater E.M.F. of self-induction

than would be the case if the same length of wire were stretched

out straight. The presence of an iron core in a coil greatly
increases the number of magnetic lines through it for a given

current, therefore will cause an increased change in the number
of magnetic lines interlinked with the coil if the current changes.

Thus the self-induction effect in a coil of wire is much greater
than that of the same length of wire stretched out straight ;

also the presence of an iron core in a coil greatly increases its

self-inductive effect, except in the case of a coil carrying a current

or discharge oscillating at a very rapid rate. With rapidly

oscillating currents an iron core does not increase the self-

inductive effects to any great extent.

The amount of self-induction effect set up in a wire or coil

depends on the rate of change in the number of magnetic lines

interlinked with it, either decreasing or increasing ;
this depends

on the rate at which the current is changing since the number of

magnetic lines depends directly on the strength of the current.

Thus, if the current is changing at the rate of one ampere per
second in any wire, coil, or circuit, there will be a certain amount
of self-induction effect, or as it is sometimes called inductive

effect, depending on whether it is a wire, or a coil, or on the
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shape of the circuit. In order to compare the self-induction
effects in different circuits, we calculate, or find by experiment,
the voltage induced in any circuit when the current is changing at

the rate of one ampere per second and call this
"
The Coefficient of

self-induction
"
or the " Inductance

"
of the circuit. The coefficient

of self-induction is measured in units called henrys if a circuit

has a
"

coefficient of self-induction
"

of 1 henry, it means that
when the current in the circuit is changing at the rate of 1 ampere
per second there will be induced in that circuit an E.M.I

1

, of

1 volt. If the circuit consists of one turn of wire, the change of

magnetic lines would in this case be 100,000,000 or 10 8
per second,

if it consists of a coil of T turns the change in the number of

10 8

magnetic linos is - -
per second.

With direct current it is difficult to change the value of the
current at a predetermined rate, but if an alternating current
of C effective amperes is flowing in a circuit at a frequency of

/ cycles per second the rate of change of the current is known
to be 27T/C amperes per second. Thus, if we measure the in-

ductance effect of a circuit with alternating current changing
at a rate of 27r/0 amperes per second, it is easy to calculate what
the effect would be when the current changes at the rate of 1

ampere per second and so determine the coefficient of self-

induction of the circuit.

It may appear confusing that an induced voltage effect should
be measured in units called henrys, but a comparison with re-

sistance may make this clear.

If a current of 1 ampere flows in a non-inductive circuit and
the drop of potential across the circuit is then found to be 10

volts, we say that the resistance of the circuit is 10 ohms, for

V=
-Q, and the symbol used for resistance is the letter E. Simi-

larly, if the current in a circuit is changing at the rate of 1 ampere
per second and it is found that the back E.M.I1

, of self-induction

set up is 10 volts, we say the
"
Inductance

"
of the circuit is 10

henrys, and the symbol used for inductance is the letter L.

Thus if a coil of T turns has an inductance of L henrys and
the current in it is changing at the rate of A amperes per second,
the volts induced in it by the change of current is LA, and the

magnetic lines interlinked with it are changing at the rate of

LAX 10*
linos per second.
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In wireless work, where straight wires and coils without

iron cores are so much employed, the henry is too large a unit

for practical purposes, so that smaller units have been adopted
such as the millihenry, the microhenry, and the centimetre

the latter being the absolute or scientific unit, which has, perhaps

unfortunately, the same name as the metric unit of length.

1 henry =a 1,000 milliheiirys or 10 3
millihenrys,

= 1,000,000 microhenrys or 10 6
microhenrys,

= 1,000,000,000 centimetres or 10 9
centimetres,

thus 0-02 henry = 20,000 microhenrys = 20,000,000 cms.

Similarly 800,000 cms. = 800 microhenrys = O'OOOS henry.
Where coils with iron cores are employed the inductance

is usually stated in henrys, but for straight wires and air-core

coils it is usual in wireless work to state the inductance in

centimetres. The inductance of a straight wire I cms. long
and d cms. diameter

L =
2^2-3026

Iog10
~ - 1

)
cms.

The inductance of a coil, or helix; of one layer of "D cms. diameter.

/ cms. long, and having n turns per cm.

L = (7rDn)
2

/[l
-

0-424(y) + 0'125(
y)*

-
0'0156^ )*]

cms.

If the coil is long compared to its diameter, its inductance is

approximately L = (rrDri)*l cms.

The inductance can also be calculated to within 1 per cont.

by the formula given by Prof. Nagaoka :

where L x
= total length of wire on the coil in cms., D, n, I, have

the significance given above, and fe is a constant whose value

is a function of y and can be obtained from tables or a curve.
L

A table is given at the end of this chapter,
A greater accuracy than 1 per cent, is not necessary, for

with high-frequency currents the self-capacity of a coil has to

be considered
;
in any case most coils used in wireless circuits

are provided with tappings, by means of which they can be

adjusted to the value of inductance required.
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As regards the inductance of flat spiral coils let D cms. bo

the mean of the diameters of the various turns, n the number of

turns, and I the width from inner to outer turn, then the above
formula can be applied if the result is increased by 3'5 per cent.

For such spiral coils Spielman has shown that if D is the external

diameter of the spiral in cms., d the diameter of the internal

aperture and n the number of turns, the inductance is given by

a formula of the form : L = x
/(fs)

cms - ^ ^e diameter

of the central aperture equals the breadth of the winding,

/(TV)
= ^ : & th^6 is no central aperture and d = then/(^ J

= 7.

In practice nothing is gained by winding the spiral right to the

centre, and a good design is to make the diameter of the internal

aperture equal the breadth of the winding.
In designing coils to obtain inductance effects it must not

be forgotten that every electrical conductor has some capacity,
and the capacity of a coil will depend on its design. It will be

seen later that coils used in wireless circuits are designed to

have a minimum capacity effect and a maximum inductance

effect for the length of wire used.

Mutual Induction. If some or all of the magnetic lines set

up by the current in one circuit are made to interlink with a

second circuit in such a way that inductive effects are produced
in this circuit there is said to be mutual induction from the first

to the second circuit. The coefficient of mutual induction is

generally denoted by M ;
it is measured by the induction pro-

duced in the second circuit when the current in the first circuit

is changing at the rate of 1 ampere per second. Mutual induction

coefficient is measured in the same units as self-induction, i.e.

henrys, microhenrys, or centimetres. The mutual induction

effect on a circuit may be added to or opposed to its own in-

ductance effect, so that the total inductance effect is measured

by (L + M) or (L M) respectively.
A changing magnetic field of one circuit interlinking with

a second circuit will induce a voltage in it and this voltage may
cause a current to flow in the second circuit ; thus watts of

energy, measured by the product of the volts induced and

amperes of current, are by mutual induction transferred from

the first circuit to the second. Examples of this will be dis-

cussed later when dealing with coupled circuits. To measure the

mutual induction between two coils, fixed in a certain position,
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connect them in series and measure their total inductance by

experiment ; and call this Lj. Then reverse the connections of

one coil and measure the total induction again ; call this L2,
then

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. What is meant by the "coefficient of self-induction
"

of a circuit ? If a

coil has 20 turns and a coefficient of self-induction of 0*001 henry, what is the change
in the number of magnetic lines interlinked with it when the current flowing in it

is changing at the rate of 1 ampere per second ?

2. Find the coefficient of self-induction of a coil consisting of 375 turns of

enamelled copper wire ; the diameter of the coil being 6*6 cms. and its length
36 cms.

3. In question 2 calculate the change of magnetic lines in the coil when the

current changes at the rate of 10 amperes per second.

4. Describe how a coil used to give inductance effects with rapidly changing

oscillatory currents differs in design from one used with alternating currents at

ordinary low frequencies.
5. The coil of a wavemeter has a coefficient of self-induction equal to 150

microhcnrys. What is its value in

(a) Millihenrys ?

(b) Centimetres ?

6. Design a flat spiral coil which will bo suitable- for carrying currents of tho

order of 1 microampere and which will have an inductance of L = 5 X 10 6 cms.

SPIELMAN'S TABLES FOB FLAT SPIRAL COILS.

Where n = number of turns, D = external diameter, r radius of aperture.
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VALUES OF k IN NAQAOKA'S FORMULA.

For a given length of wire on a single layer coil the inductance will bo a

maximum if D = 2 '4 approx.



CHAPTEK VIII

INDUCTION COILS, ALTERNATORS, AND TRANSFORMERS

A Spark Induction Coil used in conjunction with a direct*

current supply of comparatively low voltage provides us with
a method of generating pulses of high voltage. Its core con-

sists of a bundle of soft iron wires over which is wound in layers
a primary coil of insulated copper wire ; the primary is then
covered with an insulating layer of mica, micanite, or ebonite,
and on this is wound a secondary coil which has many more turns

than the primary, is made of smaller gauge insulated copper

Fio. 34.

wire, and is wound in a particular manner to prevent its insula-

tion from breaking down under the voltage strains induced
in it.

When current is started in the primary coil by connecting
it to a battery magnetic lines of ether strain are set up in the
iron core; when the current is stopped by disconnecting the

battery the magnetic strain lines collapse out of the ether.

Prom Fig. 84 it will be seen that magnetic lines set up or col-

lapsing by the starting or stopping of current in the primary
coil will interlink with the turns of the secondary coil, and it

has already been shown that when the number of magnetic
80
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lines interlinked with a turn of wire changes an E.M.F. is induced
in the turn, its value depending on the rate of change of the

magnetic lines. This rate of change depends on their number,
that is to say on the current in the primary coil, and on the

rapidity with which they are set up or made to collapse.
All the turns in the secondary are in series with each other

so that the induced E.M.F.'s are added together; thus by putting
a great many turns in the secondary coil a great difference of

potential can be obtained at its terminals when the magnetic
lines are changing in number. Each time the magnetic lines

are set up in the core an E.M.F. will be induced in the secondary
in one direction, and when they collapse the induced E.M.F.

Fia. 35.

will be in the opposite direction. Various methods are em-

ployed for rapidly making and breaking the primary current ;

Pig. 85 illustrates the one which will be most frequently met
with in wireless work. The battery current passea through
a switch to a metal bracket which supports a metal screw with
a platinum or tungsten tip. This tip rests against a platinum
or tungsten contact, mounted on a strip of spring metal which
carries at the top end a piece of soft iron ; this piece of soft iron
is called the armature and is arranged to be fairly close to the
soft iron core of the coil When the primary current is switched
on the resulting magnetisation of the iron core attracts the
soft iron armature, pulling it over so that the contact on the

spring support is pulled away from the contact on the end of
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the screw and the circuit is thus broken. When the circuit is

broken the primary current stops, the magnetisation of the core

collapses so that it no longer attracts the armature, the armature

and spring fall back, the contacts come together again, and thus

the primary current starts again. It will be seen that this make
and break of the primary circuit will continue with a rapidity

which largely depends on the elasticity and inertia of the com-

bination of spring and armature.

As a matter of fact the magnetic lines in the core of^ajBgark
induction coil collapse much more suddenly than they start

up, therefore the voltage induced in the secondary at the break

of the primary current is very much greater than that induced

at the make. So much is this the case that we may neglect the

induction effect at the make and simply say that a high E.M.F.

is induced in the secondary each time the primary circuit is broken.

To understand this we must consider the effect of the mag-
netic lines on the primary coil itself, for they interlink with it

as well as with the secondary. Each time the primary current

starts the magnetic lines in building up interlink with the primary

coil, and set up in it an E.M.I1
, of self-induction which is opposed

to the current ; this prevents the latter from rising quickly

to its full value, Thus the magnetic field builds up compara-

tively slowly, and its induction effect on the turns in the secondary
is consequently not very considerable. If C is the steady value

to which the current will eventually rise, its value a fraction of

time t after switching on is given by the formula :

where E and L are the resistance and inductance of the circuit.

the ratio -- is called the time constant of the circuit. The time
R

required for the current to rise to n per cent, of ite steady value

with steady D.C. voltage applied is :

T = 2-3 io/ n \

V Too;

Again, when the primary circuit is broken and the current

stops the collapsing magnetic lines induce in the primary coil

an E.M.F. which tends to prevent the current stopping, acting
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in the same direction" as the battery and of very much greater
value than the battery voltage. Taking for granted that the

break at the interrupter is complete the current must stop

suddenly in spite of this E.M.F. so that' the collapse of the

magnetic field occurs suddenly and a high E.M.F. is induced

thereby in the secondary coil. As a matter of fact, unless

special precautions are taken, the current will not stop suddenly,
for the *)xtra E.M.F. induced in the primary when the current

tends to stop will tend to make the current persist in the form
of an arc across the break at the interrupter. This arc consists

of metal vapour, formed by the heating effect of the current

passing across the increasing resistance of the break between

the platinum contacts ;
metal vapour is more or less a conductor,

so that if this arcing is allowed to exist the circuit is never

properly broken at all, and the decrease of magnetic field is

neither sudden nor complete. Under these circumstances a

high voltage would not be induced in the secondary coil. The

simplest method of preventing this arcing at the interrupter
is to connect a suitable condenser across the interrupter con-

tacts as shown in Fig. 35. When the break occurs the extra

voltage induced in the primary, instead of making the current

arc across the break, will send charges on to the plates of the

condenser ; as this extra voltage dies away the condenser will

send an oscillatory discharge round the primary arid battery
circuit in the opposite direction, thus helping to complete the

collapse of the magnetic lines in the core. The very fact that

a charge current has to flow into the condenser will limit the

rise of voltage across the interrupter contacts and thus prevent
the arcing.

The effect of the condenser can be easily seen by noting the

lengths of sparks obtained from the secondary with and without

the'condenser across the interrupter.
The condenser may be made up with sheets of tinfoil separated

by paraffined paper. For one inch Spark Coils it should havo a

capacity of the order of 1 microfarad ;
it can be designed by apply-

Afc
ing the formula, K = - -- - -

onn
-

n mfds. For the interrupter
47rt x yuu,uuu

contacts tungsten, or an alloy of tungsten and molybdenite,
wears better than platinum, and can be of smaller cross-section ;

there are various designs for giving a high rate of interruption

per second, and the most suitable design will depend upon the

size of the coil and energy dealt with. The Wehnelt electrolytic
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and the mercury jet interrupter are suitable for use with spark
coils used for X-ray work ; they are not much employed in

radio-telegraphic work and therefore will not be described.

Spark coils for radio-telegraphic transmitters have to be

specially designed because the voltage induced in the secondary
is required to send a charging current into a condenser. It wall

be found that a coil which will ordinarily give a 10* spark across

its secondary will give a very short spark when a condenser is

connected across its secondary terminals. The condenser must
first be charged, and the voltage to which it is charged is that

which is available for sending a spark across the discharge gap.
Now the voltage induced in the secondary at the break of

the primary rises very suddenly, but it also falls quickly to zero

again ; the charging current which it sends into the condenser

has to flow through the resistance of the secondary winding and

connecting wires, and so takes some time to build up the condenser

potential. Suppose the voltage induced in the secondary rises

to 100,000 volts ; this would instantly send a discharge across

a long spark gap under ordinary circumstances, but if it has to

send a charging current into a condenser the current has to flow

through the secondary resistance, and the drop of volts (CE) in

this resistance, coupled with the fact that the condenser takes

an appreciable time to charge up, means that the impulse of voltage
is over before the condenser has been charged to more than about

8000 volts in this case. Under these circumstances unless a spark

gap across the condenser is of such a length that 8000 volts

can cause a discharge no spark will pass across it. It can be

shown that if V is the voltage applied to a condenser Kj and the

current has to flow through a secondary coil of resistance E, the

voltage to which the condenser is charged after time t seconds

is Vi = VH -

e~KiB.J; by taking logarithms it follows that

* = 2-8026K 1B{logV tog(V-V!)}. Thus the voltage of

discharge will be less the greater the capacity of the condenser.

This demonstrates two things:

(1) That the secondary under. these circumstances must be

wound with comparatively thick wire so that the current en-

counters little impedance against its rush into the condenser before

the volts drop away.

(2) That the condenser must not be too large for the given
size of coil, else the current from the secondary will not charge
it up to a sufficient voltaee.
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If the resistance of the secondary is high, or the condenser

charged by it too large, the discharge voltage will be low, and
the spark gap will have to be comparatively short.

The secondary coil consists generally of double silk covered

copper wire, and should be wound in sections as shown in Fig. 86.

Each section consists of a spirally wound coil on a thin ring
of paraffin-paper, brushed over with hot paraffin so that it sticks

to the paper. All these sections are then threaded over the

insulating cover on the primary, connected with each other in

series as shown, pressed close together and hot paraffin run in

to impregnate the whole mass. It is important that the connec-

tions should be made as shown so that the currents will flow in

the same direction round each section, and that there will be no

Fia. 36.

undue potential strain between the turns of wire lying contiguous
to each other.

This is a much safer construction than simply winding the coil

in layers one on top of the other ; for example, if we wind a layer

of 500 turns forward, and a similar layer of 500 turns back over it,

we have 1000 turns in series and the potential difference between

the first and last turn when induction takes place may be very

great, yet they are placed close to each other. This would be

very much like arranging a 500-volt battery of cells so that the

positive terminal on the first cell is dangerously close to the nega-

tive terminal on the last one.

The primary should be wound with good conductivity copper
wire with double cotton covering ; its resistance should be kept

low so as to keep the ohmic drop of volts to a minimum.
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Instead of a vibratory interrupter a rotary one may be em-

ployed, and it can be driven by a little motor which derives its

driving current from the same battery as supplies the primary
coil ; if possible it is better to have an independent battery for

the motor. One style of rotary interrupter consists of a cylinder
of ebonite with bars of copper dovetailed into its surface ; a pair
of brushes fixed in line on a spindle, but insulated from each

other, press on the cylinder, and the circuit is closed each time a.

copper bar comes under the two brushes. The disadvantages of

this type of rotary interrupter are :

(1) The necessity of keeping a proper pressure on the brush

contacts without having undue wear on the brushes or the cylinder.

(2) The fact that the ebonite and the copper on the cylinder
surface do not wear away evenly so that the copper bars become*

loose in course of time.

(3) Dust and moisture on the rotating cylinder cause spark-

ing, with consequent metallic deposit on the ebonite between

the bars, and deterioration of the clear make-and-break
effect.

One of the great advantages of the rotary interrupter is the

fact that the rate of interruption can be easily determined by
fixing the speed of the motor and the number of bar contacts on
the rotary cylinder ; obvious improvements in the design will

suggest themselves to the student.

The efficiency of a spark induction coil designed for, and used

with, wireless apparatus is not more than about 50 per cent. ; it

differs from a similar coil designed for X-Ray work, or other, work
of a like nature, in that the ratio of secondary turns to primary
turns is lower and the secondary is wound of thicker wire than

usual. The constants of a Marconi Co. 10-inch spark induction

coil are: primary resistance 0*20 ohm, primary inductance 0*015

henry, secondary resistance 6500 ohms, secondary inductance

625 henrys, capacity of shunt condenser 1*5 mfds., magnetic

leakage 0'33, and ratio of transformation 160 : 1.

Alternators. An alternator is a machine in which the difference

of potential, or voltage, induced has not a constant value, as

in an ordinary direct current generator, but rises arid falls and

reverses in direction many times per second. Let us consider the

potential changes in any wire, W, on the armature as the armature

rotates. Pig. 37 shows some of the poles, and magnetic lines

coming out of N. poles, passing through the armature iron core,

and going into S. poles ; we will suppose the armature to rotate
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iri the direction of the arrow, so that the wire W cuts through
these magnetic lines.

Starting from the position shown, as the wire passes to A the

voltage induced in it will rise to a maximum value : this is repre-

sented on the curve below by the height of the line Vm ; when the

wire goes on from A to B, passing out of the magnetic field the

voltage dies away to zero again, as shown at V on the curve.

Then, as it goes on from B to 0, the voltage will rise in it again to

a maximum, but since the magnetic lines are going up into the S.

pole, whereas they were coining down from the N. pole, the voltage

\L/
FIG. 37.

is now induced in the opposite direction along the wire
;

this is

shown by drawing the voltage below the line instead of above it.

As the wire passes on from C to D, out of the magnetic field, the

voltage dies away to zero again as shown on the curve. From I),

as it goes on in front of another N. pole, a new wave of voltage is

started exactly similar to that drawn, so that in each wire we get

a complete wave of voltage for every pair of poles on the machine.

There are a great many wires on the armature, and induction is

taking place simultaneously in each of them ; they are all con-

nected properly in series with each other, so that all their voltages

are added together like that of cells in a battery. Thus between

the end terminals of the armature we get a big wave of voltage
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as the wires pass in front of each pair of poles, and in this way an

alternating voltage of 100, or 200, or 5000 volts is obtained, de-

pending on the number of magnetic lines per pole, the speed at

which they are cut by the wires, and the number of wires in series.

If there were only two poles on the machine the distance from
W to D would represent one complete revolution or 860, therefore

the distance along the horizontal line corresponding to a complete

cycle of voltage represents 360.
The end wires are connected to two insulated rings on the shaft,

and connection with the outside circuit is made to these through
brushes bearing on them. Direct current must be used in the

coils on the poles of the alternator to provide the magnetic field :

this may either be obtained from a battery, or some of the alter-

nator's own armature current may be led to a commutator mounted
on its shaft, and so turned into direct current for use in the pole
coils. The latter are generally connected all in series with each

other.

Since the voltage is at one moment a maximum and the next

moment zero, a question at once arises as to what is meant by
saying the voltage is 100, or 200, or 500. These values denote

the effect which the voltage will have on a voltmeter, or lamp,
or other apparatus to which it is applied ; this effective value of

the voltage is 0'707 of the maximum value ; i.e. 200 volts = 0*707

VOT , so that if the voltmeter reads 200, the maximum value of the

voltage wave is 200 -f- 0'707 = 283 volts.

When voltage is applied to a circuit the watts of energy in

V V2

the circuit equal V X C, but C = ~> 9 .-. watts = ~- > i.e. the effect
Xi XV

in the circuit is proportional to the square of the volts. In the

case before us the volts are varying in accordance with the shape
of the curve shown in Pig. 37 ; this is called a sine curve, for at

any moment the volts induced in a wire on the armature are found
to be proportional to the sine of the angle through which the wire

has moved. Thus if Vm is the maximum value,the instantaneous

values at the terminals of the machine at various instants of time

are

Vm sin 5, Vm sin 10, Vm sin 20, . . . Vm sin 360

The effect at any instant will be proportional to the square
of the voltage at that instant, and the average effect will be

proportional to the average square of all the above voltages. It

is easily seen that this depends on the average values of the square
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of the sines of all angles between and 360 ; this is known to be

J, thus the average effect is proportional to JV^
2 and the effective

voltage is therefore VfV^ = 7-Vm = 0'707 Vw.

A/2
It is important not to overlook the fact that the voltage we

read in a voltmeter on an alternating circuit is not the maximum
voltage which is applied to the circuit, thus if the voltmeter

reads 10,000 volts we must not forget that the maximum strain

on the insulation is due to 14,100 volts, which is the maximum
value in this case.

Eeferring again to Fig. 37 it is seen that a complete wave of

voltage is obtained for each pair of poles on the machine ; such a

complete wave is called a cycle and the number of Cycles per
second is called the frequency of the machine or circuit in which its

current flows.

It is very easy to calculate the frequency, for if there are p
pairs of poles, there are p cycles in each revolution, ami if there

are n revolutions per second, there are pn cycles per second,

which is the frequency. Thus if an alternator has 8 poles and
runs at 1500 revolutions per minute, there are 4 pairs of poles and
25 revolutions per second, therefore there are 4 cycles per revolu-

tion, or 100 cycles per second the frequency is 100. Alternators

for ordinary commercial work in this country are usually made
for a frequency of 50, but when used for radio-telegraphy they
are designed for a frequency of 100-500.

Alternators used for radio-telegraphy generate from 200 to

2000 volts
; these voltages are much too low to charge condensers

in order that the latter may discharge across spark gaps. As

already mentioned it requires about 3000 volts to spark across

1 mm. of air. Therefore the voltage is transformed up by a step-up

transformer, which is in some respects similar in design to an

induction coil ; the alternator is connected to the primary coil

of the transformer, and as the secondary coil has a great many
more turns in it than the primary the voltage obtained from the

latter will be an alternating one ;
but very much higher than that

applied to the primary. In this way from 20,000 to 70,000 volts

can be obtained for charging condensers, and provides the

method of excitation usually adopted for all Wireless Telegraphy
Transmitters from size J KW. upwards.

It will be remembered that with an induction coil the high

voltage was induced every, time the primary circuit of the coil was

broken ; if the interrupter vibrates at the rate of 100 per second
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we get a high voltage to charge the shunted condenser 100 times

per second, and thus obtain a spark discharge 100 times per second.

With an alternating generator and transformer we obtain a Ugh

voltage twice in each cycle, therefore if there are 200 cycles per

second we have a maximum of voltage 400 times per second, which

can give 400 sparks per second, if -the spark gap is arranged so

that a spark takes place only when the generator voltage is a

maximum ; this is called
"
synchronous

"
sparking rate.

If the inductance and capacity effects in the circuit connected

to the alternator terminals are negligible the resulting current in

the circuit will rise, fall, and reverse in step with the volts ;
it is

an alternating current of the same periodicity as the voltage and

of similar sine wave form, its value at any moment being given

by Ohm's Law ; i.e. C = ^. The current and volts are then said to

Jti)

be in phase with each other. Considering the effect of the current

in the circuit we know that the watts of energy in the circuit can

be written C 2
B, since watts = V X C and V = CR ; thus the effects

are proportional to the square of the current. But the current is

continually changing ; like the volts, its values lie on a sine curve,

therefore the average square of current equals the square of the

maximum value of current multiplied by the average square of

the sines of all angles between and 860.

Thus (effective current)
2 = C 2

max .
X -|

.-. Effective current = Cmax .

== 0*707 Cmax .

This is what will be read in an ammeter connected in the circuit,

and is what is meant when we say that the alternating current is

so many amperes.
Lag and Lead. If the circuit has appreciable inductance

effects the current will rise to its maximum and pass through its

zero values later than the similar changes in the voltage ; the

current is then said to lag behind the volts. At the same time

the value of the current will be less than it would have been had

the inductance effect been absent. To understand this it must

be remembered that inductance in electricity corresponds to

inertia in mechanics ; its action is always to oppose any change
of current value, and its effect will be greatest when the current

is changing at its greatest rate. An inspection of a sine curve

of current will show that the current change is steepest when it
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is passing through its zero value, hence at this point the back
K.M.F. of self-induction is greatest. If/ is the frequency, L the

inductance of the circuit, and C the effective current, the effective

value of the back E.M.F. is 27T/LC volts. The relation between
the current and the back E.M.F. will be as shown in Fig. 88.

Since one complete cycle AB represents 8(50, the distance

Flu. 38.

CD represents 1)0 ; in other words the back E.M.F. is at right

angles to tho current. Now to get the current through tho circuit

wo must apply a voltage Clt to drive it through tho resistance and
a voltage 27T/LC, equal and opposite to tho back E.M.F. of in-

ductance ;
also the latter component of voltago must be at right

angles to the former.

The required voltage can therefore be obtained by putting

277/LC

B
CR

FIG. 39.

these two components at right angles to each other as shown in

Fig. 39, and getting their resultant which is represented by the

hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle. This is called a vector

diagram. The current will be in phase with the ohmic component
CR, therefore is out of phase with the applied volts by the angle 0.

It is easily seen that if the inductance of the circuit is very large

compared to its resistance 27T/LC will be large compared to CE,
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most of the applied volts V are used up in overcoming this back

E.M.F., the current will be relatively small, and the angle by
which the current is lagging behind the volts will be nearly 90.

Also, since in a right-angled triangle AB 2 = AC 2 + CB 2
, it is seen

that V2 =. (CE)
2 + (2wfLC), or V = CA/E 2 + (2wfL). If L = 0,

27T/L == 0, and V = CE, that is the current is in phase with the

volts and obeys Ohm's Law when the inductance is negligible.
The phase relationship of the voltage, current, and back E.M.F.
will be as shown in Fig. 40, the current lagging behind the volts

by an angle which is represented by the distance db along the

base line in this diagram.
Now if there is a capacity effect in the circuit it will tend to

neutralise the reaction of inductance so that the current does not

lag so much behind the volts ; indeed, if the capacity effect pro-

FIG. 40.

ponderates the current may even lead the volts ;
that is to say after

the first surge in the circuit the current will rise to its maximum
before the volts are a maximum and pass through zero value before

the volts are zero. The student may find it difficult to realise

that, for example, the current could be a maximum before the

applied potential attains its maximum value ; this difficulty is

removed if one remembers that capacity effects in electricity

correspond to elasticity in mechanics. Making use of Dr. J.

Fleming's famous analogy, suppose there is a railway truck on a

pair of rails in front of a wall to which the truck is attached by a

strong spring, and that an alternating force is applied to make the

truck move backwards and forwards. When a force is applied

and the truck moves backwards it compresses the spring and the

effect of this will be that the spring drives the truck forward even

before a forward force is otherwise applied. A forward force is
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now applied which rises to a maximum and dies away to zero ;

the truck moves forward and by the time it comes to rest the

spring is extended, tending to pull the truck back even before a

backward force is applied. Similarly in an electric circuit con-

taining capacity effect, the capacity is charged up by the applied
potential, and when the latter dies away to zero the discharge
from the capacity starts a current flowing in the opposite direction

before the potential applied to the circuit has built up in the reverse

direction.

In the truck analogy inertia of movement of the truck will

act in opposition to the spring's effect ; similarly in the elec-

trical circuit inductance effects act in opposition to capacity
effects.

Finally, the displacement of the truck for a given force applied

C R

\

B

PIG. 41.

will vary inversely as its weight, so in the electric circuit the dis-

placement, or current, of electricity for given applied volts varies

inversely as the resistance.

The reactance of a capacity effect of K mfds. to an alternating

current flowing at a frequency of / cycles per second is
.

ohms, and the back E.M.F. set up by this capacity reaction is

vo*ts * ^is back E.M.F., like that due to inductance,

acts at right angles to the current ; if a circuit contains resistance

and capacity, with negligible inductance, the voltage required to

send an alternating current through the resistance and against
the capacity reactance can be found by a vector diagram as shown
in Fig. 41. It is seen to be similar to that already given for an
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inductive circuit, but in this case the current leads the volts by an

angle instead of lagging.

From the Fig. it can be realised that if R is small and

large, OR will be small compared with would then

be nearly equal to AD, the angle of lead will be nearly a right

angle, and most of the applied volts V will be employed in setting

up the capacity reaction volts,
t

Later it will be seen that in spark wireless transmitters an

alternating voltage is applied to a condenser circuit in which the

CURRENT LEADING VOLTS
BY 90

FIG. 42.

inductance and resistance effects are relatively low, so that the

resulting current flow may lead the applied volts by an angle of

nearly 90, as shown in Fig. 42. Also, when dealing with the
Marconi disc discharger, it will be shown that an alternator circuit

can be periodically broken when the condenser voltage is a
maximum without sparking at the contacts, because the alternator
current is zero at the moment of break.

The general case would be a circuit containing inductance,
capacity, and resistance, the vector diagram of which would be
as shown in Fig. 43. Lay out a line AB to represent the current
in phase and value. Multiply C by R and get the line AD which
represents OR the volts required to send the current through the
resistance. DE represents the inductance back E.M.F. = 27T/LC,
acting at right angles to the current, and DF the capacity back
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c
E.M.F. =

f
also acting at right angles to the current but in

opposition to the inductance back E.M.F. Subtract DF from DE
and get DG,which is the resultant back

E.M.F., then AG represents the volts

required to be applied to the circuit

since it represents the resultant of _j

AD and DG. It is easy to see that
*

AG = VAD 2TDG 2
, or

The square root factor in this equa-
tion is called the Impedance of. the circuit,

27T/L is the reactance of induction, and

is the reactance oj capacity, all

- CR ->

FIG. 43.measured in ohms when L and K are

in henrys and farads respectively.

Fig. 44 is an example of the current leading the volts in a

circuit where the capacity effect preponderates over the inductance

effects.

THREE CYCLES OF A "LEADING" CURRENT.
Fio. 44.

Transformers. The function of an interrupter on an induction

coil is to make and break the magnetising current in the primary,
so that the magnetic lines set up in the iron core would collapse

through the secondary, inducing impulses of high voltages in

it at a speed of, say, 100 impulses per second. An alternating
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current is one which rises to a maximum, falls to zero, reverses

its direction, falls to zero, and so on, at a rate which depends on

the frequency, or number of cycles per second ;
if such a current

is available the magnetic lines in the core rise and fall without

an interrupter, and so generate high voltages in the secondary
coil. Such an arrangement of coils for use with alternating

currents is called a transformer ;
the construction of a closed

iron core transformer will be here briefly described.

An iron core, made of thin sheets or laminations of iron

averaging about 0*012 inch thick, is built up ; each sheet being

slightly japanned or oxidised. On this core is wound a coil of

double cotton-covered copper wire, called the primary, through
which the alternating current will flow. The primary is covered

with good insulation micanite, presspahn, or mica ; and over

this again is wound the secondary coil which is of smaller wire

than the primary, but consists of a great many more turns if it

is desired to obtain a high voltage from it. The ends of the

secondary are brought to two terminals heavily insulated with

ebonite or porcelain. If the transformer is a small one, dealing

with energies up to 5 KW., it is put in a perforated iron case and

is then said to be air-cooled ; a large transformer is enclosed ii\ a

cast-iron case which is filled with special transformer oil. The

core and coils of a transformer get hot when in use, and the oil

serves to convey the heat from them to the iron case from which

it is radiated away.
With very large transformers an air blast may be blown

through for the same purpose.
The design of a transformer differs from that of an induction

coil in that the magnetic lines have a complete iron circuit or

path. The magnetic lines of an induction coil, issuing from one

pole of the core, have to pass through the air to the other pole as

they do in the case of an ordinary bar magnet ; in a transformer

the iron path is continuous so that the magnetic lines, set up
in the core on which the coils are wound, continue their paths
in the iron which connects, as in Fig. 45, one end of the core to the

other. This arrangement ensures that magnetic strain lines are

set up easily in the iron, and that more magnetic lines are set up

by any given value of primary current than would otherwise be

the case, thus ensuring high efficiency.

When the alternating current flowing into the primary rises

to a maximum the resulting magnetic lines in the core will induce

a voltage in the secondary coil which also rises to a maximum.
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When the current dies away and rises to a maximum in the

opposite direction the magnetic lines die away and new ones are

set up in the opposite direction, so that a voltage is now induced

in the secondary coil in an opposite direction to that induced at

first.

Thus it can be seen that the secondary induced voltage will

bo alternating, having the same frequency as the applied voltage
and current. If the applied voltage goes through 100 complete

cycles per second the voltage induced in the secondary will do

TRANSFORMER
AND WINDING DIAGRAM.

Fxo. 45.

likewise, and as in each complete cycle there are two maximum
values in opposite directions, we see that a frequency of 100

cycles per second means 200 maximum values of voltage per
second. With an induction coil we only get a secondary high

voltage at each break of the primary current ; with a transformer

we get a secondary high voltage twice in each cycle of primary
current.

If the core of an induction coil, or of a transformer, were made
of solid iron, voltages would be induced in the iron (which is a

conductor of electricity) by the changing magnetic field in it, and

VOL. i. H
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currents would flow in it which cannot be used and would only
heat up the core. This explains why the cores are built of iron

wires, or iron laminations, japanned or oxidised the japanning
offers resistance to these currents so that their values are small.

Such currents are called eddy currents.

With iron of inferior quality the magnetic field i$ the core

lags behind the primary current, thus when the current is zero the

field is not yet zero and some of the energy of the current going in

the reverse direction will be used up in sweeping out the remanence
of magnetism. This is called hysteresis effect, and the energy
loss due to it is hysteresis loss. It can be made almost negligible

by employing iron of good quality for the core, such as the special
one called Stalloy. Eddy current loss and hysteresis loss combine
to give what is called the iron loss in the transformer.

The current in the primary flows through its resistance and

consequently there is GP
2HP loss of watts ; similarly when current

is taken from the secondary there is a C.S
2ES loss of watts in the

secondary. These two combined represent what is called the

copper loss ; it can be made very small by using sufficient section

of wire in the coils, thus keeping their resistance low, and the

gauges of wire should be chosen so that on full load the losses in

the primary and secondary are approximately equal.

Well-designed transformers will have an efficiency of over

90 per cent, even in small sizes, and a 1000 KW. transformer can

have an efficiency of 99 per cent. Eoughly one may say that

the more iron and copper allowed in the design per KW.
of energy to be handled the higher will be the efficiency of the

transformer.

If M is the maximum value of the number of magnetic lines

set up in the core, Tp the turns in the primary, Vp the voltage

applied, and / the frequency ; we have the following relation :

_
p
~

10 8

Thus if the voltage, frequency, and number of turns in the coil

are known we can find the number of magnetic lines set up in

the core. A similar formula holds for the secondary coil

__^,.
*~~ '10*

Transformers designed for radio-transmitter purposes are made
to give a secondary voltage of from 20,000 to 70,000 volts.
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From the above formula it can be seen that the ratio of voltage
induced in the secondary to the voltage applied to the primary is

the same as the ratio of the number of turns in the respective
coils

V T> S _ J-5

V ~~TV p Sp

If the slightly erroneous assumption is made that the efficiency
of the transformer is 100 per cent., and that as many watts are

obtained from the secondary as are put into the primary, then

=
o v r

i
T '

VP v s s

that is to say the ratio of the currents is roughly the inverse ratio

of the numbers of turns in the coils.

Alternating Current Power and Power Factor. If V is the

effective value of an alternating voltage applied to a circuit, and
C the effective value of the resulting current, the effective watts
in the circuit = VC only when the volts and current are in phase.

Obviously if the current is zero when the volts are a maximum,
or vice versa, the power will be zero, and even when they are not

so much as this out of phase the power will be something less than
that given by the formula VC, whether the current is lagging or

leading. As Dr. Stienmetz said, in an analogy, a workman wiH
make his maximum effort when he has a full kit of tools and at the

same time a maximum desire to work. But if he is lacking in tools

just when he is keen to work, or has a full supply of tools without

a full desire to work his output will be reduced.

To obtain an expression for the power in an alternating circuit

when the current lags behind or leads the volts we must multiply
the current, not by the volts, but by the component of voltage
in phase with the current.

In Mgs. 89 and 41 it will be seen that the component of voltage
in phase with the current is the ohmic or CE volts represented

by the line BC. Now BC = AB cos 0, .-. the CE volts = V cos 0.

Thus if C is the amperes in the circuit, V the volts applied, and

6 the angle of lag or lead, then the power = VC cos 6 watts. Cos

is called the power factor. If C is in phase with V, = 0, and

cos 6 = 1 ; then power = VC and the circuit obeys Ohm's Law ;

if is nearly 90, as it would be in a circuit containing either

high inductance or high capacity effects compared with the
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resistance, cos 90 == 0, therefore the power VC cos 6 = no matter

what the values of the current and voltage may be.

The amount of copper in the circuit depends on the value of

the current to be carried by it ;
if this copper is to be as remunera-

tive as possible the power for a given current should be as great as

possible ; thus every precaution should be taken to ensure that

the current is as nearly in phase with the volts as we can get it,

making very small and the Power Factor (cos 0) nearly unity.

Resonance Effects. In the general case it was shown that the

formula C\/E 2

+(^27r/L o^ffc) gives tbe volta e required to

drive an alternating current through a circuit containing induct-

ance and capacity effects. \/E 2 +
(27r/L o~fjr)

is ca^ed tho

impedance of tho circuit, and for a given resistance of circuit the

impedance will bo least when the part enclosed in the bracket is

zero ; i.e. when 27T/L -r-^r^
=

When the frequency has this value the circuit is said to be in a

state of resonance.

Under these conditions V == CVB 2 + = CE ; the effects of

inductance and capacity neutralise each other, the current is in

phase with the volts, the power factor is unity, and the power is a

maximum for a given V and C.

When a circuit is in a state of resonance the current and volts

may be of moderate values and yet excessive strains may be set

up across the inductive and capacity portions of the circuit which

are balancing each other. Thus it is quite possible to arrange an

alternating circuit with resistance, capacity, and induction to give

the conditions shown in Fig. 46 ; the voltage required to send the

current through the resistance is only 10 volts, yet the alternating

current flowing through the induction coil may set up a self-

induced E.M.F. in it of 1000 volts and this is balanced by a similar

reaction voltage across the condenser portion of the circuit.

The induction coil and the condenser are each experiencing

a strain of 1000 volts though only 10 volts are applied to the circuit.
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The student will remember that, although only 6 to 10 volts may
be applied to the primary of a spark induction coil, the back E.M.F.
of inductance set up in it may make the current spark across the

break of the interrupter, and will administer a very nasty shock
if the metal parts of the interrupter are touched. Similarly when
an effective alternating voltage V is applied to a condenser

oscillating circuit the voltage to which the condenser is charged is

X V2V ; this will be referred to again in Chap. XIII.
12

In long land lines carrying alternating electric power for

distances of 100 or 200 miles, of which there are many examples in

America, the working frequency is such that a dangerous condition

of resonance is not likely to occur, but very special precautions have

^L 1000 V- IOOOV

FIG. 46.

to be taken cO-gainst lightning discharges, for these may start surges

in the line at a frequency such that 27T/L = - ~, and thus set up
27T/K

breaking strains of voltage.

Similarly in wireless work where alternators and transformers

are employed the working frequency will not set up excessive

strain, jbut precautions must be taken to prevent high frequency

oscillating currents from getting back through them, as resonance

effects may be set up by the high frequency currents and break

down the insulation of the end turns of the transformer or alter-

nator. We shall see later that choke coils and lamps are employed
for this purpose.

As a matter of fact the low frequencies used in the generating
circuit of a wireless transmitter are not such as will set up
resonance effects likely to break down the insulation, and re-

sonance is really encouraged because it improves the power factor.

Thus the voltage from a transformer secondary is used to charge
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a condenser, K, and the impedance of this circuit is least when

"approx. = -J?

T
Now

r

*
is fixed by the step up of voltage required, therefore

?
this equation shows us that with a given frequency (j) and con-

denser (K) the transformer primary should have an inductance

(Lp) if resonance, a good power factor, and maximum energy of

output for a given current and voltage of machine are to be

attained.

If the primary in itself has not this value of inductance a

small auxiliary and adjustable inductance coil can be connected
in series with it, as is done in some Marconi transmitters described

later. In a circuit arranged for resonance the voltage will build

up with each swing of the current if a discharge is not allowed to

take place in the meantime. By setting the spark gap fairly

long this property may be used to obtain high voltage effects, but

the sparking rate will be reduced. The voltage may thus

rise to a maximum at the end of four or five cycles so that a

spark discharge then takes place. One pulse of energy is drawn
from the machine and one spark discharge takes place at every
fourth or fifth cycle.

rlThe question of resonance and resonance

transformers will be further dealt with in Chaps. XIV. and XV.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Why is the core of a transformer made of japanned laminations instead of

solid iron ?

2. Explain the function of a condenser when joined across the make and
break contacts of an induction coil.

3. Why is the secondary of an induction coil used for wireless telegraphy
purposes made of thicker wire than usual ?

4. A transformer is supplied with alternating current at a voltage of 100, and
a frequency of 50 cycles per second. If it has got 400 times as many turns in
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the secondary as are in the primary, what voltage will be induced in the

secondary, and how many times in a second will this voltage rise to a maximum ?

5. If an induction coil has 300,000 volts induced in its secondary what is the

approximate length of spark it will give in air ?

6. If a condenser is joined across the secondary terminals of an induction
coil why is the spark obtained very much shorter than if the condenser were
not connected ?

7. An alternator has 8 poles : at what speed must it run to generate voltage
at a frequency of (a) 100, (b) 200 cycles per second ?

8. What is meant by saying that an alternating current is not in phase with
the volts ? Draw curves of alternating voltage and current in which the current
leads the volts by 45.

9. If the voltage of an alternator is 400, what is the maximum value to which
the voltage wave rises twice in each cycle ?

10. If the current in the primary coil of a spark induction coil is flowing clock-

wise in what direction is the current in the secondary flowing ?

11. What would be the result of making the core of a transformer of steel

instead of annealed soft iron ?

12. What is meant by resonance and how is it obtained in an alternating
circuit ?



CHAPTER IX

OSCILLATORY DISCHARGES

IT has been shown that an electric strain is set up in the ether

round or near conductors charged with electricity, its extent

depending on the amount of charge, on the capacity of the

charged system, and on the nature of the dielectric in which
the ether is strained. A disappearance of electric strain in the
ether sets up in it a magnetic strain, round the wire or circuit

through which the discharge takes place.
The amount of electrification and of electric strain can be

increased by using condensing effects, and will increase as the

difference of potential applied is increased. Large differences of

potential can be obtained by using an induction coil or a trans-

former, and the amount of charge is equal to the product of the

potential applied and the capacity of the system charged ;

(Q = VK).
The amplitude of discharge varies directly as the difference of

potential across the circuit in which it takes place, and inversely
as the Impedance effects present in the circuit. Inductive

effects always oppose any change in the rate of discharge ; these

effects will depend upon the shape of the circuit and the rate

at which the current, or discharge, is changing. The energy of

charge depends on the potential applied and on the capacity of

the charged system ; the rate and nature of the discharge depends
on the potential, capacity, resistance, and self-induction in the

discharging circuit.

In 1838, Prof..Henry, of Princeton University, discovered that

when a condenser is discharged across a small spark gap the

discharge is not simply in one direction across the gap, but

oscillates backwards and forwards across it ; what appears
to be a single discharge spark is really a rapid succession of

sparks. They follow each other so rapidly that we cannot

distinguish between the separate sparks with the eye. Fig. 47
shows the record obtained when the discharge from an oscillating

104
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condenser circuit is made to act on an oscillograph. If the

spark is photographed on a plate rapidly falling in front of it

COPY OF

OSCILLOGRAM
TAKEN BY

D^J.A.FLEMING FRS

L = 0-031 HENRY.

19 OHMS.
K 0-25 MFOS.

/V = iSOO

FIG. 47.

the photograph will show that it is not one single flash but a

rapid succession of flashes.

We can find an exactly similar action in a water analogy

WHEN THE TAP IS

OPENED THE WATER
OSCILLATES BETWEEN
THE TUBES BEFORE
COMING TO REST.
IF THE CONNECTING
PIPE IS SMALL THE
WATER DOES NOT
OSCILLATE .

FIG. 48.

when two long glass tubes are connected by a pipe whose bore

is not too small, and fitted with a stop cock. The tubes are

filled with water coloured so that it can be easily seen, and one
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tube is filled to a greater height than the other one. If the

tap is suddenly opened the water will flow, or discharge, along
the pipe from the tube in which the greatest pressure exists to

the other one. We might expect that the flow would take place
in the one direction until the water stands at the same height in

both tubes, but it will be found that under suitable conditions

this is not the case. The water will overflow into the second

tube, raising the level in it too high ; it will then surge back again
into the first tube to produce the same effect in it ; thus wo
shall see the water surging backwards and forwards between the

tubes several times. The surges will gradually die down and the

water will settle at the same level in each tube, so that the oscil-

lating movement of the water in the connecting tube will cease.

This is analogous to the action occurring when a condenser is

discharged under suitable conditions ; the discharge surges back-

wards and forwards across the spark gap in the circuit, its

amplitude decreasing until it ceases when the remaining difference

of potential is not sufficient to send a further discharge across the

gap. Some interesting questions at once arise in connection witb

this phenomenon ; what are the suitable conditions, what

bearing has the inductive action of the circuit on the surges,
and how does the resistance of the circuit control the effects ?

Before answering the questions let us turn our attention to

a similar phenomenon in mechanics. Make three or four springs
of steel wire wound loosely, about 2 or 8 inches diameter, and,

say, 6 inches long ; the springs should be made of different

gauges of wire, in which case the elasticity, or what we might
call the springiness of each spring, will depend upon the gauge
of the wire. As shown in Fig. 49, suspend the springs from
a beam and attach a weight to the bottom of each. If one of

these springs is, as it were, charged, either by pressing the weight

up or pulling it down, and then discharged by letting go, we shall

find the weight does not simply return to its original position
but oscillates up and down past it ; the oscillations gradually

dying down until the weight is again settled in its original

position. If we do this experiment with all the springs we shall

find that, in each case, the resulting motion is oscillatory, but that

the rates of oscillation are all different. Now there are two forces

which are causing the oscillatory motion the springiness of the

spring and the force of inertia ; the rates of oscillation are different

with the different springs because the forces of elasticity, or of

inertia, or of both, are different for the different springs.
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It is exactly the same in the electric circuit ; capacity effects

are analogous to the springiness of the spring, inductive effects

are analogous to the inertia of the moving system ;
the discharge

will be oscillatory owing to the capacity and inductive effects, and
the rate at which the oscillations take place will depend upon tho
values of the capacity and inductive effects present in the circuit.

What are the conditions necessary for a discharge to be

oscillatory, and what is the effect of the resistance of the circuit ?

Eeturning to the weighted springs if we gradually increase the

weight on one of them we shall find the result is to lessen the

number of oscillations which will take place after it is charged ;

~J

DIFFERENT SPRINGS AND WEIGHTS
HAVE, DIFFERENT PERIODS OF OSCILLATION.

FIG 40.

the extent of the motion of each oscillation, or as we call it the

amplitude of the oscillations, will rapidly decrease, and the

number of oscillations made before the system comes to r'est

will be less than before. That is to say the greater the weight
the greater is the damping effect on the oscillations, decreasing

the amplitude of each successive oscillation and decreasing the

number of oscillations. If we go on increasing the weight we
shall finally arrive at one which will entirely prevent oscillations

taking place, so that if the weight is greater than a certain value

there will be no oscillations.

Similarly, in the electric circuit, the resistance of the circuit

determines the damping effect on the amplitude and number of

oscillations in the discharging current ;
if the resistance effect
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exceeds a certain value the discharge will not oscillate at all, but

will simply be a direct discharge of a single movement of elec-

tricity across the circuit. In our analogy of water flowing
from one vessel to another through a connecting pipe, if the pipe
is of small diameter, or is obstructed by sand, leaves, etc., it offers

a resistance to the flow of water ; this will therefore take place
at a small and steady rate, raising the pressure in the second

vessel until it is equal to that in the first without any oscillatory
motion taking place.

Thus the suitable conditions are that the resistance be of a low

value ; we know that the resistance of a circuit is directly pro-

portional to its material and its length and inversely proportional
to its cross section, whether the circuit be a wire, a liquid, a vacuum
tube, or the air between two spark balls. Thus the discharge will

be oscillatory if the materials of the circuit are good conductors,
and of good cross section, and if the spark gap is not too long.

Where discharges take place across a spark gap most of the

circuit resistance is in the gap, because air is a very bad conductor ;

hence to keep the resistance low we must have a low spark gap
resistance, i.e. the gap must be comparatively short.

There cannot be an oscillating spring system that has not

some weight, nor an electric circuit that has not some resistance ;

but if the weight is kept small in the one case and the resistance

kept low in the other their damping effect on the oscillations will

be small, and there will be a greater number of oscillations at each

discharge.
It is, however, necessary to point out that the spark gap must

not be too short, because the discharge would then take place
before the capacity had been charged to any great potential ; also

it is probable that with a short gap it would be an arc discharge
instead of a true spark discharge. An arc discharge can be

distinguished from a spark by the fact that it is more like a

flame and yellowish in colour, whereas a good spark discharge
is white, sharp, and, as it were, vicious in its action.

In the oscillating spring system the damping of the oscilla-

tions will depend not only upon the weight but also on the amount
of energy communicated from the oscillating system to its

surroundings. The air near the spring will be set in wave

motion, and motion of anything, even of air, implies that

energy has been given to it ; in this case the energy has been

taken from the oscillating spring system, and a loss of its energy
means that its own state of motion will be decreased. We know
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that if the spring oscillated in water instead of air it would come
to rest sooner ; water is heavier than air, hence to set water in

motion more energy will be abstracted from the spring. If the

spring oscillated in treacle its oscillations would be still more

quickly damped. Thus the damping also depends on the rate

of loss of energy communicated to, or, as we might say, radiated

to the surrounding medium. Similarly with an oscillatory dis-

charge in an electric circuit the damping of the oscillations

may be partly caused by and dependent on the resistance of the

circuit, but it will also depend on the rate of radiation of energy
to the surrounding medium ; the medium in this case being the

ether. In wireless telegraphy, as we shall see later, the object
of an oscillatory discharge is to radiate energy in the form of

strains in the ether, i.e. ether waves ; transmitter circuits are so

OSCILLATORY DISCHARGE CIRCUIT

FIG. 60.

designed that a certain proportion of the energy is radiated from
each oscillation of the discharge. Again, an oscillating spring

system can lose energy by giving it to another spring system,
which it strikes against at each oscillation. The second spring

system would thus start oscillating with energy taken from the

first one. In a similar manner oscillating electric energy in a

circuit may be decreased by inducing oscillations in a second

circuit placed near it, an effect which is much used in wireless

telegraphy. This transfer of energy constitutes a third damping
effect on the oscillations, and Chapter XI. will show that it may
be the principal damping effect on the oscillations in the dis-

charge circuit of a wireless transmitter. Thus damping, or loss

of energy, can be summed up under three headings : (1)

Eesistance ; (2) Eadiation ; (3) Transfer. Fig. 50 is a dia-

grammatic view of a simple oscillatory discharge circuit, K being
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the condenser, L representing the inductance effect, and S the spark

gap, while the wires WW lead to the source of charging potential.

We must now consider in detail what actually happens when
an oscillatory discharge takes place across a spark gap.

CHARGE
ELECTRIC STRAIN IN CONDENSER DIELECTRIC

FIG. 51.

I. Lot the circuit be charged up by an impulse of voltago from

a spark induction coil until a great difference of potential exists

across the spark gap ; one electrode will be at positive potential
the other at negative potential, as shown in Fig. 51, and the

\ /

DISCHARGE
SHEWING SOMEOF

THE MAGNETIC STRAIN

FIG. 52.

ether between the condenser plates, in the spark gap, and generally
all round the circuit will be in a state of electric strain.

II. As the charge is completed the difference of potential
becomes so great that the insulation of the air in the spark gap
breaks down and a discharge starts, gathering strength as it goes
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on. This discharge from one side to the other tends to equalise
the potentials and decrease the ether strain. After a small

fraction of time the discharge will have equalised the potentials
and the electric strain will have disappeared. But the flow of

electrons across the gap will sot up a magnetic strain in the ether,

which strain takes the form of whirls of magnetic lines round the

path of the flow. At the end of this small interval of time the

conditions will be as shown in Fig. 52, and the rate of discharge
will have risen in value to a maximum as shown in the curve

below the Figure, just as the motion of a spring system is a

maximum when it is passing through its position of rest, where

it ought to stop.

III. Now, just as the spring system swings too far owing to

REVERSE CHARGE
L-J ELECTRIC STRAIN IN

CONDENSER DIELECTRIC

FIG. 53.

inertia, so the discharge of the circuit persists owing to induction ;

when it tends to die out the consequent collapse of the magnetic

strain lines on the circuit induces a voltage which prevents a

sudden stoppage. This induction* makes the discharge flow on,

though gradually decreasing, and by the time it has come to zero

value a difference of potential is again built up in the opposite

direction to that existing before ;
the side which was at positive

potential is now at negative potential and vice versa. When this

state is attained the discharge has fallen to zero, the magnetic

strain has disappeared, and an electric strain again exists in the

ether, the conditions now being as shown in Fig. 53. The time

taken by the discharge in dying down from its maximum value

to zero is equal to the time taken from its start to attain its

i value.
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IV. The difference of potential is thus again built up and

again the circuit discharges across the spark gap, but this time

in the opposite direction to the first discharge. As before, after

an interval of time the difference of potential and the electric

i/y.rr
REVERSE DISCHARGE
SHEWING SOMEOF

THE MAGNETIC STRAIN

FIG. 54.

strain will have disappeared, the discharge has risen to a maximum,
and a magnetic strain exists in the ether round it as in Fig. 54.

The discharge being in the opposite direction to the first one we

fe"^, +"

OSCILLATION
COMPLETED

65.

represent this by drawing the curve below the axis of time as

shown in the Fig. ; also owing to loss of energy the maximum
current in this second discharge will be a little less than that in

the first, so that the curve of current is a little smaller.

V. The reversed discharge builds up a difference of potential
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again, similar to that with which we started, at the same time

the discharge itself dies away as shown in Fig. 55. The magnetic
strain in the ether gives place again to an electric strain.

VI. The whole procedure is repeated several times in exactly
the same manner and we thus get a series of discharges, oscillating

backwards and forwards, just as the spring system oscillates up
and down. Each discharge has a maximum value a little smaller

than the one preceding it
; of the original energy in the circuit,

V 2 K
which is equal to J

vo1*8
- mfd? '

joules, a part is used up in

the resistance of the circuit including that of the spark gap
(this part being turned into heat as is evident in the spark gap),

and a small part sets up the strains in the ether. At each swing
of the discharge portions of the energy will be lost in these forms,

so that the swings gradually die down.
The time taken by the circuit to pass from a condition as

shown in Fig. 51, until it conies again to a similar condition, as

shown in Fig. 55 (i.e. while it discharges completely, first in one

direction and then in the opposite direction), is called the
"
time

of a complete oscillation
"
or the "

periodic time." All the oscilla-

tions take equal times, the small ones near the end of the discharge

taking the same time as the large ones at its commencement,

just as in the case of an oscillating pendulum or spring.
Thus a complete oscillatory discharge might be represented as

shown in Fig. 69, in which the amplitude or maximum values of

the current is seen to gradually die away owing to the energy
lost at each oscillation.

If the loss of energy is too great, in other words if the resist-

ance of the circuit is too large, there will be no oscillations, but

the circuit will discharge itself only in one direction, as shown
in Fig. 56; this is called a

"
uni-directional discharge" and is

obtained when, for instance, the spark gap is too long.
Now from the analogy of the weighted springs it may be

realised that the time of an oscillation depends on the amounts
of capacity effect and inductive effect in the discharging circuit ;

in 1858 Lord Kelvin proved that, if the resistance of the circuit

is small, the number of oscillations per second was approximately

equal to
?>

/ , where L is the coefficient of self-induction

of the circuit measured in henrys and K is the capacity of the

circuit measured in farads. The number of oscillations per second

VOL. I. I
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is called the
"
frequency

"
(ri), and we see that the

tirne^
taken

for one oscillation, or the
"
Periodic Time

" T = 2WL7K/. The

DIRECT DISCHARGE WHEN RESISTANCE. OF
CIRCUIT IS TOO GREAT.

Fro. 56.

quantity VLK is called the
"
oscillation constant

"
of the circuit.

As it is more usual in wireless work to measure inductance in

centimetres (1 cm. =
in9 henry) and the capacity in microfarads

(1 mfd. =
-.g farad) we shall

the following formulae :

Frequency (ri)
= -

i <( more convenient to deduce

VlO15

27T-V/L,'cms. "mfds.

x 106

5xlO . ,
.= ,

-- ^^ ---- approximately.VLcmgv X

Periodic time -- -
ra - second.

Oscillation constant= VLcms .
x Kmfds>

The periodic time is proportional to the product of capacity
and the inductance in the circuit ; as regards the individual effect

of each : increase of capacity will increase the amplitude of the

discharge while increase of inductance will dimmish the amplitude
but increase the momentum of discharge : the analogy with the
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similar effects in an oscillating spring system is left to the

student for consideration.

Now let us turn our attention to the damping of the oscillations,

and study the conditions under which the discharge will be

uni- directional.

Lord Kelvin's complete formula for oscillation frequency is

which decreases in value with increase of the
1 /I TT^
\/~

STT
v LK 41 1*

p2 1

resistance (K) of the circuit. If -
2 =^y--

tlie oscillation fre-

quency is zero ;
in this case E2 =^ or K =

2>y/ -!. Thus the

number of oscillations is reduced by increasing R, and therejwill

be no oscillations at all if B is equal to or greater than 2\/
*

Capacity and inductance are necessary to make the discharge

oscillate ;
resistance damps out the amplitude and number of the

oscillations. From Kelvin's formula we see that increase of re-

sistance will greatly increase the damping ; it may be here noted

that an increase of capacity decreases the resistance of the circuit,

while an increase of inductance increases the resistance. These

effects are, however, slight compared to the resistance effects in

other parts of the circuit, particularly in the spark gap.

If L is measured in millihenrys and K in microfarads the

critical value of- the resistance is given by :

Mnfds.

High frequency currents, such as these oscillatory discharges,

do not flow uniformly through the cross section of a wire, but

are most dense near the surface, owing to inductive effects which

are proportional to the frequency. Hence the resistance of a

conductor to oscillatory discharges is reduced, not necessarily by

increasing its diameter, but by increasing its surface. The surface

may be increased by increasing the cross section of the conductor ;

without increasing the effective cross section we may increase

the surface by making the conductor in the form of a tube, or by

making it of several strands of wire instead of one single thick
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wire.
r

i
The fact that a wire has a greater resistance to oscillatory

eurrents than to direct currents is called the
"
skin effect

"
; the

oscillatory currents flow mostly on the outer layers of the wire, so

that the cross section of the wire is, as it were, reduced to them.
At very high frequencies a hollow tube would have just the same
resistance as a solid tube of the same section, because the current
is practically all flowing on the surface. The effect will be greater
with iron wires than with copper ones because the induction
effects are greater. In wireless telegraphy apparatus we shall

find coils made of copper tubes and copper strip, giving a greater
surface area than round wires of the same effective cross section,
and we shall find that conductors are made up of many strands
rather than one thick single strand.

Lord Eayleigh has shown that if the resistance of a wire to

uni-directional currents is Ec, its resistance to oscillatory cur-

ird
rents of high frequency is K ==BC X Vft approximately, d

oU

being the diameter of the wire in cms., and n the frequency.
A No. 22 S.W.G. copper wire has a resistance of 0*0431 ohm

per metre length for a direct current, but its resistance is 0*1207
ohm per metre length for a current oscillating at a frequency of

one million (n
= 10 6

).

Damping Decrement. Fig. 47 shows how the successive
current amplitudes in an oscillatory discharge diminish in size

until eventually the discharge ceases. The oscillations are said

to be damped and this is caused by the energy losses in resistance,

radiation, and transfer. It is very important to know the extent
of this damping of the oscillations in a wireless circuit, 'and it is

measured by taking the logarithm of the ratio of successive current

amplitudes in the same direction. This is called the
"
Logarithmic

Decrement" or simply the
"
Decrement" of damping ; its value

does not vary over a complete train. It is usually denoted by the

symbol 8
; if An and An+1 are successive amplitudes in the same

sense, i.e. both upwards or both downwards (see Fig. 69), then :

where is Napierian base. Since the Napierian logarithm of anj
number is 2*803 times its ordinary logarithm to the base 10 this

may be written :

8 = 2-303 loglo
--Aw

n4-1
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As a matter of fact the spark resistance increases as the

oscillations die out, so that the amplitudes of the oscillations do
not follow a logarithmic curve, and the decrement increases

towards the end of the train. However for purposes of calculation

it is generally assumed that 8 is constant.

Dr. Fleming has shown that if 8 is the decrement of a train

of oscillations the number of complete oscillations in the train

2*303 -4- 8
will bo - - - -

. If the damping were due to resistance effect

R
alone then 8 would be equal to _ _- .

2/Li

Another expression sometimes employed is the Damping
Factor which is the product of the logarithmic decrement and the

frequency. By means of it we can calculate the amplitude of an

oscillation after time t if we know the initial amplitude ; thus

if d is the damping factor
( =/8) and A^ and A are the above

amplitudes respectively, A$ = A x "**.

Effective and^Maximum Currents. If a low resistance hot-

wire ammeter were included in the oscillatory circuit its reading
would give the effective, or root mean square (E.M.8.), value of

the discharging current, but the maximum value to which the

current rises will be very much greater than this. If s equals
the number of sparks or discharges per second, / the oscillating

frequency, and 8 the decrement, then the relation between the

effective and maximum values of the current is approximately

given by the equation :

\/ v/*g

== ^max X \/ ,,

Thus taking the case of a large oscillator where s = 600,

j = 500,000, and 8 = 0*2, if the effective current is 20 amperes the

maximum value of the current will be 516 amperes approximately.
A proof of this formula is given in a footnote at the end of

this chapter.
Power in Discharge. The joules of energy at each discharge

iK M V2

of the condenser = ?!X an(l if there are s sparks per second

V^ X s
the watts of energy = * ^M------

' where V is the potential

in volts to which the condenser is charged, the value of which will

be deduced later.

Current and Voltage. In large oscillators where most of the
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static energy stored in the condenser is turned into kinetic energy
in the induction coil at the discharge, it is approximately true

that :

Thus if the values of L and K are known the oscillating current

can be calculated when the applied voltage is known.

It will be seen later that much of the pioneer work in radio-

tolegraphy was carried out with damped oscillations, that damping
effects other than radiation are avoided in aerial circuits, and

that the value of its damping decrement is never left out of

consideration when designing such circuits. The most modern

systems of radio telegraphy and telephony employ oscillating

currents which are quite undamped.

NOTE. If Ci, C 2, C 3i etc., are successive maximum current amplitudes in a

train of n oscillations their (effective values)
2 are equal to J(V, iC 2

2
, iC :,

2
, etc.

___ g
Since they are successive amplitudes we have C a

= Cj 2, C 3
= C A e , etc.

Therefore average

. 1C,(1 +,=- +
- 2* + ... to terms) _ JC,(1

- -")
- - -

Since e~ Sn
is very small 1 e~ Sn

1 ; also 1 e~ s 8 approx.

,.c',,,=
(

2;;;,bu
sive half oscillations.

2 f

n = -- since we arc dealing with the amplitudes of succes-
3

*

4/3

In some books the log decrement S
t
is taken for successive amplitudes without

regard to direction; the value of this Si is then half that of 8 as defined above
and

Ceff. = (

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Underwhat circumstances will the discharge from a eondrnsrr be oscillatory ?

2. In an oscillatory discharge circuit, how will the periodic time be modified

(a) By an increase in the capacity ?

(b) By an increase in the inductance effect ?

(c) By an increase in the resistance ?

3. A circuit made up for oscillatory discharges consists of a condenser with
5 zinc plates, each 5*4 cms. x 6*5 cms., separated by glass plates, each 0*4 cm.

thick; also a coil of copper tube, 18 cms. long and 10*5 cms. mean diameter,

consisting of 1 1 turns. A spark gap is joined across the condenser.

Calculate (a) The capacity of the condenser.

(6) The inductance of the coil.

(c) The oscillation constant of the circuit.
*

(d) The number of oscillations per second in a discharge.
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4. In Question 3, if only 3 turns of the coil are used in the oscillatory circuit,
find the number of oscillations per second in the discharge.

5. Under the conditions given in Question 4, find the maximum value of the
resistance of the circuit which would allow of the discharge being oscillatory,

assuming radiation loss to be negligible.
6. Why is the coil in the above-mentioned oscillatory circuit made of copper

tube rather than of solid copper wire of same section ?

7. A piece of No. 22 copper cable has a resistance of 4*31 ohms for direct

currents. Calculate by the Raleigh formula its resistance to currents oscillating
at a frequency of 500,000. The diameter of a No. 22 wire is 0'07 cm.

8. In an oscillatory discharge the amplitude of an oscillation is 0*9 of the

amplitude? of the one preceding it in the same sense. Find the
" decrement of

damping
"

of this discharge.
9. How many oscillations take place in the discharge of Question 8 before it

is complete ?

10. In the oscillatory discharge circuit of a Telefunken transmitter the number
of complete oscillations in each discharge is about 5. What is the decrement of

damping of this circuit ?

11. Distinguish between "
damping decrement " and "

damping factor."



CHAPTER X
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO-TELEGRAPHY

IN the last chapter we have seen that part of the energy initially
stored up in a condenser was transformed into ether strain energy
when an oscillatory discharge took place. Two strain effects are
Set up and act harmonically in the surrounding ether, the resultant
is a wave of strain energy which spreads outwards through the
ether in all directions, representing energy radiated from the

oscillating discharge. Comparatively little energy is thus radiated
from a closed oscillatory circuit such as that dealt with in the last

chapter ; if more energy can be transformed or radiated in these
wave strain effects the presence of such waves in the ether will

be detected at great distances from their source.

The development of radio-telegraphy, from the fundamental
fact that under certain circumstances an electric discharge will

oscillate at a high frequency, may best be explained by treating it

in a historical manner. In order that the student shall not b*e

wearied by dates, and by details of experimental methods which
are now obsolete, only important steps in the development will be
mentioned, and only those experiments described which bear

directly on the development.
As already pointed out Prof. Henry in 1838 (and later Fedder-

son in 1857) discovered that under suitable circumstances the

discharge of a Leyden jar, or condenser, would be oscillatory, and
would oscillate at high frequency. Kelvin (1853) proved the
laws under which these oscillations took place ; showed that
the time of oscillation depended on VLK, and that the effect of

resistance was to damp the oscillations. The conception of electric
and magnetic strains in the ether was due to Faraday ; but

Faraday, whilst a brilliant experimentalist, was not a mathe-
matician and thus did not foresee the far-reaching results of some
of his experiments. Faraday died in 1867.

In 1863 Clerk Maxwell, by mathematical reasoning, formulated
120
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the theory that light and radiant heat were electro-magnetic
phenomena, caused by strains set up in the all-pervading medium,
similar to the electric lines and magnetic lines which we have

already discussed. He said that electro-magnetic disturbances
travelled in the ether at a definite velocity, that is to say the
known velocity of light and radiant heat 186,000 miles, or

300,000 kilometres, per second. Clerk Maxwell was a mathe-
matician, not an experimentalist, and his theories lacked experi-
mental proof for 24 years.

However in 1887 Heinrich Hertz, a young German Professor,
issued the results of his experiments, which proved conclusively
the correctness of Maxwell's theory. Hertz had set up electro-

magnetic wave disturbances in the ether, had detected them, had
proved that they possessed all the properties of light and radiant
heat. They could be reflected, refracted, and polarised, and their

velocity was 300,000 kilometres per second.
It will be remembered that when an electrical discharge takes

place in an oscillatory circuit a portion of the oscillating energy
is communicated to the surrounding ether in the form of electric

and magnetic strains, producing in it a wave motion. With a

closed oscillatory circuit the energy thus conveyed to the ether

is a very small portion of that oscillated, and before the experiments
of Hertz no method of detecting the other energy was known.

Hertz increased the relative amount of radiated energy by
arranging the capacity effect in the circuit, with plates or spheres

separated widely from each other on each side of the spark gap ;

in other words he opened out the condenser. Of course the

capacity of such an arrangement was not so great as when the

plates were close together, but by making the plates large efiough
it was sufficient for the purpose.

Thus the arrangement of circuit made by Hertz was the first

open type of oscillator. It consisted of a spark gap on each side of

which were copper rods, 30 cms. long, terminating in large square
brass plates of 40 cms. side, or round discs of copper, brass, or zinc.

Such a Hertzian oscillator is shown in Pig. 57. Bach side of th&

spark gap is joined to the high potential terminals of an induction

coil, by which the oscillator is charged ; the plates provide a

suitable amount of capacity effect in the circuit
;

inductance

effect is present in every circuit, even with straight wires. Using
a suitable length of spark gap the discharge of this Hertzian open
circuit is oscillatory. When the capacity plates are close together
the greatest ether strain, on charge, occurs between the plates ;
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when they are separated far apart on each side of the circuit, it

follows that the volume of strained ether is increased, and the

electric lines of force are longer since they stretch from plate to

plate.

Hertz detected the presence of ether disturbances, or ether

energy, in the space around his apparatus by using what he called

a
"
resonator," corresponding to a receiver in radio-telegraphy.

It simply consisted of a stout copper wire circle, of about 35 cms.

radius, with a very small spark gap in the circle. When he held

this circle parallel to his oscillator, in such a way that the small

spark gap was turned towards it, he obtained minute sparks
across the resonator gap.

By placing his oscillator, (made smaller for the purpose), and
his resonator in parabolic mirrors he proved that the ether waves
set up by the oscillatory discharge could be reflected, refracted,

polarised, and had, in fact, all the properties of light and radiant

FIG. 57.

heat. He reflected the waves from a large conducting surface, and

by the interference of the advancing and reflected waves set up
stationary waves. This is analogous to the apparently stationary
waves which can be set up in a stretched string when it is bowed

anywhere along its length ; the string will be seen to vibrate in

loops, and points along it, called nodes, appear to be at rest. The
distance between two consecutive nodes is half the wave length
of vibration of the string.

Hertz, experimenting with the stationary waves, measured

the distance between two consecutive nodes, or between two

consecutive antinodes, which are points of maximum disturbances.

He thus measured the wave length. Knowing the frequency of

the oscillations he calculated the velocity with which these ether

waves travelled, for velocity = frequency X wave length (v
= n. A) ;

no matter what frequency or wave length was used he found

the velocity to be 300,000 kilometres, or 3 X 10 8
metres, per

second.
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The experiments of Hertz proved the accuracy of Clerk

Maxwell's theories, set at rest all doubts as to the existence of an

all-pervading invisible medium, and opened up a new and delightful
field of scientific investigation.

It may be here remarked that the Maxwell theory of the

nature of light does not satisfactorily explain all the phenomena
connected with it

; thus photo-electric effects cannot be satis-

factorily explained on this hypothesis alono.

Ether waves similar to light waves had thus been set up by
oloctric means and many scientists devoted themselves to a study
of these new waves. The shortest ether waves set up by Hertz's

small oscillator were about 60 cms. long, while the longest light
o

wave is about ~-
B
cm. long, and the longest radiant heat wave

measured is only 0*0025 cm. It is interesting to note that the

scientists who first followed Hertz devoted their efforts to the

construction of apparatus which would set up and detect waves
shorter than his, hoping to produce and detect ether waves more

nearly approaching in length those already known in the form of

heat and light. Following this idea Professor Chundar Bose,

by a development of apparatus, produced and detected ether

waves 0*6 cm. long.

Thus, as far as radio-telegraphy was concerned, tho progress
at first was all in the wrong direction ; we realise now that tho

longer the .waves the greater the distance at which they can bo

received.

Before the work of Hertz was published Professor Hughes in

1879 had proved it was possible to send signals to some distance,

using an induction coil as oscillator and a microphone as resonator.

Unfortunately his scientific friends persuaded him that this was
duo to inductive effects, such as we have when one magnet acts

on another at a distance. For this reason Hughes did not follow

up a discovery which, had he been encouraged as to tho true

significance of it, would have given him a share in the fame of

this great scientific and commercial development.
Sir Oliver Lodge had also made discoveries which were of vast

importance in their application of radio-telegraphy, and no doubt

his syntonic Leyden jars experiment was known to Hertz.

In this experiment an oscillatory discharge is made to take

place across a Leyden jar whose inside and outside coatings were

connected by a rectangle of wire ; the knob of the inside coating
and the knob at the end of the wire formed the spark gap, as
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shown in Pig. 58. At a short distance from this is placed
a resonator, consisting of a Leyden jar with a similar circuit

of wire, whose length could be adjusted by moving the bridging-

piece AB. A very small spark gap is arranged across the

second jar.

When the circuits are placed parallel and the resonating
circuit is suitably adjusted a small spark is obtained in the latter

when a discharge takes place in the oscillating circuit. As the

bridging-piece AB is moved about it is found that for one position

only would the small spark discharge appear ; this was called

by Sir 0. Lodge the position of syntony, i.e. the two circuits were

syntonised or tuned to each other.

Moving the bridging-piece AB changed the inductance, L, of

LODGE
SYNTQN1C
JARS.

Fia. 68,

the second circuit, and its position when the sparks appeared
was that which gave this circuit the same oscillation constant as

the oscillating circuit ; in other words the inductance was changed
until it had a value L2 , such that A/L 2K2

= A/L^i. This

experiment was carried out with a closed oscillating circuit

which is always a poor radiator so that further development
did not come until Hertz demonstrated how to make and use

an open oscillator.

When the account of Hertz's work was published many
scientists took up the research ; as far as radio-telegraphy is

concerned the next important development was in the detector

of the ether waves. The small spark gap of Hertz in his circle

of wire, and that of Lodge in his syntonic jars, were very crude
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detectors, making manifest etheric disturbances only at very
short ranges.

Prof. Branly, in 1890, found that a coherer was sensitive to

ether wave disturbances. A coherer consists of a short gap in

an electric circuit which is filled with metal filings ; under

ordinary conditions the coherer will not conduct a small current,
such as would ring a bell or make a galvanometer deflect. When,
however, it is connected in a resonating circuit, taking the place
of the little spark gap, and ether waves act on the resonator, the
coherer, becomes a conductor. Fig. 59 explains the action; the
coherer is shown in a circuit which contains a galvanometer and
a battery, but under ordinary circumstances no current will flow
for the coherer is nearly a non-conductor. Branly showed that if

the coherer is made part of an open resonating circuit, placed close

AERIAL ACTION OF COHERER.

COHERER

-r^flp^ i

FIG. 69

to an oscillating discharge circuit, the resistance of the coherer
is broken down when ether waves strike the resonator and it

now conducts the battery current through the galvanometer . This

was really only a rediscovery as the same effect had been noted

by Munk in 1839. When the ether waves are set up the metal

filings seem to cling together, or cohere, (hence the name) ; the

circuit is no longer broken by the little films of gas or air between
the filings, and thus the local circuit is a closed one.

Branly did not use the coherer for receiving signals. When it

coheres and closes the local circuit it remains cohered until it

is shaken up, and it probably never occurred to Branly that

a coherer might be used to receive a succession of signals. The
next important development was that of Prof. Popoff, of Kron-

stadt, who conceived the idea of making a resonator with one
side taking the form of a wire raised high into the air. By this
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arrangement his resonator or receiver responded to ether waves

caused by lightning storms, and thus recorded such disturbances.

We first hear of his work in 1895, and in that year Marconi, en-

couraged, no doubt, to investigate this new field by Professor Eighi,

made rapid progress in the application of Hertzian waves to radio

signalling of a commercial value. He was the first to make one

side of the oscillator consist of a wire stretched upwards into the

air, and the first to join the other side of the oscillator to earth.

By so doing he found that, with the same oscillating energy, ho

could detect the ether waves at much greater distances than had

hitherto been accomplished.
He also improved the coherer, and was the first to devise

a scheme for sending intelligible signals by the ether waves,

using for this purpose a decohering arrangement.
As already described, when the ether waves act on a re-

ceiver with a coherer in its circuit the coherer closes the local

circuit attached to it, and the latter will remain closed unless the

coherer is shaken up. Marconi included in the local circuit a little

electro-magnet, so that when the local current flowed the magnet
attracted an armature of soft iron to which was attached a little

hammer ; this hammer striking against the coherer caused it to

decohere so that it was ready to be again affected by another

impulse, or train of ether waves. The time of action could be

made long or short according to the length of time the oscillator

switch was closed ; thus a scheme of signals, such as the Morse

Code, could be used. The connections of Marconi's first receiver

are shown in Fig. 60.

In 1896 Marconi, then only twenty years of age, came to

England, and was sympathetically received by Sir Wm. Preece

Engineer-in-Chief of the Post Office Department, who encouraged
him in his work, and allowed him to carry out experiments on the

premises of the General Post Office.

Preece had for years been experimenting in methods of sig-

nalling without wires by conduction through water or by induction

effects. These methods had been started by Morse in America

in 1842 and Lindsay in Dundee in 1843 ; they did not lead to

much progress, for in 1882 the range attained by Graham Bell on

the Potomac river was only 1 miles. It can be easily understood

that under these circumstances, and having regard to his official

position, Preece would readily welcome one who could demonstrate

to him that wireless signalling across much greater ranges than

had been accomplished heretofore was definitely possible.
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Marconi, backed by influence and capital, rapidly developed
his wireless system and signalled over greater and greater distances ;

he enlarged on the theories of Hertzian wave action and developed
ideas for tuning or syntonising his circuits. Eeturning to Italy
in 1897 he signalled over 18 kilometres in the presence of the

King and ministers of state
;
in 1898 the Italian Navy had estab-

lished two stations 72 kilometres apart. Marconi had by this

time discovered that the distance of transmission was increased

\ /\/A AERIAL
EARTH
COHERER
CHOKE. COILS
RELAY
TAPPER
MORSE RECORDER

MARCONI FIRST RECEIVING CIRCUIT,

FIG. 60.

by increasing the height of the aerial wire, (or antenna), and in

1901 signalled from Cape Lizard to St. Katherine's, a distance

of 200 miles, with antennae only 300 feet high. The significance
of this result was that the curvature of the earth, which raises its

surface high up between these two stations, was no barrier to the

ether waves. Fig. 61 shows the first form of a Marconi Transmitter.

Now a single wire has a very small capacity, therefore not much

energy could be stored in it ; when the distance of transmission

was increased the energy required in the oscillator, or radiating

circuit, had to be increased ; hence the aerial, instead of being a
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single wire, developed into a number of wires in parallel, by which
construction its capacity was increased. Thus more energy could

be oscillated in it at a given charging voltage, since the energy in

it= JKV
2

, therefore varies directly as its capacity. This was known
as a fan aerial, and we must note that by increasing the capacity
the wave length as well as the oscillating energy was increased.

'AERIAL

RIGH1 SPARK GAPS

MARCONI FIRST TRANSMITTER,

FIQ. 61.

The wave length (A) multiplied by tho number of waves per
second must equal the velocity of propagation (v).

Thus v = nA ; also v = 300,000,000 metres per second,
5-03 x 106

and n = ,---.-
v JJc

5-03 X 10 6

.-. 300,000,000 = --7=--=--- X A

' A = 59WLcms . K^. metres.

In 1901 Marconi was able to signal from his large station

at Poldhu in Cornwall to Glace Bay, Cape Breton, at night ; his

aerial at Poldhu consisted of 400 wires and the wave length (A)

employed was 3600 feet.

In the meantime an officer in the Italian Navy had discovered

that a drop of mercury between two steel or carbon plugs in a

small glass tube acted as a coherer ; this decohered itself when a

signal ceased so that no tapping arrangement was necessary.
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Soon after Poldhu station was completed Marconi evolved his

magnetic detector which also was a self-restoring device, much
moro reliable and delicate in its action than the coherer. It will

bo described in a later chapter.

Early in 1900 Marconi adopted magnetic or
"
jigger

"
coupling

between the closed and aerial circuits of his transmitter, and no

longer connected the aerial and earth across the spark gap. This

was the subject of his now famous patent, British No. 7777 ; it

involved syntoiiic tuning as well as coupling. With his new

arrangement he demonstrated that it was possible to transmit or

receive two messages of different wave lengths simultaneously
on the same aerial without any confusion due to mutual inter-

ference.

His first station at Poldhu employed 20 KW.s of power, and

though, after his apparatus was more perfected, he could signal

from Cape Cod to Poldhu (a distance of 2669 miles) with 5 KW.s
of energy at night, yet he soon found that for a satisfactory and

reliable service during daylight much greater power was necessary.

He therefore built larger stations at Clifden, Ireland, and at

Glace Bay, Cape Breton, equipping them with plant of 870 KW.s

(500 H.-P.) ; it was, however, possible to use only 150 KW.s

efficiently, and in 1914 the average power used in these stations

was about 80 KW.s.
In 1905 he patented the horizontal directional aerial by

means of which a maximum amount of the total radiated energy
can be sent in any desired direction. From experiments made by
Dr. Austin, U.S.A., in 1912, it would appear that the directional

aerial increases the radiation in the maximum direction about

five times, so that this invention proved to be a great step forward

in the solution of the problem of long distance transmission.

With his Clifden and Glace Bay stations Marconi studied the

effect of daylight in absorbing the radiated energy. As stated by
him before the House of Commons Select Committee, 1913, he

found that in the morning and evening, when darkness only

extended part of the way across the ocean, the received signals

were at their weakest, and the variations seemed to be less in

a north-southerly direction than in an east-westerly one.

In 1907 Marconi patented his high-speed disc spark discharger,

by means of which trains of waves at high frequency and good

regularity could be transmitted. This invention was one of the

first to open up the possibilities of high-speed signalling.

Eadio-telegraphy was thus firmly established on a commercial
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basis, largely by the genius and enterprise of Marconi. At the

same time there were other investigators whose labours have
contributed much to its development. Sir Oliver Lodge and Dr.

Muirhead perfected many pieces of apparatus, including a self-

decohering device and an automatic transmitter.

Sir 0. Lodge did not adopt the arrangement of earthing one
side of the transmitter, but worked on a symmetrical oscillator

such as was used by Hertz. His aerial consisted of a network of

wires, placed horizontally and high in the air, with the other side

of his transmitter joined to a similar network raised about a foot

TRANSFORMER

LODGE AERIAL,

FIG. 62.

above the ground. Such an arrangement is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. fi2.

Dr. Braun, of Berlin, developed a system for Messrs. Siemens

and Halske ; Count Arco and Prof. Slaby developed the Arco-

Slaby system. These systems have now been combined into

one system known as the Telefunken system. Dr. Lee De Forest,

U.S.A., did much good pioneer work, and brought out a new form

of electrolytic detector which is not now employed.
In 1903 V. Poulsen had patented his arc method of generating

undamped oscillations and, with Prof. Pedersen, of Copenhagen,

developed during the following years the Poulsen system, which

soon attained a high value of commercial efficiency and reliability.

In 1910 Marconi received messages from Clifden at a distance

of 4000 miles by day and 6735 miles by night ; in fourteen years
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he had passed from experiments across the garden to commercial

working across the oceans, and had obtained valuable contracts
in many countries.

Among other scientists whose work was valuable in the develop-
ment of wireless signalling during the early years of the present
century we may mention Prof. M. Wien, whose Quenched Gap,
adopted by the Telefunken Company for all their standard work,
enables greater oscillations to be set up in an aerial circuit without
the risk of damping by retransfer of energy ; R. A. Fessenden,
who was responsible for much original work in the system known
in America by his name

; and Prof. Rudolf Goldschmidt, who
invented a high frequency alternator by means of which undamped
oscillations could be set up in a wireless transmitter.

This brings the history of wireless down to 1914, when the

great world war broke out, and perhaps it is no exaggeration to

say that during the war developments in radio-signalling have
taken place as great, and as revolutionary, as in the twenty-six
years which immediately followed the publication of Hertz's
work in 1888. To corroborate this statement reference may bo
made to the development of wireless telephony. Before 1914
the longest recorded range for telephony was 1000 kilometres and
reliable commercial range was not much more than 100 miles.

On September 28th, 1915, wireless telephony was established
across the American continent from Arlington to Hawaii, a distance
of 5000 miles, and on October 26th, 1915, from Arlington to the
Eiffel Tower, Paris.

This rapid progress has almost been entirely due to the evolu-
tion of the hard vacuum valve for use in wireless circuits.

Edison had noted that negative charges were emitted from
the hot filament in an ordinary electric lamp ; Dr. J. A. Fleming
was the first to adopt this for wireless purposes in his design of a

two-electrode valve detector. In 1918 the Lieben and Reisz
valvo relay with three electrodes was produced, and about the

same time Dr. De Forest patented a similar thing in the Audion
valve. H. J. Round designed for the Marconi Company the

Bound valve with three electrodes ; it was superior to either of

those which preceded it, and was used to amplify the oscillations

in the receiver as well as relaying the resulting signal pulses.
All these were soft vacuum valves, and in 1914 Dr. Irving

Langmuir evolved the hard vacuum valve, on which Edwin H.
Armstrong of Columbia University carried out important research

work, and was one of the first to really understand the action and
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possibilities of valve cciruits. Langmuir's valve was known as

the Pliotron ; on it as a basis many new designs have been

developed by the General Electric Co. in the United States. As
far as Europe is concerned the best design of Pliotron valve

during the first three years of the war was that known as the

French valve, made for the French Military Wireless Service

under the direction of Colonel Ferrie at Paris. This design was

adopted or copied by both Allies and enemies for the wireless

military services of ,the war.

By the use of combinations of these hard vacuum valves

the practice of wireless transmission and reception has been
revolutionised since 1915, and the rapid development of wireless

telephony made possible.
The Marconi Co. have succeeded in using radio-telephony

across the Atlantic with a transmitter energy of only 500" watts.



CHAPTER XI

COUPLING OF CIRCUITS FOR SPARK TRANSMITTERS

WHEN a current of electricity flows through a coil of wire magnetic
lines of force are set up through the axis of the coil ; if the current

changes the number of magnetic lines interlinked with the coil

changes, thus producing an inductive effect in the circuit. If the

current is an oscillating one there will be a continuous inductive

effect, the magnetic strain lines oscillating backwards and forwards

TO
HIGH

VOLTAGE

K,

Fia. 63.

whilst their number varies. We know that this inductive effect

helps to make the discharge in a closed circuit, such as Fig. 63,

an oscillating one, the frequency of the oscillations being deter-

5 X 10 6

mined by the value of . , the resulting wave length of ether

strain being 59 '6 VL^cms .
Klmfds .

metres.

Let an aerial and an earth wire be connected to the closed

circuit as shown in Fig, 64. When oscillating discharges of the

closed circuit go through the portion AB.of the coil oscillatory

i33
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magnetic fields will be set up ;
if LI is the inductance of this

portion of the coil the magnetic field will pulse at a frequency of

5 x 10 6

--Tr-^T-- per second. It is seen that a great many of the magnetic

lines set up through the portion AB of the coil extend through,
or interlink with, the remainder of the coil BO, so that the whole

coil AG has inductive effects set up in it by the magnetic strains

which are produced in a portion of it. Thus, since there are more
turns in AC than in AB, and a different number of magnetic lines

interlinked with it, (for not all the magnetic lines set up in AB will

TO
HIGH

VOLTAGE

COUPLED
CIRCUITS

FIG. (54.

extend through all the turns AC), the inductance of AC is different

to AB, lot us call it L2 .

Now the effect of magnetic lines interlinking with turns of

wire is to induce an E.M.F. in the turns, and if the magnetic field

is oscillatory the induced E.M.F. will be oscillatory. In this case

the magnetic field is oscillating as fast as the oscillations of the

discharge ; thus a high frequency, or oscillating, E.M.F. is induced

in the coil AC. It is joined to the capacity of the aerial at one

side and to the capacity of the earth at the other ; hence the

oscillating E.M.F.s induced in it will cause oscillating currents

to flow up and down the whole open circuit.

If a swinging pendulum is tapped it may be kept in motion
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in an irregular sort of way, but if the taps are properly timed to

hit the pendulum at regular intervals, and always at the same

point of its motion, the swings of the pendulum can be made both

regular and greater in extent. Similarly with a child's swing ;

the force applied must bo in step or in tune with the swing to

realise the full effects of the force, or make the amplitude of

the swing motion a maximum. Again, if we uncover the

strings of a piano, and sound a tuning fork near them, the

resulting air waves will affect, more or less, several of the strings,
but that one which has the same vibration frequency as the fork

will be most affected. It is said to be in tune, or in unison with

the tuning fork, and its induced vibrations may be so great that

it will be heard to give out the same note as the latter.

So it is with electrical circuits if we apply oscillating

electrical or magnetic forces to them ; the effect will be a maximum
if the forces are applied at the same frequency as the natural

electrical frequency of the circuit ; or if the circuit is arranged so

that its electrical frequency is the same as that of the forces

applied.
In the case before us, if K2 mfds. is the capacity of the open, or

aerial to earth, circuit and L 2 cms. is its inductance, (mostly in

the coil AC), then Kelvin's formula shows us that the natural

5 X 10 6

frequency of the circuit is -

7 _= . If some impulse of energyvL2K2

starts oiectrical oscillations in the circuit the oscillations will tend

to continue at this frequency, just as a pendulum disturbed from

its position of rest swings backwards and forwards at a frequency

depending on its length.
If only one impulse is given to the circuit the oscillations which

persist at its natural frequency are called
"
free oscillations."

In the case under consideration there are several impulses from

the closed circuit, on account of the oscillations in it, and the

amplitudes of the oscillations in the aerial circuit, (i.e. the maximum
values of current in the oscillations), will be greatest if the

impulses are timed to synchronise with the natural frequency of

the circuit. The frequency of the impulses is the frequency of the

closed circuit, so that this should be equal to the frequency of

i u 5 X 106
, , , ,5x10* i -u -4.

the aerial circuit ; -7--= should equal ~^~ , from which it

VT^Ki VL2K2

follows that LiKi should equal L2K2 . Under these circum-

stances the circuits are said to be
"
in tune with each other

"
; the
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current displacement in the aerial circuit will be a maximum for

the given energy employed in the closed circuit, and the oscilla-

tions in the aerial will persist longer after the impulses from the

closed circuit have ceased ; that is to say there will be more
oscillations in each train before they die out.

Generally the capacity of the open circuit is less than that in

the closed circuit, i.e. K2 is less than Kx ; therefore if LiKi = I^^2
the value of L2 must be greater than L 1? so that there will be more
turns of the coil AC included in the open circuit than there are in

the closed circuit.

Irrespective of the length or natural frequency of a pendulum
it can be made to oscillate at some other frequency by properly

timing the impulses applied to it. Similarly we may set up
oscillations in the open circuit of Pig. 64 by impulses from the

5 X 10 6

closed circuit at a frequency ~-,-=r=-.
, which may not bo the natural

frequency of the open circuit. Such oscillations are called "forced

oscillations," arid a circuit in which no attention is paid to tuning
effects is said to be

"
an aperiodic circuit"

rl
The above method of coupling two synchronised electrical

circuits is known as
"
auto-transformer coupling."

There is another method by which the circuits can be coupled ;

it seems to have been developed and first applied to radio-tele-

graphic circuits by Dr. Braun. In this method the closed oscillatory

circuit of a transmitter is coupled to the open, aerial, or radiating
circuit by electro-magnetic effects alone.

Eeferring to the use of an induction coil for producing high

voltages, it was seen how the action of intermittent direct current

in a primary winding could induce E.M.P.s in the turns of a

secondary winding, due to the sweeping of the magnetic lines out

of the iron core every time the current was suddenly reduced to

zero. The same action occurs in a transformer, where the currents

flowing in the primary are alternating currents of ordinary slow

frequency, such as 50 cycles per second.

Nikola Tesla discovered that similar effects could be produced
by oscillating discharges of electricity, or high frequency currents,

(the frequency of which might be a million cycles per second),
and he introduced the oscillation transformer, sometimes called

the Tesla Transformer. Its primary consists of a few turns of

thick copper wire ; the secondary of many turns of much thinner

wire, separated from the primary by a thick cylinder of ebonite,
or glass, or by an air space. They must be well separated so that
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there is no possibility of a direct discharge passing from the primary
to the secondary. In some cases the whole arrangement of coils

is immersed in a glass case filled with purified paraffin oil to increase

the insulation. Pig. 65 shows such a transformer. The primary
coil forms part of an ordinary oscillating discharge circuit, contain-

ing condensers, such as Loyden jars, and a spark gap. High fre-

quency oscillating currents flow in the primary, setting up through
it an oscillating magnetic field ; this induces a high frequency
E.M.I1

, in the secondary winding, and, as there are many turns on

TESLA
TRANSFORMER

Fio. 65.

this winding, the induced E.M.F. in it can be made to have a very

high value, oven up to a million volts. Thus it can give powerful
brush discharges, and a vacuum tube held near it in the hand will

light up. If such a high frequency high voltage circuit is touched

it will not be felt, nor have any harmful effects, so that one can

grasp the terminals of such a circuit with the hands without feel-

ing any sensation of shock. An iron core would be of no service

in such a transformer ;
rather the reverse, for the oscillating

magnetic fields would heat it up seriously. Also, there is no

advantage in having more than one layer of winding in either the
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primary or secondary, as the inductive effects at high frequencies

would set up in the inner windings a high impedance to the

current. All coils used for radio-telegraphy transmission on high

frequency currents have only one layer of winding.
Oscillation transformers used in the transmitting circuits of

radio-telegraphy are not exactly of the same design as that just

described, for reasons which will be apparent later, but their action

is much the same.

In Fig. 66 is seen the usual form of closed oscillating circuit,

and the time depicted is that at which the discharge current

TO
HIGH

VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMER
COUPLING EARTH

FIG. 00.

through the circuit and across the spark gap is a maximum, so

that a magnetic field is built up through the coil A. Close to A
is, another coil B joined to the aerial and earth ;

it is seen that

the magnetic lines of A are to some extent interlinked with the

coil B, so that the two circuits are coupled together by these

magnetic lines, or, as we say, by electro-magnetic induction. Just

as in the case of a single coil, when the magnetic lines are set up
through or shrink back into coil A they will induce oscillating
E.M.F.s in coil B, which will send oscillating currents surging

up and down the aerial to earth circuit. The inductive effect in B
will depend on the size and number of turns in it, that is to say,
on its coefficient of self-induction L2 : and the surges in the open
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circuit will have maximum values when L2 x K2
= LI X Kl5 i.e.

when it is in tune with the closed circuit. The two circuits can

be brought into tune by changing L x ,
or L2 ,

or both : this can be

accomplished by having moving contacts at A and B, so that more

or less turns of the coils can be included in the circuits as required.

If the frequency or wave length of one circuit is changed that of

the other circuit can then be tuned to it, and should be so tuned ;

with reservations, however, which shall be dealt with later.

In the Marconi system the oscillation or coupling transformer

is called the
"
jigger

"
;

it is employed in all except the smallest

of the Marconi equipments for spark telegraphy.

It is evident from the foregoing that energy is conveyed to

the opened circuit from the closed circuit by the magnetic lines of

strain coupling them, therefore it would seem desirable to use

every magnetic line set up in the closed circuit, and make it transfer

energy to the open one by coupling the two circuits as closely as

possible. Such close coupling is found in an induction coil, in

an ordinary transformer, and in an ordinary Tesla transformer;

it would be effected in this case by placing the inductance coil

of the open circuit so that all the magnetic lines, oscillating iu

the coil of the closed circuit, interlink with and act upon it.

Thus in the first method of coupling, shown in Fig. 64, this

would be accomplished by having as many as possible of the turns

in the coil common to both the open arid closed circuits ; and in

the second method of coupling by having the coil B wound over

coil A, so that all the magnetic lines oscillating in coil A will act

on the turns in coil B,

Now, as u matter of fact, for the purposes of radiating energy

from an aerial circuit, such close coupling would be most inefficient,

and is never employed in properly designed transmitters. Let us

briefly consider all the objects to be aimed at with regard to the

aerial circuit. First it must be so arranged that electrical energy

can be made to oscillate in it ;
this object is attained by tuning it

and coupling it to the closed circuit, using auto-transformer or

Tesla-transformer coupling. Secondly, each time the aerial

circuit receives energy from the closed circuit it is desirable that

there should be a great many oscillations of current in it, that in

fact the current should continue to oscillate in it after the oscilla-

tions in the closed circuit discharge have ceased, just as a swing

should go on oscillating after we have ceased to impulse it.

Thirdly, the oscillations in the aerial should take place at one

frequency so that radiation of energy into the ether is made on
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one wave length only, to which the receiver circuit at tho distant

station is tuned, so that we are not sending out energy on wave

lengths which will not affect the receiver. Fourthly, we must try
not to interfere with other stations or systems working in tho

vicinity on a different wave length.
Now let us discuss the second consideration ;

if tho oscillations

in the aerial are to continue freely it means that tho damping
effect in this circuit must be kept small. Damping is due to

resistance loss, radiation loss, and transfer of energy to another

circuit. Eesistance loss in the aerial circuit can be kept low by
using wires and connections of suitable cross section and good
surface area, not neglecting the fact that the resistance of the earth

connection should be kept low, for it must be remembered that

the earth constitutes one half of the circuit, corresponding to one

of the plates in Hertz's oscillator.

Badiation loss cannot be avoided since it is our object to

radiate energy, but radiation should be slow rather than fast ;
it

is better to have a good many small pulses of energy given to the

ether from persistent oscillations than to have a few larger pulsos
from oscillations that are quickly damped out. Slow radiating
aerials can bo employed which wjll help us to attain this object.

As regards transfer loss this will be considerable if the

coupling is made tight and an ordinary spark gap employed.
Eeferring to Fig. 66, when currents are oscillating in the aerial

circuit they will set up lines of magnetic strain in the other em-
braced by coil B ; these linos must not be confused with those sot

up in coil A and interlinking with coil B. The magnetic field of

coil B will have a mutual induction effect on coil A, inducing in it

a component of E.M.F. If the discharge is still taking place
across the spark gap the space between the spark electrodes is

filled with metal vapour and is more or less conductive, so that the

E.M.F. induced in A will send a component of current round the

closed circuit. The E.M.F. multiplied by the resulting current

represents watts of energy, i.e. energy which has been tram/erred
back from the open circuit to the closed one. In reality there aro.

not two distinct fields of magnetic force due to the currents in A
and B respectively and mutually acting on both the coils, but the

resultant magnetic field produces the same effect.

If energy is thus retransferred from the aerial, or open circuit,

to the closed one the oscillations in the aerial circuit will be quickly

damped out ; besides which the tuning of both circuits will be

upset as shall be presently described.
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A wave of energy started in the ether by the first oscillation

will require further pulses of energy behind it if it is to be spread
out to any great distance

; these it can only get if the oscillations

in the radiating circuit are not damped out. The more oscillations

there are in the aerial at each discharge of the closed circuit the

more persistent is the radiation, the more energy will be radiated

for each discharge, and the further this wave radiation is likely
to penetrate. For a given range less primary energy may be

applied to the transmitter, and, as we shall see presently, the

radiated energy is heaped up better on one definite wave length.
Thus to avoid excessive damping of the oscillations in the aerial

circuit by retransfer of energy loose coupling must be adopted
where ordinary spark gaps are employed, so that the mutual
induction effect of the aerial current on the closed circuit may be

reduced to a minimum. The coupling must be close enough to

allow the magnetic field of the closed circuit to act inductively on
the coil in the aeiial circuit, but loose enough to avoid the back
induction from the aerial circuit ; this is almost, impossible to

thoroughly attain, but at least it shows the importance of having a

correct coupling adjustment which is comparatively loose.

It has been emphasised that the above refers to closed circuits

fitted with ordinary spark gaps ; the electrical energy handed
back to the closed circuit is measured in watts the product of

the voltage induced in it and the resulting current that flows. If

there were no current then no matter what may be the induction

of voltage the watts of energy would be zero. Now in general
the first oscillation in the aerial circuit is not the largest, but the

oscillations build up in amplitude as they receive timed impulses
from the oscillations in the closed circuit, and when the discharge
in the closed circuit stops oscillating the oscillations in the aerial

die away gradually if the damping is small. Similarly the first

oscillation of a swing is not the largest, but the amplitude of the

swing's motion increases as we push it with four or five timed

impulses ; then, after the pushes have ceased, its oscillations die

down.
Thus suppose that when the oscillations in the aerial are of

maximum amplitude, with greatest mutual induction effect on the

closed circuit, the discharge in the closed circuit had ceased and
the spark gap was non-conducting, then there might be a voltage
induced in the closed circuit coil by the magnetic field of the aerial

circuit current, but no current would flow in the closed circuit as

it is broken at the spark gap. Thus there would be no energy
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transferred back and no damping duo to retransfer of energy. It

is possible to arrange the circuits and design the spark gap so

that retransfer of energy can be avoided in this way, and it will

be described later that such automatic action is claimed for the

Marconi Eotating Disc Discharger, and for Quenched Spark gaps

such as are employed in Telefuuken transmitters. With these it

is possible to use comparatively close coupling and yet avoid

damping of the aerial oscillations by retransfer of energy.
With an ordinary spark gap and tight coupling the interchange

of energy between the open and closed circuits will bo as shown

in Fig. 67 ; here the oscillations in the closed circuit build up
oscillations in the open circuit, and the transfer of energy damps

FIG. 67.

down the closed circuit oscillations. But the retransfer of energy
from the open circuit damps down its oscillations and revives those

in the closed circuit ; this swinging of energy from the one circuit

to the other occurring several times in a train. This result can bo

verified by the records of an oscillograph ;
it damps down tho

oscillations in the open circuit and reduces the number in each

train.

On the other hand when a quenched spark gap is used in the

closed circuit the oscillating conditions are as shown in Fig 68.

Here the electric discharges across the gap oscillate only a few

times before the spark is quenched, or extinguished, and the circuit

becomes non-conducting ; these oscillations have built up oscilla-

tions in tho open circuit but the reaction back from this circuit
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cannot start a current in the non-conducting closed circuit. Thus
no current flows in the closed circuit and therefore no energy is

retransferred to it from the open circuit, even with comparatively

tight coupling. Therefore this damping effect does not exist

QUENCHED
SPARK.

PIG. 68.

in the open circuit, and its oscillations go on swingirg, with small

decrement, so that there are a groat number in each train.

Damping. The effects which produce damping of electrical

oscillations were explained in Chapter IX., also the method of

measuring the damping of tho oscillations by obtaining the decre-

A

Fio. 09.

ment of damping. With regularly damped oscillations such as

shown in Fig. 69 :

Ai A2

A2 A3

: etc. =-- c5, and S = log* T
l = The
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value of the current at any time t in an oscillation is given by

Damping is due to loss of energy in resistance, radiation, and

transfer ; it is evident that \yhen two circuits are coupled the

damping of oscillations will be different in the two circuits. In

the closed circuit the resistance damping will be comparatively

large and will depend on the design of the spark gap ; the transfer

dampingwill also be large and will depend on tho degree of coupling.
In the open, or aerial, circuit the resistance damping can be kept
small by proper design of aerial cable and of the earth capacity

connections, the transfer damping can be kept, small by the use of

a suitable degree of coupling and an automatic spark gap ; the

radiation damping is then the most important and will vary with

the shape and design of the aerial.

The question at once naturally arises : if the primary has a

certain damping decrement, and the aerial circuit a different

damping decrement, how is the decrement of transmission related

to these two ? Now, in the general case of two coupled circuits,

the energy radiated has two maxima at two different wave lengths ;

with tight coupling one of these is very nearly zero, with close

coupling the two wave lengths are very distinct and can easily

be found with a wavemeter, with very loose coupling they practi-

cally merge into one principal wave length. The damping decre-

ments of transmission for the two wave lengths are given by the

formulae

s _* + *
*'
- - X

_2- 2"
X

A~2

In these formulae Sp and 8a are the decrements of the primary
and aerial taken separately, A

t and A2 the two wave lengths at

which maxima of radiation takes place A2 being the longest, A is

the wave length to which both the primary and secondary are

tuned, and 8
l and S2 are the two decrements for the two principal

radiation wave lengths Aj and A2 . With proper loose coupling,

when A! and A2 are approximately equal (and equal to A) it is

easily seen that Si and 82 are equal, so that

P

The measurement of decrement is dealt with in Chapter XXII.

To sum up, it may be said that the damping of the energy
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radiated to the ether mainly depends upon the coefficient of coupling,
on the form of spark gap used, and on the design of the aerial. The
Tolefunken Company claim that the decrement of radiation with
their system is only about 0*08 to 01 , with slow radiating umbrella
and T aerials if they are working at their natural wave length,
arid is only 0*08 to 0*055 if the wave length is increased to three or

four times the natural wave length of the aerial by the use of

loading inductance.

The disadvantages of damped waves are : (1) the first wave
sent out is not followed by much energy in the waves behind it,

so that it must itself carry a largo amount of energy which can

spread over a good range before it is dissipated. This means
that the transmitting apparatus, to give a large initial impulse,
must be larger than if the same energy was conveyed by a number
of smaller but more equal impulses ; in other words, with slightly

damped waves a given range can be covered with much smaller

apparatus. (2) Damped waves imply that instead of most of the

energy being radiated at one wave length it is spread more or

less over a wide range of wave lengths. A receiver station, tuned
to one wave length, loses the energy which is conveyed by waves
not in tune with it, and all the receiving stations of different wave

lengths within the shortened range of the transmitter are affected

by it, causing the nuisance of interference. (8) If the damping
is mainly due to a tight coupling the energy is radiated at two

principal wave lengths, and as a receiver can only be tuned to one
of them it misses all the energy conveyed by the other ; this also

decreases the range of transmission.

Tuning. Now let us consider the question of tuning, and
the effects produced on the tuning of circuits according as

the coupling is fast or loose. To say that a spark transmitter

radiates energy at a certain wave length means that the

greatest amount of energy will be carried by ether waves of that

length, calculated from the electrical constants of tho oscillating

circuit ; it does not mean that all the energy is radiated

on that one wave length. The oscillating discharge will set up
ether waves of many different lengths, but the principal wave

length will be that which carries most energy. In a similar

way the disturbances at the sun set up many different lengths
of ether waves, the one carrying most energy being a heat wave ;

a note struck on the piano sets up different lengths of air waves,
the one of most energy corresponds to the fundamental note,

the others are called harmonics. The same note sounded on
VOL. i. L
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a flute will give less energy to air waves corresponding to har-

monics. If the aerial and earth wires in a radio-transmitter

are directly connected to the closed circuit in which oscillating

discharges are taking place, and a curve is plotted showing the

energy transmitted to the ether in any one direction at different

Wave lengths, it would be of a shape such as shown in Fig. 70.

Most energy in the particular case shown is transmitted at 300
metres wave length, but at the same time a considerable amount
of energy is transmitted at 200 metres and 400 metres wave

length. A receiving station closely tuned to 300 metres wave

length would only be acted upon by a small portion of the energy,
such as that shown shaded : all the remainder of the radiated

energy would not affect it. At the same time a receiving station

tuned to any wave length between 100 and 500 metres would

probably receive signals from such a transmitting station in its

neighbourhood, for the curve shows that there may be sufficient

WITH DAMPED
WAVES

200 300 400 500 600
WAVE LENGTH

FIG. 70.

energy at any of these wave lengths to affect the corresponding
receivers. Such a transmitting station is not really a tuned one,

and will interfere \\ith all the stations near it.

The object to be aimed at is to get as much of the energy as

possible radiated at, or near, one definite ether wave length, so

that if a receiving station is tuned to that wave length most

of the radiated energy will act upon it. At the same time

eceiving stations not in tune will not receive the signals. Thus

Fig. 71 would show an ideal case. Most of the energy radiated

into the ether is carried at 600 metres ether wave length, and

nearly all the energy radiated in any one direction would act

upon a receiving station, in that direction, tuned to 000 metres,

but stations tuned to 500 or 700 metres would not be acted on

by sufficient energy to affect their receiving apparatus. Of

course it is only the shape of the curve of energy that need be
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considered, for the actual amount of energy at any point depends
on the distance from the transmitter, and it gradually dies away
with increasing distance ; also the energy is spread in all direc-

tions round the transmitter. Thus the curves simply show the

comparative distribution of energy on different ether waves.

Now if the aerial, or radiating, circuit of the transmitter is

magnetically coupled to its closed, or primary, circuit by either

of the methods described, and if tlie coupling is loose, then it is

found that most of tho energy is radiated on one principal wave

length. This wave length is that of tho aerial circuit to which

the closed circuit has also been tuned. If, however, the circuits

bJ

5
CC
UJ

WITH SLIGHTLY
DAMPED WAVES

570 600
WAVE LENGTH

FIG. 71.

630

are close coupled then the curve connecting radiated energy and

wave length will be as shown in l^ig. 72. -It will be seen that

there are two points of maximum value on the energy curve,

showing that tho circuit is radiating energy at two principal

wave lengths, neither of which is the natural wave length of

the oscillating circuits. These wave lengths can be easily dis-

covered by the use of a wavemeter, as shall be described in a

later chapter. Referring to Fig. 72, a receiving station tuned

to a wave length of 680 metres would in this case be unaffected

by all the energy carried at 570 metres wave length ; that is to

say, efficient use is not being made of all the radiated energy.

The closer the open and closed transmitter circuits are coupled

the greater will be the difference of the two wave lengths of
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maximum radiation, until with tight coupling one is practically
reduced to zero, and radiation occurs on all wave lengths as

shown in Fig. 70.

Coupling. If M is the mutual inductance between the

circuits, and LI and L2 the respective self-induction coefficients,

what is called the
"

Coefficient of Magnetic Coupling
"

is given

by the formula ..
.-, but it is more usual to speakV L! X L2

about the
"
Degree of Coupling

"
which depends not only on

o

ul

at
UJ

EFFECT OF
CLOSE COUPLING

570 600 630
WAVE LENGTH

FIG. 72.

the coefficient of coupling, but also on the decrements of damp-
ing in the two circuits. If, as is usual, we denote

"
degree of

coupling
"
by fe then

where ~ represents difference between.

With tight coupling -j^~ will be greater than (-^^
VLilj2

An

With loose coupling the reverse will be the case.

Now, in general, when two circuits are coupled, energy is

radiated at two lengths ; these are

-
fc and A2

=
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A being the wave length to which the circuits are tuned, and A2

being longer than Ax . In order that A t should nearly be equal to

A 2 , i.e. that we should have single waveness, it is easily seen that

k should be equal to l + k approx.

and this can only happen if k is vory small.

For k to be vory small the coupling must bo loose so that

M
tho coefficient of magnetic coupling, j\ ; , is very much smaller

* -* J i'J 288
than p

fc>

-- and approaches zero in value, in which caso

and is vory small. This is the condition for single wave radiation

when A! = A2
~ A.

With a wavomotor it is easy to measure the two resultant

wavo lengths of coupled circuits, and thus wo have a moans of

measuring tho degree of coupling ; thus

A
t
= AVl fc and A2 = AA/1 + k

.-. A!
2 -= A2 - A 2

fc, A2
2 = A2 + A2

fc

* 2

= k"
2A2

This can bo writ-ton -
2 "' %

!^7
' "*' = fc and

(
A

i + A2) is

vory nearly equal to 2A for a transmitter fairly loosely coupled,

therefore, cancelling those, wo havo

~
^

[ = k approximately.A

Direct coupling is a particular caso of vory tight coupling

where the aerial and earth are directly connected to the closed

circuit as in Marconi's First Transmitter, Fig. 61. It is some-

times spoken of as
"
plain aerial,'* in which radiation of energy

is spread over a considerable range of wavo lengths, so that

jamming is bound to ensue with consequent interference of

commercial traffic. The International Eadio-Telegraphic Con-

vention of 1912 laid down that the waves omitted must be as

pure and as little damped as possible, and that plain aerial should

not be allowed except in cases of distress.

With ordinary unquenched spark gaps the degree of coupling
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(fe) cannot be more than 10 per cent, if the condition of single

waveness is to be approached, and in most transmitters it would

be found that the value used in practice is not often above 7 per
cent. With quenched spark gaps it is possible to employ a

degree of coupling up to 20 per cent, without undue damping
of the aerial circuit. Tho Telefunkon Co. uso a degree of coupling

up to 20 per cent, and slightly mistime tho closed circuit from

the aerial circuit so that tho longer of the two resulting wave

lengths is strengthened.
If the circuits are coupled too loosely the energy will be

radiated from the aerial sharply to one wave length, but its

Ul
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u
x
u
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LOOSE COUPLING
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CLOSE COUPLING

570 600 630
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FIG. 73.

amount will be small, because few of the magnetic linos of the

primary coupler will interlink with the aerial circuit coil, and
thus very little energy will be transferred to the latter circuit.

Much of the energy oscillating in the primary circuit would then

be wasted, and the transmitter is again inefficient. Fig. 73 shows

tlje
resonance curves of a properly coupled circuit (a) ; one too

tightly coupled (ft) and one too loosely coupled (c).

In explaining the tuning of coupled circuits, and the coupling
conditions necessary to obtain maximum radiation effects at a

sharply defined wave length, it was assumed that two circuits,

primary and aerial, were tuned to the same wave length. As a

matter of fact with spark systems one cannot get zero damping
effect in the aerial circuit, so that the maximum resonance is
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obtained when the frequencies of the two circuits are slightly

different, and this difference will increase with tho resistance of

either circuit. Thus we find that in the Telefunken transmitter

tho circuits are slightly mistuned, the aerial circuit having a

froo wave length about 2 per cent, higher than that of the primary
circuit, and this mistuning is increased with tho closeness of

coupling. It is claimed for this arrangement that it aids the

quenching of the oscillations in the primary circuit, thus leaving
the aerial circuit free to oscillate at its own frequency, and giving
a well-defined maximum of radiated energy at that wave length.

Before leaving the question of tuning and coupling there are

One or two particular cases which may be noted. It will be

romemborod that the complete Kelvin formula for frequency is

_ 1 A /I li 2
1 / 1~ /B

n~^V TS~4rJ rM
27T
Vm -

l2l

E 2 1
If the primary circuit is such that rr =* rr?j then its discharge4L* Lll

is a direct one and not oscillatory ; if it is coupled to an aerial

circuit the latter will oscillate at its own natural frequency, no
matter what may be the values of K and L in the closed circuit.

If. on the other hand, tho aerial circuit resistance is increased

while the closed circuit has its usual low resistance, both circuits

rtrill oscillate, and the aerial circuit will never cease to oscillate

before the closed circuit ; its oscillations will, however, be forced

oscillations of the frequency of those in the closed circuits.

These results were obtained by Dr. Fleming in a valuable

series of oscillograph records on oscillatory circuits.

Whether the auto-transformer or Tesla-transformer method
of coupling should be adopted largely depends on the design of

other portions of the apparatus, such as the spark gap ; the desired

distance of transmission, and the closeness of tuning required.
The jigger, or two- coil coupler, gives the sharpest tuning, and

thus best avoids interference with, or by, other stations, but the

auto-transformer would for a given amount of energy transmit

farther. Thus the Telefunken Co. use the auto-transformer

coupling for long-distance transmission, and the two-coil coupling
for shorter distances when interference with neighbouring stations

is likely to occur.

Prom the foregoing it will be seen that damping effect,

efficiency, tuning, and interference are all involved in each other,
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and in the degree of coupling. If the coupling is too close the

damping effect becomes great, less energy is radiated, and there

is no definite wave length. If the coupling is loose enough, and

the spark gap of such a design that little energy is transferred

back from the aerial to the primary circuit, then the radiation

of energy occurs sharply at the fundamental wave length of the

circuit, and tuning is good. Stations of other wave lengths aro

not interfered with ; there will be more oscillations at each dis-

charge, and the radiated energy is moro persistent ; also the

transmitter will require a minimum of primary energy for the

range of signalling accomplished.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1 . Describe an oscillation transformeror jigger. Why has it not got an iron core ?

2. The closed circuit of a transmitter has an inductance of 10 mhys. and a

capacity of 0'0074 mfd. If the radiating, or aerial, circuit has an inductance of

63 '4 mhys. what must be the capacity of the aerial so that the two circuits shall

be in tune ?

3. What is the wave length of the transmitter described in Question 2 if the

circuits are loose coupled ?

4. Why are two wave lengths of maximum resonance obtained when two
tuned circuits are close coupled ?

5. Explain how the degree of coupling influences the effects of interference on

stations not in tune with the transmitting station.

6. Why does the International Radio-Telegraphic Convention specify that the

degree of coupling of the two circuits of a transmitter shall not be greater than
15 per cent. ?

7. A circuit has aninductance of 0*013 henry, a capacity of 0*76 mfd., and a

resistance of 16*6 ohms. Calculate its natural frequency, its damping factor, and
the decrement of damping.

8. When the two circuits of a transmitter are coupled and oscillatory dis-

charges sent through them, each being tuned to 600 metres wave length, the

radiated energy is found to have two maxima, at 630 metres wave length and 570
metres wave length respectively. Calculate the degree of coupling of the circuits.

9. What modification of the closed circuit spark gap of a transmitter would
enable closer coupling to be adopted without increasing the damping of the radiated

energy ?

10. Explain why maximum resonance is obtained by slightly mistuning the

closed and aerial circuits of a transmitter.

11. What is meant by sharp tuning ?

12. A Transatlantic transmitter uses wave lengths of 6000 metres; what is the

frequency of this radiation ?

13. A station transmitter sharply tuned to one wave length of radiation has a

radiation decrement of 0-1. If the decrement of its aerial circuit is 0*08 what is

the approximate value of the decrement of its closed circuit ?

14. Draw a diagram showing a series of damped oscillations, and refer to it to

explain what is meant by (a) amplitude, (6) period, (c) wave length, (d) decrement,

15. When we say that the frequency of an oscillating circuit is 1 million oscilla-

tions per second do 1 million oscillations actually occur every second in the circuit ?

16. The Radio-Telegraph Act of Canada stipulates that in no case shall the

logarithmic decrement of a complete oscillation exceed two-tenths. For this

decrement calculate the ratio of the amplitudes of two succeeding positive halves

of oscillation.



CHAPTER XII

HOW ETHER WAVES ARE PROPAGATED

WHEN a simple Hertz oscillator, such as in Pig. 74, is charged one

side is at positive potential, the other at an equal negative

potential, and lines of electric strain are set up in the ether

around it. The ends of these lines represent units of positive

and negative charge on the two sides of the oscillator. Let us

briefly review what happens when an oscillatory discharge takes

LOOPED STRAINS
AROUND HERTZ OSCILLATOR.

FIG. 74.

place across the spark gap. At a certain difference of potential
the insulation of the spark gap breaks down and the discharge
commences ; the flow sets up magnetic lines in circles round the

circuit, and the self-inductive effect of these magnetic lines keeps
the discharge from rising to a maximum instantaneously. During
this building up of the discharge and of the magnetic field the

electric lines are collapsing ; their feet rushing together as the

positive and negative charges neutralise each other. When
the discharge is a maximum it should be complete with no
difference of potential between the two sides, 'but the magnetic
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lines set up round the circuit collapse on it. Their inductive

effect is to set up a difference of potential in the circuit which

sends an extra current across the gap, until what was before

negatively charged is no\\ positively charged, and vice versa. As
the magnetic strain dies away so also does the extra discharge,
hut on account of it the circuit is now charged in the opposite
sense to what it was before ; electric lines of strain are set up in

the ether near it in the opposite direction to their former direction,

and a fresh discharge takes place with similar results. Thus the

discharge oscillates backwards and forwards, losing energy at eacli

swing, in radiation and resistance, until it eventually dies out ; the

whole process, however, only taking a fraction of a second and

constituting what is called a spark. That there is onergy in the

discharge is seen by the heat and light set up in the spark gap,
and by the effects of the ether strains set up round the circuit.

Let us concentrate our attention on the electric strain in the

ether round the oscillator. A discharge means the collapse o]

this strain, the positive and negative charges neutralising eacli

other. The shorter electric strain lines collapse completely intc

the spark gap* circuit as each positive unit of charge meets a

negative unit. The unit charges which exist in the two sidep

of the oscillator at the ends of the longer strain lines also rush

to meet each other in the discharge ; these strain lines also tend

to shorten into the gap and vanish. But, owing to the good
conductivity of the metal oscillator, the feet of these lines have
met before the loops of the lines have collapsed ; thus a closed

loop of electric strain is set up in the ether all round the oscillator,

sections of this loop being diagrammatically shown in Pig. 74.

At the instant represented in Mg. 74 the discharge current

has passed its maximum value, and in dying away is charging

up the sides of the oscillator in the opposite sense to their formei

charges ; hence new lines of electric strain in the other are being
set up round the spark gap as shown. As the discharge oscillates

backwards and forwards successive loops of strain in the ethei

round the oscillator are thus set up ; the strain force represented

by any loop acting in the opposite direction to that of the loop

just preceding it.

Now let us consider the magnetic strains set up in the ether,

We know that when a discharge takes place across the oscillatoi

the ether round it is strained magnetically, that is to say con-

centric circles of magnetic lines are set up owing to the discharging
current. One would think that when the magnetic strain is a
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maximum the electric strain in the ether should have disappeared,
and the discharge would be finished if it were not for the inductive
effect of the magnetic strain lines when collapsing. But is it

true that the electric strain is zero when the magnetic strain is

a maximum ? is the difference of potential of the two sides of the
oscillator zero when the current in it is a maximum, and vice versa ?

Such conditions would bo as represented in the diagram of

Fig. 75. As the current rises to a maximum value (from A to B)
the potential difference falls to zero, but when the discharge
current dies away to zero (from B to D) the potential is being
built up again in the opposite direction, (shown by drawing the

potential curve below the horizontal line at F (Fig. 75)). Similarly
when the current in the opposite direction rises to a maximum and
falls to zero (from D to E) the

potential is reduced to zero again
and then raised to a maximum in

the opposite direction (at E). Thus
the oscillator at E would bo just in

the same condition as it was at A ;

the changing conditions from A to

E represents a complete cycle, and
the distance AE is said to represent VOLTS &
360. Thua AF represents 90, or CURRENT

the maximum of current occurs 90
"

'

from the maximum of volts. Fio. 75.

Now if the current and volts

were at 90 to each other there would be no energy available

from the discharge, for the energy represented by the current in

rising, and discharging the oscillator, would be just equal to the

energy of recharge of the circuit in the opposite direction, when
the current is dying away to zero. Any student familiar with

the elementary theory of alternating current knows that when
current and potential in a circuit are at 90 to each other no

energy is available, or expended, in that circuit.

Yet with our oscillatory discharge we know energy is available

in the circuit, for some is turned to heat and light in the spark gap,
some heats the wires or conductors, and some is given to the ether.

Therefore the current and potential cannot be exactly at right

angles to each other, and around the oscillator the electric strain

is not zero when the magnetic strain is a maximum, or vice versa.

The strains are nearly at right angles to each other, and the

nearer they are to this condition the more oscillations there will
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be at each discharge, while less energy will be given out at each

oscillation. The actual conditions of strain at each oscillation

might be represented in a vector diagram, as shown in Pig. 76.

Here OE represents the electric strain force and OM represents
the magnetic strain not exactly at right angles to OE. Any force

such as OM can be resolved into two components at right angles
to each other, hence we can resolve OM into a component OM l5

acting with the electric strain, and OM2 acting at right angles to

the electric strain. The component of the magnetic force OM2

at right angles to the electric strain acts with the latter to make
the discharge oscillatory ; the other component OM L in phase with

the electric strain represents the energy produced by an oscillation.

The important conclusion to remember is that tho magnetic
and electric strains are not set up in the ether round the
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oscillator exactly at right angles to each ,other ; if they were

no energy would be radiated.

One of the first steps taken by Marconi in the development of

radio-telegraphy was to join one side of the transmitter to earth,

the other side being a wire (the aerial) raised high in the air. The
action in such a circuit. when tho discharge takes place is very
similar to that already described. When the oscillator is charged

up the electric strain in the ether is as shown in Fig. 77, the lines

of force stretching from the aerial to the earth.

When a conductor is statically charged electric line's enter or

leave it at right angles to its surface ; note that tho ether all

round the oscillator is strained, hence what is shown in the Figure
is only a section of the strain. It will be seen later that elaborate

arrangements are made to provide good conductivity on the earth's

surface all round the aerial circuit.

When a discharge starts the upper ends of the strain lines rush
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down to meet the lower ends : the latter move comparatively
slowly as they pass along the earth's surface, which offers a certain

amount of electrical resistance effect to their progress. By the
time the upper ends of the electric strain lines have reached the
bottom of the aerial the discharge current has reached its maximum
and, as it dies away to zero, is charging the aerial circuit up in the
reverse direction, as shown in Fig. 78. Hence, loops of electric

strain are formed round the oscillator with their feet on the earth,
and new strain lines formed by the completion of the discharge in

one direction.

If the direction of the strain as shown by the arrow heads is

studied, (the direction of an electric line being from a positive

charge to a negative charge), it will be seen that the ether near the
oscillator is electrically strained in an upward direction ; a little

farther out it is strained vertically
in the opposite direction : each loop
of strain close to the oscillator being

completed by a portion of the oscil-

lator and earth, while each loop
farther out is completed by the /,
earth's surface. At the next dis- //

charge the direction of the vertical /
/' '

\\
strains in the ether round the oscil-

'
'

' l\\\\\ I
1

''.''i ;UUU iiilator will be reversed, since the -irll Ililjl

discharge current is reversed. FIG. 78.

Now we must try to realise how
the electric and magnetic strains set up in the ether round the
aerial are propagated through it to great distances, in the first

place we may note that harmonic wave motions are propagated
through mediums owing to the fact that the mediums possess
the properties of elasticity arid inertia.

Elasticity is measured by the ratio of the strain set up in the

medium to the stress force which sets it up ; inertia is proportional
to the mass or density of the medium. Thus if e represents the

elasticity and p the density of the medium, both being measured
in suitable units, the velocity of a sound wave in, air, water, or any

solid is given by the formula : V = \f . The velocity of sound
p

in air at C. is 830 metres per second, in hard steel it is 5600
metres per second ; compare these "with the velocity of light and
radiant heat waves in ether, which is 800,000,000 metres per
second, and with the strain effects set up in ether by electrical
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oscillations which travel at the same velocity. Since they are

propagated through the ether at a definite velocity the ether

medium must possess properties corresponding to elasticity and

inertia ; since the velocity is so great we must conclude that its

property of elasticity must be very great or what corresponds

to density must be relatively small. The ether in which the strains

are set up is contained in air, which is a non-conductor or dielectric,

and the effects corresponding to elasticity and density may be

caused by the electric and magnetic properties of the dielectric.

It is aft interesting fact to note that if K represents the dielectric

constant and /x the permeability of air, or a good vacuum, both

measured in C.G.B. units, the value of -7 = 3 X 10 10 which is

VKjit

the velocity of ether waves in metres; thus corresponds to

elasticity and /x to density.

Clerk Maxwell showed that if an electric ether strain in a

dielectric moved or changed in any way it had the same effect

as a current ; that if it was increasing or diminishing there would

be closed circles of magnetic strain set up around it. For this

reason a changing electric strain in a dielectric was called by him

a displacement current ; he explained that a diminishing electric

strain in the ether is equivalent to a current in the opposite direction

to the strain, and an increasing electric strain is equivalent to a

current in the same direction as the strain.

A current of electricity flowing in a straight wire or path is

surrounded by concentric circles of magnetic strain in the ether

at right angles to the wire or path. An increasing or decreasing

electric strain is equivalent to a displacement current, therefore

magnetic strain is set up in the ether at right angles to it.

Now let us consider what is happening in the ether round

the aerial in which oscillating charge and discharge is taking

place. Referring to Fig. 78, the loops of electric strain in the ether

round the aerial will tend to die out owing to the property corre-

sponding to elasticity, but at a moment later, in the same body

of ether, new strains acting in the opposite direction will be growing

up owing to the next oscillation of current in the aerial. Thus

the electric strains net up in the ether by an oscillating current

have never a steady value ; they are always rising or falling in

magnitude. Their effects are therefore equivalent to an oscillating

displacement current in the ether, and their rise and fall will set

up rising and falling magnetic strains, acting at right angles to
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the electric strains as regards time and at right angles in space.
That is to say the magnetic strains will be a maximum when the
electric strains are passing through zero value, and vice versa ;

the electric strains are nearly vertical in the ether, the magnetic
strains are set up nearly parallel to the earth's surface.

Consider a section of ono of the loops of electric strain in
the ether near the transmitter, its direction being as shown in

Fig. 79 ; suppose it is decreasing, it is then equivalent to a dis-

placement current in the opposite direction as shown by the
curved arrow, and earth current will flow from 13 to A completing
the circuit.

The displacement current or decreasing electric strain will set

up magnetic strain as shown.
Now when a changing magnetic strain is interlinked with a

conductor, such as a copper wire, we
know that the ether in the conductor

, PAIIIWAI PKi-,.-.
-, -, < i i

' s C.VIUIVALC.NT
is strained and because of this strain, V /o'^Xx' CURRENT

and because it is a conductor, elec-

trons move along the wire so that \\rX\ MAGNETIC

one end is charged positively and
the other negatively. This is the

ordinary electro - magnet induction

effect, as in a dynamo. Similarly
when changing magnetic strain is

interlinked with a dielectric, such
as air, the ether in the dielectric is

electrically strained, but there is little motion of electrons because
the dielectric is an insulator.

Thus when the magnetic strain set up in Fig. 79 collapses it

induces loops of electric strain in the ether ; the loops are linked
with the magnetic strain and extend over into the ether beyond B.
The direction of this new induced strain at B is in opposition to

the previous strain, thus tending to reverse the strain at B, and this

action is helped by the strain effects produced by the reversal
of the oscillating current in the neighbouring aerial.

The new conditions will then be as represented in Fig. 80,
where a new strain has been set up, looping over from B to the
ether at C. A similar effect will occur at C, and so on

; in this

manner the strain effects will spread outwards through the ether.

At each oscillation of current in the aerial new impulses of strain

energy will be radiated or sent out into the ether, just as fresh

impulses of energy are given to ring waves in water by continuing
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to plunge a stick up and down in it. Note that no electricity

goes into the ether from the aerial, at least if it does it means a

loss of efficiency. At large stations, with high voltages in the

aerial, there is what is called a brush discharge, or leak of current,

from the aerial into the air ; this may make the aerial glow at

night, so that it appears lit up on a photograph, but it represents
loss of energy and efficiency. Note also that in this propagation
of energy out into the ether the latter does not itself move ;

water does not move outwards when ring waves are set up in it,

nor air when it conveys sound waves.

In Fig. 80 the distance from A to B, or B to C represents one

half cycle or half wave disturbance, i.e. it equals .

&

At any given instance the strains in the ether might be ropro-
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sented in section as shown in Fig. 81 ; at the instant taken the
electric strains are a maximum at A, C, and E, and zero at B and
D ; an instant later they will be a maximum at B and D and zero
at the other points ; an instant later still they will be a maximum
again at A, C, and E, but reversed in direction so that the arrow
heads would be shown reversed. The magnetic strains are repre-
sented in section by the dots. The strains will penetrate to some
extent into the ether in the earth, arid the earth is more or less a
conductor

; ether strains in a conductor induce currents in it.

Hence the passage of the strains through the ether will sot up
oscillating currents in the earth's surface over which the feet of

the strain lines travel.

Imagine that we could see the strains in the ether as colours,
that an electric strain acting downwards is represented by red,
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one acting upwards by blue, a magnetic strain in one direction

by yellow and in the opposite direction by green. Then a person

standing in the ether would see a red colour of electric strain which

will grow in intensity and then die out, giving place to a yellowish

colour of magnetic strain which grows in intensity as the red dies

out. As the yellow fades away it will give place to a blue colour

of electric strain ; this deepens and then fades away giving

place to a green magnetic one. As the green one fades away the

red will come on again and the whole cycle will be repeated. The

rapidity with which any colour, such as the red, repeats itself

depends on the frequency of the oscillating current in the aerial.

Another person standing farther out in the ether will see the

same thing, but he may not see the same colours at exactly the

same time as the first observer. If he is exactly half a wave length

away he will be getting the sensation of blue at the moment

when tho first observer is getting a red sensation, if he is a complete

wave length away they will both get the same colour sensations

at exactly tho same moment.
At every oscillation of current in the aerial the strains will

progress through the ether by one wave length; thus if tho

frequency is n oscillations per second the wave disturbance

should travel through the ether to a distance of nX metres in one

second. This distance is never attained because the wave energy

becomes attenuated and dissipated as it spreads outwards.

However, since it travels at the rate nX metres per second, this

is the velocity, v, of propagation. Now t? is always 800,000,000

metres per second for any length of ether wave, hence we have

the important relation :

WA = v = 8 X 108 or 300,000,000 metres

= 300,000 kilometres

== 186,000 miles approx.

Professor A. Blondel showed that the maximum of energy was

radiated straight out from the aerial and no energy is radiated

upwards in line with the aerial. Thus the direction of wave

disturbance is at right angles to "both the electric and magnetic

strains. As the strain effects move outwards through the ether

they will also probably penetrate upwards in it, but the maximum

energy or strain will always be near the earth.

In practice we do not generally employ a plain vertical aerial,

so that the electric strain lines are not vertical to the earth's

surface through all their length ; indeed we shall presently consider

VOL, i.
M
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the fact that if the electric strain started vertical near tho aerial

it does not remain so. Early in the course of bis wireless develop-
ments Marconi discovered that an L type aerial gave strong
directional effects to the radiated energy in the direction opposite
to that to which the L pointed. Fig. 82 shows the form of the

ether strain round such an* aerial ; it will be seen that the strain

acts on a much larger body of the ether on one side of the aerial

than on the other ; the circuit is, as it were, more open on one
side than on the other.

We shall see presently that at great distances the strains

are probably bent forward in the direction of propagation, instead
of being bent backwards as they are when they leave the

transmitter.

If a stick is plunged up and down in a pond so as to set

up ring waves in the water the energy in the waves gets less and

I X. ^ V ^ V
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less as their distance from the origin of disturbance increases,

finally disappearing so that no waves are apparent far out in the

pond. Similarly the energy of ether waves spreads out over

larger and larger wave fronts, so that at any place the ether wave

energy will be inversely proportional to the distance of the place
from the transmitter.

In addition to the attenuation of ether wave energy caused

by spreading there are several other effects which cause energy
dissipation ; these we must now consider.

Screening Effects. Bemembering that the ether medium per-
vades everything, suppose that there is a plantation of trees, or

a number of houses with iron pipes down their sides, near the

transmitter or receiver and in a direct line with them. When
oscillations of current occur in the transmitter aerial electric

strains are propagated out through the ether ; thus the ether in

the trees or pipes experiences these strains. But trees and iron
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pipes are conductors connected to earth, so that if the ether in

them experiences an oscillating strain currents of electrons will

oscillate up and down them. Thus some of the ether strain

is changed into energy of electron movement measurable in watts

(= C2
R), and there is less energy to penetrate as strain or wave

motion into the ether beyond. Each tree, each house in the path
is, as it were, a receiver aerial to ifap some of the energ}

r in the

ether and make it move electrons. Some years ago Colonel

Squier of the United States Army received signals using a tall

tree only as a receiver aerial; this showed that energy was
absorbed from the ether waves by trees directly in their path.
The student can picture an analogy of water waves meeting posts

sticking up out of the water in their path.

Duddell, experimenting in Bushey Park near London, found
that when the receiver was placed close up behind a plantation
of trees the receiver currents were much weakened, but when
he moved it to a greater distance they increased in strength to

something less than what would have been their normal value if

the plantation had not been there. From this we learn, first,

the importance of having the transmitter and receiver in the

open and well away from screening effects ; second, that whereas
raised conductors, or semi-conductors, in the range path will

absorb some energy out of the ether yet the ether beyond will

have strain effects induced in it ; this induction is caused by
the propagation of strain effects which have passed round the

obstruction, or through the interstices of the screen.

It will be remembered that one of Marconi's earliest experi-
ments was to signal from Cape Lizard to St. Katherines, a distance

of 300 miles, with aerials only 200 feet high. Between these

points the curvature of the earth raised its surface high up between
the aerials and the experiment proved that this curvature was no
barrier ; the ether waves followed the curvature of the earth.

We now know that it is possible to signal half-way round the world,
also across mountain ranges with aerials of moderate height,

though the latter is not quite the same problem as that of earth

curvature.

Earth and Sea Effects. One side of the open circuit coil is

connected to the aerial, the other to earth, so that the earth

forms one half of the open circuit 'oscillator. When the aerial

is charged up positively the earth surface around is charged

negatively, and vice versa ; when loops of ether strain are formed
round the transmitter aerial the feet of the strains are on the
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earth's surface, and different parts of the surface are at positive
and negative potentials respectively, as shown in Fig. 78. The
earth being a conductor oscillating currents, will flow in it as the

ether strain oscillates. Around a high-power transmitter in action

there must be comparatively large oscillating currents in the

earth surface ; moreover it is evident that oscillating earth

currents are set up wherevgr the ether waves extend. For

example, it is easy to pick up signals from the Eiffel Tower trans-

mitter at a distance of 100 miles by simply connecting a valve

relay, or amplifier, to two points in the earth 100 yards apart ;

thus applying to it the oscillating potentials of the earth's surface

induced by the penetration of the ether strains into it.

When the ether strains corresponding to a wave of light, i.e.

a very short ether wave, meet a surface of water or glass the

strains are not suddenly stopped ; they continue into the ether

in the water or glass, arid the light wavo passes into or through
these substances, though it will be bent where it enters or leaves

them. When a light wave meets a non-transparent substance

the strain effects penetrate but little into the ether in the sub-

stance and are therefore quickly stopped.

Similarly electric and magnetic strains corresponding to the

long ether waves of wireless telegraphy are set up not only in

the atmospheric ether but also, to some extent, in the ether below

the surface of the earth or sea. The depth to which they will

penetrate depends on the resistance of the earth or sea at the

place, If the resistance is low they will not penetrate far, but

if it is high the penetration will be comparatively great. The

greatest induction of earth currents will take place immediately
around the transmitter where the ether strains are strongest ;

therefore we should have a low earth resistance at or round the

transmitter.

We have seen that one of the effects of this ether strain in

the earth's surface is to set up oscillating earth currents, and the

deeper the strain penetrates the deeper will these oscillating

currents be found, turning strain energy into energy of electron

movement. If the earth or sea surface over which the strains

travel were a perfect conductor, or if we connected the trans-

mitter and receiver earth terminals by a thick band of copper,
the strain effects in the ether would not penetrate perceptibly
into the surface ; oscillating currents would be induced only on
a thin layer of the surface and the ether waves would skim over it

without much loss of energy.
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The magnetic strains set up in the ether in the earth or sea

surface arc probably more damped out than the electric strains,

for they are parallel to the surface, and, as they change in value,

cause most of the induction of oscillating currents
;

i.e. waste of

radiated energy.
The greater the resistance of surface over which the waves

travel the greater will be the strain penetration, with consequent
loss of strain energy in the air. Brylinski has calculated the

resistance of damp earth to be 6600 ohms per cm. cube, and of

sea water 378 ohms per cm. cube ; he also demonstrated that

surface currents may penetrate to a depth of 15 metres in land

but only to 2 or 8 metres in sea water. The penetration will

SEA FRESH DAMP DRY
WATER WATER SO.L SOIL

SPIC.RE& OF SURFACE IN OHMS PER METRE CUBE

depend on the frequency of the strain effects, that is to say the

longer the waves the less the loss of energy due to earth or sea

absorption.
The resistance of the earth and its dissipation of energy will

mainly depend on the nature of the surface ; sandy deserts

are hard to signal over on account of their high surface resistance,

limestone has a greater resistance than sandstone, and both have

a much greater resistance than damp soil or sea water.

Zennech has drawn curves showing the distance that the

waves will travel before their intensity is reduced, by surface

penetration alone, to a certain fraction of their original intensity.-

One of these, as annotated by Dr. J. Fleming, is shown in Fig. 88.

From these considerations it will be apparent why greater
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ranges of signalling are possible over sea than over land, sea range

being approximately double land range for the same heights of

aerials and strengths of signals.

Day and Night Effects. It is a well-known fact that the range
of signalling is much greater at night than in the daytime ; for

example, the Telefunken type E* transmitter has a guaranteed

range over sea of 470 miles by day and 950 miles by night,

using the ordinary Telefunken crystal detectors in the receiver.

It is evident that the phenomenon is due to changing conditions

in the atmosphere, and many different theories respecting it have
been published from time to time. Up to the outbreak of the

war measurements of comparative strengths of signals failed in

accuracy, owing to the erratic and unreliable behaviour of crystal
detectors which were the only ones then available ; it is probably
due to this fact that opposite conclusions have been arrived at

by different scientists on certain points, and it is to be hoped that

the perfection of valve detectors and amplifiers will soon give
reliable data on such an important phenomenon.

Let us first review the known conditions of the atmosphere
in which the ether is strained by the transmitter oscillations.

The atmosphere consists essentially of a mixture of several forms

of matter in a gaseous state hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, helium,

argon, and geocoroniurn ;
it is most dense at sea level and gets

rarer as the height gets greater ; in fact its composition changes
with the height. Up to a height of 100 kilometres we find that

the percentage of the heavier gases in the mixture, such as argon,

oxygen, and nitrogen, is greatest at sea level ; in the strata above
100 kilometres the atmosphere almost wholly consists of the

lighter gases hydrogen and geocoronium, with a trace of helium.

In addition to what might b$ called its essential constituents the

lower regions of the atmosphere near the earth's surface contain

water vapour evaporated from the earth and sea, and dust-

particles with which, as nuclei, the water vapour forms clouds ;

these may attain a height in the atmosphere which varies from
7 to 13 kilometres. Now the earth's surface contains a permanent
negative charge of electricity, the origin of which is at present
unknown ; the atmosphere also contains both positive and nega-
tive charges in the form of ions and electrons, the positive charges

normally predominating in the lower layers of the atmosphere.
The sources of this atmospheric electricity are many, but the

principal ones are discharges from the sun and the earth. Owing
to the violent electrical disturbances at the surface of the sun
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ions and electrons are shot from it into the ether in interplanetary

space ;
in the daytime when the sun is above our horizon

some of these ions and electrons will penetrate into the atmosphere
in our regions. The electrons, being very small, will be stopped by
the increasing resistance of the atmospheric density, and thus will

remain in the higher layers of atmosphere where it consists almost

wholly of hydrogen. The ions will probably penetrate deeper
and arrive closer to the earth. At sea level the atmospheric

pressure is 760 mms. ; at 100 kilometres high it is only 0*0128 mm.
Thus, as a whole, the layers of the atmosphere near the earth

contain positive charges, and the difference of potential between
the earth and the atmosphere at various heights has been measured

by Kelvin, Makower, and others. Makower proved that at 3000

feet high the potential of the atmosphere was 40,000 volts above
that of the earth. But discharge of negative electricity, or

electrons, is continually taking place from the earth's surface

into the lower regions of the atmosphere, partly from radio-

active constituents in the earth's crust, partly as direct discharge
from vegetation and other conducting points, partly carried

upwards by dust and water vapour. During the war in France,
when the hot, dry months of August and September brought
consistent daily lightning storms, and continuous trouble from

atmospheric discharges in the receiver circuits, the author was
often led to consider the disadvantages of ripened wheatfieldfl

and dusty roads from a wireless point of view.

Again, ultra-violet rays of light, of wave lengths shorter than

135~ metres, have the power of separating electrons out of gaseous

molecules, thus forming positive and negative ions ; these ultra-

violet rays always accompany sunlight and in the daytime are

a source of positive and negative ions in all layers of the

atmosphere.
Thus at times the lower regions of the atmosphere may

contain an abnormal mixture of positive and negative ions ; in

the middle regions of the atmosphere positive ions probably

predominate, and electrons collect in the high regions of very
rarified atmosphere.

In 1901 Heaviside pointed out that somewhere in the atmo-

sphere there must be a well-defined layer of ionised strata which

would act as an upper conducting surface, just as the earth acts

as a lower conducting one. The ether strains in the air dielectric

would be confined between these two conducting layers, and this
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would account for the comparatively great ranges to which they

spread, and for the fact that the ether strains follow the earth's

curvature. In connection with the conducting Heaviside layer

Sir J. J. Thomson has shown that, whilst the atmosphere is nearly

a perfect dielectric, or non-conductor, near the earth's surface, it

becomes conductive to alternating currents at a height of 35 miles,

and immediately above that it is a better conductor for these

currents than sea water.

If the strains extend to the ether at this layer the ions in it

will move backwards and forwards ag the strains oscillate ; this

ionic movement corresponds to an oscillating current, so that strain

energy will be dissipated by these conduction currents in the

Heaviside layer. Since, however, its resistance is very low the

energy thus lost will be very small compared to that lost at the

feet of the ether waves in the surface of the earth or sea.

Even in the lower regions .of the atmosphere, where we set up
and use ether strains, they will encounter ions and electrons, the

movement of which will represent a diminution or absorption of

strain energy ; during the daytime when the sun is overhead and

the ground warm there is likely to be a great number of the elec-

trons and ions ; during the night-time when the sun it^not pouring
them down, when also ultra-violet rays are absent and the earth

is cool, the supply will be less and there will be a re-combination

of positive ions and electrons taking place. Yet this difference

dous not nearly account for the observed difference of day and

night signal strength. Professors Pierce and Zenneck have shown

that the absorption of energy due to the ionisation of the lower

atmosphere is small, and Dr. Austin has pointed out that increases

of ground absorption effect, much greater than those possibly

set up by an ionised atmosphere in daylight, give a very slight

variation to the strength of the signals.

Therefore we must look for some other source of variation of

strain energy, and we get a clue to it in the fact that energy at

one wave length may be seriously diminished in daylight, com-

pared to the effects at night, while that on another wave length

may ,not be appreciably changed. This result was noted by
Marconi in his early transatlantic work and it suggests a re-

fraction effect. We know that light waves are refracted when

they pass from one medium to another of different density ; we

get the sunlight after the sun has gone down below the horizon

because the rays are bent as they pass through the layers of

atmosphere of different density, curving over the horizon
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towards us in the form of twilight. We also know that light
waves of different lengths are refracted, or bent, by different

amounts in passing from a denser to a rarer medium
;
short light

waves such as violet rays will be more refracted than long ones
such as red rays. This accounts for the formation of the rainbow,
and for the fact that we can separate white light into its seven
constituent colours by means of a glass prism.

Since long wireless waves travel better, and arrive with more
of their initial energy, than shorter ones we may conclude that
the electric ether strains are bent forward in passing from the
denser to the rarer layers of atmosphere; thus though started

vertically from the transmitter their tops bend more and more
forward in the ether as the distance gets greater. This refraction
will localise the strain effects to the ether near the earth surface

and prevent dissipation of energy in the charged upper
atmosphere.

If M is the refractive index of a gas and d its density,
M 1

--j
is a constant

;
if fc is its dielectric constant then M is

proportional to Vfc, hence d aVk where a is a constant. Ether

wave velocity in it is proportional to -. ; thus it is inversely
Vfc/x

proportional
'

to the density. Hence the velocity of a wave
strain effect is greater in the higher atmosphere than in the

lower
; this means that the tops of the waves will move

forward faster than the feet and so bend the waves forward.
This normal refraction effect is small and would not account for
the observed difference in day and night effects ; there is, however,
another refraction effect due to the ions in the atmosphere, which
was first pointed out by Dr. W. H. Eccles in 1912. He showed
that where an ether wave passed through a region of the atmo-

sphere containing ions, which were moved to and fro by the ether

strains, the velocity of the wave front at this point was increased,

because the convection currents represented by the movement
of the ions had the same effect as if the dielectric constant k

were reduced. The velocity- is proportional to T~ therefore a

*y /C

reduction of fc means an increase of velocity. The tops of the

waves travel faster than the feet and the wave front is tilted

forward, so that the strain energy follows the curvature of the

earth. Therefore we can see that if the waves start out from
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the transmitter aerial as shown in Fig. 82, further on in space

they will be inclined forward as shown in Fig. 84, and this effect

is produced mainly by ionic refraction.

The change of velocity due to ionic refraction is proportional
to the square of the wave length, so that short waves are less bent

than long ones. The energy carried on comparatively short waves

will penetrate upwards into the atmosphere, and for small

wireless stations this non-refraction of the energy, coupled with

ionic absorption loss, may fully account for the difference in

strength of day and night signals.

The suitability of longwave lengths for long ranges must not

be confused with the fact that there is a best wave length for a

given range and given heights of aerials ; this will be dealt with

in the Chapter on Aerials.

In 1918 experiments were carried out between the station at

Arlington and the cruiser Salem ;

^^^ ^> curves were plotted showing the

/' ,"'^ """"S strengths of day and night signals

/ //' ^- at different ranges. From these

/ // > / curves Dr. Eccles has pointed out
I 1 1 f that night transmission does not

/ / / / follow the same law of energy ab-

J _ sorption as that in daylight. But

FIG. 84. it has already been pointed out that

ionic absorption of energy has only
a small effect on signal strength, therefore the difference between

day and night .signal strength must be looked for in some change
of the conditions of ionic refraction.

In the daytime, with the sun well above the meridian and the

earth surface warm, the lower regions of the atmosphere are

highly ionised with no well-defined ionised layer ; ionic absorption
is comparatively great and refraction of energy so irregular that

it may amount to dispersion and interference. When the sun

sets a great amount of recombination of ions takes place in the

lower atmosphere, decreasing the absorption ;
at the same time

the ionised layer that remains is higher and more sharply

defined, so that refraction effects are better.

Fig. 85 shows the strength of received current measured by
H. J. Bound at Chelmsford with signals from Clifden and Glace

Bay. At Brant Bock signals received from Clifden gave currents

in the receiver which rose from 35 microamps. in the daytime to

over 100 microamps. at night ; in the summer the daytime currents
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were only about 7 to 10 microamps. The longer the wave the

less the difference in the strength of day and night signals. Hoyt
Taylor and Blatterman, in 1915, carried out experiments which
seemed to show that a wave length of 500 metres at night was

P.M.

9 10

FIQ. 85.

better than one of 1500 metres, but this result will require con-

firmation by farther experiments.
Twilight Effects. In a lecture given at the Eoyal Institution

in 1911, Signor Marconi stated that the strength of the signals

received at Clifden from Glace Bay was a minimum about an

hour and a half after sunset at Clifden, it being then daylight at

Glace Bay. The strength was a maximum four hours later at

Clifden, it being then sunset at Glace Bay. Just after sunrise at

Clifden signals were again a maximum ; an hour and a half later

a minimum, and then before sunrise at Glace Bay they returned

to their usual strength. A simple explanation of these facts was

first given by Dr. Bccles in 1912. An hour and a half after sunset

at CUfden the lower strata of atmosphere there has been largely

de-ionised, and the active ionised layer for refraction is high ;
it

is still daylight at Glace Bay, so that here refraction is taking place

at lower altitudes. The weakness of signals at this time at Clifden

will be due partly to the irregularity of heights of the refracting

layers of atmosphere, partly to the electrical disturbances of de-

ionisation of the atmosphere over Clifden at twilight. Four hours

later the atmosphere was in a stable condition at Clifden, the sun

had set at Glace Bay, and the ionised layer there was higher and

more in uniformity with that at Clifden ; the signals were then a

maximum. Similar reasoning applies to the other changes
mentioned.
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As Dr. Eccles points out the twilight band is inclined to the

meridian and moves with the sun
; when it comes between the

stations it may act as an obstruction to signals due to the irregu-

larity of refraction height, when it comes near or over a sending
or receiving station it may act as a reflector to strengthen or

weaken signals according to its position.

Weather Effects. Hoyt Taylor found that a cloudy day was

followed by good signals at night. On a cloudy day the lower

regions of the atmosphere are not likely to be highly ionised
;

there is probably more moisture in the earth, decreasing its re-

sistance and absorption, so that the signals of the day should be

more uniform with those of the succeeding night and both should

be improved.
Wet weather is liable to lower the efficiency of the aerial

insulators and increase the decrement at the transmitter aerial ;

at the same time it decreases earth resistance and therefore

decreases ground absorption.

Signals may be weakened some time before the approach of a

thunderstorm, when the air is in a highly ionised condition, and the

formation of thunder clouds is causing irregularities of both normal

and ionic refraction.

In dry hot weather the lower atmosphere is likely to be highly
ionised in the daytime, and the earth resistance higher than usual,

with a corresponding weakening of signals. The samo remark

applies to hot climates.

Freak Ranges. It has often been noted that exceptionally

long ranges can be covered by small transmitters at certain times

and places ; these long range effects are particularly prevalent
in the Pacific Ocean. Again, in 1911 Signor Marconi stated that

signals were better in a north-south direction than in an east-

west one. Both these effects are probably due to some transient

ideal condition of ionic refraction not yet sufficiently understood.

The permanent condition of the magnetic strain in the ether,

called the earth's magnetic field, will not affect the strains of ether

waves ; these are simply superimposed on it, and pass through
it just as sound waves can pass through compressed air.

Atmospherics, Strays, or Xs. Besides the effects produced

by the cyclical ionisation of the atmosphere, as already described,

it is natural to expect that abnormal electrical conditions in the

atmosphere would give rise to disturbances ; unfortunately this

is only too true, and constitutes one of the most serious handicaps
to wireless signalling, especially in the Tropics. Irregular noises
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are produced in the receiver telephones which seriously interfere

with the reception of the regular signals ; they are due to
"
Atmo-

spherics," or
"
Strays," or

"
Xs." Much investigation on their

nature and origin has been carried out by Dr. W. Eccles, and

valuable observations of their practical effects have been made

by C. I. de Groot, the Engineer in charge of the wireless stations

of the Dutch East Indian Department of Telegraphs.

De Groot has observed that there are three kinds of strays :

(1) those which give loud and sudden clicks in the telephones,

due to lightning discharges in the range of the receiver aerial ;

(2) those which give a constant hissing noise, due to the passage

of low electrically charged clouds over the neighbourhood of the

receiver ; (8) those which give a constant rattling sort of noise

like something tumbling down ;
these are the most prevalent,

especially in the tropics, and are due probably to ionisation or

de-ionisation effects in the regions of the atmosphere above the

cloud strata. Type (2) gives a unidirectional current in the receiver

aerial which seems to show a discharge between the aerial and the

clouds, something like a brush discharge ;
at the same time the

strength of the received signals falls off, partly due to the altera-

tion of the aerial constants, and partly to overload on the detector.

Strays of Type (3) are the most prevalent and therefore the most

troublesome, as regards their interference with commercial working ;

in our own latitudes they are most prevalent during the afternoons

of hot summer days. They are aperiodic in character. M.

Dieckmann first suggested that the receiver aerial could be

shielded from these aperiodic strays by surrounding it with an

aperiodic cage, consisting of hoops of wire all connected together

and to the aerial by a high resistance wire ; this is now known as

a Dieckmann Cage. Since the wire hoops are at right angles to

the aerial they do not screen it much from reception of the

periodic ether strain effects, but they screen it fairly effectively

from static, or aperiodic, ether strain effects.

Other methods of reducing the effects of strays in the receiver

detector and telephones are provided by special circuits, known as

X Stoppers, Eliminators, or Eejectors, which are connected or

coupled to the receiver aerial circuit ;
these will be dealt with in a

later chapter. An account of De Groot's investigations was pub-

lished in the Wireless World of 1917, also in the Proceedings qjF
the

Institute of Radio Engineers. From a practical point of view the

great disadvantage of strays is that they necessitate the use of

transmitter energy greatly in excess of that required if strays
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were not present, especially as their jamming effects are generally

accompanied by a decrease of signal strength. In the Tropics
this may lead to the necessity of using six to eight times normal

energy in the transmitter to keep up commercial signal work-

ing; oven then bad atmospherics will make work impossible
at times.

According to Dr. W. PL Eccles for latitudes north of the

Equator the stray minimum occurs a little after noon each day
and the maximum a little after midnight.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Show that the magnetic and electric strains in the ether immediately around
an oscillating discharge circuit are not exactly at 90 out of phase.

2. Explain why the feet of the ether waves travel on the surface of the earth
or sea, and what effect the resistance of the surface has on the wave propagation.

3. Why is the range of transmission much less over land than over sea ?

4. Write a short account of the effect of daylight on the transmission of ether
waves.

5. A receiver station is 3000 miles from a transmitter station ; find tho time
taken for an ether wave disturbance to traverse the distance between tho stations.

6. Explain why tho ether strain effects cannot penetrate higher into the atmo-
sphere than about 35 to 40 miles.

7. What are the two great advantages which the long ether waves of radio-

tolegraphy have over light waves as a means of signalling ?

8. What is the probable effect of twilight on the other waves passing through it ?

9. Why is it probable that the ether wave front is bent forward in the direction
of propagation after it has travelled some distance ?

10. Discuss tho probable sources of Xs or strays, and explain the construction
and action of a Dicckmann Cage.



CHAPTER XIII

TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS FOR SPARK SYSTEMS

A TRANSMITTER consists of three circuits : (1) a generating circuit

for giving high volta'ges, either intermittent or alternating ; (2) a

closed circuit to which the high voltages are applied, and in which

oscillating discharges take place ; (3) an open or radiating circuit

linked, or coupled, to the closed circuit.

For small power stations, up to 300 watts, the generating
circuit consists of an induction coil joined to a battery through
a manipulating key of the Morse pattern. As already described

the induction coil should be specially designed with a low re-

sistance secondary, and wound to produce resonance effects, so

that a relatively large current will flow at each rise of secondary

voltage. The induction coil will be fitted with a specially rapid
make and break, giving a maximum of about 100 pulsations

per second.

It is preferable to join choke coils in the leads connecting the

secondary of the induction coil to the oscillating circuit. These
are coils having such inductance values that they prevent the

high frequency oscillating discharge currents from flowing back
into the secondary of the induction coil, where they might cause

such great potential strains as would damage the insulation.

The choke coils do not appreciably stop the currents which flow

from the induction coil secondary to charge the oscillating circuit.

Choke coils for this purpose can be made by winding a single

layer of copper wire (No. 20 to 40, according to the current to be

carried) on flanged and glazed porcelain cylinders, three inches

diameter and about four inches long.

If such a coil has an inductance of L henrys the reactance

it offers to a current oscillating, or alternating, at a frequency of

/ cycles per second is STT/L ohms. Since the oscillating
3 X 10 8

discharges in the closed circuit have a frequency of *
-
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= 1,000,000 when A = 300 metres) it is easily seen that the

reactance of the choke coils ensures that the oscillating currents

will stay in the closed circuit, and cannot stray into the secondary
of the induction coil. The frequency of the current which flows

from the induction coil to the closed circuit is only 100 to 200,

depending on the rapidity of the make and break, hence to these

pulsating currents the choke coils offer little reactance. For

small equipments the reactance of the induction coil secondary is

relied upon to choke back the oscillating

currents, but the end turns of the secondary
are then subjected to undue potential strains

and the use of auxiliary choke coils is to be

preferred.
The complete generating circuit will be

as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 86.

When a transmitter has to employ moro
than 300 watts of primary energy an alter-

nating generator and step-up transformer

take the place of the induction coil. The
alternator generates 80-200 volts at a fre-

quency of 100-500 cycles per second ; the

generated voltage is then transformed up
to a suitable value for charging the con-

denser of the oscillating circuit. The Morse
or other transmitting key will be joined in

one of the leads from the alternator to the

primary coil of the transformer. In this

low voltage circuit it is usual to include an

ordinary inductance, or choking coil, so

that resonance effects may be obtained, the

coil consisting of a number of turns of insu-

lated copper wire wound on a laminated iron

core. The wire must be of sufficient cross

soctiqn to carry the current flowing through it from the alternator

to the primary of the transformer. It has been already explained
that an alternating current flowing in a capacity circuit leads the

volts in phase, therefore the current flowing from the secondary
coil of the transformer into the condenser of the oscillating circuit

tends to be 90 degrees before the secondary volts. This current

would be counterbalanced, as it were, by an equivalent current

flowing into the transformer primary from the alternator, its

phase leading that of the alternator's voltage. With given values

o

TO CLOSED
OSCILLATION

CIRCUIT
FIG. 86.
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of current and voltage the energy delivered from the alternator

will be a maximum if tlie current and volts are in phase. In

Chapter VIII; it has been shown that capacity reactance may be

balanced by induction reactance. Therefore if a coil of suitable

inductance is connected in the alternator, or primary, circuit and

makes 27rfL = ^f&, the current will be a maximum and in phase
fc

with the volts. f

When resonance is set up the voltage across the condenser can
build up to a much higher value than would otherwise be the

case ; in fact, it is now only limited by the spark gap length. If
we use resonance effects we may only get one discharge, or spark, for

every 3 or 4 cycles of primary voltage, as these may be required to

build up the secondary voltage. This effect is not often used.

The inductance coil in the low voltage circuit has generally

got several tappings so that the inductance can be chosen of a

suitable value to give resonance. A state of resonance may finally
be obtained by adjusting the speed of the alternator, and therefore

the value of the frequency /. However, in practice, the value

of / and the speed of the alternator are generally decided by
other considerations, such as spark note. Choke coils are

connected in the leads from the transformer secondary to the

oscillatory circuit to guard the secondary from undue potential
strains ;

their construction and action being similar to those

already described in connection with the use of a spark, or in-

duction, coil. As a further precaution against oscillatory effects

in the alternator it is usual to shunt its terminals with a non-

inductive shunt, such as a graphite resistance or a carbon filament

lamp ; oscillatory impulses of voltage will expend themselves

in these resistances rather than through the inductive windings
of the machine.

The alternator may be driven by a steam, gas, or oil engine,
or by an electric motor. If it is a motor drive the speed of the

alternator can be raised by putting resistance in the field circuit

of the motor, and it may be decreased by lowering the resistance

in the motor's field
; the motor is therefore provided with a field

rheostat. Thus the frequency of the alternator can be adjusted
to the spark rate desired ;

if the sparking frequency is a syn-
chronous one it will be twice the alternator frequency.

Now the voltage of the alternator also depends on the speed
of rotation of the armature, and it may be desirable to change the

speed or frequency without changing the voltage. If V = volts

VOL. I. N
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generated, M = magnetic lines per pole, Z = wires in series on the

2*22MZf
armature, /= frequency, then V =

8
. We see that the

voltage can be changed by varying the strength of the magnetic
field (M), and this can be accomplished by changing the field

TO IXC
MAINS

MOTOR STARTER. FIELD RHEO.

FIG. 87.

current flowing in the coils on the poles. Thus a field rheostat

is joined in series with the field coils of the alternator ; by chang-

ing the resistance of this the generated volts can be adjusted to

the desired value. Our complete high voltage generating circuit

will then be as shown in the diagram in Fig. 87.

If a public alternating current supply is available, as in many
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parts of the United States and Canada, an alternator is not

required ;
the high voltage step-up transformer is then directly

connected to the supply mains, choke coils being joined in series

with the leads to the primary coil. An adjustable iron core

inductance coil should also be joined in series with the primary
to bring the current into phase with the volts and thus give
resonance. In this case the frequency, and hence the spark rate,

cannot be adjusted. As the frequency of the public alternating

supply in North America is never more than 125 the spark rate

will not be high enough to give a good musical note.

The closed oscillatory circuit consists of a condenser, a jew
turns of inductance, and a spark gap or other form of discharger.
The values of capacity and inductance in this circuit are chosen
so that the oscillatory discharges will take place at a desired

frequency
, / 5 X 10 6

/= ( ;/F=
imns, -mfds.

corresponding to a radiation wave length

^metres = 60\/L cinB .
Kmfds . appTOX.

This closed, or oscillatory, circuit is coupled to an aerial

radiating circuit, the coupling being by direct connection when
the energy applied to the transmitter LS not more than about 30

watts : with larger energies the circuits will be coupled inductively

by means of an auto-transformer or a jigger transformer. The

coupling of these circuits has been dealt with in a preceding

Chapter, and it was there shown that the two circuits should be

arranged to have similar oscillation constants ; i.e. I^K],, L2K2 .

The Aerial, open, or radiating, Circuit consists of an aerial

of definite capacity, a coupling coil and generally a tuning coil

which together provide inductance effect, a hot-wire ammeter to

register the current oscillating in this circuit, and a balancing

capacity which may be a system of wires not in contact with the

earth, as in the Lodge system, or the earth surface itself. All

these are connected in series with each other to form the circuit.

The capacity (K2)
in the aerial circuit is generally much less than

that in the closed circuit (Kj), hence the inductance (L2)
in the

aerial circuit must be greater than that in the closed circuit. Up
to a certain point this can be arranged by having more turns in

the secondary than in the primary of the oscillation transformer,

or "jigger." This ratio of secondary to primary turns qualifies
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the degree of coupling, hence with a certain number of primary
turns, which is fixed for a given wave length, we are limited in
the number of secondary turns it is desirable to employ. There-
fore further increase of inductance in the aerial circuit must be
made by a coil quite distinct from the oscillation transformer.
This is called the aerial tuning coil

;
it is usually connected in

series between 'the secondary of the oscillation transformer and
the aerial. Its inductance may be varied, either by having adjust-
able connections on its coils (Marconi), or by mounting its coils so
that they can be displaced relatively to each other (Telefunken).
The aerial itself will consist of one or more wires, and the capacity
in this circuit will be that of the aerial relative to the earth or
lower balancing system. The inductance L2 consists of three

parts : that of the aerial itself, that of the aerial tuning coil,
and that of the secondary of the oscillation transformer.

The fundamental, or natural, wave length of the aerial is that

given by its own capacity and inductance, and if the aerial could
be so arranged that its natural wave length is that at which radia-
tion is desired it would then be most efficient as a radiator. Of
course we must couple it to the closed circuit, which means tho
addition of artificial inductance, but the point to note is that the
aerial will radiate most efficiently if it is of such a size that a

loading inductance is not necessary.
In general it is not possible, owing to limitations of space, to

make the aerial large enough to give the desired wave length :

hence inductance coils must be added. By the use of inductance
coils it is not practicable to increase the wave length to more
than 4-5 times the natural aerial wave length without seriously
decreasing the radiation efficiency.

Tho strength of the current which will oscillate in an aerial
will depend upon its capacity, i.e. on its length, height, and number
of wires ; the energy radiated from it will depend on the square
of its height and on the strength of the current oscillating in it

To load an aerial up with inductance is certainly increasing its

wave length but not increasing its radiation factor, and we must
note that the resistance increases with the number of turns in the

loading coil
; beyond a certain value this increase of resistance

without increase of capacity or height means a loss of efficiency.
Thus it is important that the natural wave length of an aerial

should be at least approximately known, and should not be too
small compared with the wave length on which it is desired to
transmit. The natural wave length of an aerial can be increased
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by increasing its length, so increasing both its capacity and in-

ductance, or by using wires in parallel not too close to each

other, thus increasing its capacity. This will be dealt with more

fully in a later Chapter.
It may sometimes happen, especially with amateur stations,

that the natural wave length of the aerial is longer than that on
which it is desired to transmit. The aerial may be designed to

receive on long wave lengths, but the Post Office licence may
debar transmission on any but comparatively short wave lengths.
For this case a condenser should be connected in series with the

aerial for transmission ; this will reduce the capacity and therefore

the radiated wave length. It will be remembered that the capacity
of two condensers in series (such as an aerial and a plate condenser)
is less than that of the smaller. The condenser should be connected
in the earth lead and should be provided with a short-circuiting
switch so that it can be cut out of action when reception on long
wave lengths is taking place. Thus passenger ships work on 600
metre wave lengths and smaller cargo vessels on 300 metres ;

the Marconi Company supply a condenser with their installations

which can be switched into series with the aerial, so that a pas-

senger ship can communicate with a cargo one on the shorter

wave length by a simple and quick change of the ordinary tuning

arrangements.
A point to remember is that a transmission condenser with

strong dielectric between its plates, and connected in series with

the aerial, effectively insulates the latter from the earth, so that

the whole aerial circuit may become statically charged by atmo-

spheric electricity. This is one disadvantage of the use of a series

condenser, though it can be obviated by closing the short-circuiting

switch across the condenser when transmission is not taking place,
or when there is danger from storms. Another disadvantage is

that the radiation is not efficient, because that part of the ether

strain effect set up in the series condenser by the aerial oscillating

currents does not contribute to radiation. The method adopted

by the Marconi Company for shortening the radiation wave length
is described and illustrated in Chapter XIV.

The aerial circuit should always include a hot wire ammeter

by means of which the maximum value of the oscillating current

can be measured. The current will be zero at the far end of the

aerial and a maximum at the earthed end, hence the ammeter
should be connected between the secondary of the coupling trans-

former and the earth connection. The readings on this ammeter
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provide a method of determining proper tuning, coupling, and

spark gap adjustments .

ITie aerial circuit will also include a long-break highly insulated

switch, by moans of which the circuit can be connected either to

the transmitter apparatus or to the receiver apparatus. In

Marconi equipments this switch is often replaced by an earth

arrester which consists of two heavy metal plates separated by
a thin washer of mica. The oscillating currents in the aerial at

transmission can easily spark across the small space between

the plates, but the tiny currents set up in the aerial at reception

/AERIAL

EARTH
ARRESTER

EARTH

RESONANCE COIL

COMPLETE TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT.

FIG. 88.

cannot pass across the space and will go through the receiver

circuits which are connected across the plates. The receiver may
be connected to tho plates of the arrester through a switch which

can bo opened when transmission is taking place. If it is kept

closed it enables the operators at each end to break in, as in the

case of a telephone conversation, but this is only possible with

receivers which are fitted with robust detectors.

Fig. 88 shows a typical transmitter circuit, in which, however,

the aerial ammeter has been omitted it would be connected

between the earth arrester and the jigger secondary, and may be

provided with a short-circuiting switch.
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Let us now consider the actual conditions of oscillating energy
in the primary and aerial circuits. The simplest method is by
means of an example; let us assume that the transmission

wave length is 600 metres, then

v 300,000,000

600
= 500,000

or the time of one oscillation is r, (H)oo second.
if there are 10 oscillations of energy in the primary circuit at

each spark then the duration of a spark is ^Q^O second.

The make and break of an induction coil will vibrate at, say,
100 times per second, and usually a spark does not take place at

AERIAL CIRCUIT
FIG. 89.

each break of the primary current ; however, let us assume that

there are 100 sparks per second, so that one spark is obtained in

each i /) o second.

Under these circumstances the oscillating currents of the

primary circuit are shown in Fig. 89. We see that, while a

spark is obtained in each 1(
l

)0
- second, the spark itself only lasts

50000 second; during a considerable portion of the complete
time of transmission there is no oscillation of energy.

If an alternator and step-up transformer is used, the frequency
will not be lower than 200 cycles per second, giving 400 sparks

per second, or a spark in each 4-J second. In this case energy will

be oscillated four times as often as is shown above ; at the same

time the difference between 50000 second, which is tho duration
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of a spark, and -^o second, the interval between sparks, is still

very great.
Now let the closed, or primary, circuit be coupled to an aerial

circuit with not more than 7 per cent, degree of coupling ; close

enough to cause the transference of about 30 per cent, of the energy
to the aerial circuit, but loose enough to avoid much damping effect

in the latter owing to re-transfer of energy. Oscillations are then
sot up in the aerial circuit ; these are slightly damped, chiefly
on account of radiation of energy to the ether at each oscillation.

If the radiation of energy is fairly slow, i.e. if it radiates only a com-

paratively small amount of energy at each oscillation, then, with

proper coupling and a suitable spark gap, damping of the aerial

oscillations will be small. Energy will continue to oscillate in

the aerial, at each spark, after the corresponding oscillations have
ceased in the closed circuit. This is shown in Fig. 68. In

Chapter XVI. it will be shown that slow radiation, and a slightly

damped aerial, can be obtained by using a suitable design such
as the umbrella type ; but even with an L or T aerial the oscilla-

tions in the aerial circuit will continue after the spark is over,

provided a suitable design of spark gap and suitable coupling
conditions are employed.

Yet even in the aerial circuit, when transmission is taking
place, there are comparatively long intervals between successive

trains of oscillations. At first sight it might appear as if these

intermittent trains of oscillations should cause irregularity in the

sending of dot and dash signals ; a little consideration will remove
this idea.

If the rate of signalling is, say, 20 words of 5 letters each per

minute, that is 100 letters in 60 seconds or ^ second per letter.

Let the letter consist of four dashes separated by four intervals

of equal duration ; this would give us g% second per dash. Then
100 sparks or oscillation trains per second will give nearly 8 trains

of oscillations to each dasli ; thus each signal sets up a great

many oscillations in the aerial circuit and sends out a great many
ether waves to act on the distant receiver.

With an ordinary spark gap in the closed circuit it is probable
that the degree of coupling, required to transfer a sufficient amount
of energy to the aerial circuit, will not prevent some of this energy
from being transferred back to the closed circuit, with consequent
damping of the aerial oscillations. But when a Marconi rotary

spark or a Telefunken quenched spark is used this re-transfer

of energy does not take place, and the aerial currents are thus
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free to oscillate without much damping. Also in the Marconi

and Telefunken Systems the spark frequency is very high, giving
what is called a

"
musical note." The Telefunken System

spark frequency is often 1000 (alternator generating frequency

500) ; also the oscillations in the closed circuit are rapidly damped
out so that only about 5 oscillations of energy take place at

each spark. Let us consider these conditions for a 600 metre

wave length. The time of oscillation is
-5 (M)<ny second, therefore

each spark of 5 oscillations takes jooWo sec n(i while the interval

between sparks is only fo
J
00

- second ; thus we obtain 50 oscillations

in- r second. In the example of Fig. 89 we had only 10 oscilla-

tions in each l }}(} second. Thus with high sparking frequency we

increase the oscillations of energy in the closed circuit at each

signal, and when the aerial currents are oscillating freely without

much damping the effect is still more magnified. Instead of what

might be called spasmodic oscillations we have now persistent

oscillations : these may have a smaller amplitude than before

but since they are more numerous the total energy radiated to

the ether is increased. This has been already shown in Fig. 68.

It follows that with less energy applied to the primary circuit,

(less watts delivered from the battery or alternator), the use of a

rotary or of a quenched spark may increase the radiation of energy
not only that, but owing to the small aerial damping the energy

is radiated at a more closely defined wave length, therefore will

have more effect on a receiver tuned to that wave length.

Transmitter Calculations. Primary Energy. For small sets

where the source of primary energy is a battery the watts applied

equal VC the product of the voltage of the battery and the current

that flows from it. Of this energy applied to the spark coil only

about half is available for the closed circuit since the efficiency

of a spark coil is never much over 50 per cent.

On larger transmitters fitted with alternators and transformers

the primary energy from the alternator is VC cos
<f> watts, where

V and C are the effective volts and effective current of the machine

and cos
(f>

is the power factor. Even with resonance effects this

power factor will not be likely to exceed 0'9, and in ordinary

practice it is doubtful if its value exceeds 0*8 unless the resonance

adjustments have been carefully carried out.

To obtain the power of the motor or engine which drives the

alternator it is necessary to allow for the generator and engine

efficiencies, also for the fact that the speed must not change
when the load is put on by the key.
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The efficiency of a transformer is very high and can be taken

as 90 per cent, for a 5 KW. unit to 95 per cent, for a 100 KW.
unit.

dosed Circuit. Let us fix the wave length (A), and therefore

the oscillation frequency (/) ; and suppose that the decrement of

damping (8) is known. With a spark coil the effective voltage

(V x )
of the secondary charges up the condenser KX mfds. &nd the

KiVi 2
u

energy in each charge is J 1(
.

6
-
joules.

This is the energy of each discharge and if there are s

discharges or sparks per second the power in the closed circuit

is iKlY^XJ watts. Thus if K! - 0-002 mfd., Vl
= 20,000, and

6- = 100, the watts oscillating in the closed circuit

0-002 X 20,000 X 20,000 X 100- A

Y! is not the voltage at the spark coil secondary on open circuit ;

its value can be approximately determined by the length of the

spark gap.
With an alternator and transformer the voltage from the

V T
secondary of the transformer is got by the relation: TT

FJT-
VP L#

Assuming*tho power applied to the transformer to be Wi = 0'8VC,

and that the transformer has an efficiency of 90 per cent., then

the power from the transformer on full load is

The effective current flowing from the secondary of the trans-

former to the closed circuit 0, =^^ amps., where 0*8 is the

power factor. If the transformer circuits are tuned to be prac-

tically in resonance at the supply frequency, arid the spark is

synchronous it can be proved that the voltage to which the

condenser is charged - ^V, raax .

=
| X A/2 X Vt

- 2-2V, approx,

With rotary spark gaps the resistance effects will reduce this tc

about l-5Vt . ; with fixed spark gaps it may be still less if th*

gap is set too short.

Let us call this condenser voltage Vlmax.,
then the energy of eacl
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discharge is |
..
lmfd - * max -

joules, and the power in the closed

K XV 2

circuit discharge is J
lmfd ' * max

- X s watts. In most cases

the spark will be a synchronous one, since it is desirable to have a

high or musical note, so that the sparking rate, s, is twice the

frequency of the alternator. If the capacity of the closed circuit

(Ki) and the wave length (A) arc fixed the inductance (In) of

the closed circuit can be calculated ;
it is then easy to get approxi-

mately the maximum and effective values of the discharge
current (C^).

Let the voltage applied to the closed circuit condenser bo

approximately

2
1 max

Ki = 2 X K)6 * WattS
;

its value is therefore determined by
5V 2

the permissible voltage in the closed circuit ; for a given amount

of power to be handled the smaller the condenser the higher the

voltage, and vice versa. Suppose the sparking rate is 500 and that

5 KW.s of energy is being oscillated in the closed circuit. With a

condenser of 0*02 mfd. we have

from which V l max.
is 31,600 approx. and the voltage of the

secondary of the transformer is 81 ,000 -M -5 = 21,000 volts. If K
is only 0*006 mfd. Vx max. will be 57,700, and the secondary voltage

of the transformer will be 38,400 approx. Thus the size of the

closed circuit condenser will depend upon the permissible step-

up ratio of the transformer and insulation effects ; also it must be

remembered that a largo condenser means a large current, therefore

increasing the size of spark gap electrodes, or sections, and thu

surface area of the closed circuit inductance.

In the Marconi KW. Set the transformer secondary effective

volts is 5700 ; in other Marconi Sets it varies generally from 10,000

to 20,000 volts depending on the wave length (see Chap. XVI.

for change of wave length adjustments). In portable stations it

is usual to work with comparatively large capacity and low voltage.

At the Arlington Station, U.S.A., the 100 KW. Fessenden
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transmitter has a closed circuit condenser capacity of 0*252 mfd.,

and a transformer secondary voltage of 25,000 ;
at the Sayville Tele-

funken 40 KW. station the values are 0-044 mfd. and 60,000 volts
;

at the Eiffel Tower 60 KW. transmitter the closed circuit capacity
is 0-7 mfd. In a 5 KW. Telefunken Set 12,500 volts at the

secondary transformer terminals is standard practice.

Assuming that 8 is very small compared to TT the effective

current in the closed circuit is obtained from the formula :

GI eff.

~
^1 max. X \/ j, ,g

Note that/8 is the damping factor.

Thus suppose we are transmitting on 1200 metres wave length

with KX = 0-02 mfd., then L! = 20,000 cms. and /= 250,000. li

the effective voltage from the transformer secondary is 12,000,

the condenser voltage = 1-6 X 12,000 = 18,000.

0-09
Then

' Cmax. 670 amps.
Let s = 500 and 8 = 0'4, then

Ceff.
= 570 A - =, 21 amps

It can be seen from the above that if the maximum and effective

values of current in the closed oscillatory circuit are known or

calculated it is possible to get a first approximation of the value

of the decrement 8. A method of measuring the decrement will be

given in a later Chapter.
From the decrement we can determine by -Dr. Fleming's

formula, given in Chapter IX., the number of oscillations in a

train ; thus if the decrement is 0'6 there will only be five or six

oscillations per spark and the circuit is highly damped.
Aerial Circuit. The aerial circuit will be coupled to the closed

circuit with a degree of coupling of about 7 per cent., and certainly

not more than 10 per cent, when an ordinary spark gap is employed.
If a quenched spark gap is used the coupling may be over 20 per

cent, without risk of retransfer of-energy, but in practice it will be

generally lower than this value.

The percentage of energy transferred from the closed to the

aerial circuit will not be greater than about 75 per cent, with large

transmitters using up to 100 KW.s of primary energy, and for

small transmitters it will be very much loss.
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Now let the current at the base of the aerial as read on a hot-

wire ammeter be C2 amperes ; this is the effective or root mean

square current at the base, and the maximum value of the base

current C2 max .

= V2C2 .

Let V2 be the maximum value of the voltage strain at the

top or free end of the aerial ; this will build up and will not be a

maximum during the first oscillation. If K2 is the capacity of

the aerial and if the maximum voltage occurs in it when 50 per
cent, of the closed circuit energy has passed to the aerial circuit

we then have

Thus if the closed circuit condenser has a capacity of 0*02 mfd.

and it is charged to 20,000 volts an aerial capacity of 0*000625

mfd, will experience a voltage strain of 80,000 volts ; if the aerial

capacity is 0*0025 mfd. the voltage strain will be only 40,000

volts, and the aerial energy (|sK2V2
2
)
is not changed. This means

that with the larger aerial capacity the primary energy can be

reduced for Ike same radiation of energy and with less insulation

strain on the aerial.

Therefore the greater the aerial capacity the less the

maximum voltage, and the less will be the power required for

transmitting. We can increase the aerial capacity by increasing
the number of wires in parallel in the aerial, or by increasing its

length ;
these methods are, however, limited by considerations of

cost of construction and space.
We might increase the aerial capacity, and obtain an

increased aerial current, by lowering the aerial and bringing it

nearer the ground plate but this would actually decrease the

amount of energy radiated, notwithstanding the increased current

in the aerial, for the radiation of energy is directly proportional
to the square of the height of the aerial.

The radiation of energy from an aerial is given by the

formula :

Watts radiated W = x
JJ

C2
2

where h is the height of the aerial and A the wave length measured
in the same units, C2 the effective current read on a hot wire

ammeter inserted in the aerial close to the earth connection, and
x is a constant depending on the design of the aerial. For a plain
vertical aerial x = 640, for a L or T type aerial whose vertical part
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is of height fe, such that most of the capacity is in the top liml

and the current is approximately uniform in all parts of the vertica

limb, x = 1600; for an umbrella aerial x is about 1590. The

effective height h is not the actual height, but this will be

further dealt with in Chapter XV,
The watts radiated are equal to the square of the effec-

tive aerial current multiplied by the radiation resistance, but

W = .oC<>
2

;
thus we see that the radiation resistance = x-\ 9

A 2 "
A^

ohms, where x 1600 for the usual L or T type aerials.

A Telefunken transmitter of the 5 T.K. standard type, which

has 5 KW.s of energy in the aerial, would have a 10 KW. alternate!

driven by a 25-28 H.P. engine; this gives us an idea of the

efficiency and losses between the generator and the aerial. Another

example of transmitter calculation is given in Chapter XV.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Do low frequency ether waves travel at the same speed as high frequency
ones ?

2. Does the spark frequency affect the wave length ? What is the difference

between spark frequency and oscillation frequency ?

3. What are the advantages of a high spark frequency ?

4. A transmitter is supplied with alternating current at 200 cycles frequency

through a transformer whose secondary terminal potential is 20,000 volts. If the

condenser in the closed circuit has a capacity of 0*0074 mfd. what is the oscillating

energy in the closed circuit when the transformer circuits are tuned to be nearly
in resonance ?

5. What is the disadvantage of having a condenser in series with a transmitter

aerial to shorten the wave length of radiation ?

6. A wireless operator is always required to transmit with minimum effective

power in the aerial. What are the methods of reducing aerial energy ?

7. How does an open oscillating circuit differ from a closed one ? What
advantages arc gained by coupling an open circuit to a closed one to form a trans-

mitter ?

8. What is meant by a "resonance state
"

in the alternator and transformer

circuit of a transmitter ? What are its advantages and disadvantages ?

9. Whv should the aerial hot wire ammeter be connected into the circuit near

the earth connection ?

10. If the synchronous spark frequency of a transmitter is 500 and it is supplied
with energy from a 16-pole alternator at what speed doos the alternator run ?

11. How is a state of resonance effected in the low frequency circuit of a trans-

mitter ?

12. Discuss the limitations of using a short aerial to radiate on a long wave

length, and of using a long aerial to radiate on a short wave length ?

13. An L-type aerial is 60 ft. high and the aerial ammeter reads 5 amps.
If the transmission wave length is 600 metres what is the approximate amount of

energy radiated ?



CHAPTER XIV

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS

HAVING dealt with the theoretical considerations under which
transmission is carried out, a description of some of the apparatus
used in transmitting circuits will now be given.

For small stations, or as a stand by to larger outfits on ships,
the source of high voltage for charging the primary circuit con-

sists of an induction coil and battery the design of such coil has

already been described.

In places where alternating current supply is available, as in

many American towns, an ordinary step-up transformer can be
used ; its secondary delivering current at say 10,000 to 20,000

volts, and at the frequency of supply, 50 to 125 cycles per second.

Nothing more than this is needed to charge the primary circuit

condensers and give the spark. The secondary coil must be well

insulated owing to its high voltage, and should be specially well

insulated from the primary winding. Such transformers, made
by the Clapp Eastham Co. of Cambridge, Mass., cost 3 for

i KW. size, 4 10s. for J size, and 7 105. for 1 KW. size (1914).
Choke coils should be connected in the leads from the transformer

secondary as described in the previous chapter.
In all ship stations of J KW. size and over, and in all large

commercial stations, an alternating generator is connected to

a step-up transformer to provide the primary high voltage

energy.
The generator of a Marconi portable outfit is driven by a

petrol engine, and the armature of the generator has a com-
mutator at one end through which the machine supplies direct

current ; this is used in the exciting coils on the pole pieces, also

for charging the small batteries required in connection with the

receiving circuit. To the generator shaft is also connected the

rotary disc discharger used by the Marconi Co. as a sparking
191
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arrangement. Such a Marconi generating unit is shown in Fig. 90.

The Telefunken Co. also use alternators and transformers to supply

energy to their larger transmitting outfits ; the alternators having
a frequency of 500 cycles per second, which gives high rate of

sparking, and therefore a musical note with the quenched spark

gap employed by them. The frequency of the generator can be

changed by varying its speed, and in this way the pitch of the

spark note can be raised or lowered. Reactance may be employed

so that the voltage builds up to give a spark only at every third
or fourth cycle ; this, however, is not usual as it is desirable to

have a fairly high spark frequency giving a musical note
; thus the

reactance is only employed to improve the power factor and
ensure that sparking takes place when the generator current is

small.

Where alternators are used it is important that the motor or

engine whifih drives it, shnnlfl Hn sn n>,
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in order that the frequency should not vary. For this reason the

driving motor or engine should be rated to have an ample margin
of power, so that tho load put on it every time the transmitting

key is depressed will not affect its spued.
A direct current motor requires to have a rosistan.ee in series

with its armature at starting up because the armature has a low

resistance, generally less than an ohm ; thus if it were switched

directly on to, say, 220 volts, the current which would flow into

it would be so excessive as to either blow the fuses or damage the

motor. The field coils of the motor are, however, switched directly
on to the mains, as they have a high resistance and take only a

small current. When the motor armature gets up speed there

is induced in it an E.M.F., exactly as if it were a generator, but
this E.M.F. opposes the entering current ; i.e. acts in opposition
to the applied E.M.F. Thus the current is cut down as the motor

speed rises, and tho resistance in series with the armature can
now be cut out as it is no longer necessary. This resistance is

therefore a variable one, known as the starting rheostat, or simply
the starter. Again if the current round the polo pieces of the

motor is weakened, by inserting a resistance in series with the

field coils, the number of magnetic lines crossing the armature
will be decreased ; that is to say the field is weakened, and this

has the effect of making the motor run faster. Similarly if the

field is strengthened by increasing tho field current the speed of

the motor is reduced. Thus a variable resistance called the field

rheostat is always connected in series with the field coils, and by
means of it the speed of the motor can be varied.

The equipment of a driving motor will therefore consist of

a double pole switch and double pole fuse to connect it to the

mains, a field rheostat in series with its field coils, and a starting
rheostat in series with its armature. An ammeter may be joined
in series with the mains and a voltmeter across them, in order that

the current and voltage supplied to the motor may be known.
To start up the motor the double pole switch is first closed, then

the starter handle is pulled over on to the first or second contact

and the motor starts. If it starts, not otherwise, the starting

handle should be pulled quietly over, reducing the resistance until

all is cut out and the handle is held over by the attraction of an

electro-magnet through which the current going to the field coils

is flowing. Then the speed can be adjusted by means of the field

rheostat. A diagram of motor connections is shown in Fig. 87.

Generally a tubular form of carbon filament lamp or a graphite
VOL. I. O
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resistance is joined across the motor terminals ; any oscillations

of potential which may be set up in the circuit, by the inductive

action of the oscillating discharges in the transmitter circuits,

are absorbed by this lamp or graphite resistance, and thus will

not affect the motor.

Spark Gap. The design of the spark gap, or gaps, is of supreme

importance, and much of the rapid development of radio-telegraphy
lias been due to a proper appreciation of this fact by Signor

Marconi, Prof. Worn, Dr. Fleming, and other pioneers.

Electricity always tends to discharge from or to points, a fact

applied commercially in the pointed ends of lightning conductors ;

when, however, a circuit has to be charged up to a high potential
before a discharge takes place points must be avoided, hence

spark gaps wero originally made with two spherical electrodes of

polished conducting metal.

For small radio-transmitters the spark gap consists of two

electrodes, generally of zinc which is better than brass or copper.
These are mounted on ebonite insulating supports and have
rounded edgos to the sparking surface, sometimes broadening out

into circular plates with rounded edges at the back these plates

are called radiation fins, because they serve to radiate away the

heat caused by the spark discharge. The sparking surfaces of

these electrodes become pitted and blackened by the discharge,
and in the case of heavy discharges are worn away rapidly ; they
must be kept well polished and clean, otherwise the spark will not

be a good one.

The distance between the spark electrodes must be very care-

fully adjusted ; if the spark is too long it acts as a considerable

resistance in the discharging circuit, and this causes great damping
of the oscillations. If the spark gap is too short it either causes

arcing to take place, which is simply a direct discharge without

oscillations, or the condenser discharges across it before it has

been charged up to the full voltage, with the full available amount
of energy, so that the oscillations are unnecessarily weak.

The first oscillation of discharge ionises the air in the

spark gap which makes it a better conductor
;
in other words the

resistance of the air is broken down, hence there is a tendency
for a direct, or arcing, discharge to take place continuously across

the gap.
In the early days of radio-telegraphy this tendency was

combated by putting the spark gap in compressed air or in

vaseline oil, but these methods are now discarded. In 1912
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Dr. W. H. Eccles, London, described experiments carried out by
him, in which he had passed heavy discharges across spark gaps
immersed in running liquids, such as oil, or even water, without

any tendency to arcing. No commercial development on these
lines has yet taken place.

If we put an open sparking device in the same room as the

receiving apparatus the noise made by the spark will lessen the

operator's acutenoss of hearing for the faint signals he picks up
in the receiver telephones ; possibly also the signals transmitted

by the sparks might bo overheard. Therefore it is enclosed in

a sound-proof box of hoavy wood, well padded, though the front

may have a glass window through which the operator may see

that the sparks are passing properly.
The discharges combine sonic of the oxygon and nitrogen

of the air into nitrous and nitric acids, which would deteriorate

the insulating supports of the electrodes ; thus these acid fumes
must be got rid of, either by putting some quicklime in the box
to absorb them, or by a fan arrangement which will carry off the
vitiated air. At least one, if not both, the spark electrodes should
be fitted with handles of insulating material by means of which
the spark gap can be adjusted ; when properly adjusted a good
spark should give a sharp, crackling sound, and bo of an intense

bluish-white colour ; an arcing spark will be more yellow in

colour, and without what might be called viciousness.

Mg. 91 shows the spark gap used by the .Marconi Co. on small
outfits. The spark electrodes are of xinc, hemispherical in shape,
mounted in a padded case through which the terminal rods pass
in ebonite tubes, the distance between the electrodes being varied

by rotating them. Below the main electrodes are seen two point
electrodes, fixed at a constant distance apart which is somewhat
greater than the usual working position of the main electrodes.

This gap protects the condenser and other apparatus from injury
due to excessive voltages, which would be set up if the operator,

by inadvertence, left the main electrodes too far apart and started
to work the circuit. The condensers might then be raised to

such a high voltage that their dielectric would be pierced by a

discharge, or the insulation of some other portion of the circuit

broken down : the auxiliary point electrodes act as a safety valve
to guard against these risks.

When it is desired to raise the closed circuit to a high potential
before a discharge takes place it is better to use two or more short

spark gaps in series rather than have one long spark gap.
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As long distance transmission developed, with consequent

increasing amounts of energy to be oscillated, as discharges, in the

closed circuit, i(, lu'csuuo more and more difficult to operate these

heavy discharges efficiently across the ordinary design of spark

gap. Arcing took place or the insulation of the apparatus broke

down ; it became necessary to design some better form of dis-

charger. Thus we find that an early development was to have

one electrode in the form of a disc, rotated rapidly in front of the

other electrode ; by this arrangement a new surface was exposed
to the discharge at each oscillation of current, preventing arcing

FIG. 91.

and providing a fan effect to dissipate the vitiated air. Dr.

Fleming designed an arrangement of this sort when the Marconi

Co., transmitting across the Atlantic in 1901, found that

ordinary spark dischargers would not handle the great energy

(20j[to 80 KW.s) required for signalling across this distance.

Signor Marconi developed the rotary spark arrangement, and in

1907 patented his high speed disc discharger which has since been

brought to great perfection. It not only gets over all difficulties

of arcing but gives a high spark rate, the advantages of which

for tuning and efficiency will become more apparent as we proceed,

and it prevents rotransfer of energy from the aerial.

Disc Discharger.. The disc discharger fitted by the Marconi
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Co. to their 25 KW. transmitter outfit is shown in Fig 92 ; its
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action is more or less similar to those used on the smaller outfits.
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It consists of a large disc mounted on the end of the shaft of the

alternator,* and insulated by a thick coupling disc of rubber. The
disc has a number of metal projecting teeth, the number depending
on the frequency of the alternator, on the numbor of poles on
the alternator, and on the spark frequency desired. Two fixed

electrodes are mounted on insulators, and the teeth pass in front

of these as the disc revolves, thus providing two spark gaps in

series. The fixed electrodes here consist of metal discs rotated

slowly by a chain gear, which is itself driven by a worm gear from
the shaft. This is clearly soon in the illustration. Also, the

position of the fixed electrodes can be changed by means of a

worm screw, operated by the handwheel at the right ;
thus the

timing of the spark can be adjusted.
In smaller disc dischargers the rotating disc is of ebonite with

a metal ring on which the teeth are fixed ; the stationary electrodes

are two copper tooth projecting from ebonite supports.

Owing to the capacity effect' in the high potential circuit the

maxima of voltage in it occur when the voltage wave of the

generator is nearly at its zero value ; tl\e effect of capacity being
to make the voltage in its circuit lead the primary voltage by
nearly 90, hence the spark discharges take place when the

alternator's voltage is very small, and so throws no strain on the

machine. The current from the alternator is nearly in phase with

its volts since the reactance coil included in its circuit balances in

it the capacity effect.

The advantages of a disc discharger are as follows :

I. The discharge will commence when the distances between
the revolving and fixed electrodes will be short enough to allow

it, a distance which depends on the potential used and the

capacity of the condensers ;
it will commence before the two gaps

are short enough to allow of arcing, and at the same time there will

be no missing of sparks, for if the voltage is lower than usual the

discharge simply commences a little later, when the electrodes are

a little nearer to each other.

II. After the discharge commences the moving electrodes are

passing the fixed ones ; the spark gaps are then shortened and
have less resistance, thus decreasing any damping effect which
would be due to spark gap resistance in the primary circuit. There

will be no arcing with the shortened gaps, for the voltage has now
fallen from its maximum, and is not, therefore, of a sufficiently

high value to cause arcing.
* It may be independently driven at the same speed as the alternator.
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III. By the time the maximum oscillation has been established
in the aerial circuit the rotating electrodes are moving away from
the fixed electrodes ; the spark gaps are thus automatically
increased in length and resistance, so that no energy can return
to the primary circuit from the aerial circuit ; the latter is, there-

fore, left free to oscillate at its own natural frequency, without
its oscillations being damped by giving back energy. The

only damping then in the aerial circuit is that due to its own
resistance and to radiation.

Thus we get regular sparking without any misses, therefore a

pure musical note ; no danger of arcing if the volts are too high ;

automatic prevention of return energy from the aerial circuit, allow-

ing of closer coupling than with an ordinary spark ; this means more

energy delivered to the aerial, or a better efficiency obtained.

In disc dischargers of smaller size an iron casing encloses the

electrodes and the revolving disc, and thus acts as a silencer to

the spark ; it is fitted with an inspection door and provided with a
fan arrangement which circulates the air inside the casing, driving
off the nitrous gases through outlets in the casing lilted with

sound proof material.

Small rotary dischargers on the above principle, driven by
electric motors, can be used on small sets with an induction coil

if it has electrolytic or a motor-driven make and break ; with the

ordinary hammer break a rotary discharger will not give a musical
note as the interruptions of primary current are too slow. As
a matter of fact a rotary discharger is not a suitable one to use

with an induction coil ; the voltage induced in the secondary
of the coil rises to its maximum and falls from it very suddenly,
so that it is most difficult to synchronise this voltage with a

suitable spark length of a rotary discharger.
A motor-driven rotary discharger will give a good note if

the source of voltage is an ordinary step-up transformer on an

alternating current supply, of say 100 cycle frequency, such as

is obtainable in many towns in the United States ; however, for

satisfactory working, the frequency should not be less than about
200 cycles per second.

Fig. 90 shows a Marconi portable outfit, the alternator being
driven by a petrol engine seen on the right ; the disc discharger,
enclosed in a case on an extension of the alternator shaft, is seen

on the left of the Figure.
The ring which carries the fixed electrodes of a Marconi disc

discharger can be moved round by hand, so that the actual
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time at which sparking will take place can bo adjusted to give the

best effect, according to the individual conditions of the apparatus
of each transmitting equipment when assembled, For this purpose

graduations are marked on the ring or case ; the best adjustment
is generally made and marked at the Marconi factory when the

apparatus is being tested before delivery.

Telefunken Quenched Spark. lrhe quenched spark, or
"

sing-

ing spark
"

as it is sometimes called, invented by Prof. Max
Wien in 1906, has been adopted by the Telefunken Co. as a

characteristic part of their system. As made by them it consists

of a number of metal discs, with grooves cut in them as shown in

Fig. 93, each disc slightly recessed at the centre. The discs are

separated by very thin insulating washers of mica, which extend

only a little way across the grooves. The thinner these washers

are the purer the wave at which the energy is radiated, so that the

FIG. 93.

mica is only from ^ to /;> mm. thick. The metal discs are ground
dead true, and it is seen that instead of the energy being discharged
in one large spark, it is distributed over several in series with

each other. The spark will start at any part of the inner portions
of the discs, and, owing to the electromagnetic action of the

magnetic fields which are set up round the discharging current,

it is rapidly driven outwards towards the grooves where it

becomes .lengthened and extinguished. This constitutes the

quenching action, which is similar to that which takes place in a

horn typo lightning arrester. Fig. 94 shows a complete quenched
spark gap consisting of seven unite : some of the units, if neces-

sary, may be cut out of action by short circuiting them with metal

spring clips, seen in the illustration. The number of units

employed depends upon the amount of energy to be handled ; for

instance, if half the spark gaps only are employed then the

condenser will discharge when only one quarter of the original
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energy has been stored in them, for energy stored in JKV 2 and
V depends on the total spark length. The Telefunken discs are

of copper, the centres being faced with silver plates which form
the spark gap proper.

For a 5 T.K. transmitter, (5 KW.s in the aerial), there a?e 14 gaps
in series ; this sot has a transformer secondary voltage of 12,500
and a spark fruquunoy of 1000. The quenched spark discs are

mounted on heavy porcelain insulating supports, clamped between
metal end plates by means of a screw handle, or bolt, which can

flt, 4.

be easily released to permit of cleaning mid generally overhauling
the spark units.

The larger discs seen in the illustration are of thin copper,

placed between each spark unit to radiate away the heat caused by
the sparks. The spark gaps should be inspected frequently, as

the sparks are likely to wear away the inner edges of the mica

insulating washers and the silver faces will require cleaning.

Quenched spark gaps, made on the above lines, can be used

with induction coil and battery excitation, but will only give a

musical note if the coil is fitted with a rapid make and break ;

otherwise the spark will be of a hoarse sound which is not heard

well in the receivers. The Telefunkun Co. have designed a rapid
make and break for the induction coils used in their smaller stand-by
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transmitting outfits. The quenched spark will not work well

on alternating current supply of ordinary low frequencies, where
the transmitter is excited by a high voltage transformer. For

use in commercial stations the Telefunken alternator is generally

designed for a frequency of 500 cycles per second ;
this will give a

sparking rato of 1000 sparks per second in the quenched gap, so

that a musical spark results.

Now let us consider and analyse the advantages claimed 'for

the
"
quenched spark discharger."

I. A pure wave is radiated, in other words, most of the energy
radiated is at one wavo length. This is due to the fact that the

spark is rapidly quenched so that it is extinguished by the time

the oscillations in the aerial circuit have reached their maximum,
hence no back transfei of energy can take place from the aerial

circuit to the closed circuit through the coupling coils, whether
the latter are of the auto-transformer or tesla transformer pattern.
Therefore no damping of the aerial oscillations is caused by the

coupling, and the aerial energy oscillates at its own natural fre-

quency, thus emitting a pure wave. The degree of coupling may
be as much as 20 por cent, but in practice a smaller value is usually

employed ; it can, however, always be greater than that used with

an ordinary spark gap. The best effects are obtained when the

aerial circuit is tuned to a little longer wave length than the

primary circuit ; the difference increasing as the coupling is made

tighter ; this mistuning causes a slight reaction of the aerial

circuit on the primary circuit which assists the quenching of the

spark. The aerial energy thus oscillates with a very small decre-

ment of damping after the primary circuit discharge is quenched
as shown in Fig. 68.

The Telefunken Co. claim that the damping decrement per
semi-oscillation is only about 0'08 to 0*1 with slow radiating or

T antennse working at their natural wave length, and it is only
0*05 to 0*03 if the wave length is increased to three or four times

the natural wave length by the use of inductance coils.

II. The range of existing stations using ordinary spark gaps
can be doubled if a quenched spark gap system is employed.

This immediately follows from the above argument, for if a

quenched spark gap decreases damping, and the aerial oscillations

are free and persistent, the energy radiated, which would be spread
over a fairly broad range of wave lengths with an ordinary spark

gap, is now mainly radiated on one distinct wave length.

Thus, at this wave length, it may be almost doubled in value
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and a receiver tunod sharply to the wave length will pick up the

signals at a much greater range.
But efficient working range depends as much on the strength

of jamming signals and atmospherics as on the strength of those

which it is desired to read ; also, part of the advantage of the

Tolefunkun system, as regards range, is due to the high musical

note or spark frequency employed, since it can be read through
jamming much easier than a lower note.

III. High efficiency of transmission, or less transmitter power
required for a given range.

This, in the first place, is due to the small damping effect on
the aerial whereby a large number of oscillations of energy take

place in it at each spark. Energy is therefore radiated from the

aerial in persistent pulses rather than in one large impulse followed

by a few smaller and rapidly decreasing ones ; thus, instead of

having to provide power for setting up a large impulse of energy,
a small power unit capable of giving the persistent impulses will

suffice ; also there will be more total energy in persistent oscilla-

tions of a given value than in larger oscillations which are damped.
In the second place the receiver telephones are much more sensi-

tive to high frequencies than low ones, and will give the same
effective sounds with a very much smaller amplitude of receiver

current at a higher frequency, provided it is within the range of

audibility. This effect will be referred to again when dealing
with receiver telephones.

IV. Small transmitter apparatus and aerials.

V. Large ranges compared with ordinary spark system. These

advantages are involved in those already explained.
VI. High speed of signalling.
This is owing to the high rate of sparking, thus it can be

calculated that the usual rate of 1000 sparks per second would

enable signalling to be done at the rate of 240 words per minute,

allowing 5 sparks to a dot and 15 to a dash.

VII. Less interference at the receiving station due to atmo-

spherics or to other transmitters.

This is partly because of the musical pitch of the spark, which

can easily be distinguished from other sparks even if the latter

cannot be entirely tuned out, and partly owing to the sharp wave

length radiation, which prevents stations not exactly in tune from

causing interference at the sharply tuned receiving station.

Now if the student will study each of the considerations set

out above and apply them to a Marconi disc discharger he will
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find that it also can claim those advantages ; in fact the quenched
spark arid the rotary spark arc simply two different means of

attaining the same object. The object is to allow the aerial

circuit to oscillate freely without the damping effect of transferring

energy back to the primary circuit ; also to have a high spark

frequency giving a muscial note, which will be easily distinguished

amongst interfering disturbances, and will make high speed

signalling possible.
It does not follow that these dischargers are equally good in

all cases ; the Marconi disc discharger would seem to be the

best for dealing with the large energy values required for trans-

oceanic work ; for instance it is a better design for radiating

away the heat losses, and would not require the frequent re-

newals and overhauling which are necessary to a quenched spark

gap.
The Telefunkun quenched spark gives sharp tuning with coup-

ling which is closer than that used with tho Marconi apparatus ;

in this respect it may give more efficient transmission.

Rarefied Air Dischargers. A transmitter equipment used

commercially in Japan, and called the T.Y.K. method after the

initial letters of the names of its Japanese inventors, employs
a form of discharger in which the electrodes are enclosed in a space
of rarefied air or gas. The electrodes are a copper anode and an
aluminium cathode, the latter having a pinhole bored through
the centre to steady the discharge ; these are spaced about

| millimetre apart in a vessel from which the air is evacuated to

a pressure of from 10 nuns, to 2 mms. of mercury.
The electrodes are of comparatively heavy cross section or

are made with fins, as it is found that the discharge becomes

unsteady if the electrodes are hot ; the steadiness of the discharge also

depends greatly on the pressure of the rarefied air within tho vessel,

and best results are obtained with the pressures quoted above.

It has been found in practice that this form of discharger
has good quenching properties ; with a coupling as close as 60

per cent, between the discharge and aerial circuits the oscillations

in the latter are so little damped that the system can be used for

radio-telephony transmission. The discharger is connected across

an oscillating circuit of the usual type, consisting of a condenser

and an inductance coil, but the primary source of energy is simply
a D.O. generator at 500 volts, connected through resistance and
choke coils to the oscillator. The aerial circuit is coupled

magnetically to the closed circuit in the usual manner.
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Transmitter Condensers. The simplest form of condenser
is the Leyden jar which is made up in various sizes ; the capacity
of a pint Leyden jar being about O'OOl microfarad. Condensers
in the transmitting circuits have to stand very high potentials, and
if the Leyden jar type is employed it is usually of a design specially

adapted for this purpose. Thus the Telefunken system use the
form of a Leyden jar shown in Fig. 95. The inside and outside

coatings are of specially prepared tinfoil, and the glass dielectric

extends considerably above the coatings to prevent any risk of

brush discharge loss, which depends on the

length of the metallic edge of the coating in

each jar. This type of condenser has the

advantage of taking up very little floor space
for the amount of capacity in each jar ; it is

light and can stand hot climates.

In ordinary ship and land outfits the

Marconi Co. use a plato condenser. For
those of \ KW. size the plates are made of

zinc 14 cms. X 34 cms., separator! by glass

dielectric, the glass being 0-8 -cm. thick and

extending about 6 cms. beyond the zinc in

each dimension. The zinc plates are made
with lugs so that they can be easily attached
to the connecting-rods joining alternate plates

together, and plates can be quickly added to

or subtracted from the condenser. The whole
is contained in a stout teak box filled with

transformer oil which eliminates any danger
of direct arcing, while the terminals of the

condenser are heavily bushed with ebonite.

The capacity of the condenser here described,
with 32 zinc plates, is 0-0074 microfarad ; the addition of

extra zinc plate increases the capacity by 0-00092 microfarad.

The whole system of zinc and glass plates can be easily lifted

out of the tank for the purpose of renewing a glass plate, if one
should break down under undue strain. The condenser can
bo protected by a pair of spark points from any heavy strain of

potential put across it, and the discharge of these spark points
will notify to the operator the necessity of making better adjust-
ments in his circuit.

For large transmitters a battery of similar or larger condensers

of the same pattern is employed. When a single condenser is

Fid. 96.

an
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used the capacity is changed by putting in or taking out one or more

of the zinc plates and glass dielectrics ;
on stations of about

5 KW. size, where a battery of these condensers is installed, a

commutating switch can be used to vary the number of condensers

in the circuit, according to the length of the wave it is desired to

transmit. When it is desired to transmit short waves by connecting
a condenser in the aerial circuit the condenser may be of the

same design as that described above.

In the 1| KW. military (lorry) station of the Marconi Co.,

the transmitting condenser consists of 22 tube Leyden jars 24 ins.

high, the coatings being of electrolytically deposited copper.
Similar condensers, thougli smaller and, of course, lens in number,
are used in the Marconi cavalry type station and in tho special

portable station of | KW. size for landing from warships.
It might be noted here that in ship outfits the size and height

of the aerial arc necessarily limited, therefore the potential to

which it can be charged is also limited. In them it is usual to

employ larger condensers than would be necessary in a land

station of the same range having a higher and larger aerial. By
this means the same amount of oscillating energy can be generated
at the lower potential, as shown by the calculations given in the

previous chapter.
For small transmitting outfits a suitable condenser can bo

made with zinc plates, using crown glass sheets as dielectric ;

ordinary soda glass should not be used as the dielectric hysteresis
loss in it would heat up the condenser. The zinc plates should

be cut with rounded corners, and the glass should extend two or

three inches beyond the zinc on every edge ; the whole can then

be tied together with tape and placed in a box which should be

filled with melted paraffin wax. The thickness of the glass will

depend directly on the voltage to which the condenser will be

charged taking into account resonance effects ; this voltage would
be from 1*5 to 2'2 times the transformer secondary volts.

"
Dielectric Hysteresis*

9 ' When a condenser is charged we
know that positive charges are accumulated on one set of plates
and negative charges on the other set, while electric strain lines

are set up in the ether between the positive and negative charges,
that is to say in the dielectric between the plates. When a

discharge takes place these lines should disappear, but it is "found

that, to a different degree with different dielectrics, all the electric

strain does not disappear when the discharge should be complete.
This means that all the electrostatic energy of charge is not
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turned into electromagnetic energy of discharging current, and
hence a loss of energy occurs

;
before the condenser can be charged

up again in the opposite direction, as it is by the oscillating
currents, the remaining electric strain lines must first be wiped out
and some energy of charge is wasted in doing this. The effect

is called "
dielectric hysteresis

"
: it is negligible with air dielectric,

and is very small with oil dielectrics or flint glass ; it may be

very considerable with ordinary glass or mica.
The effect of dielectric hysteresis is to heat up the condenser,

just as all wasted energy is turned into heat ; also since the
dielectric hysteresis loss increases with the temperature it is easily
seen that the effect becomes cumulative, and the condenser may
become very hot.

When the Marconi Co. first set up their transatlantic stations
tho condensers in the primary discharging circuit consisted of

large metal plates separated by glass sheets. The loss of energy
due to dielectric hysteresis in the glass was found to be

appreciable, therefore the condensers now consist of large metal
sheets suspended from insulators side by side, so that air is used
as a dielectric and there is no hysteresis loss of energy.

Tesla Type Coupling Transformer. In the Marconi system the

coupling transformers are termed
"
jiggers," and much experi-

mental work, which it is unnecessary to describe hore, was carried
out by Siguor Marconi and his scientific staff before the present
form of jigger was evolved. In the Marconi J KW. Set the primary
consists of a thick copper ribbon wound on edge as a square shaped
spiral, mounted on an ebonite support which is held in a wooden
frame witli metal supporting legs. Over the primary there is

an insulating sheet of ebonite, and on top of this is placed tho

secondary, which consists of insulated copper stranded cable,
wound in one layer on a square wooden box with ebonite top.

Tappings are taken from several points on the secondary winding
to brass sockets mounted on the ebonite top. One end of the

secondary is connected to the aerial by means of a plug inserted into

a socket, and the connection to the earth plate is made by plugging
into one of tho other sockets, so that the number of turns of the

secondary in use can be varied. If separate aerial inductance is

also used the aerial plug is inserted in its terminal socket, and a
flexible cable, with a plug at each end, connects one of the other

tappings of the tuning inductance to one of the tappings of the

transformer secondary. The connections to the transformer

primary are made by spring clips so that the inductance effect
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in use on it can also be chosen to suit the wave length desired.

This Marconi jigger is shown in Fig. 96.

The secondary frame is made to slide in graduated grooves on

the primary frame, HO that it can bo placed in the best position to

give efficient coupling ; the degree of coupling used being from

10 to 15 per cent. In the | KW. station the primary spiral has

7 turns of copper ribbon $* X ,V, and the secondary has 21 turns

of insulated stranded cable, the whole being mounted on a frame

about 20" square.
The Marconi 1-5 KW. military station has a tuning in-

ductance square spiral in the closed circuit : the jigger primary
consists of one turn,

made of a number of

wires insulated from
each other in order to

provide a large surface

for the oscillations ; the

secondary has 35 turns

of stranded cable, with

3 tappings to a 3-way
switch by which it is

connected to the aerial

tuning inductance ; as

before the coupling is

varied by sliding the

secondary over the pri-

mary.
Fio. 96. In a smaller Marconi

outfit, where again an

adjustable tuning inductance is used in the closed oscillating

circuit, the jigger primary is a square spiral of 8} turns ; the

secondary is a similar coil of 6 turns with 8 tappings.
The Telefunken Co. have also developed various forms of

Tesla transformer for electromagnetically coupling the closed

primary oscillating circuit to the aerial circuit, but this inductive

coupling is used by them, as a general rule, only for stations of

15 KW. or over. It consists, in both primary and secondary, of

spirally wound circular coils of copper ribbon, wound on edge
and mounted on the back of a switchboard ; the degree of coupling

being adjusted by moving the secondary nearer to or farther from

the primary.
Auto-Transformers for Direct Coupling. These transformers
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or couplers consist of ono coil, of which only two or throe turns

are includnrl in t.ho nrimfl.rv nr p.lnsnrl p.irr>.nif. n.nr1 coxroral tnrnfl
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in the aerial circuit ;
the number of turns in each circuit bqing

chosen so as to tune the circuits to each other.

VOL. T.
p
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For small outfits they can be made by winding 8 to 10 turns

of copper ribbon, or copper tube, on a rectangular frame, with four

ebonite supports screwed to end plates of mahogany, teak, oak,
or other hard wood ; the coil can be about one foot square, or one
foot in diameter, and the tube or ribbon may be hold in place on
the ebonite by insulated cleats or screws.

The Marconi Co. do not use this method of coupling on any of

their outfits, but it is used by the Telefunken Co. on stations up to

15 KW. sixe. The Telofunken stations are rated according to thu

power in the aerial circuit, not by the primary power, so that a 15

KW. station means ono inwhich 15 KWs. are oscillating in the aerial.

The Telofunken coupling coil is a spiral of copper strip, wound
on edge, and mounted in a woodon or ebonite frame of radial arms.

On the spiral is fixed a number of sockets, into which can bo

fitted plug connectors from the other apparatus in the circuit, so

that throo or more deiinite wavo lengths can bo chosen. Mg. 97
shows the coupling coil, together with the condensers ami spark

gap of the Telefunken E typo station. The wave length can be

adjusted to 300, 450, GOO and 900 metres, with an aerial 300 feet

long on masts 100-120 foot high.

Aerial Tuning, or Loading, Coils. These coils are for adjusting
the wave length of the aerial circuit independently of the tappings
on the coupling coil or coils, which are used only to give the proper

degree of coupling. In the ship outfits made by the Marconi Co.

the aerial tuning inductance is made of stranded cable, well insu-

lated and braided, wound in one layer on a square box former : its

design being similar to the secondary of the coupling transformer.

Tappings arc taken from the coil to brass sockets on the front

of the frame, into which brass plug connectors can be inserted, one
from the aerial, the other to the coupling transformer secondary.

Fig. 98 shows the aerial inductance coil for a \ KW. station,

having 13 turns of cable on a box frame.

In the Telefunken equipments the aerial tuning inductance
consists of two or more spirals of copper strip, with plug sockets ;

the design being similar to that of their coupling coils. One of

the spiral coils is on a hinged frame ; by altering the position
of this coil with respect to the others their combined inductance

effect can be changed, so that the tuning can be done by this

method as well as by using the plugs. The advantage of this is that

the aerial resistance can bo kept constant and thus damping
decrement is not changed by adjustment of wave length. These

tuning coils are seen in the illustrations, of Telefunken apparatus
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givon later, the movable coil boiiig the one which is shown fitted

with a handle.

The Telofunkou Co. have also developed an arrangement of

tuning coils known as a
"
Variometer," or variable inductance.

It consists of two circular flat plates of ebonite placed coaxially,
one being fixed the other capable of rotation about its axis.

Each plate has two flat coils on it wound as shown in Ifig. 99,

and, by means of a switch, the four windings can be joined in

series or in parallel. If the plates are so placed that the magnetic
fields, set up in the coils by the oscillating currents, an; till at

any moment acting in the same direction, i.e. are added, then the

inductance effect is a maximum; if the movable plate is now turned

FLU. 98. Fio. <)<).

through an angle
1 of ISO the magnetic fields in its coils oppose

those in the fixed coils, and the inductance effect is a minimum.

By connecting the coils in series or in parallel, and by rotating

the movable ptato, a large range of wavu lengths can be obtained ;

the movable coil is graduated to show the wave length corre-

sponding to each position of it, so Unit the transmitting apparatus

can be quickly set to any desired wave length. This is an ad-

vantage which is of importance in naval and military outfits, as

by changing the wave length at pre-arranged intervals it becomes

more difficult for unauthorised stations to pick up the messages by

tuning in. The message would be in secret code and the varia-

tion of wave length is only an extra precaution. In the Marconi

military outfits the same object is attained by having three

tappings, or switches, on the tuning coils, so that three different

wave lengths may be used.
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Transmitter Key. This is always connected in tho low potential
side of the induction coil or transformer, and, if the outfit is a
small one, it may bo a simple key of the Morse pattern with good
platinum contacts.

When an aerial switch is used to change over from receiving
to sending it should have auxiliary contacts which open the

circuit across the detectors and telephones when in tho sending
position, thus avoiding any heavy inductive effects in those from
tho transmitter oscillations. In tho Marconi system there is no
aerial switch, an oarth arrostor taking its pluco as already described,

hence, when sending, the receiver telephones have to be protected

/; ;, >v
! ''
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FIG. 100.

from the effects of the sending circuit. Tho receiver apparatus
as a whole is protected by a micrometer spark gap connected in

shunt across it, but this would not prevent the telephones from

responding loudly to each sending spark, thus dulling the aural

sensitiveness of the operator for the received signals.

Therefore the Marconi Morse transmitting key has small

auxiliary spring contacts at the side, and each time the key is

depressed an ebonite bar, projecting from its side, presses the

auxiliary contacts together. These are connected across the receiver

telephones which are thus short circuited each time the key is

closed. (Tho contacts may also be used to open the receiver

circuit at each side of the detector.) The Marconi key is shown
in Fig. 100

; the switch at tho left-hand side breaks the circuit
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completely, thus cutting the transmitter key out of action. Even
when such arrangements are adopted it is best to have a switch

which will disconnect the receiver from the aerial while trans-

mission is taking place. When large amounts of energy have to

be dealt with in the transmitter the sending key is more elaborate

and its make and break contacts may be enclosed in oil, or acted

upon by an air blast, to extinguish or avoid heavy arcing which

B

FIG. 101.

would rapidly burn away the contacts. In larger outfits the send-

ing key may not be in the main generator circuit but may be used

to close and open an auxiliary low voltage circuit. The current

in this circuit Hows through the coils of electro-magnetically

operated switches which open and close the main circuit.

A simple arrangement of this type is shown in Fig. 101, the

sending key K, when closed, energises the electro-magnet M by
the current from the 6-volt battery B. The magnet attracts its

FIG. 102.

soft iron armature A, thus closing the contacts C, it in turn

closing the circuit of the coil D, which may be the primary of an

induction coil, or of a step-up transformer. The Marconi Co.

use a double magnetic key working on this principle, a diagram
of which is shown in Fig. 102. When the key is depressed the

low voltage electro-magnet attracts its armature, Aj, which closes

a circuit from the alternator through the second electro-magnet.
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This attracts its armature A 2 , closing the circuit from the alternator

through the primary of the step-up transformer. When the key
is opened A2 will not fall away from M2 until the alternator's

voltage is going through its zero value, and when, therefore, its

current is also very small, so that there will be little current and
little arcing at the contacts C 2 when they break away from each
other. The frequency being comparatively high the difference

in time between the opening of the key and the opening of C2

is inappreciable and does not affect the signals.

Change o! Wave Length. In ship work it is necessary that the

operator on a vessel, normally working on (500 metres wave length,
should be able to change over quickly to 800 metres wavelength,
in order to communicate with smaller cargo vessels. This means
that the* aerial and the closed circuit must be tuned down to

300 metres, and it is desirable to keep the oscillating energy to the

same value as that available on the 600 metre adjustments.
In the previous Chapter the disadvantage of putting a con-

denser in series with the aerial to reduce its wave length has been

discussed; the Marconi Company get over tho difficulty by switching
out some of the aerial tuning inductance and connecting a con-

denser from the top of the aerial inductance (or the top of the

jigger secondary) to an independent earth arrester. The operator
can quickly change the A.T.T. to a new adjustment, ascertained

beforehand, and connect up the condenser so that this change
of the aerial tuning can be expeditiously made. The connections

for long and short wave length working would be as shown in

1% 108.

In the Marconi 1 KVV. transmitter the transformer has two

primaries connected in parallel and two secondaries which are

connected in parallel for 000 metres wave length and in series foi

800 metres wave length ; thus the voltage at tho transformer

secondary terminals is doubled when working on 300 metres wave

length. Tho closed circuit contains two box condensers which are

in parallel for tuning to GOO metres wave length, but the capacity
is reduced for 800 metres tuning by connecting them in series.

Thus when it is desired to change the timing quickly from 600

metres wave length to 300 metres a condenser is switched into

series with the aerial, the closed circuit condensers are changed
from parallel to series by means of a switch supplied for the

purpose, and the secondary windings of the transformer changed
from parallel to series by changing the connections at their

terminals.
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"The energy in the closed circuit is JKV2
; when the con-

densers are changed from parallel to series the capacity is changed
-rr

from K to --
, and when the transformer secondaries are changed

AERIAL
TUNING
INDUCTANCE

CONDENSER

jwwv ,

OTUNING LAMP

S
.EARTH ARRESTER

EARTH
(a) m

(a) Transmitting on long waves. (b) Transmitting on short waves.

FIG. 103.

from parallel to series the voltage is changed from V to 2V. Thus

K
the energy in the circuit is now J^ (2V)

2 = JKV2
,
i.e. it is the same

for the 300 metre connections as for the 600 metre ones.

Tuning Lamp. In the Marconi Transmitters a small low-

voltage lamp is sometimes connected across a portion of the

aerial circuit, for instance it may be connected between the

bottom or earth terminal of the jigger secondary and the top plate
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of the earth arrester. The voltage tapped off this portion of 'the

aerial circuit will be sufficient to light the lamp when the aerial

is in tune with the closed circuit and the current in it is of sufficient

amplitude ; in fact the correct tuning of the aerial circuit can be

gauged by the brightness of the lamp. The lamp may be con-

nected in series with a few turns of copper wire wound on a

porcelain cylinder ; the number of turns in use is adjusted bv
means of a sliding contact to have the lamp full bright when tlid

two circuits are in tune; the adjustment would then be kept
fixed at this value. The coil with its sliding contact is shown
mounted on a small base in the bottom right hand corner of

Fig. 104, which is the diagram of a Marconi KW. set ; the

coil and tuning lamp are also shown
in the diagrams of Fig. 103.

|f Fig. 105 shows a Telefunkun

aerial switch : it is of the change-
over pattern, and when in the

sending position it breaks the re-

ceiver circuit at each side of tin

detector.

TelelunkenStations. In January,
1914, the official list of radio-tele-

graphy stations gave a total number
of 3865 then licensed. Of these

about one-half are equipped on the

105
Telefunken system, including 86

British vessels, 1204 other vessels,

381 land stations, and a great number of naval and military statior

of which there are no particulars. Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co..

of London and Woolwich, control the British rights of the Tele-

funkon or Quenched Spark system, the outstanding peculiarities of

which are the quenched spark discharger, the high note signals

which it gives, the use of umbrella, or slow radiating, antennae for

their land stations ; also the fact that their stations are rated by
the energy in the aerial, and not by the output of the generator.
An efficiency in the aerial of from 50 to 75 per cent., according to

the size of the station, is claimed for this system.
Much of the Telefunken transmitting apparatus has already

been described ; it remains only to give a short description of

some of the complete equipments as used on ships.
The smallest set made up for ship work takes 300 watts of

energy, using battery and induction coil ; its range being 18-80
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miles to a simple crystal receiver. The other equipments for ships
aro made up in four sizes, known as Types A, B, 0, and 1) re-

spectively*

Type A takes 400 watts, uses an induction coil to obtain the

G. 100.

charging voltage, and has a guaranteed range of 45 miles by day
and GO miles by night with 50 ft. masts, and 90 miles by day, 125

miles by night with 100 ft. masts, using ordinary crystal reception.

Typo B has a motor-drivon alternator giving 0-4 KW. at
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220 volts and 500 frequency. The range is about double that of

Type A.

Type C has a 1 KW. alternator ; Type 1) a 1-5 KW. alter-

nator, and Type E, suitable for land or ship stations, a 5 KW,
alternator.

Type D is the size suitable for passenger vessels, and is shown
in Fig. 106. The alternator's voltage (220 volts) is transformed up
to 8000 volts, and the current led to the primary circuit, consisting
of tubular jar condensers, as already described, primary inductance)

flat spiral coil, seen on the right of the picture, and an 8-gap

quenched spark, seen just above the inductance. To the left of

the primary inductance is a hot-wire aerial ammeter ;
on the

wall, in the centre, is seen the three-coil aerial inductance, of

which the centre coil, fitted with a handle, is hinged and
movable. The normal wave length range of this station is

200-GOO metres. In. the centre of the table is the transmitter

key which operates an electro-magnetic relay in the armature

circuit of the alternator. At the extreme left of the table is the

receiver apparatus.

Pig. 107 shows condensers and inductances for the aerial

circuit of Type E station. The tuning of the aerial transmitting
circuit is accomplished by moving two coils, which are mounted
between three other fixed ones. The condensers are connected

in series with the aerial if it is desired to shorten the wave length.
With umbrella aerial, 220 feet high, this equipment has a range

of 470 miles by day and 950 miles by night over sea, if installed

in a land station with good earthing facilities over a space of

800 feet in diameter. The ranges quoted are for crystal

reception.

Pig. 108 shows the diagram of connections of a Telefunken

transmitter
; the aerial switch HI and the exciter switch S 2 aro

operated by the main send and receive switch. It will be seen

that the aerial circuit is coupled to the closed circuit by auto-

transformer coupling, and the A.T.I, may consist of two or more
helical coils which can be moved relatively to each other. The
closed circuit is charged by an alternator and transformer, the

transformer primary circuit containing a choke coil for low fre-

quency tuning and a magnetic key M. When the manipulating

key K is closed some of the direct current generated in the exciter

flows through the key and the coil of the magnetic key so that

the latter closes the primary circuit of the transformer. The
exciter has the constant resistance E across its armature so that
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tho load on ii. in fairly stoady, the only addition when tho key is

pressed being the current through the coil on the magnetic key.
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The alternator field coils are connected in parallel with a portion
of the resistance 11, which portion can bo adjusted by sliding

contacts to give the proper amount of energising current in the

coils. It will be noted that the alternator armature, the exciter,

and through E the alternator field coils, are each protected from

oscillating surges by earthing through split condensers. There

are the usual arrangements of ammeters, voltmeters, and double

pole switches and fuses in the alternator and exciter circuits*

At the Eiffel Tower station in Paris the main spark transmitter

takes energy from the public alternating current supply mains

FIG. 108.

at a frequency of 42 cycles per second, and the plant can work

up to 220-250 KW.s. The spark gap is a special form of water-

cooled cone discharger, one electrode of which is rotated ;
the

closed circuit capacity is provided by groups of Moscicki conden-

sers arranged in series parallel, while the closed circuit inductance

is one or more turns of a coil of copper tubing 4 ins. in diameter.

The aerial is auto-coupled to the closed circuit by connecting into

it several turns of the copper tubing coil, the ratio of coupling
turns being about 4:1. There is no other loading inductance

in the aerial circuit and on full power Ihe aerial current can
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attain a value of 100 amperes. Tho usual equipment of oil-

cooled transformers arid primary circuit choke coils are provided.
Transmission is effected by throwing the circuit into resonance
when the transmitting key is depressed, as will be 'described in

Chapter XV.

QUESTIONS AND EXE11CLSES.

1. Discuss tlii) possibility of using (a) a rotary discharger ; (b) a quenched spark
discharger, when the oscillating circuit is charged from an induction coil.

2. What is the object of lilting the alternators used on Marconi portable
outlits with commutators as well as slip rings ?

3. How can the pitch of the spark note be varied ; how can you 'tell if the

spark is a good one ; and why should the spark chamber have a ventilating draught
through it '/

4. What are the advantages'elaimed for a Marconi disc; discharger ?

5. With a Marconi disc discharger the actual time of sparking is not the time
of shortest distance between the, lixed and moving electrodes. Explain why.

0. From the particulars given in this chapter of the condenser used in a Marconi
A KW. outfit, calculate the specific inductive capacity of the dielectric used.

7. Describe the construction and advantages of a quenched spark discharger.
8. A Marconi disc discharger has got 8 rotating teeth; how many poles are

011 the alternator and what is the spark frequency if the speed of the alternator

is 3000 revolutions per minute ? Neglect resonance effects.

1). What arc the advantages of transmitting with a musical note. ?

10. Kx plain why it is that if the closed circuit is quickly da in jicd, and the aerial

feebly damped, much less power is required at the transmitter for a given range.
11. What, are the conditions necessary for high-speed signalling ?

12. Describe the condenser in the oscillating circuit of a Marconi ship outfit,

and in that of a Telefunken ship outfit.

13. A condenser on a small transmitting outfit is found to get warm when in

use. Explain the cause of the heating and how the fault can be remedied.
14. Describe tho construction and action of a variometer.

15. What are the disadvanatges of usiitg a condenser in series with the aerial

to shorten the wave length?
1(>. How would you make an oscillation transformer for radio- telegraphic

purposes V

17. Describe, with a diagram, an electro-magnetic transmitting key.



CHAPTER XV

SYNCHRONOUS, ASYNCHRONOUS, AND RESONANCE
SPARKING FAULTS IN TRANSMITTERS

Synchronous and Asynchronous Sparking. If an alternating

voltage is applied to a condenser circuit a charge current will

flow into tho condenser and its potential will rise all the time
this charging current flows ; let us suppose that tho current is

in phase with the applied volts, then the condition of affairs will be

as shown in Fig. 109, where V is the applied volts, C tho result-

ing current flow into the condenser, and VK the potential to which
the condenser builds up. It has already
been shown that under the conditions

existing in wireless transmitter circuits

VK ^\/2V~2'2Y approx. in the ideal

case, but in actual practice it is rarely
more than 1*5V. If a rotary discharger
is employed two of the rotating studs

should be almost opposite the two fixed

electrodes at the moment A, when the

condenser is charged up to maximum
voltage, so that a maximum of oscillating

energy may discharge across the spark

gap. This will give synchronous spark-

ing and implies that there is one spark for each half cycle of

generator voltage, so that the sparking rate equals twice the

generator frequency. The rotary disc will have as many studs

as there are poles on the generator and will be driven at the same

speed as the armature, preferably mounted on the same shaft

for small power transmitters. It will be found that the edges
of both the movable and fixed electrodes will wear away on the
sides of them which approach each other ; this will slightly upset
the proper tuning of tho spark unless the fixed electrodes are

222

FIG. 10<).
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shifted a little forward or tho faces of the electrodes filed down
and tho length of the gap readjusted to its proper value.

Now if there are more studs on tho rotary disc than poles on
tho generator a discharge can be obtained before the half cycle
is complete ; tho condenser will charge up again during tho com-

pletion of tho cycle and a second discharge may bo obtained

during the half cycle. In this case tho condenser will never charge

up to the maximum voltage, therefore the oscillating energy at

each discharge will be loss than before ; also the spark gap will

have to be shorter, and tho condenser voltage may not necessarily
bo the same for tho two discharges in the half cycle. We have
now loss energy at each discharge but more discharges por second,
therefore tho ultimate oscillating energy por second may bo the

same as with synchronous sparking and there is the advantage of a

, .
! i A mt i L - r.p.ra. X No. of studs

higher spark note. Tho sparking rate is now *

whore r.p.m. is the speed of tho rotary disc. As there is not neces-

sarily the same amount of energy in each discharge some of the

movable studs may regularly got the heavier sparks and wear away
faster than .the others. This is obviated in practice by putting the

iixod electrodes at a distance apart on tho supporting ring corre-

sponding to 45, instead of 90 as used for synchronous sparking,
thus ensuring that every stud will got a heavy and a light

discharge alternately and tho wear on all the studs will be equal.
Resonance Coils and Transformers. In the considerations

dealt with above it was assumed that tho current from the

secondary of the trans-

former was in phase
with its volts ; tho

secondary transformer

circuit is shown in Fig.

110, whore it is soon

that the current path
is made up of tho

capacity of the con-

denser K, tho inductance and resistance of the secondary wind-

ing T,, and the inductance of the oscillatory circuit tuning and

coupling coil (L^. In Chapter VIII. it was shown that when

an alternating current flows in a circuit containing inductance

and capacity it will bo in phase with the volts only when
~

~~Ig,orwhenL
=

FIG. 110.

, where L is the total inductance
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effect in the circuit and / is the alternator frequency. For the

size of. condensers and the machine frequencies employed in

spark transmitters this means that L will require to have a value

of several henrys ; for example if /= 400 and K = 0*02 mfd.,

106
L ^

(6 "X400J21 x 0^02
appr X ' 5

= 8 '7 henryB appr X ' N W the

coil L! has only a value of a few microhonrys (5 microhys. for a

600 metro wave length tuning), therefore the transformer circuit

will have to bo designed to provide an inductance effect in this

case of nearly 8'7 hys.
Instead of designing the secondary circuit to have an inductance

of 8-7 henrys we may design the primary circuit to have an in-

/T \2 T
ductance of

S'TLy/M hys., where --- ratio of transformation.
Mj/ IP

This inductance of primary transformer circuit is partly

provided for by tho inductance of the primary winding and that

of the armature of tho alternator (A), but as a gonoral rulo the two
combined do not provide sufficient inductance effect. Wo cannot

increase it by putting more turns on tho transformer primary
since tho number of turns is fixed by tho transformation ratio

or step-up of voltage desired ; thus tho additional primary
inductance to give resonance is provided by an additional coil B
in the circuit, whose inductance carl bo adjusted, either by having

tappings on its windings or an adjustable iron core.

This additional coir is known as the Eesonarice Coil, or Low
Frequency Tuning Coil. From tho formula for resonance 27T/L

= --, we get /= /-- 9
^us for a circuit with a given L and

*w/-& 27TVLK
K resonance can be obtained by adjusting tho frequency to this

valuo. In practice the frequency of the alternator and trans-

former is generally determined by the sparking frequency desired,

so that an adjustment for resonance by altering the alternator

speod is not desirable, except for small adjustments.
When the low frequency circuit is arranged for resonance

the current from the generator is in phase with tho volts arid the

power factor is unity ; in practice these ideal conditions are not

generally attained and the power factor may bo considered to

have a value of 0-8 to 0-9.

The best adjustment of the resonance coil can be obtained by
noting the current as read on an ammeter in tho primary circuit,

since this current will be a maximum when resonance is attained ;
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the impedance of the circuit is then a minimum, being only that
due to the resistance of the circuit. Since part of the inductance
and resistance effects are in the generator armature the volts at

its terminals will not have the same value or phase as the total

generated volts. Fig. Ill, (taken from
"
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony," by Dr. W. Eccles), shows the phase relationships

during the half cycle ; V, is the generated volts, VT the volts at
the terminals and applied to the primary of the transformer, C^
the generator current, and VK the voltage to which the condenser
is charged. At the time X a discharge takes place when all the

X

3
FIG. 111.

curves drop to zero values and build up again during the next

half cycle in the reverse direction. It can be seen that the

alternator current is zero when tho spark takes place ; as pre-

viously pointed out, this avoids burning of the key contacts. In

order to get a clear spark note it is not possible in practice to

work at the resonance point, which is critical and more or less

unstable as it depends on the design of the transformer especially
as regards magnetic leakage. In the larger Marconi stations the

frequency constant of the primary transformer circuit is from 12

to 20 per cent, less than that of the generator.
As an example of resonance calculation let us take the case

VOL. i. Q
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of a transmitter in which 1 KW., or 1000 watts, is to be delivered

to the primary transformer circuit from a 200 volt alternator

whose frequency is 800 cycles per second. Assuming that the

sparking is synchronous the sparking rate will be 600 per second,
and let us suppose that the energy is to be delivered to a condenser

in the transformer primary circuit. The size of the condenser

will be given by the formula W = $KVK2, where W is the watts

of energy, s the sparking rate, K the capacity in farads, and VK

the voltage to which the condenser is charged at each half cycle.

Now the maximum value of generator volts = V2 x 200, and
if the circuit had a resistance much less than 1 ohm, the condenser

voltage would be v/2 X 200 = 2-2 X 200, but assuming that the
2*

circuit had a resistance of about 1 ohm, the condenser voltage
would not be more than 1 -5 x 200 = 300 volts.

Thus :

= 600K(30())
3

10 6

K =
64,000

==18 '

To tune the primary circuit to resonance frequency of 300 the

necessary inductance is got from :

T 1 1,000,000 , , r .iriL = <* hy8 ' = 15 milllhys '

This inductance would be provided partly by the inductance

effects in the generator armature and transformer winding,

partly by a tuning inductance coil with iron core connected in

series with them.

But the condenser is in the secondary circuit of the trans-

former, not in the primary, and to find the equivalent capacity
/T

in the secondary circuit we have the equation Kf =^ rr

y

where Tj,/Tt is the ratio of the transformer windings and therefore

the ratio of the transformer voltages.
If Tp/Tj is small, in other words if the secondary voltage is

high compared to the primary, the closed circuit condenser will

be proportionately small, but the high secondary voltage means

great insulation strain and longer spark gap or more gap sections

if a quenched gap is used. On the other hand if the step-up of
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voltage is not great the condenser will have to be large, and the
closed circuit discharge currents will be large, necessitating larger

spark electrodes and possibly giving more heating trouble. The

capacity in the closed circuit will to some extent be governed by
the wave length at which it is desired to work, Suppose K5 is

/T \ 2 0*02 T
chosen to be 0-02 mfd., then

( r )
= ~ ~ or ? =80-41 so that

\JLg/ lO'O
JLp

the transformer secondary voltage is 6080 volts. If K, is 0-005
mfd. T/T* will be 61 and the secondary voltage will be 12,200.
This question of condenser value has already been discussed in

Chap. XIII.

In practice the maximum transformer primary volts may rise

to be about 1-d times the effective volts. The maximum secon-

dary volts will be this multiplied by the transformation ratio,

and the voltage at which the condenser will discharge is corre-

spondingly increased.

Resonance Sparking. When the low frequency circuits of a
transmitter are tuned to resonance, as described above, and the

spark gap is set so long that a discharge cannot take place at the
first half cycle, the voltages and currents will build up in value,
so that at the end of three or four pulses the voltage may be of

sufficient value to cause a discharge. In the Eiffel Tower Station

the primary circuit contains a resistance which just puts it out
of resonance and the voltage of the charged condenser is not suffi-

cient to cause a spark. When it is desired to send signals the

manipulation of the key shorts this resistance
; then the circuit is

in resonance, and the voltage and current build up so that at the
end of every three cycles the built up voltage breaks down the

spark gap resistance. The station is supplied with A.C. energy
at 42 cycles frequency, and the sparking rate is not 84 but *

9

i.e. it is about 28 sparks per second.

It can be seen that resonance effects provide a method of

getting a high voltage of condenser discharge, and a high voltage
strain in the aerial circuit, without having a correspondingly

high transformer ratio. The spark gap length has to be increased,
and there are less sparks per second, but the oscillating energy
(JKV

2
)
at each spark is increased on account of the resonance

built-up value of V.

Faults in Spark Transmitters. Let us first consider the case

of a small transmitter in which the generating circuit consists

of a battery, spark coil, and key. If on pressing the key no spark
results it is not necessary to look beyond the generating and
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closed circuits for the fault. The interrupter screw may be

screwed back too far and it is not making contact with the

trembler so that the primary circuit is broken ; the screw may be

screwed up so tight that the trembler is held between it and the

core of the coil so that interruptions are not possible. The key
contacts may be dirty and thus no circuit completed when the

key is pressed. There may be a break or disconnection in the

battery leads or inter-cell connections. These are the most

likely faults and first attention should be paid to them. If in

these respects everything is satisfactory the next thing to look

to is the closed circuit ; the spark gap may be too long, or there

may be a disconnection in the leads from the secondary of the spark
coil to the closed circuit ; if choke coils are used there may be a

break in one of them. Try the effect of shortening the spark

gap first
; if no spark results then look for a disconnection ;

these are more likely faults than that the condenser or the

inductance coil in the closed circuit is broken down.
The contacts of the key should be frequently cleaned with

emery paper ; in some keys the bar is hinged to the pillar by an
iron roller which may get rusty and dirty and so cause a discon-

nection in the battery circuit ; for this reason it is always well

to connect the bar to the pillar by a short piece of bare stranded

copper wire, attached to each by screws or soldering.
The contacts of the interrupter will get pitted, uneven, and

dirty by sparking at bad adjustments ; they should therefore be

frequently examined, cleaned, and smoothed down by a carbo-

rundum file. A good adjustment of the interrupter contacts can
be made by watching the aerial ammeter

;
if the interrupter is

sparking badly the secondary volts of the coil will be reduced,

decreasing the oscillating energy in the closed circuit, and there-

fore reducing the oscillating current in the aerial. See that the

interrupter is not sparking and adjust it to get best aerial current

and a good note.

The spark gap electrodes should be kept clean and polished,
for the discharge voltage will be higher and the decrement less

between polished electrodes than between dirty ones. The

oscillating energy in the closed circuit depends on JKV 2
, therefore

on the square of the voltage of charge and discharge. Watch the

aerial ammeter and adjust the spark gap to get maximum aerial

current, the spark should then be a fat, white one, striking all

round the electrodes. If during work the spark begins to fail it

is probable that the battery is run down.
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If on pressing the key a good spark is obtained but no aerial

current is registered it shows that the generating and closed

circuits are all right ; the fault must then be looked for in the

aerial circuit. The most likely one of all is a disconnection ; look

to the aerial and earth connections and examine the hot-wire

ammeter ; this instrument is very liable to be burnt out especially
if worked near the maximum of its scale. It is best to use a hot-

wire ammeter on which the normal working current is about half

scale current, i.e. if the normal aerial current is 2 amperes use an
ammeter which is calibrated up to 4 amperes.

If it is suspected that the ammeter is burnt out short the

instrument terminals with a piece of cable, and see if sparking
now occurs across the earth arrester on pressing the key. Where
an earth arrester is not employed connect one end of a piece of

insulated wire to earth and hold the other end close to the aerial,

then sparking should occur between the aerial and the wire on

pressing the key. Do not overlook the fact that the earth or

balancing capacity and its connections form one half of the aerial

circuit, and therefore these must be carefully maintained.

If there is no sign of any disconnection in the aerial circuit

look to the coupling between it and the closed circuit ;
this may

have become too loose and so account for the absence of aerial

current.

The tuning of the closed and aerial circuits to a definite wave

length will be done with a wavemeter, as shall be described in a

later Chapter, but the fact that the aerial is in tune with the closed

circuit can be checked by the aerial ammeter. With the coupling
fixed the reading on the ammeter will be a maximum when the

aerial circuit is tuned to the closed circuit.

When no wavemeter is available the aerial ammeter will help
to adjust the coupling. If the coupling is tight a slight mistuning
of the aerial will not greatly change the aerial current, but with

proper coupling a slight mistuning of the aerial up or down will

cause the aerial current to decrease appreciably.

Many of the considerations given above will apply to largei

sets, and the student should learn to diagnose faults quickly sc

as to localise them to the particular circuit of the transmitter in

which they are occurring. In the practical examination of students

who wish to qualify as wireless operators faults are intentionally

put on the transmitters, such as taking out a fuse, or putting a

piece of paper between the contacts of the key ; the student should

therefore practise himself in diagnosing faults and in thinking
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out how they will each affect the working ; above all he should

completely understand the diagram of the circuits.

In dealing with large transmitters the faults which may occur

on steam or petrol engines are not within the scope of this book,

but we will start with the assumption that the drive is from an

electric motor or rotary converter.

To start up the motor the double pole switch connecting it to

the mains is first closed and the starting handle pulled quietly

over. If the motor does not start when the handle is on the second

or third notch the handle must be released, and on no account

pulled further over, otherwise the motor may be damaged by an

excessive current.

The motor will not start if : (1) one or both fuses are blown ;

(2) the brushes are not making contact on the commutator ;

(3) the field connection is broken, either on the machine, at the

starter, or at the field rheostat ; (4) the connections of the motor

are loose in the starter or the motor terminals ; (5) there are loose

connections on the motor switchboard panel.
The fault should be looked for in the order given above.

It may be that the motor starts up but attains an excessive

speed as the startling handle is pulled over ; the starting-handle
should be at once released, as the field circuit is either broken or

connected by mistake in series with the armature.

When the motor starts up all right and attains its proper

speed the carbon filament lamp joined across the motor mains

should be glowing bright : if it does not glow the lamp should be

examined. Either (1) its filament is broken ; (2) the glass is

punctured so that there is no vacuum ; (3) there are dirty or

broken contacts in the lamp circuit or at its terminals.

The motor drives the alternator, which should therefore

develop its proper voltage, and the carbon filament lamp joined
across its armature should be glowing. If the lamp does not glow
then : (1) the lamp or its connections are defective ; (2) the

alternator's brushes are not bearing on the slip rings ; (3) the

alternator's field circuit is broken or faulty. Therefore, before

proceeding further, look for the possible fault in the above

order.

The lamp should first be examined, and, if doubtful, replaced

by a new one. If the motor and generator lamps are rated at the

same voltage they can be interchanged to see if the good lamp
will light across the alternator. If the lamp circuit is not faulty

examine the brushes and see that these are bearing well on the
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slip rings with clean contact surfaces. Then see that the field

circuit is not faulty ; the field switch, if there is one, may have

been inadvertently left open, or connections may have become

loose at the switch, at the field rheostat, or at the poles of the

machine. If the unit is a rotary converter the field is common
to both motor and alternator, hence if in good order for the

motor there can be no fault in the field circuit.

If the motor and alternator, or the rotary converter as the

case may be, are running properly and both lamps are glowing it

is certain that there is no fault in this portion of the apparatus ;

care of course being taken that the bearings are properly lubricated,

and that no oil or dirt is allowed to remain on any portion of the

machines. Now if no sparks ensue when the transmitter key is

closed the fault must be in the primary transformer circuit, or in

the closed oscillatory circuit. First examine the transformer

primary circuit : (1) see that the A.C. switch is closed and the fuses

have not blown ; (2) see that the leads are intact and the contacts

good at the transformer primary terminals, at the terminals of

the resonance coil, and at the terminals of the transmitter key ;

(3) see that the leads are joined to the proper terminals of the

transmitter key ; (4) see that the platinum contacts of the trans-

mitter key are"clean and not blackened with dirt or sparking.

When satisfied that the primary transformer circuit is in good

order, if the fault still exists examine the closed oscillatory circuit

as follows : (1) see that the secondary terminals of the transformer

are connected to the choke coils ; (2) see that there is no break

in the fine wire winding of the choke coils, especially at the

terminals ; (3) see that the spring connections to the jigger

primary have not been inadvertently left open ; (4) examine the

connections to the condensers and disc discharger ; (5) see that

the fixed electrodes of the disc discharger have not been moved

too far away from the teeth on the rotating disc.

It will be seen from the above that the surge preventing lamps
are most useful for locating faults to either the rotating or

stationary parts of the transmitter apparatus, though of course

there may be simultaneous faults in each part.

If the transmitter is giving poor sparks the most likely causes

are : (1) dirty contacts on the transmitting key ; (2) spark gaps

too long ; (8) fixed and disc electrodes burnt away on the leading

side, or blackened ; (4) fixed electrodes not properly set, so that

the spark is not timed for the maximum value of voltage in each

cvcle.
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When the fixed or disc electrodes have been burnt down to an

angle at the sparking surface they should be filed to a true surface,

and the spark length properly adjusted again by rotating the

terminals of the fixed electrodes. If the sparking is still bad
the timing of the spark should be slightly changed, forwards

and backwards, by slightly rotating the ebonite disc on which the

fixed electrodes are mounted until a satisfactory spark is obtained.

The disc should then be clamped in this position by means of the

locking screws, and the angle of position noted on the scale affixed

to the discharger.
If the spark is advanced or occurs too soon an arc discharge

will take place from the transformer secondary as the voltage

passes over the maximum value. The ammeter in the alternator

circuit will then show a high reading ; this is due to the partial
short circuit caused by the thick and arcing spark, while the

oscillating energy is really less than it should be.

If the spark lags too much the voltage has passed its maximum
value before the spark takes place, hence some of the energy
which was stored in the condenser has been already discharged

through the transformer secondary and the remainder gives only
a weak and ragged spark.

It will thus be seen that timing of the spark is very important,
and that a very thick spark is to be avoided as much as a thin

one. The only instrument which really shows the conditions of

oscillating energy is the aerial hot-wire ammeter.
A change of the timing of sparking should only be done as a

last resort, since this is always properly set before the apparatus
is delivered by the Marconi Co. Care must always be taken to

see that the sparking gaps are not too long ; this would expose
the dielectric glass of the condensers to risk of puncture, owing
to the high voltages which might be set up when no discharge
takes place. On a 1J KW. set the spark gap should be about

3 mms. for a 600 metre wave length.
As regards Telefunken transmitters an important point is

that the faces of the quenched spark discs should be kept clean

and will probably require polishing every day. It is a good
plan to have a spare spark gap unit complete, so that the one

in use can be taken out for cleaning and replaced quickly by a

clean one.

Another point requiring attention in Telefunken transmitters

is the plug and socket connections ; the sockets are liable to

accumulate dust and should be frequently cleaned.
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. What is the difference between a synchronous and an asynchronous sparking
rate ? Which is the most suitable for (a) low voltage high frequency, (b) high
voltage low frequency supply to the closed oscillating circuit ?

2. What is meant by saying that the oscillations in the closed circuit of a trans-

mitter build up by resonance ? When would such an effect bo employed advan-

tageously.
3. What determines the suitable capacity of the condensers in the closed circuit

of a transmitter ?

4. In a motor driven transmitter what are the indications that (a) the main
key contacts are dirty, (b) that something has upset the proper tuning of the aerial

and closed circuits, (c) that the sparking is too much retarded ?

5. A spark transmitter delivers 2 KVA to the closed circuit at a secondary
transformer voltage of 20,000. If the wave length is 600 calculate suitable values
of condenser andinductance for the closed circuit ; also say what would be a suitable

alternator to employ.



CHAPTER XVI

AERIALS, INSULATORS, AND EARTH CONNECTIONS

AN aerial consisting of only one vertical wire is rarely used,

except for experimental purposes or small stations. It was soon

discovered that the aerial must have capacity to enable it to

store oscillating energy before radiation commences, and inci-

dentally serve for tuning purposes ; thus, quite early in the

development of wireless telegraphy we find Sir Oliver Lodge

advocating the use of a horizontal network of wires at the top of

the aerial, and in Marconi's early experiments, on the voyage of the

Carlo Alberto to the Baltic, the aerial consisted of a number of

vertical wires, suspended in the shape of a fan from a support
stretched between two masts. When the Marconi Station at

Poldhu was first opened the aerial consisted of 400 wires, sup-

ported in the shape of an inverted pyramid from four steel towers.

In 1905 Marconi patented his horizontal directional aerial, and,

as he himself said before the Marconi Agreement Committee (1913),

the real progress in long-distance transmission dated from this

development. A simple vertical wire or symmetrical system of

wires radiates energy equally in all horizontal directions, and, as

regards reception of energy such a system would be equally
effected by energy arriving from any direction. Marconi dis-

covered that if from the top of the vertical aerial horizontal

wires were stretched backwards the amount of energy radiated

was greater in a forward direction than in any other. To a certain

extent the signals by this means could be directed, or at least

strengthened, in a selected direction, thus ensuring greaterreliability

and enabling greater distances to be covered in that direction.

Similarly, at the receiving station, if horizontal wires are stretched

backwards from the top of the vertical portion of the aerial ether

waves coming from the forward direction will affect the receiving

apparatus more than those coming from any other.

In 1906 Marconi described his experiments with a directional

aerial ; using a vertical receiver aerial with a Duddell ammeter
214
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to measure the received currents he proved that the distribution

of radiated energy from a directional aerial can be depicted as in

the polar diagram of Fig. 112. It was clearly a maximum in the

direction opposite to that in which the free end of the aerial pointed.

270

no

FIG. 1 12.

Professor Zennick has shown that, since the electric strain

lines in the ether travel along the earth or sea which are of com-

paratively high resistance, the lower ends are retarded by this

resistance, so that the upper parts of the waves become inclined

forward, and when they reach the receiving aerial the wave front

Fro. 113.

has a large horizontal component ; therefore an aerial which has a

horizontal portion coincides best with the received wave front.

According to this explanation Fig. 113 illustrates the effect of

directional aerials at the transmitter and receiver ends. .
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It is seen that a directional aerial is a good radiator of energy
in one direction and a good absorber of ether strain energy arriving
from the opposite direction, so that the same aerial can be employed
for both transmission and reception.

Design of Aerial. Besides directional effect, and the question
of having an aerial natural wave length which is efficient, the

following main considerations enter into the design of an aerial :

(1) The range of transmission, or the energy radiated, depends
on the (height)

2 for a given aerial current, and the energy received

by it, or absorbed, depends also directly on the height. Increasing
the height of a transmitting aerial may reduce its capacity and
therefore the aerial current for a given induced voltage, but the

increase of radiation effect will preponderate.

(2) An aerial designed to radiate slowly, i.e. to radiate small

amounts of energy at each oscillation of current in it, will have
a small damping decrement, with more oscillations per spark,
and give sharp tuning effects at the receiver. A vertical wire is

a quick radiator with comparatively large damping decrement ;

an umbrella aerial is a slow radiator.

(8) The greater the capacity of the aerial the less will be the

maximum voltage strain on its insulation for a given aerial current,

spark frequency, and wave length. The capacity is increased by
having two or more aerial wires in parallel.

(4) High frequency or oscillating currents are not uniformly
distributed over the cross-section of a wire but are most dense

on the surface ; therefore to keep the high frequency resistance

low the wires should be stranded and the surface ample. The
Marconi Company use bronze wires woven over a flexible core of

non-conducting material. This increase of surface area also

decreases loss caused by brush discharge.

(5) The greater the capacity of the aerial the more energy it

will take from the closed circuit for a given voltage strain on the

aerial insulation. In other words, if the aerial capacity is

increased the primary energy may be decreased and yet the same
amount of energy will be oscillated in the aerial for a given

voltage strain (see Chap. XIII.). This consideration is important
in the design of large transmitters, since it means that the size of

the aerial and the size of the power plant should be chosen to give
the most economical conditions.

(6) If wires connected in parallel are placed too close together
the mutual inductive effect between the wires will keep the capacity
value lower than it otherwise would be.
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There are three general types of modern aerials, respectively
known as the L, T, and Umbrella types ; they are shown dia-

grammatically in Pig. 114.

The L type may consist of one wire arranged as a Marconi
directional aerial, or it may consist of two or more such wires
in parallel to give increased capacity effects for transmission.

The length of an L type aerial is the length of one of its wires from
the free end to the aerial terminal. Fig. 115 shows a four-wire
L type aerial on a ship, arranged so that only half the capacity
of the aerial may be used if found desirable. If one end of the

UMBRELLA.

FIG. 114.

aerial is higher than the other the leading down wire should be

taken from the higher end.

The outer ends of the wires comprising an L type aerial are

generally insulated from each other,

A T type aerial is not much employed on land stations but is

frequently fitted to large ships where the distance between the

masts is comparatively great. The leads down should be taken

from the electrical centre of the aerial, that is to say if the wires

are exactly horizontal the leads down should be taken from the

centre of each wire, but if the wires are higher at one end than the

other the leads should be taken from points nearer the lower ends.

This ensures that the capacities of the two halves of the aerial will

be exactly equal, otherwise the natural wave lengths of the two

halves will be different. Usually the T aerial is horizontal ; its

electrical length is the length from one end to the centre added to

that of the down lead to the apparatus ; the natural wave

length is then about 4'5 times this aerial length.
If a ship has to transmit on a 600 metre wave length its aerial
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should have a natural wave length of at least 150 metres and
more than this if possible ; when the distance between its masts
is not very great an L type must be adopted to get the necessary
aerial length, but if the distance between its masts is great a better
value of aerial natural wave length may be obtained by using
the T typo. Thus on torpedo-boat destroyers L type aerials

Fio. 115. Torpedo-boat Destroyer Almirante Lynch. Telefunken L Aerial.

with as many as 8 or 10 wires in parallel are seen, but on trans-

atlantic liners the T type is most usual. Fig. 116 shows a good
example of a T aerial.

The Umbrella aerial has the advantage over L and T types
of only requiring one main supporting mast or tower, to which
the aerial wires act as top guys. It consists of four or more wires

arranged symmetrically like the spokes of an umbrella, all con-
nected in parallel to a conducting ring which is insulated on the
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top of the mast and from which a down lead is taken to the

instruments. The outer ends of these wires are tied through
insulators to strain ropes or wires anchored to the ground.

The effective length of an umbrella aerial is the distance

measured from the centre of one rib wire to the top and then down

the lead-in wire to the aerial terminal. Owing to the fact that
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the wires approach the earth the capacity effect is greater than if

they were stretched horizontally at the height of their top ends :

for this reason the natural wave length of an umbrella aerial may
be as much as 8 times its effective length.

A good example of umbrella aerial was that erected originally

at the largo station at Nauen near Berlin, and of which a

diagrammatic illustration is given in Fig. 117. It was supported

on a girder steel mast, 900 feet high, which was insulated from its

concrete base and could be raised or lowered on a ball and socket

bearing. This original mast collapsed and in the new equip-

ment of the station there are at least two large aerials each 891

feet high.
The range of this station when transmitting was said to be

4000-5000 miles before valve detectors and amplifiers camo into

AERIAL AT NAUEN STATION NEAR BERLIN.

FIG. 117.

genoral use. Many Telefunken stations in South America, with

a range over land of 200 kilometres to crystal detector receivers,

used similar umbrella aerials supported on lattice masts about

45 metres high.

Experiment has shown that the reception officienc3
r of an

umbrella aerial is increased by raising the ribs, that in to say by
increasing the angle between the ribs and the central support ;

such increase will also increase the radiation of energy at each

oscillation. For this reason large modern stations which employ
umbrella aerials have the outer ends of the ribs raised on supporting
masts ;

thus the new Japanese station at Funabashi has a central

lattice-work steel mast, over 650 feet high, and a ring of smaller

masts of the same design, each 260 feet high, for supporting the

outer ends of the ribs of the umbrella aerial. All the masts rest

on ball and socket joints supported on concrete foundations, from

which they are insulated by heavy porcelain insulators.
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Comparing the different forms of aerials, the umbrella type
is most convenient for portable stations while its radiation co-

efficient is less than that of any other form, especially if its ribs

approach the ground. In other words it is a slow radiator, there-

fore aids close tuning. As Sir 0. Lodge explained it the charge
has to rise up the vertical wires before it falls down the ribs, so

that it fails to exert its full magnetic force at a distance and
conserves some energy which it might radiate ;

thus its radiation

coefficient is comparatively small. At the same time the fact

that the oscillations are not too quickly damped out by radiation

means that it will oscillate at a pure wave length more persistently,
and hence it will require sharper tuning at the receiving station,

a condition which is favoured by the Telefunken Company. With
the damped oscillations which are obtained from an ordinary

spark discharge such an aerial would perhaps be best if very sharp

tuning is desirable, but with undamped oscillations or feeblydamped
oscillations, such as are obtained from a quenched spark or rotating
disc discharge, the natural oscillations will be persistent enough
for sharp tuning purposes without curtailing the amount of radiated

energy. Also the sharp tuning given by an umbrella aerial may
be more than counterbalanced, as far as range is concerned, by
the directional effect which an L type aerial would give.

The umbrella aerial requires more height than others for a

given range, and requires also a larger area of flat land accessible

around it for earthing purposes. If the tower is 100 feet high
then earthing ground embraced in a circle of 800 feet should be

accessible all round it. It is a, cheap aerial to construct, the rib

wires themselves acting as stays to the mast.

The fan aerial has good radiating properties ; the L and T
have not, perhaps, as high a radiation coefficient, but they have

a certain amount of selective direction property which increases

their efficiency as radiators. The T type is particularly suitable

for ship work, though if the distance between the masts is not

great enough the L type has to be used in order to get a sufficiently

long natural wave length.
It can be shown that in a transmitter aerial the damping of

oscillations due to radiated energy and ohqiic resistance loss is

least when the aerial is tuned to radiate a wave length twice the

natural wave length of the aerial alone, and when the radiated

wave length is 1J times the natural wave length of tlw aerial the

ratio of tJie energy radiated to that wasted in ohmic resistance

loss is a maximum. Thus for best radiation efficiency and fairly
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low damping the aerial should be of such a size that its natural

wave length is about two-thirds of the wave length of radiation.

Aerial Height and Ground Aerials. It will be remembered
that one of the earliest discoveries of Marconi was that the range
of signalling increased with the heights of the aerials used ; the

range is proportional to the square of the height when this is the

same at both transmitter and receiver, otherwise it is proportional
to the product of the heights of the two aerials as shown else-

where in this Chapter. It is a mistake to increase the height too

much for two reasons : first, the necessary towers or masts will be

very expensive both in initial cost and subsequent upkeep ; second,

the higher a receiver aerial the more interference is likely to be

encountered from Xs or strays. The atmosphere is always more

or less electrically charged, and the potential in the air with respect

to the earth rises rapidly with the height, so that an aerial 400 feet

high may easily be in a region of 10,000 or 12,000 volts potential

and thus liable to frequent static discharges to earth. For this

latter reason receiver aerials should only be moderately high,

and in any case the perfection of valve reception apparatus makes

high aerials unnecessary for long-range work. An indoor coil

may even replace the aerial for reception over fairly long ranges.

The fact that signals can be received on an aerial of insulated

wire laid directly on the ground led Somerfield to conclude that

the signals were carried chiefly by surface waves, propagated

along the boundary between the earth and the air. We have

noted that oscillating currents and potentials are induced in the

surface of the earth over which the feet of the waves travel, that

indeed signals can be picked up over fairly long ranges on delicate

valve apparatus by connecting it to two points on the earth

surface, say 100 feet apart, which are likely to have different

potential values at any moment when waves are sent out. Yet

surface waves cannot be the only factor which makes reception

possible, as demonstrated by the fact that commercial signalling

is now possible between England and Australia.

Much experimental work has been carried on with ground
aerials consisting of two lengths of wire connected to the trans-

mitter or receiver terminals and pointing, one backwards the

other forwards, in the direction of desired propagation orreception ;

the lengths of the wire being chosen to give a maximum of current

at the centre. The results on the whole have beer) disappointing,

and in reception theanterferenee from strays was not reduced,

because atmospheric discharges are accompanied by earth potential
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changes which cause induction in the ground aerials. The develop-
ment of valve apparatus has made it possible to receive signals
on a simple coil of wire over long ranges from high-power stations,

and even to transmit from a loop of moderate height, so that the

application of ground aerial working has largely disappeared and
it does not appear necessary to devote further space in discussing it.

Aerial Capacity. On the capacity value of an aerial will

depend its natural wave length, also the aerial maximum voltage
and the power required to signal over a given range.

The formula for the capacity of a vertical wire far removed from

earth conductors is :

K L- mfds.

(4-6052 log ^900,000

where I = length in cms.

and d = diameter in cms.

But a vertical aerial wire does not come under the condition stated

for one end of it is close to the earth. If it is positively charged
there will be a negative charge on the surface of the earth around

it, which will have the same effect as if the earth were replaced

by another wire of the same size negatively charged. The vertical

aerial wire corresponds to one side of a Hertz oscillator, and the

earth surface to the other side. The opposite charge on the

earth's surface constitutes what is called the electrical image of

the wire ; the potential of the wire will depend partly on its own

charge, partly on the effect of the charge of opposite sign on the

electrical image near it which has the effect of reducing its

potential (V) for a given charge (Q). Since capacity (K) = J; we

see that if any part of a charged wire is brought near the earth its

potential is decreased and its capacity increased.

Taking this into account the capacity of a vertical wire with

one end near the earth can be shown to be equal to :

K = -1 mfds.

(4-6052 Iog10
~ -

1-72)900,000

Roughly the proximity of the earth increases the capacity by from

8 to 10 per cent, in practical cases with aerials.

The capacity of a single horizontal wire, I cms. long and d cms.
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diameter, parallel to the earth surface at a height h cms. above

it, is :

K=
Ah

* rafds approx.

4-6052 log
4
^x 900,000
CL

If two wires are placed parallel to each other and connected
in parallel they should be at such a distance apart that there is

no mutual inductance effect between them when oscillating
currents are flowing in them ; otherwise their combined capacity
effect will be reduced.

If L is the effective inductance in cms. per cm. of a wire, and

K = its capacity in cms. per cm., then LK = -

2 , where v= velocity

of a high frequency wave propagation along the wire and is a

constant ; thus the smaller the inductance effect can be made the

greater the capacity, and vice versa.

Now when two equal and current carrying wires are placed

near each other the effective inductance of the system is
J "

L

where L = the inductance of one wire and M is the mutual in-

ductance of the other wire on it. But L = 4*6052 log( 1 ) cms.

4fc2
V ** '

per cm., and M = 2-803 log^ cms - Por cm -
5
^ being the height

d

of the wires above earth, d their distance apart, and r the radius
of the wire, all measured in the same units. It is seen. that by
increasing d we decrease M, decreasing therefore the total inductive

effect with a consequent increase of capacity effect.

The necessary distance between the wires in an L or T aerial

will depend on the strength of the aerial current and the number
of wires used ; the more the aerial current is divided up among a

number of wires the less there will be in each one, consequently
they may be placed closer together without giving serious inductive

effect.

Where two wires are used the standard distance apart for ship
installations is 12 feet

;
if the aerial consists of six or eight wires

they may be placed parallel' to each other in the same horizontal

plane, or spaced round the periphery of wooden hoops fixed at

intervals along their lengths.
As many as ten

-yires are often used, in which case they are

generally stretched parallel to each other in a horizontal plane and
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spaced about 2 feet apart. If such an aerial has 100 feet of

horizontal length on top and 80 feet of vertical length in the lead
down its capacity would be about 0*001 mfd. ; this would be
increased by about 15 to 20 per cent, if the spacing between the
wires were increased to 6 feet.

In ship stations there are comparatively large inductance
effects which can be avoided in land aerials ; thus the capacity
of a ship's aerial will geno-

rally bo less than that of a

similar one at a land station.

However this is more than

compensated for, as far as

required energy is concerned,

by the good transmission

effects over sea water.

Prof. G. W. 0. Howe
has given a very accurate

method of calculating the

capacity of multiple
- wire g

Aerials, in articles published
in tho Electrician, 1914,
and in the Wireless World
of October arid November,
1916. He assumes that the

charge is uniformly dis -

tributed ovor the whole

aerial, and taking this to be
unit charge per cm. length,
he calculates the average

potential under those con-

ditions. This average po-
tential differs very little

from tho actual potential of

the aerial at every point when the total charge has its own natural

distribution in it. Howe obtains for the average potential the

formula : ,

Vat,
= 2n (log,

f -
0-31) + 2 log.

* - 2B

where I is the length of each wire, d their distance apart, r the

radius of each wire, all in the same units, and B is a constant, given

by the curve in Pig. 118, whose value depends on the number of

wires, n, in the aerial.

26

20

\6

\Z
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He then calculates the effect on the potential of the charges
of opposite sign induced on the surface of the earth, in the mast,

and in neighbouring conductors such as walls and houses. Suppose
an aerial consists of a horizontal portion AB and a vertical portion
BC ; the positive potential of the horizontal portion of the wire

AB is mainly due to its own positive charge, but this potential
is increased by the proximity of the positively charged wire BC
and decreased by the induced negative potential of the earth

partly due to its own charge, i.e. its own image, and partly to the

positive charge on the vertical wire, i.e. the image of the vertical

wire. The potential is also reduced by the induced negative

potential on the mast and other neighbouring conductors.

Taking into account all these effects the potential of the

portion AB is calculated, as is the potential of CB in a similar

manner ; the average potential of the whole wire :

Q(AB -f BO)

VAB X length o-AB +_*<, Xjonpth of BC_ ____

_^_
___

The total charge Q on the wire, with ono unit per cm. length, is

given by the total length of the wire in cms. ;
then

The image of the horizontal portion of the aerial reduces its

potential by an amount which can be calculated from the

formula :

V = 2(sinh"
1

^ +?-\/l +, where fc is its height and I its
v 2h I

v
!<*

length, both measured in the same units.

This method is rather complicated and for a first approximation

of the capacity of a multiple-wire aerial the following formula

due to Howe may be employed :

K =_16 '94n-
3
-. mfds. per foot

increasing this by about 10 per cent, to allow for earth and mast

effects with ordinary L or T aerials. To enable calculations to be
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made quickly Prof. Howe has published (in the above-mentioned
articles in the 'Electrician and Wireless World) tables and curves

from which the capacity per ft. span of aerial can be obtained.

In practice wireless engineers are generally guided in designing
aerials to have a given capacity by their knowledge of the known

capacity of similar existing aerials, determined by actual measure-
ments under transmitting conditions. Methods of measuring the

effective capacity of an aerial will be given in a later Chapter ;

for the present a few examples will b$ given of the capacities of

existing aerials.

The Eiffel Tower aerial consists of six wires each 7 mms. in

diameter and 330 metres long, stretched from the top of the Tower

fan-shaped to guys anchored to the ground, the average distance

between the wires being about 22 metres. The capacity of this

aerial is about 0-0073 mfd. Howe calculates that the capacity of

the aerial considered alone is 0*00562 mfd., that this is increased

22*7 per cent, by the proximity of the earth, and increased again
9 per cent, by the proximity of the Tower.

The capacity of an L type aerial consisting of two Marconi

stranded cables 10 feet apart, 70 feet high, and 450 feet horizontal

length, is about 0*00175 mfd. The capacity of a single wire

receiver aorial 284 feet long, supported at one end on a chimney
150 feet high, and at the other end on an entering insulator 8

foet high, was found to be about 0*00517 mfd. The lower end
of this aerial stretched over some low buildings.

The capacity of a receiver aerial 380 feet long and 142 feet

average height/ consisting of two single wires 12 feet apart, was

found to .be about 0-001375 mfd. The capacity of an aerial 70 feet

high and consisting of two wires 10 feet apart is about 3'8 micro-

mfds. per foot, and its inductance about 16-4 cms. per foot.

If an aerial consists of twelve wires, each No. 10 S.W.G. and
1440 feet horizontal length, the wires being spaced 4 feet 6 inches

apart, its capacity will be about 0*0045 mfd., as calculated by
Howe's method, without taking account of earth and mast effects

and of the capacity of the leading in wires. These will depend
on the height of the aerial and will probably bring the capacity
to over 0-005 mfd.

If the aerial capacity is made too great the inductance turns

necessary to tune it to the correct wave length will have a low

value ; this may lead to an inefficient loose coupling between it

and the closed oscillatory circuit.

Brush Discharge from an Aerial. If the maximum voltage
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induced in an aerial wire is too great a direct discharge will take

place from the aerial into the atmosphere ;
this will represent a

loss of, or waste of, the oscillating energy, and has the same effect

as if the ohmic resistance of the aerial had been increased. The

limiting voltage depends on the surface area of the aerial wire or

wires, therefore brush discharge can be minimised and high voltages
used if the aerial consists of copper wires plaited over hemp or

other insulating material as made by the Marconi Company. At

large stations it may occur, under certain conditions of the atmo-

sphere, that the aerial wires show up on a dark night with a phos-

phorescent glow when transmission is taking place : this is caused

by brush discharge radiation or loss.

Natural Wave Length of an Aerial. The natural wave

length of an aerial is difficult to calculate because its oscillating

potential distribution is complicated by the effect of induced

potentials in the earth, masts, and other conductors near it ; as

already explained in the previous section these induced potentials

increase the aerial capacity and therefore increase its wave length.

Suppose we have a very thin wire arranged as a plain aerial

with a spark gap near the earth connection, and let us assume that

its capacity and inductance are each uniformly distributed along

it. When charged by a difference of potential V volts acting

across the spark gap the earthed end will be at zero potential and

the potential will rise through the full difference of potential along
the wire so that the other end is at a potential of V volts. There

will thus be a rise of potential all along the wire, the top having a

maximum potential strain to earth. This condition is shown in

Fig. 119 (a) by the dotted line at the right hand side ;
there is a

node of potential at the earth connection and an antinode at the

free end. Suppose the wire to bo charged negatively, when the

discharge takes place the charge flows down the wire and across

the gap ; the current flow starting with zero at the top of the wire

gathers more units of charge as it descends until there is a maximum
of current at the bottom flowing to the earth. Thus there is a

node of current at the top of the wire and an antinode at the earthed

end ; just the opposite to the potential effect. The length of the

wire represents therefore a quarter of a cycle of potential of

current change, and during the time the current or potential goes

through a complete cycle the disturbance in the ether traverses

through it one wave length. Thus the length of the wire (I)

represents one quarter of the wave length radiated, or A =* 41.

If K is the distributed capacity of the wire and L its distributed
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inductance, measured respectively in mfds. and cms., then the

time taken for the current to make a complete oscillation is
.

*

r-(m foe
second> and the wave length of radiation is 59*6

metres. Thus A = 4Z = 59-6

In practice the wire is not very thin and the induced charges

on the earth and other conductors near it lower its average

potential and increase the value of K, so that the wave length is

more than four times the length of the wire. For a plain vertical

wire it will be from 4*2Z to 4'5Z, and for a fan of vertical wires it

will be about 51.

In practice also the aerial will not have a spark gap near the
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earth connection but a coupling coil, and possibly a tuning coil, in

which the inductance effect is artificially increased, as it were, by

changing a portion of the aerial from a straight wire to turns of

wire. It may also have a condenser connected in series with it.

With artificial inductance effect added to the aerial the distribu-

tion of potential along the wire will be as shown in Fig. 119 (6) ;

there will be a concentrated difference of potential across the

coil AB owing to its concentrated inductance effect ; starting

from zero potential at the earth connection there is a small change
of potential to the bottom of the coil then a great change across

the coil, and then the potential rises to a maximum value (which

may be positive or negative varying with the oscillations), at the

top of the aerial.

The length of the aerial from the earth to the top does not

represent the full quarter wave of potential change, to complete
which the length CD in Fig. 119 (b) has to be added ; thus the

wave length is no longer 4Z, (or rather 4*2Z-4*5Z), but has been

increased .by the increased inductance effect. It is also clear that

an increase of L in the formula 59*6 \/LK increases the wave

length.
Now if LA is the distributed inductance of an aerial and KA

its distributed capacity, and if we add in series with it a coil of

inductance Lx, it is not correct to assume that the wave length has

been changed from S^&Vl^K^to 59'6\/(LA + LjKA . L. Cohen,

in the Electrical World, January, 1915, has shown that the correct

wave length in this case is obtained from the formula :

A = k X 59-6VLAKA

where fc is a constant whose value depends on the ratio of

Lx to LA . The value of this constant can be obtained experi-

mentally by measuring the wave length of the unloaded aerial

and its wave length when the coil of inductance L*. is connected

in series with it. Dr. W. H. Eccles has given approximate values

of the constant ; these are quoted in a succeeding paragraph.
If a condenser is connected in series with the aerial the effect

will be as shown in Fig. 119 (c) ; suppose for example that the

potential at any moment is positive at the top of the aerial ; it is

zero at the earth connection and rises a little to the bottom plate

of the condenser which is therefore slightly positive. The plates

of a charged condenser are of opposite sign, therefore the top plate

must have a negative potential, and from that the potential rises

along the wire to a positive maximum at the top. The effect is
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seen to shorten the quarter of the natural wave length from AB to

AC.
If a condenser is connected in series with the aerial and a

coupling coil, which may also include a tuning coil, the con-

denser will usually be below the coil in transmitter work, and
the potential gradient for this case is shown in Fig. 119 (d) ; again
the effect of the condenser is to shorten the fundamental wave

length.
Dr. W. H. Eccles has given the following approximate formula

for the fundamental wave length (A) of a simple vertical wire

aerial :

(a) Thin vertical wire alone A = 4*2 X length.

(fe) Wire with coil of inductance L in series, the distributed

inductance of the aerial being L :

1 . When L is greater than L the new wave length

2. When L is less than L :

A!-

This case rarely occurs.

(a) Wire with a distributed capacity K and a condenser K
in series :

1 . When K is greater than K ,

4K

2. When K is less than K ,

K

If a condenser and inductance coil are formed into a closed

circuit and this circuit is found to have a wave length equal to

that of an aerial system, when the condenser, coil, and aerial are

all connected in series the fundamental wave length of the com-

bination is the same as that of the aerial alone. This case is

shown in Pig. 119 (e).

Harmonic oscillations of higher frequencies may be set up in

an aerial at the same time as the fundamental one ;
thus it may
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radiate energy on wave lengths which are one-third, one-fifth, etc.,

of the fundamental wave length. In reception an aerial tuned to

a short wave length may receive signals from a long wave station

because it is responding to, or in tune with, a harmonic wave

length of the transmitting station. Thus Fig. 119(/) shows an

aerial circuit which is the same as that at (e), but the potential
strain depicted is that due to a harmonic which is one-third the

wave length, or three times the frequency, of the fundamental

shown at (e).

An interesting case occurs when it is desired to tune down an
aerial of long wave length to pick up signals on a very short wave

length. For example, suppose an aerial with its necessary coup-

ling coil has a wave length of 3000 metres, and it is desired to pick

up signals on 600 metres. A variable condenser is connected in

series with the aerial, but when the value of the condenser is

decreased to zero the fundamental wave length will still be greater
than half the fundamental wave length of the aerial alone.

However, the condenser maybe so adjusted that the third harmonic

(or first overtone) is 600 metres, in which case the aerial will

radiate or receive energy on that wave length. This will occur

when the values of the capacity arid inductance are such that if

they are formed into a closed circuit the wave length of this

circuit is 600 metres ; the third harmonic of the condenser,

inductance, and aerial in series will then be 600 metres.

In practical wireless engineering the radiation wave length of

an aerial circuit and the fundamental, or natural, wave length
of an aerial are very seldom calculated but are measured by means
of a wavemeter. The above considerations and formulae are

therefore only discussed in order that the results which occur in

practice may be understood. Experimental methods of measuring
the capacity, inductance, and natural wave length of an aerial

are given in Chapter XXII. Before leaving the question of aerial

wave length it is to be noted that if two aerials have the same
natural wave length the addition of the same amount of inductance

to each, in the form of a loading coil, does not necessarily increase

the fundamental wave length of each by the same amount. One
aerial may have a greater capacity than the other but they may
have the same wave length if L 1K1=L 2K2 ;

the aerial with the

greatest capacity will have its fundamental wave length more
increased than the other by the addition o/ an inductance L.

Radiation Resistance and Total Resistance ol an Aerial.

If a current of C amperes flows through a resistance of li ohms
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the energy turned into heat in the resistance is C2E watts. In an

aerial circuit if C is the effective value of the oscillating current

and B is the ohmic resistance of the aerial circuit then C2E watts

represents energy wasted in heat in the circuit. When oscilla-

tions are set up in a transmitter some energy is radiated into the

ether and Eiidenberg has shown that this energy can be repre-

sented by the formula :

h2
Watts radiated = C2 X AÂ^

where C is the effective value of the current, li the average height of

the aerial and A the wave length of radiation, both measured in the

same units, and A a constant whose value depends on the design
of the aerial. For a plain vertical aerial, earthed through a spark

gap, A is 640 ; for a simple vertical aerial with tuning coil A is

about 400 ;
for an umbrella aerial it is approximately 1600 ;

* for

an L or T aerial it is usually taken as being about 1600, assuming
that most of the capacity effect is in the horizontal portion of the

aerial at the top.
The coefficient of C2 in the above formula might be called the

radiation coefficient, but it is more usual to speak of radiation

resistance, which we might denote by Er . Thus the watts radiated

is the square of the effective current in amperes multiplied by the

radiation resistance, i.e.

7/2 7/2

that is to say for all the usual types of aerials radiation resistance

h2
is equal to 1600 , ohms approximately ; the more correct value

A^

of A being 1585. In the above formula C is the current as read on a

hot-wire ammeter at the base of the aerial ; the current at the base is

always a maximum value of current and the hot-wire ammeter

reads the effective value of this current.

It is to be noted that the energy radiated does not depend

only on the strength of the current oscillating in an aerial ; the

current in one aerial may be greater than that in another but the

second may radiate the most energy on the wave length chosen

because it is higher. For a given current and w^ve length the

energy radiated depends on the square of the aerial height ; for

1 For an umbrella aerial the effective height is the distance from the ground
to the mean centre of the ribs,
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a given height of aerial and wave length the energy radiated

depends on the square of the effective aerial current at the base.

Suppose an aerial is 100 feet high and radiating on a wave

length of 600 metres, or 2000 feet approximately, then its radiation

JQQ2
resistance is 1600 x

ft

-=4 ohms approximately. This will

probably be greater than the ohmic resistance of the aerial
; the

radiated energy is greater than the ohmic loss and has a greater
effect in damping the oscillations of the aerial current.

The total resistance of an aerial takes account not only of the

radiation and ohmic losses but also losses of energy due to induced

currents in the earth around, and in neighbouring masts, steel

guys, or other conductors. The total aerial resistance will depend

g
3
&
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FIG. 120.

on the oscillation frequency, i.e. on the wave length, and Fig. 120

shows a curve given by Dr. L. W. Austin for the resistance of a

ship's aerial at different wave lengths.
It is seen that in this case the total aerial resistance may be

as low as 2J ohms on a wave length of 1000 metres ; of this total

resistance the ohmic resistance can be kept very small owing to the

good connection between the steel ship and the sea and the good
conductivity of the sea water.

The resistance of a receiver aerial circuit will be much higher
than that of a transmitter ; for example the tuning and coupling
coils are wound of finer wire, and the resistance value will be from
20 to 30 ohms in the case of a ship's aerial.

The following tables of radiation resistance for flat-topped
or T aerials were published by Dr. L. W. Austin in the Journal of
the Washington Academy of Science, November, 1911.
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To calculate the watts of energy radiated on any wave length,

multiply the radiation resistance as given in the Tables by the

square of the reading of the hot-wire ammeter connected in the

aerial circuit and near its base.

Aerial Efficiency or Radiation Efficiency is measured ly the

ratio oj radiation resistance to total aerial resistance expressed as

a percentage.
As an example of aerial values we may quote some calculations

made on the aerial at the radio-station of Sayville, U.S.A. This is

an umbrella aerial 490 ft. high at the centre and 100 ft. high at

the rim, which spreads over a circle of 1570 ft. diameter, used with
a counterpoise of radiating wires raised about 8 ft. above the

ground. The following particulars of this aerial are taken from
an abstract in Science Abstracts for 1917 ; the aerial capacity
is 0-018 mfd., the aerial inductance is 462,000 cms., and its total

resistance is T54 ohms on full power. The radiation decrement

on full power in dry weather is 0*0258, and this increases about

29 per cent, in wet weather as might be expected. The radiation
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resistance is 0'317 ohm, and therefore the aerial efficiency is

0*817

y
- X 100, or 20-5 per cent. Taking a mean value of 1-70 ohms

as the aerial resistance, with 120 amps, in the base of the aerial,

the total aerial oscillating energy is C2E = 1202 X 1 -70= 24-6 KW.,
and the radiated energy is C2Rr

= 1202 X 0-817 =. 4-6 KW., which
is 18'5 per cent, of the energy oscillated in the aerial.

Best Wave Length. It has been found that for given heights
of transmitter and receiver aerials, and given range, there is

always an optimum wave length of radiation which will give
maximum current in the receiver aerial. Dr. Kimura has calcu-

lated that if the transmitting aerial is 200 feet high and the

receiving one 150 feet high, for a day range of 300 miles the best

wave length would be 640 metres, and that the transmitter aerial

current should be 2 %9 amperes ; for a range of 500 miles the wave

length should be 800 metres with 9-7 amperes in the transmitter

aerial. These figures apply to transmission from shore to ship ;

for work between ships the aerials may be of less height and the

same ranges obtained with shorter wave lengths but stronger
currents in the transmitter aerial. Dr. Kimura's calculations

were made before the development of sensitive valve detectors

and amplifiers ; the advent of these has greatly revolutionised all

wireless calculations.

Dr. L. W. Austin carried out important experiments in 1908

between the Brant Eock Station near Boston and two U.S.

cruisers. Similar experiments were repeated later by J. L. Hogan,
between the station at Arlington and the U.S. cruiser Salem, up
to distances of 4000 kilometres.

For daylight working Austin first deduced the following
formula :

I = 4-25
-^i _2

- O-OOISDA-'

AJy

where Ir
= receiver aerial current in amperes,

ls
= transmitter aerial current in amperes,

fej
= height of sending aerial in kilometres,

h2
= height of receiving aerial in kilometres,

D = range in kilometres,

A = wave length in kilometres,

e = Napierian logarithm base.

Austin found that 10 microamperes in the receiving aerial, corre-

sponding to ;jJ microwatt of received energy, gave a just audible
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signal, and that 40 microamperes, or^ microwatt, were necessary
for good readable signals.

In Hogan's experiments more delicate receiving apparatus
was employed, so that good results were obtained with half the

above quoted value of received current or energy. Expressing
received current in microamperes, transmitter aerial current in

amperes, wave length in metres, range in kilometres and aerial

height in feet, Hogan arrived at the formula

Austin introduced further modification of the formula by
inserting a factor to correct for damping decrement in tho two
aerial systems.

The above expressions for received current are not, of course,

reliable in all cases of radiation, owing to irregularities of earth

absorption and other losses ; yet, based as they are on careful

experimental work, the formula) are valuable because they demon-
strate that there is a definite wave length which will give best

results on any given range ; this is important where long ranges
are concerned.

The formulae are also helpful in arriving at a first approxima-
tion of the design of a station ; for example, if we decide on values

for the minimum receiver current, also the wave length, range,
and height of aerials, the formula enables us to determine what
the transmitter aerial current should be approximately, and thus

to determine the size of the transmitter plant.
In a later article, contributed by Austin to the Ekctrician,

January 12th, 1917, he showed that the currents received at the

U.S. Naval Laboratory from Nauen had, over six months, an

average value of 1*44 microamperes. The range was 6650 kilo-

metres, the wave length 12,500 metres, and the resistance of the

receiving aerial circuit was 124 ohms.

The received current^ varied in value from 0*1 micro-

ampere to 8 microamperes, but the results led to the conclusion

that for long-distance work a first approximation could bo fairly

accurately based on the formula

- 0'0015D\~ -

where E is the resistance of the receiving system in ohms, I, is in

amperes, h\, h%> and A in metres, and D in kilometres.

VOL. i. B
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Aerial Wire. The wire used in the stranded aerial cable

should have good conductivity and a tensile strength sufficient

to stand the stresses to which it will be subjected. Suitable

materials are hard drawn copper, phosphor bronze, silicon

bronze, and aluminium. The tensile strengths of hard drawn

copper, phosphor bronze, and silicon bronze are 14, 50, 40 tons

per cube cm., while the conductivities are as 100 : 28 : 42 re-

spectively. Silicon bronze is therefore much superior to hard

drawn copper as regards tensile strength and has nearly twice

the conductivity of phosphor bronze ; for this reason aerials

on commercial stations are generally made of hard drawn silicon

bronze. The stretching tension put on an aerial should not

be much greater than one-eighth of its breaking strain.

Dr. J. A. Fleming has advocated the use of aluminium
because of its comparative lightness combined with fairly high

conductivity. He points
out that aluminium is less

than one-third the weight
of copper, and aluminium

alloys are available whose
tensile strengths are nearly

equal to that of hard drawn

copper. On the other hand,
aluminium alloy for a given

PIG. 121. resistivity of aerial will cost

more than copper, and in

any case it will be much inferior to hard drawn silicon bronze as

regards tensile strength.
Where joints have to be made in aerials they should be

soldered, but it must be remembered that the tensile strength
of a hard drawn wire is mainly a property of the outer skin

and is much weakened round a soldered joint ; thus joints in

the horizontal span of the aerial should be avoided, and if the

leading down wires are soldered on to the horizontal ones the

strain should be taken off the soldered joint. For T aerials a

Marconi Co. method of doing this is shown in Fig. 121.

For a 1J KW. spark station a good size of aerial wire is

/8 or
riJ

silicon bronze, using two such cables 12 feet apart to

form an L or T aerial. A 50 KW. spark transmitter would re-

quire a multiple wire directional aerial of ajbout 0*005 mfd.

capacity ; this would mean an aerial of 10 or 12 stranded cables

in parallel, each having a diameter of about 0-18 inch or equal
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to No. 10 S.W.G. The specification of the Imperial Wireless

Stations of the British Government stated that the aerial of

each should be directional, each wire consisting of ^ S.W.G.
silicon bronze and at least 3000 feet long. The aerial to be

supported on ten tubular steel masts each 800 feet high, and
2 ft. 6 ins. section ; from these the aerial to be suspended by
threading the wires through porcelain reel insulators attached
to the bottom of porcelain rod insulators. The wave length
of transmission was to be 30,650 feet.

Aerial Spreaders. These should be made of light, durable,
and fairly strong wood ; ash possesses the best combination of

these qualities.

For an L or T type aerial consisting of two stranded wires

of silicon bronze 12 feet apart the spreaders at each end should

be about 12 feet 6 inches long and tapering slightly at the ends
from 3 inches diameter at the centre. They should be spar
varnished with the aerial wires attached to steel bands carrying

lugs and fixed on the spreaders about 3 inches from each end.

The bands should also carry lugs to which the bridle is fastened

by means of a thimble and shackle in standard Marconi Co.'s

practice. The bridle is attached to the halyard by a thimble

and the halyard passes over a pulley fastened at the top of the

mast.

If the aerial consists of four wires these are best arranged as

the sides of a rectangle, using spreaders in the form of a cross.

Aerials of six or eight wires on ship installations are often

arranged around the peripheries of wooden hoops ; on land

stations they may be placed parallel to each other on ash spreaders,

provided they are kept a sufficient distance apart to minimise

mutual induction effects as already described.

Guy Stays for Aerial Masts. The guys should be tightened

up so that the vertical stresses on all the sections of the mast
are in line with each other ; also if the mast is slightly out of the

vertical due to wind pressure or other cause the sections of the

mast should remain in line, otherwise it is liable to buckle.

Therefore stretching of the guys, due to wind pressure on the

mast, should be uniform and proportional to their length.

For comparatively short masts the guys are generally made
of hemp rope, but for masts of 60 feet or over steel cable should

be used. The steel cable should be of stranded galvanised

strands with steel wire centre, its diameter and weight depend-

ing on the height and size of the mast and the consequent stresses
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to which it will be subjected. The top guys will experience
more stress than the bottom ones and in the case of large steel

masts the guy diameter will taper from 1 inch for the top guys
to finch for the bottom ones, the guys consisting of seven-strand

steel cable with 19 wires to a strand.

The guys should make an angle of 45 with the mast, which

implies that the top guys should be anchored farther out from
the mast than the bottom ones ; for masts whose heights do
not exceed 1 00 feet, and which have from three to four sets of guys,
it is usual to anchor thorn all to four anchor pins whose distance

from the mast gives an average angle of 45 for the guys.
The top back guy will have to withstand the horizontal pull

of the aerial, which in the case of fairly large aerials may amount
to 20,000 or 80,000 Ibs. The stress on all the guys, as well as

on the aerial and masts, will increase if they are covered with

sleet or hoar frost ; it will also increase on aerial masts and
windward guys when a gale is blowing.

If the guys are of steel oscillating currents will be induced

in them so that they will absorb some of the energy radiated

from the transmitter, or screen some of the energy from the

receiver. Also, if oscillating currents are induced in them during
transmission they will radiate energy on wave lengths depend-

ing on their lengths. To avoid these effects steel guys are

generally divided into sections by means of strain insulators

so as to decrease their interfering wave length and their capacity
for absorbing energy. A galvanised steel wire rope of 1 inch

circumference will stand a breaking strain of 2 tons and will

stretch about \ per cent, under a strain of J ton.

For masts up to 70 feet high -guy ropes of Italian hemp are

often employed ; a hemp rope of 1 inch circumference should

stand a breaking strain of 1500 Ibs., but the safe working load

is not much over 100 Ibs. Hemp rope guys must be examined

frequently as they stretch considerably under undue wind

strains, and require to be made uniformly taut at frequent
intervals. They also deteriorate fairly rapidly under weather

exposure. For this reason it is better to employ J inch stranded

steel rope for the guys of a 70 feet mast, terminating with a

length of hemp rope at the lower end of each guy, the hemp
rope being threaded- through a cleat by means of which slack

can be taken up round the head of the anchor peg.

Earthing. It will be remembered that Marconi's first im-

portant development of Hertzian wave transmission was to
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connect one side of the spark gap to earth ; by so doing he found
that the range of transmission for a given height of aerial was
much increased. Later, Sir 0. Lodge used a balanced capacity
network of wires or plates raised a foot or so above tho earth

and insulated from it, but when this was used it was found that

the signals were improved by putting underneath it a similar

network of wires in contact with the ground. It was evident,

therefore, that range depended not only on the ether strains

in the air, but also to some extent on the distribution of

this strain effect in tho space around the transmitter aerial,

and on the earth currents resulting therefrom. Thus, except
for portable military stations which may employ copper wire

woven mats laid on the ground, modern wireless practice is

to have a good earth connection at the bottom of the aerial

circuit. It has already been pointed out that on any funda-
mental or harmonic wave length of the aerial circuit there is

always a maximum value of current at the earth connection,
therefore resistance at this point should be avoided just as much
as in any portion of the aerial wire. All joints in the aerial

should be soldered and the joint between the aerial and earth

should similarly be made as good as possible. As a general
rule it may be stated that the resistance of an earth contact-

will depend on the surface area of the contact ; in an experiment
made by the author the resistance between two steel pins stuck

into the ground 100 yards apart was 492 ohms, but when four

steel pins were used, two at each end about 2 feet apart, the

resistance was only 152 ohms ; this shows that much of the

resistance measured was at the contacts between the steel pins
and earths. It was also found in this case that the resistance

was much reduced by packing wet charcoal round the pins.
Where possible, thick stranded copper wire should be well

soldered to plates buried in the ground and a good connection

made by these wires to the bottom of the aerial circuit. The
earth lead should be as short as possible, and on no account

should it run parallel and close to the lead-in from the aerial ;

if this happens the two would form a condenser and introduce a

capacity effect where it is not wanted and where it does not

contribute to free radiation strain effect.

At land commercial stations the earthing system consists of

a wide circle of zinc rectangular plates sunk edgewise in the

ground, and connected to the apparatus by numerous radial

wires soldered to the ring; from the zinc plates other wires
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stretch out under the ground. The longer the wave length the

longer should the earth wires extend out from the station ; at

some of the large Marconi stations the earth wires extend out-

wards for some hundreds of feet.

Another method adopted is to sink iron pipes vertically
in the ground, in a circle round the station, each pipe con-

nected by a thick copper wire to the earth terminal of the

apparatus.
At Macrihanish station (working on the Fessenden system)

the earth consisted of a largo network of iron wire simply thrown
on the rocks, and washed by the sea.

With the Marconi Co. 5 KW. Set an earthing arrangement
sometimes adopted is to have a number of galvanised iron plates,
No. 24 gauge, buried on edge in the earth in a large circle of 50

feet radius, and connected by wires to cables which are led to

the earth terminal of the apparatus. These may be supple-
mented by long wires buried in the earth and radiating out from
the iron plates.

For smaller amateur stations the water pipes may provide
a good earth, especially if no part of them rises higher in the

house than that joined to the apparatus on no account should

gas pipes be used as an earth, for leakage or explosion may ensue,

owing to the danger of sparking at bad contacts.

The aerial should always be left connected to the earth wires

when the apparatus is not in use, and amateur aerials should be

fitted with a long-bladed knife switch which can be used to

short circuit all the apparatus, so that if atmospheric or lightning

discharges strike the aerial they can pass direct to earth.

The Marconi Co. use a device called an earth arrester, which
consists of two heavy brass plates clamped together, but separated
from each other by a very thin mica washer. This is connected

in series in the aerial as shown in Fig. 122. A circular groove
is cut in each brass disc, coinciding with the edge of the mica, to

ensure that the sparking will not take place at the mica edge and
burn it ; the sparking then takes place across the outer edge of

the upper plate. The gap is so short that it does not stop the

transmitting aerial currents, which flow in sparks across it, but
it acts as an insulator to the tiny received currents which must
therefore flow through the receiving apparatus. Strong atmo-

spheric or lightning discharges can flow across the gap, so that

to such the aerial is constantly earthed. This arrangement
does away with the necessity of having a change-over switch
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connecting the aerial to transmitter or receiver as required ; at

the same time the detector circuit of the receiver should be

disconnected when transmission is taking place, therefore some

switching arrangement is necessary where modern delicate

detectors are employed, though it is not necessary for robust

carborundum detectors.

The earthing arrangement at the Marconi transoceanic

stations, on the shores of the Atlantic and Pacific, are very
elaborate and costly. The sending and receiving units are in

separate buildings from 20 to 30 miles apart ; each of course

with their own directional aerial system. In order that the

interaction between the sending and receiving aerials should

be as small as possible they are placed parallel to each other.

At the sending station a continuous circle, of 100 feet radius,

EBONITE

MARCONI EARTH ARRESTER

APWRATUS.
* .CONNECTIONS.

FIG. 122.

is made by large zinc plates, all bolted together and buried in

tho ground on edge, 'the transmitting apparatus boing at the

centre of tho circle. Soldered to the top edge of the plates
are 224 stranded copper cables, all of same length and size,

stretching out radially from the earthing side of tho trans-

mitter.

From the zinc ring 112 copper cables, 300 feet long, stretch

out radially, each terminating in another zinc plate placed

vertically in the ground. Some of these latter zinc plates will

be under the aerial, and Irom these copper cables extend in

the ground under the aerial to a point a little further than the

span of the aerial itself. If the station is near a river or marsh
this symmetrical system of earthing may be modified so that

a good number of the plates may be in the bed of the river or

in the marshy ground.
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At the receiving station a continuous circle of 50 feet radius
is made of zinc plates and, as before, joined by copper cables
to the earthing side of the receiving apparatus. Prom this

circle of buried zinc plates other cables extend out to marshy
ground or a water way in the vicinity, each terminating in

another zinc plate buried on edge.
At the new transatlantic Marconi station on Cefndu Mountain

in Wales the earthing arrangements are as here described. The
aerial consists of 32 silicon bronze cables supported on 10 tubular

steel masts each 400 feet high.
Aerial Towers and Masts. For larger stations the choice is

between elaborate rigid steel towers, sectional steel masts sup-

ported by guys, or wooden lattice masts supported by guys.

Rigid steel lattice towers have more to recommend them than

sectional tubular steel masts supported by guys ; the difference

in initial expenditure is not so great as might at first sight appear,
since the guyed mast necessitates the purchase of a large piece
of ground round the aerial ; guys have to be maintained and

frequently overhauled by expert labour; and the necessary

painting of the mast will require expert work, whereas a rigid
tower can be scraped and painted every two or three years by
ordinary labour. Unless the guying of tubular steel masts is

very carefully attended to during erection and maintenance it

is very liable to fail, as in the case of the 400 foot mast at Macri-

hanish, and the 492 foot mast at Ballybunion.
Wooden lattice masts up to 600 feet high have given great

satisfaction ; in initial cost and maintenance they are cheap
compared to steel structures and are quickly erected. 0. I1

.

Elwell has described, in the Proceedings of the Institute oj Radio

Engineers, a method of building masts which have a triangular
framework. Three columns of 8, 14, and 20 feet length re-

spectively are erected in position and connected by brace pieces

up to 6 feet high. A little hoisting derrick is now attached

through a hole in the 20 foot column (which hole will eventually
be used for a steel tie rod), and an 18 foot length is hoisted and
fixed on top of the shortest, or 8 foot, column, after which steel

tie rods and more brace frames are fixed. The shortest column
has now become the longest, the derrick is removed to it and
another 18 feet length is raised and fixed to the now shortest

column. This procedure is repeated until the mast is completed,
the men aloft working on a small wooden platform which is

raised higher as each 6 feet of mast is completed. Guy cables
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are fixed as tho erection proceeds and it is claimed that from
86 to 54 feet of mast can be completed per day. Fig. 128 shows
this construction in the 440 foot masts erected at San Francisco ;

similar masts can bo seon at Portsmouth in England and at

Ballybunion in Ireland.

Each section of the mast
is a 6 foot square and
it is estimated that of

the 86 square feet of

each section 80 square
feet may be taken as

wind-opposing surface,

so that a load of 200
Ibs. per foot of mast
is used in calculating

guy stresses. For masts

up to 800 feet high
Elwell recommends the

use of only one size of

timber, as an attempt
to taper the columns
and braces adds to the

cost of milling, sorting,
and fitting. For masts
over 800 feet high two
or three taperings may
be employed. Wooden
lattice masts are not

suitable for erection in

tropical countries owing
to the climate and the

ravages of insects ; if

erected in these coun-

tries they should be

supported on concrete FIG. 123.

which rises well above
the ground, and kept well coated with tar or other insect resisting

compound.
For smaller stations and ranges a tubular wooden, steel, or

duralium mast can be built up, with sections which fit into each

other, on the ground and hoisted by means of a derrick. One
of the best examples of this type of mast is made by the Marconi
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Company for a 1 J KW. station ; it is shown in Fig. 124. The

FIG. 124.- Marconi Military Mast.

1. Top guy plate with aerial attached through block. 2. Pin bearing for mast

supported onAground plate, also showing derrick connection on swivelling
ring. 3. Aerial spreader. 4. Bottom fastening of guy rope. 6. Steel plug
fitting into socket 6.
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aerial is of the two-wire L type, and the two supporting masts
are each 70 foot high, made in six sections and guyed with three

.(a)

'

(ft)i

j.
. ',.. Flo* ISi, '.

,
...

''

,

sets of guys. Each section is made of hollow hexagonal

boxing with a socket at one end and a solid steel plug at the
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other. The mast is assembled on the ground, with guy ring

plates fitted over the plugs between sections at the proper

intervals, guys clipped on the rings by means of spring hooks

and fastened to the anchor pins in the ground at the proper

positions. A derrick, whose length is made up of two mast

sections, is fixed by a pin to the bottom of the mast, and the

guys of the mast on the derrick side are fastened to the extreme

end of the derrick and made tight. The derrick which was at

right angles to the mast when on the ground is raised into a

vertical position ; then by pulling on the top end of the derrick

with a block and tackle it is pulled downwards and the mast

raised to a vertical position, the guys being tightened as the

mast is raised so that it will not fall over to one side or the other.

When erected the guys which were fastened to the end of the

derrick are removed and fastened to the anchor pins already
fixed in the ground to receive them. The masts for this 1J
KW. station are about 180 metres apart, the aerial being about

160 metres long.
Another very good mast made by the Marconi Company

consists of eight sections of split bamboo bound together with steel

binding wire at intervals to form a cylindrical tube over a light

hollow steel core ; this mast is very light and durable, the

fitting and erection being similar to that already described.

This style of mast is very suitable for portable stations such as

those used in military services, so that it is much used by the

armies of several countries.

For portable or military stations the Telefunken Company
use wooden masts made of socketed sections something similar

to those employed by the Marconi Company ; they also use a

type of steel mast designed by EendahL Types of Telefunken

masts are shown in Fig. 125.

Owing to the rapid and great development of valvo detectors

and amplifiers for receiver circuits it is probable that less trans-

mitter energy will be required than heretofore, even where spark

systems are not superseded by C.W. systems. Aerials will

therefore be smaller, lighter, and lower, and supported on less

elaborate structures than was formerly necessary.
Insulators. The strain insulators.used in the aerial must be of

such a design that they will not break under heavy mechanical

strain, and their insulating properties must not deteriorate by

exposure to the weather. The Marconi Co. use a special type of

flexible insulator consisting of a core of special cord completely
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covered with vulcanised india-rubber. The surface of the rubber

is treated with a special bitumen compound which, though flexible,

has a smooth surface ; this causes moisture to separate into drops,
so that in wet weather there will not be a continuous surface of

moisture on the insulator. The insulator is made up in two

different lengths, 8 feet for a working strain of 15 cwt. and 5 feet

*IG. 12G.

for a working strain of 80 cwt., while, of course, the longer
insulator has the greatest dielectric strength.

The Telefunken Co. use the Rendahl insulator shown in

Fig. 126. The high pressure end is made of aluminium, funnel

shaped, the effect of which is to spread the potential stress more

uniformly along the stalk of insulating material than would
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stalk is made of wood, impregnated
with oil and protected by a

porcelain tube.

Strain insulators can be
made by screwing metal eyes
into the ends of ebonite rods

from 9 inches to 12 inches long.
The end of the rod and the

metal eye should first be put
in boiling water for some time,

and it will then be found easy
to screw the eye into the rod,

after which the end should be

plunged in cold water. Such
insulators will stand a strain

of 500 to 700 Ibs. and, for a

high voltage, two or more can

be joined in series. They are

, suitable for use in the stay

ropes which anchor each end

""]
of the spreaders to prevent

S the aerial swaying or turning
round in the wind. Other

strain insulators of porcelain
or special composition, capable
of withstanding large mechani-

cal strain, can be seen in the

lists of manufacturing Com-

panies.
A good roof or wall insu-

lator, for use where the aerial

enters the operating room, can

be made by threading an ebo-

nite tube 86 inches long over

a brass rod, the ebonite being

| inch thick. The brass rod

is screwed at each end, and
fitted with nuts by means oi

which the aerial wires, inside

and outside, can be connected

to it. For leading in purposes
the Marconi Co. use the Bradiield Insulator shown in Fig. 127-
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It consists of a stalk of ebonite with an iron rod running through
it, the ebonite having three petticoat enlargements to give a

longer insulating or leakage path. The whole is surmounted by
a metal cone, which serves to keep off the rain and distribute the

potential gradient. The insulator fits in a stuffing-box in the
cabin roof, the box having an ebonite core and asbestos ring
washers*

Fig. 128 shows a Chambers Lodge insulator, also a simple
method of attaching aerial wires through insulators to the

sproader and twisting halyard which is suitable for small stations.
For small stations a glazed porcelain tube, such as is stocked

by most Electrical Supply Companies, might be used ; the tube
should be of such a length that it extends well beyond the inside

CHAMBERS LODGE INSULATOR.

FIG. 128.

and outside surfaces of the wall, and it should be filled with
bitumen so that moisture is prevented from lodging in it.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. What is a directional aerial and how is it used ?

2. Why ia it that the natural wave length of an aerial may be taken as about
4*9 times its actual length ?

3. Explain why an aerial should not be loaded with inductance to produce a
wave length greater than 4 timea its natural wave length.

4. How would you produce a radiating wave length which is less than the
natural wave length of the aerial ?

5. An aerial has a capacity of 0*0005 mfd. ; what inductance placed in series
with it will produce a radiation wave length of 100 metres ?

- 6. An aerial is 80 feet high and its horizontal portion consists of 10 wires 110
feet long, spaced 2 feet apart. Its capacity is 0*00095 mfd. and its inductance
0-0005 mhy. What is the natural wave length of this aerial

7. Calculate the inductance of the coil which should be connected in the
aerial in Question 6 to produce a radiation wave length of 800 metres.

8. What considerations determine the proper spacing of the wires of a horizontal
aerial ?

9. Why are aerials raised as high above the ground as possible ?
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10. What is meant by
"
radiation resistance

"
? How is it determined for

any radio-telegraphic aerial ?

11. Why is it necessary to have a large spread of earthing connections at a
transmitter station ?

12. What is the principal advantage of an umbrella type aerial ?

13. If the effective current is 10 amperes at the base of a T aerial 120 feet

high, and the wave length is 2000 ft., find the approximate amount of radiated

energy.
14. Calculate the approximate wave length of the aerial used with the Marconi

cavalry outfit described in this chapter.
15. What effect has (a) increase of aerial capacity, (b) increase of aerial in-

ductance, on the amount of energy radiated from the aerial ?

16. If an L aerial consists of a single stranded cable and has a natural wave
length of 600 metres what is the approximate length of the wire ; what is the most
efficient wave length of radiation from it, and the maximum wave length for which
it could be efficiently employed in transmission ?

17. Why is it necessary to
rpay particular attention to the insulation at the far

end of an aerial ?



CHAPTER XVII

SPARK RECEIVER CIRCUITS

WHEN electrical energy is oscillated in a Wireless Transmitter a

certain percentage of it will be radiated into the ether in the form
of strain effects. This energy is radiated in all directions and
as the strains spread through the ether they will diminish in

intensity, the decrease depending on the distance out from the

transmitter, on the losses in the surface of the land or sea over

which the strains travel, and on the losses in the ionised

atmosphere through which the strains are propagated.
If a stick is plunged up and down in the middle of a pond

it sets up strain effects of surface tension and inertia in the watoi

which spread out in the form of rings of wave motion, gradually

decreasing in size. Some of the energy put into the stick to move
it up and down is carried or radiated outwards in the form of

water wave motion. If a light cork is floating near the edge of

the pond and the energy of wave motion has not died out before

it reaches the cork the latter will bob up and down ; since it

lias weight its movement implies that energy has been imparted
to it by the wave motion in the water.

Exactly similar effects can be obtained if a vertical copper
wire is raised high in the air at some distance from the transmitter,
and at a point where the strain effects set up by the transmitter

have not yet died out in the other. Almost as soon as the key is

pressed the other in the distant copper wire experiences little

electric arid magnetic strains acting at right angles to each other.

Now copper is a good conductor and when the ether in it is elec-

trically strained electrons will move along it, also when the ether

in it and round it is magnetically strained, at right angles to its

length, an E.M.F. is induced in it which will tend to move electrons

from one end of it to the other. Thus every oscillation of ether

strain effect will cause a little oscillation of current in the wire,

but the oscillating ether strains are duo to the oscillations of

VOL. i. 273 T
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current in the transmitter aerial, therefore oscillations of current

in the transmitter aerial will give rise to tiny oscillations of current

in the receiver wire. The oscillations in the receiver wire will

be later by a small fraction of time than those in the transmitter,

since the ether wave disturbance takes one second to travel 186,000

miles or 10\)(T
second to travel 186 miles. The amplitude of the

oscillations in the receiver aerial will depend on the heights of the

two aerials, the distance between the stations, the nature of the

surface over which the feet of the ether waves have travelled, the

ionised condition of the atmosphere through which they have

travelled, and the presence or absence of screening effects such as

trees, hills, or houses between the two stations. The little oscil-

lating currents set up in the receiver wire represent energy ; if

B is the resistance of the wire and C the effective value of the

current by Ohm's Law, the energy turned into heat in the wire is

C2K watts, and by methods to be presently described some of

the energy given to the receiver wire, or aerial, can be made to

cause vibration of telephone receiver diaphragms and thus record

signals.
In 1918 Dr. L. W. Austin found that an effective current of

5 microamperes in an aerial of 25 ohms resistance, or an aerial

energy of $ watt, gave just readable signals ; since that time

the perfection of valve amplifiers has made it possible to obtain

good readable signals with very much smaller values of current

or energy in the receiver aerial.

It has been described in a previous Chapter that the wave

front of ether strains bends over in the direction of propagation,

especially with long ether waves sent over long ranges ; thus to

obtain the best results the receiver aerial should be bent so that

it will coincide with the electric strain effect and be at right angles

to the magnetic strain effect when these arrive at the receiver ;

this has already been illustrated in Fig. 118, and leads to the use

of L or T typo directional aerials at the receiver.

Again the amplitudes of the oscillating currents set up in the

receiver aerial can be increased by making the electrical frequency

of the circuit equal to that of the ether wave impulses acting on

it
; the self-induction and self-capacity of the aerial wire are

comparatively small, therefore to tune the aerial circuit to the

frequencies, or wave lengths, of commercial working it will be

necessary to connect an adjustable inductance coil in series with

it. Apart from the desirability of tuning the aerial circuit to the
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ether waves some of the inductance effect in it must be in the

form of a coil, for reasons which will be apparent in what follows.

The adjustment of the inductance in the circuit is generally made

by means of tappings from the coil to a multiple switch ; unless

there are many such tappings the adjustment for tuning can only
be a comparatively rough one, and it is better to supplement the

inductance by connecting a variable condenser in series with the

aerial and coil. Very fine adjustments of tho capacity effect can

be made with the variable condenser, so that tho tapped inductance

coil can bo used for rough tuning and the variable condenser for

final iine tuning. A suitable maximum value for tho variable

condenser is 0*001 mfd. When tho aerial circuit is in tune with

the ether waves the amplitude of tho curients oscillating in it

will be a maximum, and the received signals will then be strongest.

To tuno tho aerial circuit tho variable condenser should bo set

at its maximum value, or short-circuited, (most condensers have

their fixed and movable plates short-circuited whoii the index

pointer is at 180) ;
the inductance coil switch is then put 011 tho

stud which gives a- value of inductance just too groat for strongest

signals ; tho aerial wave length is now a little too long and by

decreasing the capacity of the variable condenser the wave length

can bo reduced until it is equal to that of tho ether waves. Note

that the condenser is in series with tho aerial earth capacity,

therefore tho capacity of the whole is smaller than the smallest of

these two and will be decreased by decreasing either. If the self-

capacity of the aerial is 0*0002 mfd., and that of tho variable con-

/ K K \
denser is set at 0*0005 mfd. the combined capacity, (K =

Tr~lTjf" )

is less than 0*0002 mfd., and it will be decreased ij the capacity of

the variable condenser is decreased. Because a condenser in series

^ith an aorial shortens the wave longth, somo studouts have the

erroneous idea that the larger this condenser is made tho more it

will decrease the wave length.
Now if it is desired to pick up signals carried on comparatively

long ether waves it may be that with all tho tuning coil switched

in and the aerial series condenser at maximum value the aerial

wave length is not yet as great as that of the ether waves ; in this

case it would be best to replace the tuning coil by one having a

larger value of inductance. If such a second coil is not available

a variable condenser may then be connected in parallel with the

inductance coil; this will increase the capacity effect of that

portion of the aerial circuit and therefore the 'capacity effect of
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the whole. Fine tuning can be obtained by adjusting tho con-

denser. Pig. 129 shows the simplest arrangements of aerial

receiver circuits for normal or short wave lengths, and for wave

lengths which are very long compared with the size of the aerial

and tuning coil ; a simple switching arrangement can be fitted by
means of which the variable condenser may be connected in series

or in parallel with the tuning coil as desired.

If, as in the Marconi system, the receiver aerial is connected

across the plates of an earth arrester, as shown in Fig. 130, the

FOR SHORT WAVES. FOR LONG WAVES.

RECEIVER AERIALS.

FIG. 129. FIQ. 130.

transmitter tuning inductance and jiggor secondary will remain in

the circuit and form part of tho receiver inductance.

The effect of the ether strains on the aerial circuit will depend
directly on the height and length of the aerial, for the greater these

are the more it will entrap strain effects in the ether ; whether
it is better to have great height or great length in an L or T aerial

will depend on the shape of the wave front arriving at it, but in

any case it should be high enough to clear all screening conductors

which are absorbing energy out of the lower portions of the ether

strains. The design of the aerial will be considered more fully
in a subsequent section,

With small oscillating currents thus induced in the receiver

aerial by the ether waves we have now to consider the method of

employing them to record signals. The receiver telephones cannot
be connected directly in series in the aerial circuit for three reasons :
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(1) the telephone receivers consist of coils wound on magnets,
and have therefore^, high value of inductance, L, so that their

impedance, V^B2 + (2irfL)^ is very high and would damp out
the little current oscillations ; (2) even if the smal|4 current oscil-

lations were not entirely damped out they are of very high fre-

quency and the inertia of the telephone diaphragms would prevent
thorn from vibrating at such a frequency ; (8) if the diaphragms
could vibrate at the high frequency no sound would be heard, as

tho human ear cannot hear vibrations at a higher rate than about

25,000 per second, and vibrations of 5,000 per second are about
the limit of comfortable audibility.

Now the oscillating currents in the aerial circuit will set up
an oscillating magnetic field in the ether along the axis of the

tuning coil ; this oscillating magnetic field, interlinking with the

turns of wire in the tuning coil, will induce an oscillating difference

of potential at its terminals. We can therefore apply a recording
circuit to these terminals in order that it will be acted upon by
tho oscillating potentials set up. A pair of telephone receivers

connected across the terminals of the coil would not lead to any
results for reasons similar to those just given, but if a detector

is connected in series with the telephones the combination will

provide a delicate recording or detecting circuit. A detector is an

apparatus which has a much higher resistance in one direction

through it than in the other direction for small electrical currents ;

thus, if small oscillations of potential are applied to a circuit which
includes a detector in series, the detector allows current to flow

whon the potential is acting in one direction, but when the potential
acts in the opposite direction tho dotoctor resistance in that

direction is so high that practically no current gets through it and
tho circuit. Such a property is possessed by contacts between
certain crystals and motals, or between different kinds of crystals,
or by vacuum tubes in which one electrode is kept hot ; these

are called crystal or valve detectors and will be described in

subsequent chapters.
Now let us consider what happens when a pair of telephone

receivers in series with a detector is connected across the tuning
coil of a receiver aerial circuit, as shown in Fig. 181 (a). When a

spark occurs at the transmitter there are four or five oscillations of

current in the transmitter closed circuit, and this starts a train of

oscillations of current in the transmitter aerial circuit as shown
in Fig. 1 82. This radiates energy out through the ether in the form
of a train of strain effects, or waves. A fraction of time later,
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SINGLE SLIDE
RECEIVER COILS, "=="

Fia. 131.

IP RANGE IS 186 MILLS THEN 1OOO SEC. UKTER

OSCILLATIONS OF POTENTIAL ACROSS TUNING COIL

CURRENT PULSE THROUOM DETECTOR & TEuCPnONE5

Fia 132.
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(i<5oo second if the range is 186 miles), the ether round and in the

receiver aerial experiences these strains, weak now owing to dis-

sipation losses ; they induce little oscillations of current in the

receiver aerial circuit and thus oscillating potentials across the

receiver tuning coil. One set of halves of these oscillating potentials
are rendered inoperative by the action of the detector, the other

halves of the oscillations tend to send high frequency pulses of

current through the detector and telephones. Binco these pulses
of potential and current always act in the same direction the

detector is said to rectify the oscillations, and is sometimes called

a
"

Rectifier." Owing to the high impedance of the detector and

telephones no current flows in them until the potential across the

coil is sufficiently built up by the oscillations in it ; when built up
a pulse of current will flow through the detector and telephones
as shown in Fig. 132, and this pulse actuates the telephone dia-

phragms. The current discharge due to a train of rectified

potential oscillations is smoothed out into ono pulse owing to the

high impedance of the detector-telephone circuit.

It is thus seen that one vibration of the telephone diaphragm
is given for each spark at the transmitter, therefore the diaphragm
vibration frequency is ftie same as the transmitter spark frequency,
and the note heard in the telephones is the same as the note heard

in the spark : a high sparking rate means a high note in the

receiver telephones. The ether waves are sent out in trains, as

many waves in a train as there are oscillations in the transmitter

aerial ; each train of waves sets up a train of oscillations in the

receiver aerial and gives one pulse of current through the telephone
receivers. The number of oscillations induced in the receiver is

not necessarily the same as that in the transmitter aerial, indeed

it will generally be less, for the 'smaller oscillations in the trans-

mitter will set up strain effects in the ether which will probably
have died out before the range is covered, and the damping effects

in the receiver circuit will not allow the oscillations in it to persist

long after the ether strains have ceased. Also the discharge

through the detector and telephones damps out the energy oscil-

lating in the receiver circuit and cuts short the train.

As will be described in the Chapter on Detectors some of the

latter work best when a small steady current is flowing round the

circuit consisting of the detector, telephone receivers, and receiver

tuning coil ;
the necessary direction and value of this current will

vary for different detectors, therefore it should be supplied by a

variable source of potential such as a potentiometer wire with
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3 or 4 volts drop of potential along it. This gives us the arrange-
ment of simple receiver circuit shown diagrammatically in

Kg. 181 (6).

The simple receiver circuit as shown in Pig. 131 will work very
well on long waves, when the inductance coil will necessarily have
a large value and the series condenser may be short-circuited or

omitted ; the longer the waves the less delicate may be the tuning

adjustments to give the same percentage accuracy of tuning. We
may note that the energy oscillating in the circuit at one moment is

stored up in the aerial capacity and an instant later is setting

up inductance effects ; if the coil is relatively large most of the

inductance effect of the circuit is located in the coil, and therefore

most of the oscillating energy is applied to the detector circuit

at the moment when the energy is setting up inductive effects ;

i.e. when the energy is represented by JLi
2
, where L is the in-

ductance of the coil, and i is the effective receiver aerial current.

Thus with crystal detectors the strength of received signals is pro-

portional to the square of the aerial current.

But the arrangement is not suitable for receiving short wave

signals on the same aerial ; to tune the circuit down to short

waves the inductance would have to be reduced by switching out

some of the turns in the coil. As shown in Fig. 131 (a) or (b)

the circuit is tuned to short waves and the potential difference

induced across the coil by the current oscillating in it will be weak,
because it now consists of only a few turns in series with each other ;

consequently the effect in the detector and telephones will be

weak.

Two-Slide Coil.-j-This defect can be overcome by having a

second set of tappings on the inductance coil so that the number
of turns across which the detector circuit is applied may be

greater than that included in the aorial circuit.

Referring to Pig. 131 (a), when the aerial circuit currents

oscillate in the turns of the coil included in the circuit, the

oscillating magnetic field set up by them will not only interlink

with those turns but also with the neighbouring turns which have
been switched off, inducing oscillating potential in all these turns.

Therefore if we could include all these turns in the portion of the

coil applied to the detector circuit we should have larger potential
effects to act on that circuit. This can be realised by having two

sliding contacts or two sets of tappings on the coil, using one for

tuning the aerial circuit and the other for adjusting the inductive

effect applied to the detector circuit. Such an arrangement
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is shown in Pig. 138 ; it gives, as it were, a transforming
up effect, since the oscillating voltage applied to the detector

circuit is greater than that induced in the portion of the coil

included in the aerial circuit ; it is in fact an auto-transformer.

At the same time we have now two oscillating circuits coupled

together ; one is the aerial circuit with its definite values of in-

ductance and capacity, the other is that portion of the coil con-

nected to the detector circuit it has a different value of inductance

which with its small self-capacity determines its oscillation con-

stant. The best effects will be obtained if the secondary circuit

is accurately tuned to the aerial circuit, Kough tuning can be
done with the inductance by a proper adjustment of the second

slider, or multiple switch, but for fine tuning a small variable

condenser, shown at A in Fig. 183,
is connected in parallel with the

secondary portion of the coil, forming
with the coil a closed oscillatory cir-

cuit coupled to the aerial circuit.

The variable condenser A, across the

closed circuit, must be of very small

capacity and used only to give accu-

rate tuning between the studs on the

inductance coil; this condenser has

to be charged up before a discharge
takes place through the detector arid

telephones. If it is of too largo a

value the small oscillating currents

flowing into it from the coil will not

raise its,, potential to any appreciable value ; it will thus damp
out the potential effects on which we are relying to send currents

through the high resistance and inductance effects of the detector

and telephones. A suitable maximum value of the capacity of

this condenser is from 0-0002 to 0-0005 mfd. ; to tune the circuit

the condenser should first bo sot at zero value and the induct-

ance increased until best effects are obtained on it
; the condenser

should then be gradually increased from zero until the signals are

loudest when it is evident that the closed circuit is in tune with

the aerial circuit.

As a matter of fact, with high resistance detectors which

function on potential effects, the receiver would be most efficient

if designed so that no capacity effect were required in the

secondarv circuit bevond the self-capacitv of the coil, and this

TWO SLIDE COIL.

FIG. 133.
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should be kept as small as possible by properly designing the

coil.

In passing it may be remarked that when low resistance de-

tectors and telephones are employed, as in the case of the Marconi

Magnetic Detector, the secondary circuit condenser may have a

larger value than that used with high resistance detector circuits.

Blocking Condenser. In Fig. 188 a condenser is shown con-

nected across the telephone receivers this is known as a blocking

condenser, and its function is to clear and improve the note heard

in the telephones. The telephone receivers have a high value

of inductance, since they consist of many turns of wire wound on

magnetised iron ;
with the condenser they form a closed circuit

whose natural frequency is very low, approaching that of the

spark frequency or of the pulses of current in the telephones.

Thus by suitably choosing the capacity value of the condenser it

can tune the telephones to the frequency of the current impulses

in them and suppress harmonic pulses. Sound waves, or air

waves, of any length are generally accompanied by waves whose

length or frequency bears a definite relation to the fundamental

wave ; thus when a note is struck on a piano one can distinguish

in it the sound of a note which is an octave higher this is called

a harmonic accompanying the fundamental note. The peculiar

difference, called timbre, between the same note as sounded on

the piano, or violin, or flute is due to the presence of different

harmonics with the fundamental, according to the instrument

played ;
a note on the flute is very pure compared to the same note

on the other instruments because it is nearly free from harmonics.

In the same way ether waves of any fundamental length, set

up by spark transmitters, are generally accompanied by harmonics

owing to irregularities of tuning or contacts in the transmitter

and receiver circuits ; the pulses of current in tho detector circuit

are accompanied by little irregular pulses which confuse, as it

were, the vibration frequency of the telephone diaphragms.

The function of the condenser is that all these little irregular

pulses shall join with the main pulse to flow into the condenser

and charge it ; they are thus all integrated and made into one

whole before the condenser discharges through the telephone

receivers. In much the same way a reservoir may be employed

to gather up all the water contributed by small mountain streams,

and perhaps one larger rivulet, before it sends a steady flow of

water through a delivery pipe.

The size of the condenser should be chosen so that the natural
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frequency of the circuit made by ,it and the telephone receivers

is equal to the main pulse frequency, i.e. the transmitter spark

frequency ; with the circuit thus tuned the strength of the main

pulse will be accentuated. This means that the condenser value

should depend on the inductance of the telephones and on the

spark frequency, arid should be variable to suit changes of either ;

generally, however, to save extra adjustments the condenser is

made of a fixed value which is found to give the best effect with
the telephones and spark frequencies usually employed. This

value will be from 0-002 to 0*004 mfd. ; if the condenser is too small

it will have practically no effect, if too large it will reduce the

potential drop across the telephones and thus reduce the strength
of signals.

Now we have seen that the arrangements shown in Fig. 133

provide us with two tuned circuits coupled together, the oscilla-

tions in the aerial circuit inducing oscillations in the closed circuit

in such a way that the potential effects are transformed up through
the auto-transformer coupling. We must therefore consider the

effects of loose or tight coupling. If the aerial circuit is tuned down
to short waves few turns of the coil may be included in it and
the coupling will then be loose ; possibly so loose that signals
are very weak. It may even be that best signals are now obtained

by disregarding the tuning of the secondary circuit, leaving the

variable condenser, A, at zero value and including a good portion
of the coil in the detector circuit, not because this portion of the

coil is in tune with the aerial circuit but because it gives a good
step-up of potential. Again when tuning to long waves practi-

cally all of the coil is included in the aerial circuit, i.e. nearly the

same amount of it as is in the closed circuit ; this is tight coupling
and the energy will tend to swing to and fro between the circuits

on two wave lengths, neither of which is the main wave length
in the ether, which results in a loss of efficiency. Therefore this

arrangement is likely to be inefficient either because the coupling
is too tight or too loose except on one definite wave length.
Another disadvantage of single-slide or two-slide receivers is that

they are very susceptible to jamming by atmospherics, or by
signals on wave lengths to which they are not tuned.

The amplitude of the oscillations of a pendulum will be a

maximum if it is tuned to the pulses acting on it, but this does

not mean that it will not oscillate at all if impulses act on it which

are not in tune, or do not synchronise with its swing. In the same

way the amplitudes or maximum values of the current oscillations
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in an electrical circuit will be greatest if the circuit is in tune

with the oscillating pulses of energy, such as ether strains, acting
on it, but oscillating pulses of energy not in tune with it will still

cause some oscillating effect. If the detector circuit is con-

nected closely to the aerial circuit non-tuned pulses may cause

sufficient electrical disturbance to vibrate the telephone dia-

phragms. Tuning the circuit or circuits with close coupling,

such as is given by a single-slide or two-slide coil, may strengthen
the effects for one wave length but will not reduce to zero the

effects of other wave lengths. Thus with such coils tuning is

mixed up with coupling; when tuned to give best strength of

signals the coupling is likely to be so close that jamming is probable

by signals on other wave lengths. It is better, therefore, to adopt
an arrangement in which coupling is distinct from tuning and can

be adjusted independent of the tuning ; such an arrangement is

provided by having two independent coils, one in the aerial circuit,

tho other in the closed circuit.

Loose-Coupled Circuits. The closed circuit coil will generally

have more turns than the aerial coil, and may be wound of finer

wire because the closed circuit should be tuned with large induct-

ance and small capacity effects ; in the aerial circuit the capacity
effects will be larger and the inductive effects correspondingly
smaller \vhen the two circuits are tuned to each other. The

coupling between the circuits may be varied by making one coil

slide along the axis of the other or by turning the axis of one coil

relatively to that of the other. In the Telefunken receiver

the secondary coil is hinged on a board and for tight coupling it

embraces the aerial coil ; when pulled upwards and outwards the

axis of the secondary is no longer in lino with that of the

aerial and the coupling is loosened, and when tho secondary coil

is pulled right up it can bo turned through an angle of 90, thus

putting tho axes of the two coils at right angleB to each other

and well apart so that tho coupling is very loose. Fig. 134 shows

diagrammatically two arrangements of couplod rocoivor circuits ;

in the loft-hand one the two tuning coils are coupled together

which means that if the number of turns in either the primary
or secondary coils is changed, for the purposes of tuning, it changes
the degree of coupling, or necessitates a movement of one coil

relatively to the other if the degree of coupling is to be kept
constant. If the two coils are fairly large, wound in single layers

and one slides into the other, they will form a condenser effect,

and the tuning of both circuits will vary considerably as the
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coupling is varied. This disadvantage does not arise with the

arrangements shown in the right-hand diagram ;
here the aerial

circuit has a coupling coil quite distinct from the tuning ooil,

and the secondary circuit has no tappings on its coil so that it can

be tuned only to the range of wave lengths given by the small

variable condenser. In this case the coupling can be set to any
desired value and will remain constant whatever the tuning

adjustments may bo. This is the best practice and is much
used by the Marconi Company ; the absence of tappings on the

secondary coil reduces the range of wave lengths to which it is

possible to tune the receiver, but in commercial practice a receiver

is generally required to work on a definite wave length, and it is

better to havo mi efficient receiver at that wave length than ono

which can be tuned to long or short wave length ranges which are

not important. In any case a small variable condenser across

the secondary coil gives a good range of tuning ; for example,

neglecting the small self capacity of the coil, suppose the variable

condenser has a minimum value of 0*00004 mfd. and a maximum
value of 0-0002 mfd., the minimum and maximum wave lengths to

which the closed circuit can be tuned are :

GQ2L X 0'00004 ^ 4

60*L X 0-0002 20
J_ .

2-2
'

in other words the condenser can be used to tune to a wave length

more than double the minimum wave length. If the receiver

is required to function on much longer wave lengths it is also

possible to have a switching arrangement, by means of which an
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extra tuning coil can be connected in series with the existing

coil in the closed circuit ; the switch may even be so arranged as

to throw extra inductance into the aerial circuit at the same time.

For the present, however, we are only concerned with the principle

that coupling should bo kept distinct from tuning.

Pig. 185 shows the connections in a Marconi crystal receiver

used for waves up to 1200 metres long. The turns of wire in both

the primary and secondary of the coupling coil are fixed, i.e. there

are no variable contacts. The aerial circuit is tuned by haying
in series with the primary a variable inductance coil with tappings

taken to a multiple-way switch; a variable condenser is also

joined in series, and is used to obtain finer adjustments of tuning.

Since the secondary coil is of fixed value tuning of the secondary

Fio. 135.

circuit is carried out by means of a small adjustable Billi condenser

connected across the coil. Since the primary and secondary

coils have a fixed number of turns the maximum coupling is fixed,

but the
"
degree of coupling

"
can be varied by turning the axis

of the primary coil out of lino with that of the secondary, as shall

be further described in Chapter XIX.
The Billi condenser is so named because its capacity is of the

order of a billifarad.

A small spark gap T^ inch long is connected across the whole

aerial circuit from aerial to earth ; through this abnormal

discharges can pass, such as those induced by the station trans-

mitter ;
it thus acts as a safety valve. Across the aerial condenser

is shunted a coil whose inductance value is so high (up to 80 mhys.)

that the ordinary oscillating currents in the receiver aerial circuit
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do not pass across it, but through it the aerial is permanently
earthed so that it cannot become statically charged from atmo-

spheric electricity. If such static charges were allowed to

accumulate they would, on discharging through the apparatus,

injure the detector or telephones. The variable Billi condenser
across the secondary circuit is also fitted with a small safety

spark gap not shown in the diagram.
The detector used is a carborundum crystal with a potentio-

meter and 4 to 6 volt battery. The construction of this Marconi

crystal receiver will be further described in Chapter XIX.
It will be remembered that if the two tuned circuits of a trans-

mitter are tightly coupled it results in radiation of energy on
two wave lengths ; similarly if the two tuned circuits of a receiver

are tightly coupled the currents will oscillate in them at two

frequencies, neither of which is that to which they are each tuned.

This can be proved by buzzing the receiver circuits and finding
the resulting wave length with a wavemeter, as shall be described

in the chapter on Measurements. Therefore it is not sufficient

for accurate tuning to the transmitted ether waves to tune each

circuit accurately ; the coupling between them must also be

adjusted to give the condition of single waveness. Loose coupling
also lessens the effects of jamming by other transmitters working
on a different wave length ; the ether strains due to these other

transmitters will cause some oscillation of current in the receiver

aerial circuit, but the resulting magnetic strains in the aerial coil

will not be very strong and will not give strong effects in the

secondary circuit, since the latter is not in tune with them besides

being loosely coupled. Thus if %jamming effects are troublesome

the coupling should bo made so loose that the jamming signals
are very much cut down in strength and the signals it is desired

to pick up are still readable. Making the coupling very loose

will weaken the signals it is desired to read but will weaken much
more the signals with which the receiver is not in tune.

Receiver with Intermediate Circuit. Jamming and the

disturbances due to atmospherics, or Xs, are more troublesome

in wireless reception on a commercial scale than any faults of

construction or adjustment of the apparatus. Sometimes the

receiver has got a third tuned circuit, known as the interme-

diate circuit, whose function is to still further reduce these

troubles, and ensure that only signals carried on ether waves

with which the receiver circuits are accurately in tune can reach

the teleDhones.
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.Fig. 186 shows the connections of such a Multiple Tuner, as

used by the Marconi Company with a magnetic detector. The
aerial circuit contains, as usual, tuning inductance, tuning con-

denser, and a coupling coil. An intermediate circuit AB is coupled
to the aerial circuit as shown, and is tuned to it by means of the
variable condenser C. Oscillating currents induced in A will

flow through B. These currents in B will induce currents in the
detector circuit, the latter being coupled to coil B in tho usual
manner.

A similar arrangement can be used with valve or crystal
detectors, and further particulars of its construction will bo given
in Chapter XIX.

In the receiver here described wo have three circuits, each of

which must bo tuned to the others and to tho transmitted wave

B

TO
MAGNETIC
DETECTOR

FIG. 136.

length ;
it will be soon, therefore, that energy arriving at a different

wave length will act on the aerial circuit, but its effect will be
diminished in the intermediate circuit, and bo scarcely apparent
in the detector circuit since all three circuits are out of tune
with it. Similarly the effect of strong atmospherics will be

weakened, the impulses from them charging the condonsor C,
which is then discharged partly through A and partly through
B. The whole arrangement forms a very weak coupling with a
condenser filter in the middle of it, so that the receiver only re-

sponds strongly to waves with which it is in accurate tune. It

may be noted that A, B, and C form two coupled oscillatory
circuits, therefore A should be equal to B, and the wave length
of either side is that due to the inductance of A or B and half the

capacity of the condenser C.

Telephone Transformer. In some cases it is desirable to use
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low resistance telephone receivers, connected to the detector

circuit throiigh a small step-down transformer ; the connections

will then be as shown in Fig. 187.

Since the primary of the transformer replaces the telephones
it should have approximately the same resistance as that of the

telephone receivers which it has replaced, and would be shunted

by a blocking condenser as shown.

Advantage can be taken of the fact that a transformer is

used to havo a step-down transformation, so that the secondary
can be wound to a low resistance and low resistance telephone
receivers connected to it, A crystal detector has a resistance of

GOOD to 10,000 ohms, therefore it is usual to havo in series with it

telephone receivers of about 8000 ohms resistance, (each ear-piece
coil having a resistance of 4000 ohms), for in all electrical circuits

the best results are obtained when the measuring or recording

SECONDARY CIRCUIT WITH STEP-DOWN TELEPHONE TRANSFORMER
AND LOW RESISTANCE RECEIVERS.

FIG. 137.

instrument has a resistance of the same order as that of the

circuit to which it is connected. If the telephone receivers are

replaced by a transformer the primary of the transformer should

have a resistance of 8000 ohms ; tho secondary may then be

conveniently wound to only 120 ohms and telephone receivers

of 120 ohms resistance used, i.e. 60 ohms per ear-piece. This

uso of a telephone transformer has several advantages ; firstly,

low resistance receivers are less delicate and less costly than

high resistance ones ; secondly, where a steady potentiometer
current is employed in the detector circuit it may be flowing round

the telephone coils in tho direction which make it demagnetise
the little magnets on which the coils are wound if they are

in tho circuit ; thirdly, the use of a transformer removes out of

the detector circuit any earth connection or leakage between the

operator and the receivers he is wearing ;
such leakage or earth

may upset the potential effects in the detector circuit which are

relied on to produce signals, especially if valves are employed.
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The blocking condenser shown across the telephone receivers

in Fig. 187 may be omitted ; it is not often employed as one

across the telephone transformer primary will suffice.

Telefunken Receiver. Some new considerations are intro-

duced in Fig. 138, which shows the connections of a Telefunken

Eeceiver Circuit. In the first place it will be noted that the

aerial tuning condenser is connected through a switch S| by means

FIG. 138.

of which it may be put in series or in parallel with the aerial

tuning inductance, thus giving a short wave range and a long wave

range of aerial tuning. All the switches marked S are opened
by the change-over switch when the latter is put over to the
"
Send

"
position ; the receiver is also fitted with a small safety

spark gap X across the detector circuit. The receiver consists

of an aerial circuit, a closed circuit coupled to it, and a detector-

telephone circuit which is not necessarily connected across the

whole of the closed circuit. The inductance tappings on both
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coils are made by plug and socket instead of tappings to a multiple
switch ; for long waves the two coils can be quickly replaced

by others of higher inductance values. The detector circuit is

connected to the inductance coil of the closed circuit by plug and
socket tappings, and may be across only a portion of the coil ;

in other words the detector circuit can be loosely coupled to the

closed circuit, which now acts like a tuned intermediate circuit.

With a quenched spark transmitter a long train of ether waves
is set up by each spark ; the e*her waves induce a similar train

of oscillating currents in the receiver circuits, the amplitudes of

the current rising to a maximum and then falling away slowly
if the damping decrements of the circuits are small. Also, when a

detector-telephone circuit is connected across the tuned secondary
circuit a discharge passes through the detector and telephones
each time the potential across the secondary condenser has been

built up by the oscillations of current in the secondary circuit.

This discharge through the detector and telephones represents

energy taken from the secondary oscillations, oscillating energy
transformed into a slow pulse of energy, and this abstraction

of energy damps out the oscillations in the secondary circuit.

With the detector circuit connected across the whole secondary
inductance this discharge may take place at the fourth or fifth

oscillation, when only four or five of the ether waves in the train

have acted on the circuits ; thus the energy of the remainder of

the ether waves in the train does not contribute to the effect in

the detector circuit, and as their energy is decreasing they do not

build up sufficient potential in the secondary coil to give a further

discharge thrugh the detector circuit. In other words much of

tho ether wave energy is wasted, because we have taken the

oscillating energy out of the closed circuit before it has time to

build up to the maximum value it might have attained ; we
therefore lose the advantage of having low damping decrement
at the transmitter, and we decrease the advantages of tuning and
loose coupling.

Now suppose the detector circuit is connected across only a

portion of the secondary circuit inductance ; the ether waves
induce oscillating currents in the aerial circuit and through it in

the secondary circuit, and with the secondary circuit sharply
in tune the amplitude of the oscillations in it will build up as they

swing to and fro. Since the detector circuit is only connected

across a few turns of the secondary coil a discharge will not take

place in it until the oscillation amplitude is well built up, i.e.
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until most of the ether waves in the train have acted on the circuit,

and carried out a building up process because the circuit is in

tune and in spite of the fact that tho wave energy in the train

gradually decreases.

Thus good use is now made of the fact that there are a lot of

ether waves in each train, also that only trains accurately in tune

with the circuit will give rise to a good building up of the oscilla-

tion effect so that jamming by signals on other wave lengths is

very much diminished. In fact, by reducing the damping effect

of the detector circuit in this way, it is possible to work with

looser coupling between the aerial and closed circuits and thus

reduce interference by jamming signals. Even when the discharge

does take place through the dotector circuit it is only a portion of

the energy oscillating in the closed circuit ; the most efficient con-

ditions are that the detector circuit should be so coupled to the closed

circuit, or tapped off such a portion of the closed circuit inductance,

that 50 per cent, of ilie energy oscillated in the closed circuit is

changed into pulse energy in the detector circuit. To have more

means too high a damping decrement of the closed circuit, cutting

down its selectivity ; to have less means that not sufficient oscil-

lating energy is transformed into pulse energy in the telephones

to give signals, and the latter will be unnecessarily weak while

the coupling adjustment will be critical.

It may be noted here that with hard valve detectors the

grid filament circuit does not draw much current from the oscil-

lating circuit, therefore the damping effect of a valve detector

properly adjusted is very small.

Notes on Receiver Aerial. The function of a receiver aerial is

to absorb energy from ether waves and not radiate it ; when, how-

ever, oscillating charges and discharges are induced in the aerial,

no matter how small, they set up oscillating strains in the other

around so that some of the energy obtained from the ether waves is

re-radiated. The existence of this re-radiated energy means that all

the energy received from the ether waves is not available for setting

up current pulses in the telephones ;
it also implies that in the

ether around the receiver aerial there may be interference between

the arriving and radiated strains or waves. It will be remembered

that the radiation of energy from an aerial depends on the square

of its height. Unfortunately some re-radiation loss cannot be

avoided as the higher the aerial the better it will absorb energy

from the ether, but at the same time the better will be its radiation

of energy. Some compromise must be effected and Eudenberg
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has shown that
"
a receiver aerial is most efficient when the energy

re-radiated from it is equal to that in the closed circuit." Gener-

ally the same aerial will be employed for both transmission and

reception, so that its design will be governed by transmission

requirements as regards height, number of wires, length of wires,

and surface area. If, however, an aerial is to bo employed for

reception purposes only it should be of moderate height to save

radiation loss ; the wires may be fairly thin since the oscillating

currents in it are small. It must not be forgotten that a portion
of the oscillating energy is lost in its resistance ; if is the current

and E the high frequency resistance, C2E watts will thus be turned

into heat in the aerial circuit. Therefore the resistance must not

be too high though it may be higher than that of the transmitter

aerial circuit. The receiver aerial inductance is wound with small

gauge wire and the connecting leads are of smaller diameter than

those used in the transmitter, but the aerial resistance should not

be greater than about 20 ohms. It should bo realised that a

bad or dirty contact in the connections may have a resistance of

100 ohms or more. The aerial should bo high enough to clear

all screening effects of houses, trees, etc., in the neighbourhood,
and it should bo long enough to give it a natural wave length equal
to about half the wave length it is desired to receive. It may
be recalled that a transmitter aerial cannot be loaded with

inductance to make the radiated wave length more than four

times the natural wave length of the aerial without sacrificing

efficiency.
A receiver aerial can be loaded with inductance without greatly

impairing the efficiency, provided always that the aerial is long

enough to entrap a sufficient amount of energy out of the ether

waves, and that, therefore, the resulting currents oscillating in

it are strong enough to give good signals. Further consideration

of this point is given in the following section. The current induced

in a receiver aerial circuit will generally be increased by increasing

the number of wires which constitutes the aerial, provided this

does not unduly increase the capacity and with it the natural

wave length.
Aerial Tuning and Coupling Inductances. When the ether

waves act on the receiver aerial circuit they set up electrical

oscillations in it, i.e. charge and discharge. At each charge, the

energy in the capacity of the aerial is JKV2
, at each discharge

this energy of charge is turned into energy of electrical movement
in the inductance which equals JLi

2
, where i is the effective value
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of the discharge current. It is when the energy is in the form
of current flowing through inductance that some of it is trans-

ferred to the detector circuit, or the secondary circuit as the case

may be. Thus in the coil we want a maximum of inductance effect

and a minimum of capacity effect. Unfortunately it is not possible
to make a coil or wire which has not some capacity effect, but by
suitably designing a coil its capacity effect cau be kept down,
and this is especially necessary in the case of large coils required
for long wave work.

The capacity of a coil can be kept down by keeping the turns

on it slightly separated instead of winding them close together ;

this may be accomplished by winding a thin cord on the Former
side by side with the wire so that the turns are separated by
the thickness of the cord. The coil should be in one layer or it

may be lap wound by winding throe or four turns one over the

other, then three or four more in the same manner beside the first,

and so on. Tho wire used should be finely stranded rather than a

single wire, and the former on which it is wound should be a good
insulator, such as ebonite. If wood is used it should bo well boiled

in paraffin wax previous to winding. With finely stranded wire

lap wound coils have been made whose inductance was 12,000,000
cms. and capacity only 0*000005 mfd.

Dead End. When a receiver circuit includes a large coil, to

give a largo range of wave lengths, a good portion of this coil will

not be in use for inductive tuning when the circuit in tuned to

short waves, but its capacity effect will still be acting in the circuit.

Tho portion of the coil not in use for inductive tuning is called

the
"
Dead end

"
; switching arrangements should be provided

to disconnect the dead end entirely from the tuned circuit to get
rid of its capacity effect, especially with large coils. In order to

avoid the necessity of a complicated switch the coil can be made
in distinct sections ; one section only is used for a certain wave

length range, and further sections added as necessary by simple

switching arrangements when it is desired to increase the wave

length. Another method is to have a set of coils, using one for

short wave lengths, another for longer wave lengths, and so on ;

this is the method adopted by the Telefunken Company, whose
receiver is so designed that coils can be quickly interchanged in

both the aerial and closed circuits. If a separate coupling coil,

distinct from the aerial tuning coil, is employed it will not be

of large inductance value, therefore will have relatively few turns

and may be made of simple design and single wire.
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If a given amount of energy is entrapped from the ether waves

by the aerial circuit its value when it is in the form of current

flowing through the aerial coils is given by JLC
2 watts. If

we increase the size of the coil to increase the circuit's wave

length we increase L, therefore we decrease C since the energy
remains the same ; also by increasing the size of the coil we
increase the resistance, thus still further decreasing C. The
induced potential across the coil is proportional to 27T/LC and it

may therefore happen that thg reduction of current more than

wipes out the increased value of L, so that tho effect on the

detector circuit is diminished.

Secondary Circuit Inductance. The considerations given abovo .

for the design of the aerial tuning coil apply equally to the design
of the secondary circuit coil ; it should have small self-capacity.
It need not have as many tappings on it as the aerial tuning coil,

since tho secondary circuit has generally a variable condenser

across it, and a good range of wave length tuning is given by a

very small capacity range on this condenser.

It must not be forgotten that tho receiver wave length will

change with the degree of coupling so that if the coupling is changed
the tuning adjustments should bo corrected. With largo coils

this change of wave length, as they are put closer or further apart,

may amount to 200 or 300 metres when the coils are not well

designed ; thus large coils have a considerable capacity effect if

placed close to each other and are not properly designed.
It is best to have the secondary circuit tuned so that tho in-

ductance value is as large as possible and tho condenser value

small ; if the capacity of the condenser is increased to increase

the wave length the receiver becomes less efficient ; tho wave

length should not be raised by means of the condenser to more than

2*5 times that obtained with the coil alone. For example if

the full secondary coil has a natural wave length of 1000 metres,

(which should be due to large inductance and small. capacity),
a condenser across it should only have a maximum capacity value

which will raise the wave length to 2500 metres.

Aerial Tuning Condenser. This may be connected into the

aerial circuit above or below the aerial tuning coil ; one dis-

advantage of putting it below the tuning coil is that the tuning
coil will act as a choking coil to a sudden surge in the aerial due

to atmospheric conditions, so that the discharge is then forced

through the detector-telephone circuit and may cause injury.

If the condenser is put above the tuning coil the surge will have
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to spark across the plates of the condenser and this will use up a

good amount of its energy. It must not be forgotten that the top
of a high aerial is in a region of the atmosphere where the potential
is normally high compared with that of the earth, so that an aerial

insulated by a condenser is likely to become charged. As ex-

plained before, a high inductance leak coil shunting all the aerial

circuit apparatus will prevent the aorial from accumulating a

dangerous static charge, and a safety spark gap will protect the

apparatus against a sudden discharge between a cloud and the

earth through the aerial.

The tuning condenser may have air dielectric but the plates
have to be frequently cleaned by flushing thorn with potrol and

drying them out, otherwise specks of dust are likely to short them
and so cause trouble. A better design is that made by the Marconi

Company in which the fixed and movable plates are separated
from each other by thin sheets of ebonite ; this avoids shorting
trouble arid decreases the size for a given capacity ;

the bulk is

also decreased by having two sets of semicircular fixed and
movable plates connected in parallel.

Trouble with air condensers is also caused by the fact that

the distance between the fixed and movable plates changes through
wear of bearings and jolting. This can "be obviated by making
the movable plates one solid mass, either by soldering or by
cutting the whole thing out of the solid, also by making the fixed

plates solid with their supports in a similar manner.
This construction is favoured by German manufacturers and,

though expensive, amply repays the outlay in the satisfactory

constancy of the capacity. The plates of a variable condenser
can be cut to such a shapo that the capacity increases along a

straight line curve as the adjustment is made from to maximum.
Instead of a variable condenser across tho inductance coil a

variable inductance, or variometer, may be connected in series

with it. A form of variometer suitable for this purpose is described

in Chapter XXII.

Since, in general, a spark transmitter radiates energy on two
main wave lengths attempts have been made to design receivers

so that they would receive energy on the two wave lengths simul-

taneously. Kimura has described a method of doing this, but
his experiments demonstrated that no advantage was gained and

that, in fact, it was best to have a looser coupling on the trans-

mitter, radiating less energy but giving single wave effect.
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Explain the arguments against the use of coupling coils as tuning coils for

the aerial and detector circuits.

2. Give a detailed account of what happens to the energy set up in the receiver

aerial by the transmitted waves, and state the reason why transoceanic stations
have separate transmitting and receiving aerials.

3. Kicblitz was able to receive signals from long distances with wires stretched

only a few feet above the ground. How is this explained ?

4. State Rudenberg's rule for maximum receiver efficiency.
5. Marconi receivers have an inductive shunt across the aerial series condenser.

Why do not the aerial currents go through this coil rather than through the
condenser ?

6. What is tho frequency of the currents in the telephones of a radio-receiver
if the primary alternating current supplied to the transmitter circuit has a frequency
of 300 cycles per second ? Neglect transmitter resonance effects.

7. What is the function of the highly inductive coil joined across the aerial

condenser in a Marconi receiver ? How does its action differ from that of the
micrometer spark gap joined across from aerial to earth ?

8. The secondary circuit of a receiver has a coefficient of self-induction of

500 mhys. when adjusted to receive signals on 1200 metre wave length. What
value of capacity should be shunted across it to make the tuning accurate ?

9. What is the object of an intermediate circuit in a multiple tuner receiver ?

Point out the possible disadvantages of such an intermediate circuit.

10. Explain tho object of connecting a condenser across the telephones in a

receiving circuit.

11. If the inductances in a receiving circuit consist only of the variable primary
and secondary windings of the coupler, and if these coils are of relatively large
diameter, it is found impossible to tune to (a) short wave lengths, (b) very long
wave lengths. Explain the reason of failure in c ; ch case.

12. if a receiver coupler consists of a cylindi ':'o,l secondary coil sliding into a

primary one it is bad practice to have the secondary of such a diameter that it

lits closely into the primary. Explain the inefficiency of such a design ?

13. Draw a diagram of the connections of a loose-coupled receiver, with primary
and secondary coupling coils, and a potentiometer voltage in series with the

detector.

14. If the inductance in a receiver aerial circuit is 30 millihenrys when it is

tuned to Clifden wave length of about 6000 metres what is the combined capacity
of the aerial and aerial inductance coils ?

15. The inductances of a receiver consists of a secondary coil sliding into a

primary coil. When the secondary is pushed into the primary the two provide a

capacity effect. If the secondary is moved out of the primary how are the wave
lengths of the receiver circuits modified ?



CHAPTER XVIII

DETECTORS AND TELEPHONE RECEIVERS

LIGHT is convoyed by very short other waves which are detected

by means of the eye and conveyed to the brain ; this receives

different sensations of what is called colour according to the

other wave lengths present. Telegraphy with these short ether

waves is carried on by means of a heliostat or flash lamp ; here

again the eye is used to detect the waves working in direct con-

junction with the brain receiver.

The eye, though so delicate and sensitive, can only detect a

very small range of very short ether wave lengths, and does not

respond to the long ether waves employed in long distance tele-

graphy ; for these waves artificial detectors must be provided,
and the sensations conveyed to the brain in a secondary manner

through the medium of one of the senses, usually the sense of

hearing or the sense of sight.
The first detector of long ether waves was in the 'form of a

tiny spark gap as employed by Hertz in his experiments, and by
Sir 0. Lodge with his Syntonic Loydon Jars. This was not very
sensitive and was soon replaced by Branly's coherer ; Marconi

improved the design of the latter, and new arrangements of

cohering devices were quickly discovered, while other detecting
devices were evolved by making use of thermal effects, chemical

effects, and other physical phenomena.
Coherers. The coherer consists of a small glass tube having

two silver plugs cut as shown in Fig. 139. The plugs are separated
about 1 millimetre, and in the space between them metallic

granules are placed, 5 per cent, silver and 95 per cent, nickel.

The silver plugs are attached by wires, one to the aerial, the

other to the earthed side of the receiving circuit ; preferably the

glass tube is sealed and exhausted of air, the* tube being about 5

mms. diameter. To the coherer is joined a circuit consisting of

a single primary cell and a relay. Under ordinary circumstances

298
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the resistance of the loosely packed filings in the coherer is

so great that it does not complete the circuit of the cell to

the relay, and consequently the latter does not act ; when ether

waves act on the receiver aerial the oscillating electrical potentials
set up in it act across the coherer. This has the effect of breaking
down its resistance so that it now completes the cell and relay
circuit, and the latter is actuated by the current of the cell.

The coherer acts like an open switch which becomes closed by
the effect of the ether waves ; the filings stick together, or cohere,
so as to form a bridge conducting the current across from one

plug to the other ; the name "
coherer

"
was given to this device

by Sir Oliver Lodge, and Dr. Erskine Murray proved that its

sensibilitydepended upon the difference of potential acting across it.

When it has cohered it remains in that condition, therefore

in order that it may detect a train of signals it must be decohered
after each signal. This is accomplished by tapping it with a

FIG. 139.

little hammer attached to the soft iron armature of an electro-

magnot, and actuated by the current of a circuit closed through the

relay. The relay also closes at each signal a local circuit, con-

sisting o.f a battery and either a Sounder or a Morse Tape machine.
The connections of the coherer, the tapping device, and the local

circuit have been already shown in Pig. 60.

The disadvantages of the coherer are : (1) it is erratic in its

sensitiveness, which may be much decreased by local discharges,
such as the spark discharges of the transmitter ; (2) it responds
to atmospheric disturbances or discharges, and consequently
cannot be relied upon even as a calling-up apparatus. With

strong impulses of energy in the receiver it enables one to print
the received message, but for long-distance work it is not as

sensitive as some other detectors which are of more modern

development.
The Italian Navy Coherer, discovered by Lieutenant Solari,

consists of a small glass tube with two iron or steel plugs between
which is a small drop of mercury. This form of coherer has the
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advantage of being self-decohering, the mercury making good

contact with the iron plugs only when the ether waves are acting

on the aerial circuit.

The Lodge Muirhead Coherer is also self-restoring ; it consists

of a small steel wheel with a sharp edge, revolved by clockwork

at a suitable speed, and just touching a little pool of mercury in

a cup at the top of a brass terminal pillar. The mercury is

covered with a thin film of oil so that in ordinary circumstances

the oil insulates the wheel from the mercury ; when oscillating

potentials are set up in the receiving circuit the oscillations

break down the insulation of the oil, and a local circuit of which

the coherer forms a part is then completed. As the wheel revolves

a new portion of it immediately comes into action and thus

decoherence takes place. The resistance of this coherer when

coherence takes place is very low, therefore it has the advantage

that no relay is required ; the battery and Morse tape or other

recording apparatus can be connected directly in a series circuit

with the coherer.

A coherer made on what is called the Stone system was em-

ployed in some of the portable wireless outfits of the United

States Army. The Stone Coherer has two small steel plugs

between which are placed loosely packed carbon granules. This

is a self-decohering device ; though not as sensitive as other forms

of detectors it is well suited to the rough usage of portable outfits.

Before proceeding further with a description of various

detectors it will be necessary here to digress into theory for a

moment. It will be remembered that when electrical oscillations

occur in an aerial circuit, and when these oscillations occur at tho

fundamental wave length of the circuit, maximum potential

strains occur at the top, or outer end, of the aerial, and maximum
current disturbances occur at the earthed end. (See Fig. 119,

Chap. XVI.) Now the action of a coherer depends on potential

strains acting across it, therefore we see that if it is connected into

the aerial circuit near the earthed end it is not placed where the

potential strains have their maximum effect. This was early

realised by Marconi in the development of wireless telegraphy,

and led to his connecting the coherer in a secondary circuit induc-

tively coupled by the Braun method to the aerial circuit. The

secondary circuit can be so arranged that the coherer is at a point

of maximum potential strain in it, that is to say, at an antinode

of potential. By this means not only is the high initial resistance

of the coherer removed out of the aerial circuit, but it is also placed
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in a position where the action of the induced oscillations on it will

be most effective. In passing we may note that the distribution

of potential strains and current in a receiver aerial circuit can

also be modified by series inductance coils or condensers, or both,

near the earthed end. These change the wave length so that it is

longer or shorter than the natural one, and hence produce new

positions for the nodes and antinodes of potential and current. In

the consideration of detectors it will be found that while most
of them are actuated by potential strains, others, such as the

magnetic detector, are current actuated devices. The latter are

generally of comparatively low resistance, and will work well if

connected directly into the aerial circuit near the bottom, where
maximum current disturbances occur. Other considerations,

however, such as tuning and avoidance of interference, make it

'advisable to use secondary circuits even with current actuated

detectors.

Marconi Magnetic Detector. The erratic behaviour of the

coherer led Marconi to develop and perfect his Magnetic Detector,

MARCONI
MAGNETIC DETECTOR.

FIG. 140.

based on the results of experiments by Rutherford and other

scientists. It consists of a band, made of fifteen or more slightly

insulated soft iron wires, passing over two small wooden discs

which are revolved by clockwork. In this manner the band

continually passes in front of the poles of two small permanent

magnets arranged as shown in Pig. 140. The band passes through
a small glass tube in front of the magnets ;

on this is wound two

coils, one being joined in the aerial circuit, or in the coupled

secondary circuit as the case may be, the other joined to the

telephone receivers as shown. The action of the detector is very

simple. As the iron wires pass in front of the magnets they become
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magnetised, their magnetic condition depending upon the arrange-
ment of the magnets. When iron or steel is magnetised it does not

lose all its magnetism if the magnetising force is removed. This

retention of magnetism depends in amount on the quality of the

iron, and is due to what is called its
"
magnetic hysteresis." Thus

the portion of the iron band passing aw^y from the front of the

magnets retains some magnetism or magnetic lines, but when the

ether waves set up oscillating currents in the receiver circuit, (and
therefore in the coil through which the band is passing), these

oscillating currents have the effect of suddenly diminishing the

number of magnetic lines in the band. Now consider the second

coil which is connected to the telephone receivers ; if the number of

magnetic lines threaded through or interlinked with it is suddenly
reduced an E.M.F. is induced in it ; this sends an impulse of

currents through the receivers. Thus at each train of oscillations

set up in the receivers' circuit the band suddenly loses magnetic
lines, and the resulting induced current causes a sound in the

telephones. As the band is driven forward a new portion of it

comes into action, so that the arrangement is self-restoring. Note
also that it is a current actuated device. This detector is very
reliable and was almost universally adopted for all Marconi ship
stations ; by means of it signalling across the Atlantic was first

made possible. It is not as sensitive as some other detectors of

more modern development, but probably no other form of detector

is more stable, and, as Mr. Duddell remarked, it is almost fool

proof. Its sensitiveness is not affected by
"
atmospherics

"
or

strong transmitter discharges in its neighbourhood ; when once

adjusted by the Marconi Co. no further adjustment is necessary.
It is specially suitable for long wave long distance reception, that

is to say for comparatively low frequencies ; being a low resistance

detector and current actuated it may be joined directly into the

receiver aerial circuit. In the Marconi equipments it is so joined
when "

standing by," i.e. when it is desired to pick up signals from

any transmitter, irrespective of wave length. Fig. 141 shows the

appearance of the magnetic detector ; it does not require a

potentiometer E.M.F. to be used in conjunction with it. A
possible disadvantage is the necessity for clockwork mechanism ;

this may go out of order or run down in the middle of a message.
Until quite recently ships were equipped with some sensitive

form of detector but had in addition a magnetic detector to

serve as a stand by, or for the use of comparatively inexperienced

operators. It is quite possible that magnetic detectors could be
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further developed by more experimental research ; for instance

the action of nickel or Heusler alloys might be tried, or the detector

in a new form might with advantage be used in conjunction with

valve relays and amplifiers. It is usual to have a second set of

magnets and coils to work on the other side of the band ; one

set will then serve to replace the other, and when receiving on

long wave lengths the strength of signals is often increased by

using tlw two sets of coils in series. For rapid sparking, or high-

note signals, the band should be driven slightly faster than usual

to obtain best effects.

Use ol Potentiometer. Reference lias be^n made to the fact

thai a potentiometer is not required with a magnetic detector, and

before proceeding further it. will be necessary to explain the use

of a potentiometer in wireless telegraphy receivers.

If a 4-volt, battery is connected across a long uniform wire

there will be a uniform drop of potential along the wire. The

wire should be of high reliance so that the current taken from

the battery is a small one. If a voltmeter is connected across

two points on the wire \\liich are exactly half the length of the

wire apart it \\ill read 2 volts: if the points are exactly one

quarter of tin* length of tin* wire apart the voltmeter will read

1 volt, ami, similar!) , \\e can tap any Aoltage from to 4 \olts off

the Wire. Such an arrangement of battery and wire is called a

potentiometer: by means of it, we can apply to a voltmeter or

to any apparatus' n voltage wliicli can be adjusted from zero up

to the full voltage of the battery.

1<W wireless telegraphy reviver circuits a potentiometer usually
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consists of a long fine German silver or platinoid wire having
200 to 400 ohms resistance, wound on a, slate form, the turns

being insulated from each other. It has a terminal at each end,
and a third one joined to a sliding contact on the wire ; by means
of this sliding contact we can tap off whatever voltage we desire

or find suitable, up to the full voltage across the whole wire, If

the wire has 400 ohms resistance, and we apply 4 volts to it, the

current taken from the battery is ^JD
- =

,

*- ampere : thus tho

battery can be used for a long time before it is discharged. Of
course the battery may be switched off when the apparatus is not

in use. Fig. 142 shows a potentiometer made by Messrs. Tsenthal

& Co., Neasden, London ; if desired the potentiometer may be

wound non-inductively by doubling the wire back on itself at each

turn
; this is, however, a refinement which is scarcely necessary.

Now it is found that some forms of detectors, such as valve

a

B

Pia. 142. FIG. 143.

VOLTS.

or carborundum crystal detectors, are made more sensitive by
having in series with them a small steady voltage such as can be

tapped from a potentiometer wire. The reason of this may be

explained as follows : If a direct current flows in a circuit which
is kept at a steady temperature Ohm's Law shows us that

y
C = ,

or the current is directly proportional to the impressedK
volts. Thus if we plot a curve connecting current and volts we
shall get a/ straight sloping lino, as shown at A in Fig. 143. If

we take any point on the curve, such as X, and divide the current

at X into the corresponding applied volt 3 we obtain the resistance

B of the circuit (c = J .'. 7 == B\
\ It (./

'

But when a current flows in a circuit it heats the circuit ; if

the circuit is of metal its resistance increases with the tempera-

ture, so that as the volts are raised and the current increases the
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temperature rises and the resistance increases. On account of

this increase of resistance the current at any voltage will be less

than usual. Hence, for a metal, the current voltage curve will not

be a straight line but will curve downwards as shown at B, Pig. 143.

On the other hand if the circuit is a carbon, mineral, or liquid
one its resistance will decrease with rise of temperature ; therefore

the current voltage curve will rise above the straight lino as

shown at C. The student should obtain the current voltage curves

of carbon and metal filament lamps and verify the above remarks.

To sum up wo may say that, in general, temperature variations

change the resistance of a circuit and thus modify the amount of

current flowing in it when a certain voltage is applied.

Again, if a circuit contains a contact between two dissimilar

materials, such as a junction of two different metals or a contact

of a metal and a crystal, a current flowing across this contact or

junction will set up at it either a small evolution or small absorp-
tion of heat. Whether it is an evolution or an absorption

depends on the material used and the direction of the current

across the contact. This effect was discovered by Peltier and
is called

"
The Peltier Effect." Since a crystal detector always

cpntains a contact between a crystal and a metal, or another crystal,
it is easily seen that if a voltage is applied across it the resulting
current will depend, partly upon the decrease of resistance of the

crystal or crystals due to rise of temperature, and partly upon
the amount of Peltier effect set up at the detector contacts. If,

therefore, we apply small increasing voltages across a crystal
suitable for detector purposes, and measure the resulting currents

by means of a microammeter or galvanometer joined in series with

the crystal, we shall find that the current voltage curve of the

crystal has departed very considerably from a straight sloping line

and that it bends upwards. Pig. 144 shows curves obtained by the

author with a Carborundum and a Perikon detector respectively.

By means of these curves we see at once how a potentiometer

voltage may increase the sensitiveness of a detector in some cases.

Thus the curve for the carborundum crystal shows that a small

increase of voltage above 0'8 volt will increase the current through
the crystal very greatly. Studying the curve we see that if 0*6 volt

acts across the crystal the resulting current through it is 1 micro-

ampere, but if we had already across the crystal 0'8 volt and add
another 0'6 volt the resulting current through it at 1*4 volts

is 25 microamperes ; an increase of current out of all proportion
to the increased voltage*

*
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Thus to make such a detector sensitive we should apply to its

circuit by means of a potentiometer a voltage that will bring the

current, through it just to the bend of the curve ; when ether

waves act on the receiver aerial, setting up a small additional

4 <> -8 I 1-2 1-4 & 'ft 2 "0 -04 -08

FIG. 144.

potential across the detector, the resulting current increase through
its circuit will have a much higher value than if no voltage acted

on the detector except the small one set up by the ether waves.

In other words, instead of working the detector at the zero point

on its current-voltage curve it functions at the bend, where it is

most sensitive as regards current change, and where also it has

good rectifying properties.

The rectifying action is illustrated in Kg. 145 ; here ZO
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represents a steady voltage applied to the detector circuit, which
includes a pair of telephone receivers, and Oy is the resulting

steady current through the circuit. This steady current will

not cause the telephone receiver diaphragms to vibrate. If in

addition to the steady voltage OZ an oscillating potential acts

on the circuit its effect will be to make the resultant potential

vary between the values Zx and Zxi. When the potential is

%x the current rises to m/i, but when the potential is Y^XI the

current only falls a little to a value xy%. Thus during the action

of an oscillating potential on the circuit the mean value of the

current rises from y to some value 7/3 ; the action sets up a

pulse of increase of current in the circuit and this pulse will

cause a vibration of the telephone diaphragms.
I

1

he high impedance of the detector and telephones will damp
out ripplos in the pulse of current, so that its form will be as

shown by the dotted curve in Kg. 145 rather than the oscillating

values shown by the full lino oscillations.

It can be seen that the sensitiveness of any apparatus used

in this way as a rectifier, or detector, will depend on the steep-
ness of its current curve beyond the sensitive point. If the

steady applied voltage is so great that the detector is functioning
at some point on the uniform sloping part of its characteristic

curve, such as y\ in Fig. 145, the fall of current value during
one half of an oscillation of potential will be equal to the rise

during the other half, the mean value of current will not vary
and the telephone diaphragms will not vibrate. At the same
time the comparatively large current will probably damage the

detector and may be deteriorating the telephones.
The train of damped oscillations of potential, shown below

the horizontal line in Fig. 145, will cause one pulse of increase

of current through the telephones, as has been explained
above. One vibration of the diaphragms will thus be obtained

at every train of oscillations, i.e. at every train of ether waves,

corresponding to each spark at the transmitter. This has

already been shown in Fig. 132. If the potentiometer voltage
is applied to the detector in the opposite direction it will be

found that the resulting current curve is similar to that shown
in Fig. 145, but the values of current are very much smaller for

small applied voltages. The detector has a higher resistance in

one direction through it than in the other direction. The reverse

current is shown in Fig. 145 by the portion of the curve drawn

beyond the origin Z and below the horizontal line.
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The proper adjustment of potentiometer voltage is obtained

by listening in the telephone receivers when small oscillations

are being induced in the circuit and adjusting the potentiometer
until the resulting signals are loudest.

The oscillations can be set up in the receiver by means of a

small buzzer transmitter or wavemeter made for the purpose ; such

station testers and wavemeters are described in Chapter XXII.
The curve shown in Mg. 144 for a Perikon detector is fairly

regular and with no decided bend ;
it thus demonstrates that

no great advantage would be gained by using a potentiometer
in series with this detector.

No two crystals of any kind will have exactly the same

Fia. 146.

characteristic curve, and the correct polarity of the steady

voltage to be applied to a crystal detector can only be ascer-

tained by trial and error. Thus it is essential to have some quick
method of reversing the current through the detector, such

as reversing the connections of the detector or those of the

potentiometer battery. Another method is shown in Fig. 14G ;

suppose 4 volts are applied to the potentiometer wire, the

potential drop along the wire from the positive to the negative
terminals will be from + 2 to 2 volts, the potential of the centre

being zero, assuming the wire to be uniform. Suppose the

potentiometer slider is at x ; the potential of x is higher than

the centre point, consequently a steady positive current will
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flow round the detector-telephone circuit in the direction shown

by the arrow. If the slider is put at y the zero potential at the

middle of the wire is higher than the negative potential at y,

therefore the current will be reversed in the detector-telephono

circuit. We have thus a method of applying a potential to the

circuit which can bo varied from to + 2 or from to 2

volts as found necessary. The connection from the telephone
receivers can be taken to the middle of the battery instead of the

middle of tho potentiometer wire.

Fleming Valve Detector. The Fleming Valve Detector was

patented by Dr. J. A. Fleming in 1904 ; its action was reliable

and sensitive and it was much used by the Marconi Co. The

detector consists of a small electric lamp having a single loop

filament of carbon or of tungsten. Inside tho lamp and sur-

. ..

"

.

;
:

rounding the filament is a cylinder of sheet or gauze copper,

connected by a platinum wire passing through tho glass to a third

terminal on the lamp. The filament is lighted up, or raised to

incandescence in tho ordinary way, by means of a battery of 4 or

12 volts (according to the size of valve used) in series with a

voltage regulating resistance. The negative terminal of the fila-

ment is connected in series with a potentiometer voltage and the

telephone receivers to one side of the secondary circuit of the

receiver, while the copper cylinder is connected to the other side.

Various types of Fleming valves are shown in Fig. 147, while

Fig. 148 shows the connections of a valve to the secondary circuit

of a wireless receiver ; it will be seen that the battery which

lights the filament may be employed to give tho necessary potential

across the potentiometer wire. The cylinder is now usually

known as tho
"
Plate," or Anode.

When a filament is heated in a vacuum it gives off electrons
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which can move fairly freely through the vacuum ;
if the plate

is at positive potential compared to the filament the electrons

are attracted along the resulting ether strain between the filament

and plate, and therefore flow to the plate and from it round the

circuit to the filament again. On the other hand, if the plate
is at negative potential compared to the filament the resulting
ether strain between them is such that the electrons are repelled by
the plate, and do not leave the vicinity of the filament, so that

no flow takes place round the circuit.

Thus, when the ether waves induce oscillating potential in the

receiver coil connected to the plate and filament, a current will flow

through the valve telephone circuit only at the halves of oscilla-

f 1LAMENT VOLTAGE. REGUL1
r

VALVE: RECEIVER
WiTH INTERMEDIATE CIRCUIT.

FIG. 148.

tions which make the plate positive with respect to the filament.

The valve is said to have
"
unilateral conductivity," e.g. it con-

ducts current only in one direction
;
it can therefore be used as a

rectifier in a circuit acted upon by 'alternating or oscillating

potentials.
The potentiometer adjusts the steady potential of the plate

with respect to the filament to a point on the characteristic curve
which gives most sensitive working ; this may mean that there

is a small steady flow of electrons through the valve and circuit

all the time, and a train of induced oscillations of potential causes

a pulse of increase of this steady flow with consequent vibration

of the telephone diaphragms.
The flow of electrons from the filament depends on its tempera-

ture and can be regulated by the series rheostat. The strength
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of the current flowing to the plate depends on the potential of the

latter with respect to the filament ; the current flow can therefore

be regulated by the potentiometer.
The action in the valve is complicated by reason of the fact

that the residual gas in the vacuum contains positive and negative
ions

; the positive ions are attracted to the filament and repelled
from the plate when the latter is at positive potential ; this

increases the current through the detector-telephone circuit.

The Fleming valve detector, though now more or less out of

date, was very reliable and its sensitiveness was not impaired by
strong atmospherics or strong signals. It was generally fitted

with an earthed covering of copper gauze over the glass to prevent
the valve from becoming statically charged.

The evolution of valve detectors and amplifiers is fully dealt

with in Volume II., the Fleming valve being mentioned here

because its invention marked a stage in the general development
of wireless reception.

Crystal Detectors. Certain crystals, when connected in series in

an electric circuit, offer more resistance to the flow of the current

in one direction than when the current flows in the opposite
direction ; in other words, they possess to a certain extent the

property of
"
unilateral conductivity

"
; hence they will act as

rectifiers of weak electrical oscillations in a similar manner to the

Fleming valve. If an E.M.F. is applied in one direction across

a carborundum crystal the current which flows may be 100 times

stronger than if the E.M.F. is applied across the crystal in the

opposite direction. The student can prove this for himself, using
small E.M.F.s up to 4 volts, and having a delicate galvanometer
in series with the crystal to measure the currents : the crystal
itself being held between two metal contacts.

A similar property is possessed by many other crystals, such

as silicon, galena, iron pyrites, zincite, molybdenite ; or by
a contact between two different crystals such as that between

zincite and bornite. Several scientists, notably Eccles,
1
Pierce,

and Austin, have investigated the action of oscillating currents on

crystals ; so far not much unanimity of opinion has been reached,

but the results of their labours seem to show that the effects are

mainly due to change of resistance at the contact point on the

crystal. This is partly caused by the heating effect of the

1 Dr. W. H. Eccles read a paper on this subject before Section A, British

Association, Birmingham, 19 13, published in the Electrician of Septembers, 1913;
also one before the Physical Society published in the Electrician of Ootober 3, 1913
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current, and is also partly due to absorption or evolution of heat

owing to the Peltier effect set up. The unilateral conductivity
effect is best obtained when small point contacts are used between
the crystal and the other portion of the detector, whether it is

metal or another crystal ;
the small contact localises the physical

changes set up by the current to a small area and thus intensifies

the effects produced.
Carborundum Detector. Probably the most satisfactory

crystal detector, as regards reliability, and freedom from deteriora-

tion of action due to mechanical vibration or strong discharges
across it, is the Carborundum Detector, much used by the Marconi
Do. in their ship outfits, portable outfits, and wavemeters. One

FIG. 149. FIG. 150.

brm of this detector as made by the Marconi Co. is shown in Fig.
[49. The crystal is fixed by means of Wood's metal in a small

netal cup supported at the end of an arm on a metal pillar. In

ront of this is a light spring support in which a hardened steel

>oint is clamped, and by a screw action the steel point can be

)rought into contact with the crystal in front of it, with whatever

>ressure is necessary to give sensitive working. The base is of

ebonite and terminals are connected to the crystal pillar and

pring support. The ebonite base can be made like the cap of

in incandescent lamp, so that it may be inserted into an ordinary

ype of bayonet holder like a lamp or a Fleming valve ; in this

vay a crystal detector may be used to replace a Fleming valve

>r vice versa.

A more recent Marconi design of carborundum detector is

ihown in Fig. 150 ; the crystal is mounted in a cup which screws
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into a socket in the ebonite base, and a steel tongue makes contact

with the crystal with a pressure which can be adjusted by means
of the screw carried on a bracket arm above. Connections from
the crystal and steel tongue are made by the rubbing contacts a,

b, in the ebonite base B to similar contacts a
1?

b
l9 in another

ebonite base A. The base B can be rotated on A through an

angle of 180 to bring a in contact with &i and 6 in contact with

0*1 ; thus the direction of the current through the crystal can be

quickly reversed if found necessary.
While some carborundum detectors will be found to give quite

good signals without the use of a potentiometer it will be generally
found that some potentiometer voltage improves the working of

the detector. The voltage required will depend on the crystal in

use, as crystals vary greatly in resistance and in rectification

properties. Out of a batch of a dozen pieces of crystal it may be

that only one or two are suitable for use in detectors.

Carborundum is a fusion of silicon and carbon and generally
there are metallic salts present ; in practice three types of crystal
are met with : a hard dark variety with great metallic lustre

which has poor detector qualities ; a soft crystal of a pale green
colour, due to the presence of copper and iron salts, is very unstable

in its action as a detector ; and a dark grey crystal, which is the

most satisfactory as regards sensitiveness and stability of action.

Attempts have recently been made to make good carborundum

crystals by introducing a proper percentage of certain metallic

salts into the fusion.

Carborundum detectors have a high resistance, of the order of

6000 to 8000 ohms, therefore high resistance telephone receivers

should be used in series with them ; generally the receivers are

wound to a resistance to 4000 ohms in each ear-piece, giving 8000

ohms with the two ear-pieces in series. If a telephone transformer

is used the primary of the transformer, connected into the detector

circuit, should have a resistance of from 6000 to 8000 ohms.

The Marconi Company patented an arrangement, shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 151. The two detectors and their

potentiometers are arranged so that they are rectifying in opposite

directions, but one is adjusted to the most sensitive position on
its characteristic curve while the adjustment of the other is not

made sensitive. When signals of ordinary strength are received

the rectifying action will be the resultant of the rectifications of

the two crystals in opposite directions ; one being more sensitive

than the other this resultant may be almost as good as with one
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accurately adjusted crystal alone. On the other hand when
strong oscillations are set up, such as those due to local stations
or atmospherics, the swings of potential will be so groat that the
rectification is roughly the same on both crystals, i.e. the current

through the telephone receivers or telephone transformer is not
much rectified ; not much increase or decrease of the steady
current is set up so that the effect on the telephone diaphragms
is weak. Thus strong signals and atmospherics are more or less

balanced out and this greatly increases the commercial efficiency
of the receiving station.

For best results the two crystals should be about equally
sensitive to start with, the receiving circuit is tuned up with each

crystal in turn and then
both crystals left on so that

practically no signals are-

heard. One potentiometer
is then adjusted until ordi-

nary signals are heard about
the same strength with the

two crystals as when one

only is used, and it will

be found that strong local

signals or atmospherics now
produce only weak effects.

If no jamming is being
experienced work can be

carried on in the usual way
with one detector by cutting
out the other. When the

second detector is switched
into use and a balance obtained by adjusting the potentiometers
it will also be necessary to retime the circuit slightly as the
resistance of the extra crystal has the same effect as a slight
increase of capacity. It will be realised that the proper adjust-
ment varies with the strength of signals it is desired to read.

Galena Detector. The Galena detector was much used by
the Telefunken Co. and in the United States, but latterly it has
become obsolete, because, though sensitive, it was not reliable
and was very difficult to keep in adjustment.

It consists of a crystal of galena on which a light contact is

made by the pointed end of a small rod of graphite such as is

used in pencils. The pressure at the contact is adjusted by a

161.
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spring and screw arrangement ; unlike the carborundum detector

the contact must be very light, hence the detector is easily thrown
out of adjustment by mechanical vibrations such as would occur

on board ship ; also
"
atmospherics

"
or strong inductive dis-

charges easily destroy the sensibility of a contact point, and
necessitate frequent adjustment to find a new one.

Galena belongs to the cubic system of crystal ; it therefore

occurs in square shape, breaking up into pieces with rectangular
sides and flat surfaces. Since the face of a crystal is flat it

provides innumerable points on which sensitive contacts can be

made. Galena is bluish black in colour, has a metallic lustre,

and is fairly heavy. Instead of using graphite, contact can be

made by means of a tiny copper spring, its end lightly resting
on the face of the crystal ; a fine

platinum wire can be used for tho

same purpose, or a pointed crystal
of tellurium.

Pig. 152 shows a galena graphite
detector made by the British Insulated

Wire Co., Helsby; on it six galena

crystals are mounted in cups fixed on

a circular plate ; this plate can be

rotated so that a sensitive crystal can

quickly be selected for use.

Galena graphite detectors are of

comparatively low resistance and are

not made more sensitive by a potenti-
ometer voltage impressed across them ;

they are not suitable for short range work as strong signals

destroy the sensitiveness of contact. In fact, though very
sensitive to weak signals, they are very troublesome to keep in

adjustment and not at all suited for commercial practice.

Perikon Detector. This is a detector much favoured by
amateurs because it is exceedingly sensitive and easy to adjust,

though it requires continual adjustment. In its original form it

consisted of a crystal of zincite (oxide of zinc) in contact with a

crystal of copper pyrites (sulphide of copper), or of bornite (a

compound of copper and iron sulphides Cu2S.CuS.FeS), or of

chalcopyrite (Cu2SFe2S3).

Zincite is of reddish brown colour, copper pyrites yellow grey,

and bornite bluish grey. The crystals are mounted in little brass

cups, either by means of clamping screws or soldered in with

152.
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Wood's motal, and they are brought into contact by spring and
screw adjustments. The sensitiveness depends on the pressure
of contact so -that delicato adjustment is necessary ; it will also

be found that small pieces of crystals give better results than

large pieces. Some crystals will be found to have apparently no
sensitive point, others will make sensitive contact at almost any
point chosen ; if a crystal is found to give poor results a piece

may bo fractured off it to expose a new crystalline surface.

The detector can be made up in various designs as seen in the

advertisements of wireless apparatus ; some of these designs are

very poor, especially in their arrangements for choosing and adjust-

ing the pressure of contact. A design which

has been found to give excellent results is

shown in Fig. 153; it is very simple to

construct and inexpensive for amateurs.

On a round base of ebonite, 1J" in dia-

meter, is mounted two brass plug contacts.

One of these ends in a cup on the top of

the ebonite and carries a small piece of

tellurium. The other plug is extended to

a pillar which carries a spring arm ;
on

the extremity of the latter is mounted the

zincite crystal in its cup. The adjustment
of the crystals is made by means of a

screw which carries a steel spring, and
which screws into a brass receptacle on
the. ebonite base. The whole is covered

by a brass cap held by bayonet joints on

the ebonite case. It is seen that the

detector plugs into a socket receptacle
and can be easily disconnected or replaced.

A contact between a crystal of zincite and one of tellurium

has been found to give better results than the original form of

Perikon detector. The Perikon or zincite detector is very sensitive

and does not require a potentiometer voltage in series with it ;

unfortunately it is soon made insensitive by transmitter dis-

charges close to it. It should always be short circuited or open
circuited when transmission is going on, and should preferably
be covered with an earthed metallic cap as an additional precaution.

Though more sensitive than a carborundum detector it is not as

reliable as the latter for commercial purposes. Zincite is not

very hard and crumbles away at the point of contact.

FIG. 163.
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Iron Pyrites Detector. In this detector a gold point makes
contact with a selected crystal of iron pyrites. Mg. 154 (a) shows
this detector as made and used by the Telefunken Co. The base
is of ebonite about 1 J" diameter ; on this is mounted a metal

pillar into the top of which is screwed the crystal cup, the crystal

being fixed in the cup by Wood's metal. In front of the pillar
is a silver U-shaped spring carrying a little gold point. The spring
is pressed forward by means of a screw until the gold point makes
sensitive contact with the crystal. A light metallic cover is

held on the baso by a bayonet holder and sockets as on an

pfrsrs<r'rss7'SsJ'ss'
r'SsSsfss'rs-

FIG. 154.

ordinary incandescent lamp-holder. Instead of terminals the

detector is fitted with plug contacts ; thus it can be quickly

plugged into socket terminals in the receiver apparatus. A
pointed crystal of antimony may be used to make contact instead

of the gold point, and indeed the sensitiveness is said to be in-

creased by this means.

Molybdenite Detector. This detector is also made and used

by the Telefunken Co. ;
it is not as sensitive as the iron pyrites

detector but is very reliable and robust. As shown in Wg. 154 (b)

a flat piece of molybdenite is firmly held by screws between two
brass plates, only its front edge projecting. Contact is made on
this edge by a U-shaped silver spring, pressed towards it by means
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of an adjusting screw. If tho detector becomes insensitive with

use the molybdenite face is lightly cleaned with sandpaper, when
a new sensitive surface will be exposed. The design of this

detector, as regards shape and size, is uniform with tho iron

pyrites detector so that they can be readily interchanged on the

receiving apparatus. This detector is suitable for short range
work, for strong signals, and for use with portable outfits.

Silicon Detector This consists of a gold point resting lightly
on a crystal of silicon, though in cheap forms brass is used instead

of gold. The sensitiveness depends on the contact point chosen

on the crystal and the pressure of the contact ; the general arrange-
ment of the detector may be similar to some of those already
described. On any given crystal of silicon there are not many
points of sensitiveness to bo found so that the silicon detector

has become obsolete.

In comparing the different forms of crystal detectors one must
boar in mind that reliability is of more importance than sensitive-

ness ;
for this reason it must be concluded that the carborundum

detector is probably the best for all-round work though a good
pair of crystals in a Perikon is the most sensitive. The iron

pyrites detector is more reliable than the Perikon, and probably
more sensitive than the carborundum detector, while, like the

Perikon, it can be used without auxiliary potentiometer and

battery.
A good soft metal for fastening the crystals in the cups can

be made by melting down equal parts of ordinary lead fuse wire

and tinfoil, and adding a little mercury if toofmuch mercury is

added the metal will not have good holding properties. Wood's
metal is a mixture of lead and tin with bismuth and cadmium in

the proportions 2 lead, 1 tin, 4 bismuth, 1 cadmium ; its melting

point is about 60 C. In making it the lead .should first be

melted and then the other metals added.

Electrolytic Detectors. If a current of electricity is passed, by
means of two electrodes, through water diluted with sulphuric or

nitric acid, hydrogen and oxygen gases are set free, the oxygen
being deposited on the anode or plate joined to the positive
terminal of the battery, and the hydrogen deposited on the kathode
or plate joined to the negative terminal. Since oxygen is a very
active 'gas the positive plate or anode should be of a material,

such as platinum, which the oxygen cannot attack. This action

of a current of electricity is called electrolytic action.

When the plates are coated with the gases they are said to be
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polarised ; this polarisation not only increases the resistance of

the circuit, since the gases are bad conductors, but also sets up
a difference of potential between the plates which acts in the

opposite direction to the applied E.M.F. and has a value of about

1*48 volts. Thus when polarisation takes place the current

ilowing in the circuit is reduced, and if the applied E.M.F. is

adjusted to be nearly equal to the E.M.F. set up by the polarisa-

tion the current is reduced to almost zero value.

For detecting small electrical oscillations a very small elec-

trolytic cell is made up, one plate of which consists of an extremely
fine platinum or Wollaston wire of about 0*001 mm. diameter,

sealed in a small glass tube drawn down to a capillary point at

the end, and exposing just a tiny speck of the platinum or

Wollaston to serve as a plate for the cell. The other plate may be

of silver or mercury at the bottom of the cell, and the liquid a

1 : 5 solution of sulphuric or nitric acid in distilled water.

A battery of 3 or 4 volts is joined across a potentiometer
resistance wire ; a portion of the drop of volts across this potentio-

meter is tapped off and joined in series with the cell and a tele-

phone receiver. A current will then flow in this circuit, but will

immediately polarise the small platinum point, and if the E.M.F.

tapped from the potentiometer wire is suitably adjusted no

sound will be heard in the telephone receiver : if the E.M.F. is

too great a bubbling sound will be heard.

When oscillations of potential are set up in a receiving circuit

by the ether waves, and applied to the terminals of an electro-

lytic cell, one-half of each oscillation of E.M.F. will depolarise

the platinum electrode so that a current impulse is allowed to

pass through it. At each train of waves the oscillations build

up in the receiver circuit until the potential across the cell is such

that the electrodes are depolarised, and a pulse of current is allowed

to flow through the cell and telephone receivers from the potentio-

meter.

The connections of such a detector to the receiving circuit are

shown in Fig. 155 (a). Some difference of opinion exists as to

whether the small point electrode should be the anode or kathode ;

Fessenden, who seems to have originated its use as a detector,

made the point electrode the anode, joining it to the positive pole

of the battery. Fessenden also explained its action by stating

that it was due to change of resistance at the point electrode,

while others considered that the polarisation E.M.F.s are respon-

sible it is possible that both resistance and back E.M.F. of
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polarisation are taking part in the effects which produce the

change of current. Fig. 155 (c) shows an electrolytic detector
made by the British Insulated Wire Co., Helsby. The glass-
covered platinum wire is connected to a brass terminal, clamped
by a screw to a brass arm and pillar. The base is of ebonite and

supports a small glass-lined cup of ebonite, at the bottom of

which is a small quantity of mercury connected to one of the

FIQ. 165.

terminals ;
the cup is filled with a 1 : 5 solution of sulphuric acid

in water.

Sometimes the detector is connected as shown in Fig. 155
(ft) ;

this would apply to small amateur stations using a single slide

tuning coil as shown in the figure.

The electrolytic detector ranks among what are called high-
resistance detectors, and as such requires that the telephone
receivers used with it should be very sensitive, with a great number
of turns on the coils, therefore these should be of about 8000 ohms
resistance. It was not much used in British wireless stations but

had considerable vogue in the United States, where it was first

introduced by De Forest and by Fessenden.
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Solt Vacuum Valve Detectors. Improvements in the original

Fleming Valve came into prominence about the end of 1918,
when the Lieben Eeisz Valve Eelay appeared in Germany and
the Audion Valve of Dr. Lee De Forest was becoming well

known in the United States. In both these a third electrode had
been added ; this third electrode was called the grid and was

placed between the hot filament, or cathode, and the plate anode.

Potential changes on this grid caused variations in the strength
of the electron current flowing from the filament to the positive

potential plate.

Although the whole subject of Valves will be fully dealt with

in Volume II., a short description of the Audion and the Lieben

FIQ. 156.

Eeisz Eelay in their original forms will be given here to complete
the record of detector development.

Audion Detector. This modification of the Fleming valve

had a tantalum filament in its original form, and had a perforated

grid or cylinder between the filament and the positive plate.
The distance between the filament and the grid G was about

fa* inch and a similar distance separated the grid from the positive

electrode, or plate (W) ; in its original form the filament of the

valve required 4 to 15 volts to heat it, according to the size of

the valve,

A diagram of the valve and its connections is given in Fig. 156.

G is the grid, W the plate, T the telephone receivers in series with

the plate and an adjustable voltage from battery B by which the

plate is kept at a positive potential with respect to the filament.

The electrons given off by the filament are attracted to the

positive potential plate, i.e. through the grid G, and the rate of

flow of electrons through G will be modified if G itself has a

VOL. i. Y
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positive or negative potential. If Gr is positive it will help the

plate to attract electrons so that the latter will move faster or

there will be more electrons passing to the plate per second ;
if

G is negative the electron flow will be diminished. It is seen that

the grid and filament are connected across a tuned receiver circuit ;

oscillations induced in this circuit will oscillate the potential of the

grid with respect to the filament, and thus produce changes in the

electron flow from the filament to the plate.

Now when electrons go to the plate they would tend to charge

it negatively, but it is connected to the positive terminal of the

battery B therefore will remain positive ; this is due to the fact

that the chemical action in the battery causes a redistribution of

electrons which pass round the circuit of plate, telephone receivers,

battery, and filament in such a way that the plate is kept positive,

or with a deficit, and the filament negative, or with an excess.

The electrode potentials can be so adjusted that the negative

halves of oscillations have not as groat an effect as the positive

ones
;
this causes an increase of current at each train of oscilla-

tions, and therefore one vibration of the telephone diaphragms

per train as with crystal detectors.

The action of the valve was complicated by the fact that the

vacuum was not hard and the gas molecules in it provided positive

ions which were attracted in the opposite direction to the electrons

and increased the resultant current effect. This made the ad-

justment of the valve very critical for most sensitive working,

and indeed for some time the complete action of the valve was

not clearly understood.

In Fig. 156 it will be seen that the valve "acts not only as a

rectifier, but also as a relay, for the potential effects on the grid

are employed to cause pulses in the current flowing in the local

circuit plate, telephones, battery, and filament.

De Forest explained that the valve could be used as a relay

pure and simple ;
thus the telephone receivers could be replaced

by a step-up transformer, the secondary of which would be con-

nected to the grid and filament of a second Audion ; the pulses

of current in the plate circuit of the first Audion would then produce

pulses of potential in the grid circuit of the second with corre-

sponding increased pulses of current in its plate circuit.

De Forest did employ Audions in cascade to produce this

relaying up effect of current pulses, but for some considerable

time no attempt was made to use the Audion as an amplifier of

the high frequency oscillations before rectification.
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Lieben and Beisz Valve Relay. This relay was described by
E. Eeisz in the Electrician of February 6, 1914; It was a

gas, or soft vacuum, valve relay somewhat similar in its action

and design to De Forest's Audion, but was used by its inventors

only as a pulse relay and not for rectification. A diagram of

the relay and its connections is shown in Fig. 157.

The relay consisted of a glass cell exhausted of air, but filled

with attenuated vapour of mercury at a pressure of 0*001 mm.
at 20 C., the vapour being supplied from a small quantity of

mercury amalgam placed at the bottom of the bulb.

The kathode (K) consisted of a comparatively long platinum

FIG. 157.

strip 1 mm. wide and 0*5 mm. thick, wound zig-zag on a glass

supporting stem, the strip being coated with a thin layer of barium
and calcium oxides. Wehnelt had discovered that such oxide

surfaces emit electrons better than pure metal surfaces.

The anode (A) was a spiral of aluminium wire wound on the

top portion of the glass central stem, while the auxiliary electrode

or grid (H) was a thin plate of aluminium extending right across

the bulb between the kathode and anode, with apertures or holes

of 3 1 mms. diameter distributed uniformly over it.

The kathode was raised to a bright red heat by an electric

current, being connected by adjustable contacts to a resistance

(K) which had 30 volts applied to it from a battery. Between the
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kathode and the anode 220 volts were applied from a dynamo or

supply mains, the anode being positive.
The anode circuit includes a high resistance (W) shunted by a

, 188.

condenser, the function of which was to limit the current in the

circuit when, for any cause, the vacuum got too soft and the gas

part of the anode circuit became a good conductor ; in other
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words when the supply of positive ions in the gas between the

kathode and anode became abundant.
It will be seen from the diagram of Pig. 157 that this valve

was used as a relay of the current pulses through the transformer

(T), rectification being carried out by the crystal detector.

The appearance of the valve relay as made by the A.E.G. Co.

is shown in Fig. 158, the auxiliary transformers, condensers, and
connections being mounted in the case on which the valve holder

is mounted.

Early Detectors for Undamped Wave Systems. If the

oscillations in the transmitter are undamped the radiation of

energy will not be in trains of waves, and the discharges through
the receiver telephones in series with an ordinary detector will

not be in pulses of current. Thus the diaphragms will not vibrate

and no signals will be heard unless something is done to break up
the receiver induced currents into groups, so that the discharge

through the telephones may occur at an audible frequency.
Tikker. One of the simplest methods of breaking up undamped

oscillations into groups is

that originally adopted in

the Poulsen - Pedersen sys-

tem, i.e. to have a small
"
Tikker

"
in series with

the telephones. A tikker

is simply an intermittent

contact between a small ro-

tating wheel and a light

metal brush bearing on it.

In the Federal-Poulsen sys-

tem the tikker consisted of

a small revolving brass disc

with a groove on its peri-

phery and a fine steel wire

about 1 inch long making
light contact with the groove.
The end of the wire was
bent and the wheel was driven against the end as shown in

Fig. 159, so that an intermittent contact was provided.
The tikker simply takes the place of a crystal detector ; assum-

ing that the receiver circuit is tuned to the oncoming waves,

oscillations are built up in the secondary receiver circuit while the

tikker contact is broken. When the contact closes a discharge

FIG. 159.
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takes place through the telephone receivers ; the frequency
of the telephone pulses and the pitch of the note are there-

fore dependent on the speed of rotation of the tikker disc. This

forms a very sensitive detector arrangement, giving signals which
4

are just readable with about - watt in the receiver aerial;

J. L. Hohan stated that unit audibility was given with about

8*2 X 10~ 10 watt in the aerial when a rotary tikker detecting

arrangement w^as employed.
In later designs the tikker disc consists of a small toothed wheel,

but tikker reception is now rarely employed as it has given place
to the far more sensitive methods of valve heterodyning and valve

amplification.
Fessenden's Heterodyne Detector System. A method of

forming beats in the receiver circuit, by compounding the oscilla-

tions induced in it by the ether waves with another sot of oscilla-

tions induced in it by local means, was first put into practice by
Prof. R. A. Fessenden, of Western University, Philadelphia.

The method can be most simply explained by considering a

particular case ; thus suppose ether waves of 600 metres length
act on a receiver aerial the frequency of the oscillations induced

in the latter will be 500,000, for An = 8 X 108
. Now if we have

coupled to the receiver circuit a local generator of oscillations,

such as a buzzing wavemeter, and the oscillations induced by it

have a frequency of 499,000 or 501,000, then two sets of oscilla-

tions are induced in the receiver circuit simultaneously and differ-

ing in frequency by 1000 ; this will form a resultant oscillation

whose amplitude will rise and fall at a frequency of 1000, such

resultant oscillation being called a
"
beat." A similar effect

occurs when two notes which have nearly the same frequency are

sounded on an organ, the resultant beat of low frequency and great

intensity is easily distinguishable and often very effective in organ
music.

If such a beat occurs in the receiver circuit currents it means
that the amplitude of the oscillations rises and falls in value, so

that the effect is much the same as if the ether waves had arrived

in damped trains following each other at low frequency.
It is seen that the method is peculiarly applicable to the

reception of signals on undamped waves, though it is also very
effective for damped wave or spark signals. As a matter of fact

thfe beat method of reception is much more sensitive than a plain

crystal detector for damped waves, or the tikker method for
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undamped waves. With it the audibility of the signals is pro-

portional to the current induced in the receiver aerial, whereas

with a crystal detector

alone the audibility is

proportional to the square
of the receiver aerial cur-

rent.

Fessendon named this

tho Heterodyne method
of reception, and a simple

diagram of it is given in

Fig. 160 ; the local oscil-

lator may be a buzzer

wavometer, a high fre-

quency generator, or an
arc generator. At present
the hard valve has super-
seded all other methods of heterodyning, and the subject will

l)e more fully dealt with in Volume II.

A method suggested by Fossonden for applying the heterodyn-

ing principle is shown in Fig. 161. A specially designed telephone
receiver had a central core of fine iron wires on wliich was wound a

coil connected to tho local small generator of high frequency

oscillating currents. The diaphragm was a small disc of mica

attached to tho centre of which was a small light coil connected

to the secondary circuit of the re-

ceiver.

When signals arrive the diaphragm
coil carries oscillating currents at one

frequency, and the core coil oscillating

currents at a slightly different fre-

quency ; the resulting beat caused

magnetic effects in the core which

made tho diaphragm vibrate at the

frequency of the beats. It can bo

seen that this method of reception
reduces interference by jamming, since

signals at other frequencies will form

beats of too high or too low a frequency to give audible signals.

In the experiments carried out by J. L. Hogan, between the

U.S. Station at Arlington and the U.S.S, Salem crossing the

Atlantic to Gibraltar, the heterodyne method of reception was

-TO RECEIVER CIRCUITS.-

FIQ. 181.
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clearly demonstrated to be more sensitive than any other ; even

for spark signalling the heterodyne method gave 4*65 times as

much telephone current as that obtained with an electrolytic

detector, and it was proved that just audible signals could be

obtained with ^^ watt in the receiver aerial. Since that time

the development of the valve for heterodyning and amplifying

has revolutionised all wireless calculations.

Early Marconi-Round Method. An early method of receiving

on undamped waves, developed by H. J. Bound and adopted

by the Marconi Company, is illustrated in Pig. 162
; two balanced

carborundum detectors with potentiometers are arranged so as

to oppose their effects and adjusted so that they can only receive

signals which are comparatively strong they will not give signals

TO SECONDARY

OF RECEIVER.

Flo 162.

on ordinary weak oscillations. A local buzzer circuit is coupled

to the detector circuit so that each train of oscillations set up by
the buzzer makes the detector circuit conductive. During the

intervals between the buzzer trains the undamped ether waves

build up the oscillating amplitude in the tuned receiver circuit,

and a discharge takes place through the detectors and telephones

each time the detectors are made conducting, the intervals

depending on the frequency of the buzzer interrupter.

The Goldschmidt Tone Wheel. The special form of tikker

apparatus invented by Dr. Budolf Goldschmidt was called by him

a Tone Wheel, and has been successfully employed in the com-

munication by undamped waves between the Eilvese Station in

Germany and the German station at Tuckerton in the United

States.

|It
consists of a toothed wheel disc rotating at a constant

speed, the pitch of the teeth being about 1 mm. and the spaces
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between them being filled with insulating material. A copper

gauze brush, covered with insulation material which wears

uniformly with the gauze, bears on the periphery of the disc and
is connected to one side of the receiver circuit, the disc itself

being connected to the other side. Thus when the disc is rotated

the circuit is complete when the brush is in contact with a tooth

but is broken if the brush is in contact with the insulation between

the teeth.

To understand its action suppose that undamped wave

reception is taking place on a 6000 metre wave length, setting up

mnnnr^

FIG. 163.

oscillations in the receiver circuit at a frequency of 50,000 ; also

let the breadths of the teeth and that of the insulation be equal,
and let the wheel be driven at such a speed that it makes 50,000

contacts and 50,000 breaks per second. This would be accom-

plished if it had 800 teeth and was steadily rotated at a speed
of 3750 revs, per minute. Under these conditions one half of

each oscillation would be wiped out, and the other halves of

oscillations at a frequency of 50,000 would be available in the

circuit. The oscillations of current would then be as shown in

Fig. 168 (a) ; these undamped half oscillations though rectified

would not cause any sound in the telephone receivers. If,
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however, the disc is rotated slightly faster or slightly slower than

synchronous speed, to give, say, 51,000 or 49,000 contacts per
second, then the rectification will not be complete but a number
of pulses in one direction will be followed by a similar number in

the opposite direction as shown at Fig. 163 (&), where they act

alternately upwards and downwards at a speed depending on
the difference between the oscillation frequency and the contact

frequency. These groups of potential pulses will send pulses
of current through the telephone receivers at the beat frequency,
therefore the note heard in the telephones will depend on the

speed of the wheel.

The method is primarily applicable to long wave low frequency
work, since for short waves at a high frequency the wheel would

require to have a great number of teeth or be run at excessively

high speeds.
For high frequency oscillations arrangements have been tried

in which the wheel is run at tho ordinary speed to produce first a

high frequency beat current ; this is then led back through the

wheel to produce a lower frequency beat, and this may bo done
two or three times until a beat of audible frequency can bo led

through the telephone receivers. Another method for high

frequency work would be to have two or more wheels in cascade

but the simpler and more efficient methods of valve heterodyning
are likely to make the Tone Wheel obsolete so that no further

space will be devoted to its possibilities. It may be remarked
that spark signals will only make a noise in the telephones, and
that stations not on the same wave length will not cause inter-

ference as the beat resulting from them will be heard with very
different notes if heard at all.

An advantage of all beat or heterodyne methods of reception is

that the frequency of the beat can be chosen to be equal to or

near the natural*vibration frequency of the telephone diaphragms,
so that a very marked increase of reception efficiency can be thus

attained.

Telephone Receivers. A telephone receiver consists of a

small permanent steel magnet, which has soft iron extension

pieces fixed to its poles, and on the poles or on the extensions are

wound coils of fine insulated copper wire connected in series with

each other. Held in equilibrium in front of the pole extensions

is a thin disc, generally of special ferrotype iron, called the dia-

phragm, the centre of which is attracted by the poles of the magnet.
The diaphragm is adjusted to be a very small distance from the
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poles so that it may vibrate ; it forms an iron armature through
which the magnetic flux travels from the N. pole to the H. pole of

the magnet, crossing the very small air space between the dia-

phragm and magnet. .

If a current flows through the small coils it either strengthens
or weakens the magnetism, so that the disc is either more attracted

or less attracted, and its centre moves slightly ; if the current is

in the form of pulses, such as those which flow in the detector-

telephone circuit of a wireless receiver, the diaphragm will pulse
or vibrate in unison with them, and the sounds caused by the

vibration of the diaphragm will have a pitch corresponding to the

frequency of the current pulses.

If an ordinary soft iron core were used in the coils instead of a

permanent magnet the receiver would not be so sensitive. Let F
be the pull on the diaphragm due to the steady magnetic flux M
of the permanent magnet, then F is proportional to M 2

. If now
a small current in the coils changes the magnetic flux by an amount
m, then the new flux is M m, arid the new pull on the diaphragm
is proportional to (M w) 2

, or to (M2 2Mw + w2
) ; since m is

very small compared to M we may neglect m2 and say that the

now pull is M2 2Mw, i.e. it has been changed by an amount 2Mw
which is therefore proportional to M, the permanent magnetism
of the core. Thus the greater M is the greater will be the effect

of a small increase or decrease due to a pulse of current in the

coils on the magnet. This is true only up to a certain point as

the advantage will cease if M is so strong that the diaphragm is

saturated or nearly so ; the thicker the diaphragm the less likely
it is to be saturated. Diaphragms must be kept thin and small

so that their natural frequency of mechanical vibration will be

of the same order as the frequency of vibration imposed upon
them by pulsing currents ; under these conditions the telephone
receiver is most efficient, therefore the strength of tho permanent
magnet in a telephone receiver is governed by the material and

design of the diaphragm.
Resistance of Telephone Receivers. It may be recalled that

the magnetic effect of a current flowing in a number of turns of

wire is proportional to the amperes X turns ; thus 0*2 micro-

ampere flowing through a coil of 400 turns will produce the same

magnetic effect as 0'8 microampere in a coil of 100 turns, for the

value of the microampere-turns in each case is 80. Thus to get a

certain magnetic effect with a small current in a coil it may be

necessary to have a great many turns of wire in the coil, and since
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the current is small the wire may be of small gauge ; this is

convenient because the coil may have to go into a very small

space as in the case of telephone receivers. The resistance of

carborundum and perikon detectors is some thousands of ohms,
therefore when they are connected in series with telephone receivers

the current through the latter will be very small, hence the coils

on the receivers should be wound with a great many turns ; the

wire used will be fine gauge because the currents are small, and
because there is not much room in which to place the coils in the

receiver ear-piece.

Unfortunately a great length of wire means that the coils will

have a high resistance ; this cannot be helped as we must obtain

the necessary magnetic effect with the small current available to

vibrate the diaphragm ; the increase of magnetic effect due to

increased number of turns in the coil greatly outweighs the

decrease of current due to extra resistance, for it must be noted

that this resistance is only a portion of the resistance of the

whole circuit.

This may remove a misconception in the minds of some
amateurs who seem to think that if telephones should have a high
resHtance when used with crystal detectors their coils might be

wound with high resistance wire ; the author once came across a

wireless amateur who suffered from this delusion and was winding
coils of fine German silver wire with which to make high resistance

telephone receivers.

It must not be forgotten that telephone receivers, used in

conjunction with the sense of hearing, form an electrical measuring
instrument far more delicate than any ordinary galvanometer
or other instrument that uses the sense of sight ; for all electrical

measurements the general rule is that a low resistance instrument

must be used in a low resistance circuit, and a high resistance

instrument in a high resistance circuit. An ammeter has a low

resistance because the resistance of the mains in which it is con-

nected is low and the current flowing through it will be large ; a

voltmeter has a coil of fine wire and is made of high resistance

because the current which will flow through it should be kept as

small as possible. In the use of galvanometers and other measur-

ing instruments working on electro-magnetic effects, through the

medium of current carrying coils, the coils should be wound to a

resistance which is approximately equal to the resistance of the

circuit in which the "instrument is connected for most sensitive

conditions.
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The receiver usually employed consists of two ear-pieces, which
are generally connected in series, but in some cases the wires

from each ear-piece are brought out so that they may be connected
in parallel if desired. Thus if a perikon or high resistance carbo-

rundum detector is used suitable ear-pieces would have a resistance

of 4000 ohms each and be connected in series ; if a low resistance

crystal detector is used the ear-pieces can be connected in parallel,
thus giving a telephone resistance of 2000 ohms. A Marconi

Magnetic Detector is of comparatively low resistance, and is a

current operated device, hence receivers of 80-250 ohms would
be connected to its secondary winding. High resistance telephone
receiver coils are wound with No. 40 to No. 48 S.W.G. copper
wire, lightly insulated with silk or enamel, and sometimes covered

with a coating of paraffin wax after winding to keep out damp.
It is becoming general practice now to replace the telephones in

the detector circuit with a telephone transformer, the primary of

which is wound to a resistance of 4000-8000 ohms for crystal or

valve circuits, and the secondary wound to a low resistance so

that the telephone receivers connected to it may have a low

resistance. In England it is nearly standard practice to have
the transformer secondary of about 120 ohms resistance, so

that the receiver ear-pieces would each be wound to 60 ohms
and connected in series. This is a great advantage because the

low resistance telephones are cheaper to construct than high
resistance ones; they are more robust and not so likely to

develop faults since the coil wire may be thicker; also it re-

moves any chance of leakage from the detector circuit through

faulty insulation in the telephones to the body of the operator
and thence to earth.

A point to be noted is that when the diaphragm is free to vibrate

the effective resistance of the telephones increases with the

frequency and the inductance effect decreases ; thus there will be

a frequency at which the total impedance is a minimum and the

telephones most sensitive. This was established by Dr. A. E.

Kennelly in 1915, the best frequency being about 1000 for the

receiver tested by him.

Sensibility of Telephone Receivers. Wein and Austin have

carried out experiments independently on the sensibility of

telephone receivers at different frequencies, and each has shown
that currents at a frequency of 800 to 1000 give the same effect

as currents many hundreds of times greater at a frequency of

100. Duddell carried out experiments to find the maximum
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power required to produce audible signals in a telephone receiver,

and found that 430 microwatts were required at 800 frequency,
but only 7'7 microwatts at 900 frequency ; at higher frequencies
the necessary energy increased again. Since the time of bis

experiments more sensitive telephone receivers have been designed,
such as the Baldwin in U.S.A., and the Brown in England ; Dr.

Austin writes of the sensitiveness of 2000 ohm Baldwin telephones
as being 5 x 10"" 10 ampere at 1000 frequency to give just audible

signals in a normal ear. Unfortunately a normal ear is most
sensitive to a note whose vibration frequency is not generally
the most sensitive one of the telephone receiver, and the latter is

not generally synchronous with the natural vibration frequency
of the diaphragm. On the whole, however, a high note of about
600 frequency is a good compromise, and such a note is most

easily picked out by an operator amongst interfering sounds

caused by leaks or strays, as was first pointed out by Fessenden.

For this reason the adoption of a high, sparking rate, by the uses

of rotary or quenched gaps, increases the sensitiveness of wireless

receivers very greatly and conduces to reliability of commercial

working.
The necessary displacement of the diaphragm to give an

audible sound is of the order of half a micromillimetre, its value

depending on the frequency of the displacement.

Taking the combined sensitivity of a detector and telephones
into account, Dr. Austin stated in 1910 that 10 microamperes in a

receiver aerial circuit of 25 ohms resistance, or an aerial induced

energy of 2*5 x 10~9
watt, gave a just audible signal, while 40 x 10~ 9

watt was necessary for good working. Later, in the tests on the

U.S.S. Salem, J. L. Hogan used Fessenden's heterodyne receiver

and found that the above values could be greatly reduced. This

was before valve receiver apparatus had been developed. Austin

has recently carried out experiments on the sensitivity of a valve

and telephone combination, and found that unit audibility was

given by an energy of 1 X 10~ 15 to 2 X 10"" 15 watt ;
it cannot be

measured within narrower limits owing to the fact that the sensi-

tiveness of the ear enters into the measurement.

Design of Telephone Receivers. The diaphragm should be

of such a diameter and thickness that its natural frequency of

vibration is fairly high ; it is perhaps necessary to explain what
this means. When a wire string on a piano is struck the note

given out by it due to its vibration depends on its length and

thickness, and in the same way different gongs when struck by a
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drumstick give out different sounds depending on their size,

thickness, and material. When struck the whole mass is set in

vibration and continues vibrating at what is called its natural

frequency of vibration ;
it sets up corresponding vibrations in the

air to which it gives up some of its energy of vibration, and the

note is carried to the ear by the resulting air waves. Owing to

the energy given up to the air, or other medium around, the

vibrations of the sounding body are soon damped out unless

fresh energy is imparted, and the maximum vibration effect

will be obtained if this fresh energy is imparted at a frequency

equal to or in step with the natural frequency of the vibrating

body.
This is analogous to the tuning of a wireless circuit so that the

frequency of the impulses of energy imparted to it is equal to that

at which currents tend to oscillate in it. -

The diaphragm should be enamelled or oxidised so that it

will not rust. The working parts of the telephone receivers should

be enclosed in ebonite covers so designed that damp and dust

cannot penetrate beyond the diaphragm. The ends of. the coil

windings should be brought to well insulated pillar terminals

to which the leads can be attached, and the leads should be

attached by screw terminals rather than by bolt and nut

terminals as the latter will work loose even if locking nuts are

provided.
The strain should be taken off the lead terminals by having

an insulating cord in the flexible lead which can be attached to

some portion of the body of the ear-piece, thus taking any
accidental pull which may be applied to the leads.

Brown Telephone Receiver. This receiver, patented by S. G.

Brown, is one of the most sensitive in use at present. As
shown in Fig. 164 instead of a diaphragm the receiver is fitted

with a steel reed, one end of which is fixed and the other

extends over the pole pieces of the magnet. The reed is cut away
slightly at the sides and can be thus adjusted to have a natural

frequency of from 800 to 1200. Attached to the reed by a small

screw is a very light aluminium cone supported at the top by a

ring of light parchment paper, the outer edge of which is

supported by a light aluminium case which fits over the magnet.
It is thus seen that when the aluminium case is fitted the receiver

is totally enclosed. The magnet is fitted on a screw pillar with

a thumb screw outside the back of the case, by means of which
the distance between the magnet and the reed can be adjusted.
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The sensitiveness of the receiver depends greatly on this distance,

and can be set very efficiently by the screw adjustment.

REED

FIG, 164.

Fig. 105 shows the dosign of a receiver ear-pieco of German
manufacture which has several good features.

The base of the ear-piece is of ebonite on which is mounted
two semicircular steel magnets with coincident and laminated pole

.Front View. FIG. 165.

pieces, bridged across by a thin sheet of ebonite dovetailed on. The

coils on the pole pieces are connected in series and connected to two
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nickel terminals on the ebonite base ; a connection is also brought
from the centre of the windings to a third terminal on the base.

The flexible leads are held on the terminal pillars by screw-

down terminals with washers, and a cord in the flexible lead is

tied to the pillar P to take the strain. The ear-piece is attached

to the head band by a hinged plate seen at the centre of the back

view ; just showing under this hinged plate is a screw by means
of which the magnet can be moved nearer to or farther away from

the diaphragm. An ebonite cover is fitted over the back and held

in place by a screw in the pillar P.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Explain the action of a coherer when used as a detector.

2. Describe the use of a potentiometer wire with crystal detectors, and mention
those detectors whose sensitiveness is increased by a steady voltage across them.

3. How would you experimentally determine the best voltage for lighting the

filament of a Fleming valve, and how are small variations of voltage obtained in

practice for this purpose ?

4. How would you use two Audion detectors to increase the intensity of the

received signals ? Illustrate your answer with a sketch.

5. What is meant by "unilateral conductivity" and "rectified current"?
Under what circumstances will the unilateral conductivity of a crystal bo in-

effective when used with a potentiometer ?

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a galena graphite detector ?

7. Draw a sketch showing the shape of the current voltage curve of a carbo-

rundum detector ; explain its shape, and the effect of suitable potentiometer voltage

joined in series with the detector and telephone.
8. What would happen if the potentiometer voltage in series with a carborundum

detector were reversed ? How are two carborundum detectors arranged in a

circuit so that when strong oscillations of current flow in the circuit no sounds or

extremely weak sounds are heard in the telephone receivers ?

9. A carborundum detector is connected to a receiving circuit but no sounds

are heard in the telephone. Explain why this does not necessarily mean that the

crystal is a bad one.

10. Explain the action of Fessenden's heterodyne receiver.

11. A simple detector arrangement will not work in a circuit which is receiving

energy from undamped waves. Why is this ?

12. How would you adjust (a) a Fleming valve detector, (6) a carborundum
detector ?

13. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of a Marconi magnetic detector

with those of a carborundum detector.

14. If a potentiometer has 200 ohms resistance and an E.M.F. of 4 volts is

applied to it what current is drawn from the potentiometer battery ?

15. If one-eighth of the potentiometer wire in Question 14 is tapped off and
connected in series in the detector circuit what constant voltage is thus applied
to the circuit ?

16. What is the resistance of the carborundum crystal whose characteristic

curve is shown in Fig. 144 when 1 volt is applied to it ?

17. What are the advantages of the heterodyne method of reception ?

18. Why are telephone receiver coils wound on the poles of a permanent magnet
and not on ordinary soft iron cores ?

19. What governs the choice of high or low resistance telephone receivers ?

20. What are the considerations which determine the advantage of a fairly high
note for radio signalling ?

VOL. 1. Z



CHAPTER XIX

RECEIVERS FOR SPARK SYSTEMS

THE theoretical considerations involved in Eeceiver Circuits for

Spark Systems have already been dealt with in Chapter XVII. ;

consequently the present Chapter will be mainly devoted to a

brief description of a few typical receivers.

It is rather an unfortunate fact that remarkably good results

are often obtained with receiver apparatus which is most in-

efficiently designed, and this is likely to be more than ever

possible when valve detectors and amplifiers are universally

employed. The tendency at the present moment is towards

inefficiency in either of two ways : either to be careless in design,

insulation, and wiring of apparatus because the great sensitivity

of modem receiving apparatus will ensure signals in any case,

or to waste battery current and valves in amplifiers and thus

lower the commercial efficiency in producing signals which are

unnecessarily loud.

Before dealing with the description of individual receivers it

may be profitable to discuss briefly a few essential points in

design. As already pointed out in Chapter XVII. receivers

should be so designed that coupling and tuning effects aro inde-

pendent of each other or nearly so ; in practice this suggests

that there should be a coupling coil independent of the tuning

coil in the aerial circuit. The coupling coil should be below

the tuning coil and next the earth connection where the current

effects are a maximum.
Since most modern receivers are fitted with high resistance

detectors, which are potential operated devices, the aerial and

closed circuit coils should be designed to have minimum self-

capacity effects. In this respect coils made of finely stranded

wire and lap wound to several layers, so as to have a short axial

length, are very satisfactory. Examples of this class of coil

338
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are seen in the Telefunken receiver illustrated later in this

Chapter.
Where large coils are necessary for long wave reception, and

it is only* possible to make long cylindrical coils of one layer

winding, the turns should be kept slightly apart by winding
on a separating thread at the same time as the wire. It is a

mistake to use wire with heavy insulation, or to embed the turns

in a preliminary coating of paraffin wax placed on the former ;

it is equally a mistake to coat the turns heavily with shellac

after the coil has been wound with the idea of stiffening it, or

strengthening its insulation ; all this only increases the self-

capacity of the coil.

Also it is a mistake to design a receiver for a large range
of wave lengths by the employment of large coils, or tune to short

wave lengths by using a variable condenser in series with a com-

paratively large coil ; the inductance and resistance of the coil

only reduce the value of the oscillating current induced in the

circuit. It is bettor to have interchangeable coils for different

wavo length ranges, or to wind coils in sections with switching

arrangements so that sections can bo added or left out as

desired.

A receiver should not be designed with complicated switch-

ing arrangements in order that it may be employed on many
different ranges of wave lengths, or with fancy arrangements
for cutting out dead-end effect or connecting condensers in

series or in parallel. All this only introduces complications
to go out of order and leads to vexatious unreliability. A
receiver should bo designed for one definite purpose, the wiring
laid out symmetrically, and the parts assembled so that con-

necting wires are as short as possible, crossing each other as

little -as possible. The reliability of a receiver will greatly

depend on the design and values of the tuning condensers and

these should be carefully chosen.

According to Dr. W. H. Kccles, for a given length of wire,

i.e. resistance, a single layer coil will have a maximum inductance

if its diameter is about 2-5 times its length; the inductance

(L) of such a coil is then nearly equal to 27'6 Z%2 cms. where

I is the axial length of the coil in cms., and n the number of

turns per cm.

A suitable size of wire for receiver circuit coils is about the

equivalent of No. 28 to No. 30 S.W.G., though with high re-

sistance crystal and valve detectors the secondary coil may be
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of No. 84 S.W.G, Thick wire only increases the capacity effect

of the coil and it is not necessary to have a very low resistance.

In assembling the apparatus care should be taken to avoid

magnetic coupling effects between coils where it is not intended ;

this is rather difficult to ensure when the apparatus is mounted
on an ebonite panel and enclosed in a case, at the same time

helpful precautions can be taken such as keeping tuning coils

as far apart as possible, or assembling them with their axes at

right angles to each other.

All connecting leads between the different parts of the re-

ceiver should be rigid as far as possible ; loose connecting wires

introduce capacity effect which varies as the wires change their

positions, and this may make a very great difference in the

efficiency of the receiver, especially when it is fitted with valve

apparatus.
Good insulation is essential for all terminals and the use

of ebonite for this purpose has become almost universal.

The Marconi Short Wave Multiple Tuner. This receiver

is designed for use with the Marconi Magnetic Detector, which
is of low resistance and is a current operated device. For this

reason the tuning condenser in the secondary circuit is in series

with, and not across, the secondary coil. The receiver diagram
is shown in Fig. 166, in which it will be seen that the aerial is

connected in series with the aerial tuning inductance ATI, the
aerial tuning condenser ATC, primary coil of coupler P, and
earth. A micrometer spark gap S is connected from aerial to

earth to save the apparatus from lightning effects or strong in-

ductive effects produced by a neighbouring transmitter; also

a coil X, of high inductance, is connected across the aerial con-
denser to provide a continuous wire circuit from aerial to earth.

As there are no tappings on the secondary of the tuning coil all

tuning of the secondary circuit is done with the condenser.

Similarly the primary coupling coil is not variable, hence all

tuning of the aerial circuit is done with the aerial inductance
and condenser.

When Standing By a switch is thrown over so that the
detector is joined directly in series with the aerial inductance
and condenser to earth ; the magnetic detector is of low re-

sistance so that it will work well connected in series with the
aerial to pick up any station within range. But it is not possible
to cut out interfering stations with these connections, so that
when a station is picked up the switch is thrown over to the
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connections shown in Fig. 166, the detector circuit tuned by
means of its condenser, and interfering stations cut out by

T

(01

varying the degree of coupling, i.e. varying by means of an
ebonite handle the position of the axis of the primary coil with

respect to that of the secondary. The "
stand by

"
connections
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are easily traced, while the receiver itself is shown in Fig, 167

It is suitable for wave lengths from 250 to 1750 metres.

;,
V

Marceni Short Wave Crystal Receiving Set. The connections

of this set have been already described in Chapter XVII. Its

normal range is 200-1200 metres of wave length, but it can be

used for longer wave lengths if an additional loading, or tuning,

coil is placed in the aerial circuit.

The aerial inductance is a coil of about 100 turns of No. 20

S.W.G. copper wire, 4 inches long and 8| inches diameter, with

tappings taken to a multiple way switch on the top of the case.

The aerial tuning condenser is of the moving vane type with

ebonite dielectric : it has contacts which short circuit it when set

to zero on the scale of graduations, and its maximum capacity

value is about 10,000 cms. It is about 4 inches in diameter and

If inches high.
The coupling coils consist of a primary of 24 turns, wound on

a spherical former which is embraced by one end of the cylin-

drical secondary. The secondary coil is wound on a cylinder

and is about 3 inches long by 8J inches diameter, consisting of

a small size copper wire about No. 27 S.W.G. The primary
can be rotated by means of an ebonite handle on the top of the

case; this handle is called the Intensifier and simply loosens

or tightens the coupling. When set to zero the coupling is zero,
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for the magnetic axis of the primary is then at right angles to

that of the secondary, but when the intensifier handle is at 90,

the coupling effect is a maximum, the axes of the coils being
then in line, as shown in Fig. 168.

Interference by jamming stations can be minimised by
loosening the coupling, and the tuning of the receiver is very

sharp on account of its good design.
There are no tappings on the secondary circuit coil and

tuning of this circuit is done by the Billi condenser shunted

across it.

The secondary condenser is of the Billi pattern and consists

of a double set of concentric metallic tubes, 2| inches long,

INTENSIFIER H/VNDLE INTENSIFIER HANDLE
AT 9O AT O

FIQ. 168.

separated by thin ebonite, the outer tubes being 0'8 inch in

diameter. The whole condenser is only 4J inches long, and the

outer tubes can be made to embrace more or less of the inner

tubes by sliding them along the ebonite, an ebonite handle being
fixed to them for this purpose. A view of a Billi condenser is

shown in the right hand front top of the receiver in Pig. 172.

The maximum capacity of this condenser is about a billifarad,

and by means of it the secondary circuit can be tuned to the

range of wave lengths for which the receiver is designed. In

fact the condenser is calibrated and indexed in wave lengths
so that the secondary circuit can be quickly adjusted to any
desired wave length within the range. Two carborundum
detectors are mounted on the case and a German silver coil, of

400 ohms resistance, acts as a potentiometer to use with the one
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selected. In the centre of the top of the case are the telephone
terminals, so arranged that one telephone set may be used alone

or two telephone sets may be used in series. A two-way detector

switch, micrometer spark gap, and high inductance aerial earth-

ing coil completes the equipment of this receiver.

Suppose it is desired to adjust the receiver to pick up
signals at 600 metres wave length. Having a 4-6 volt battery

joined to the potentiometer send current through a buzzer near

the receiver and set the potentiometer to give best sounds in the

telephones. It may be necessary to reverse the direction of the

current through the crystal in use, as carborundum conducts

much better when the current is flowing in one direction through
it than if it is reversed, and there is no means of knowing which
is the best direction except by trial. To reverse the crystal
in this receiver it is only necessary to give the whole detector

a half turn on its base. Having got the detector into a sensitive

condition set the Billi condenser to the adjustment correspond-

ing to 600 metres it is provided with graduations by means
of which this can be done. Place the aerial condenser in its

short-circuited position, the intensifier handle at 90, and tune

in with the aerial inductance. When the signals are obtained,

vary first the aerial condenser and then the secondary condenser

until the strongest 'signals are obtained. If there is interference,

loosen the coupling by means of the intensifier handle and tune

again with the condensers. This receiver can also be used with

valve detectors.

Marconi Universal Crystal Receiver. This receiver has

been designed to work with crystal detectors, such as zincite-

bornite, zincite-tellurium, and others of similar resistance ;
it

is intended for a range of wave lengths from 800 to 3000 metres.

The receiver differs from the one already described in that the

primary of the loose coupler has three tappings, and the secondary
of the loose coupler is made in three separate sections, fitted with

a switch so that one section can be used alone, two in series, or

three in series, according as the wave length increases. It will

be remembered that in the first Marconi crystal receiver described

the tuning of the secondary circuit was done by means of the

small Billi condenser joined across it. This method of capacity

tuning is suitable only if a comparatively small range of wave

lengths is desired ; but we have noted that a crystal receiver is

most efficient when the capacity effects are small, therefore when

tuning to long wave lengths it is better, indeed necessary, to
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increase the inductance effect in the secondary circuit rather than

the capacity effect. Suppose that the secondary coil is made

large enough to tune by inductance to very long wave lengths,

AIM NOlSSIVtSNWl
NO SJLDVJLMOD 3QIS 01

when short ones are received it is not only necessary to decrease

the turns used on the secondary but also very desirable to dis-

connect altogether the unused portion of the secondary coil ; i.e.
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"
the dead end." By this means we avoid a loss of energy in those

turns called the
"
dead end loss." In other words, instead of

simply taking tappings from the secondary to a multiple way
switch it is better to wind it in separate sections, and have a

switching arrangement which will join in series the sections which

are required, leaving the others quite disconnected. Such an

arrangement is fitted to the Marconi universal crystal receiver.

Another point of novelty about the universal receiver is that

the detector is disconnected at both sides by means of relays

when the transmitting key is depressed, thus preserving it froin

possible damage by the strong currents ijiduced when trans-

mission takes place. The side contacts on the transmitting key

(see p. 212) close the circuits of the relay coils. The crystal

detector is enclosed in a rnetal screening box to further protect

it from induced currents.

The connections of the receiver are shown in Fig. 169. It will,

be noted that both primary and secondary coupling coils have

three points of working, marked 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to wave

lengths, (1) bolow 600, (2) 600 to 1600, (3) 1000 to 3000 metres

respectively. If the primary is on stud 2 the secondary should

be on the corresponding stud. The only points calling for remark

are the secondary switch, the detector relays, and the telephone

condenser.

When the switch is on contact 1 the detector is joined to the

high potential end of the section Ix of secondary inductance, the

sections 12 and I3 being then completely disconnected. When
the switch is on contact 2, the detector is joined to the high

voltage end of I2 ,
the other end of this section being joined to

the top of li by a bridging piece carried on the switch short-

circuiting the springs Si S2 . Similarly when the switch is on

contact 8, the springs HI, S2 are shorted, also S 2 , 83, and the whole

of the secondary coils are then in series.

The relay connections of the detector are easily followed, the

relays being worked by three or four primary cells through the

side contacts of the transmitting key. A potentiometer is

mounted on this receiver ; if a carborundum detector is used

three or four volts will be necessary for the potentiometer, but

if a Perikon or any zincite combination is used a very small

voltage, if any, is necessary.

Kg. 170 is a view of the receiver, the aerial tuning induct-

ance being on the left front, above it on the top is the aerial

condenser ;
in the centre is the potentiometer, behind it the
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detector box, and in front of it the three-way primary switch. On
the top right front is the secondary circuit condenser of small

disc form, and behind it the secondary three-way switch. In the

front on the right is a handle sliding in a slot, by which tho

primary is moved to loosen or tighten the degree of coupling for

tho purpose of cutting out interfering stations. The telephone

condgnsor is tt fixed one, chosen to suit tho receiver apparatus.

FIG. 170.

If a carborundum detector is used with this receiver the crystal
should be one of low resistance.

The Marconi Valve Receiver. The connections of a Fleming
valve receiver have been given in Chapter XVIIL, Pig. 148, and
the one here described differs from it only in being a little

more developed. A diagram of the connections is shown in Pig.

171, from which it will be seen that the aerial circuit is fitted

with a throw-over switch, so that when
"
standing by

"
it is

magnetically coupled direct to the valve circuit, but when switch

is thrown over to
"
tune

"
the aerial and valve circuits are coupled

through an intermediate circuit. The aerial and intermediate

circuits are of the usual Marconi pattern ; the valve circuit is

slightly more complicated than a crystal detector circuit, owing
to the necessity of having the valve filament incandescent with

an adjustable voltage impressed on it. This voltage is adjusted

by means of the battery and series resistance joined as shown.
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It is most important that the + and terminals of the battery
should be connected to the corresponding terminals marked on

the case. The wire gauze shields, put over the two valves to

protect them from static charges, are connnected to the positive

terminals of the battery, these connections being shown dotted.
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If no potentiometer and series resistance are used the short

circuit bar across the 0*008 mfd. in the telephone circuit must

bo replaced by a special value of resistance coil.

The appearance of this receiver is shown in Fig. 172 and the

student will easily recognise the usual apparatus. The potentio-

meter and series resistance are on the left side of the case, the

Billi condenser is on the right front corner of the top panel,

while the handle just seen on the right side of the case is con-

nected to the intermediate circuit coupling coils. By rotating

FIG. 170,

tho handle from 90 the coupling can be loosened and interfering

signals cut out; after adjustment of the coupling the tuning
should be reset by slight variation of the condenser adjustments.

The strength of the signals at any time will greatly depend
on the proper adjustment of the potentiometer and series resist-

ance, and this will depend on the valve used. Fleming valves

are now almost obsolete and receivers designed for modern valves

are fully dealt with in Volume II.

The Marconi Multiple Tuner lor use with Magnetic Detector.

This receiver was much employed on Marconi ship outfits,

for the magnetic detector, though not so sensitive as valve or

crystal detectors, is very reliable, requires no adjustments when
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once well set, does not jam with strong discharges, and is almost

fool proof. As the name "
multiple tuner

"
implies, the receiver

has three circuits, aerial, intermediate, and secondary, each of

which must be tuned, the tuning switches being connected

together so that the three circuits can be tuned simultaneously.
The appearance of this Tuner is shown in Fig. 178 ; the

switch handle on the right front of the case is linked to the

three four-way switches which tune the three circuits simul-

taneously ; finer adjustments of tuning are made by means of

the variable condensers in the aerial, intermediate, and detector

circuits, seen on the top of the case. The aerial loading in-

ductance is adjusted by means of the multiple contact switch

!

:;-
.

. ^

.

RG. 178.
;

'

seen on the left front of the case. A two-way throw-over switch
is mounted on the top of the case ; in the

"
stand by

"
position

it connects the magnetic detector directly into the aerial circuit ;

when signals are jammed it is thrown over to the
"
tune

"

position where the detector is in a tuned circuit coupled to the

intermediate circuit.

A diagrammatic sketch of the connections of this receiver is

shown in Fig. 174. Across the aerial condenser is the high
inductive coil which prevents static charges accumulating in the

aerial circuit
; a small gap G is also provided. It is seen that

when the detector switch is thrown over to
"
Std. Bi," the detector

is connected in series in the aerial circuit. This method of use

is possible with a magnetic detector since its primary coil has

low resistance. When the switch is thrown over to
"
Tune

"
the
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detector is no longer in the aerial circuit, but the aerial current

now goes through the switch Si and coupling coil AC in series

with the aerial condenser, inductance, and earth. The coil AC

U

is coupled to the primary coil PI of an intermediate circuit,

of which the secondary coil SI is coupled to the coil in the

detector circuit. The intermediate circuit is tuned by its variable
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condenser IK and other condensers, the rough adjustment being
made by the switch S2 . The detector circuit, which consists of

the coil (coupled to the intermediate circuit), detector, detector

condenser DK, and auxiliary condensers, is roughly tuned by
means of the switch S3 . The switches Si, S2, and S3 are all

linked together so that the approximate tuning of all the three

circuits to any wave length takes place simultaneously. Any
finer tuning can be carried out by varying the condensers AK,
IK, and DK, on the top of the case. The degree of coupling can
be changed by moving the axis of the coils of the intermediate

circuit relatively to the aerial and detector circuits coils ; this

is effected by rotating a handle at the side of the case. The
four steps of the tuning switches Si, S2 , and S3 are marked in

wave lengths, the instrument being proportioned to tune to all

wave lengths from 800 to 8000 metres.

Teletunken Receiving Set. The connection of this set has

already been described in Chapter XVIL, and its appearance is

shown in Fig. 175. The aerial, or antenna, switch, whose handle

is seen at the right extending from the back, can be switched to

sending or receiving position. When switched over for sending it

opens the circuit at each side of the detector, also at each side of

the telephones, so that the strong inductive effects set up while

sending will not act upon these delicate parts of the receiver.

When the aerial switch closes to the receiving circuit the aerial

is joined to the primary coil of the tuning inductance, which can
be varied in three steps by means of a plug inserted into corre-

sponding socket connections on the front of the primary coil

frame. Two or three interchangeable primary coils of different

inductance values are provided so that a long range of wave

lengths can be obtained. One such primary coil is the small one
seen at the side of the receiver.

The secondary of the tuning inductance is hinged over the

primary, and can be moved outwards to loosen the degree of

coupling ; it can also be turned round on a horizontal axis when
moved outwards so that it is possible to arrange a very loose

coupling. The secondary can be varied in six steps by means
of the plug and socket contacts seen on its flange, and for any
given wave length a certain value of primary and secondary is

always used. Thus fineness of tuning is effected simply by
adjusting the condenser seen in the front of the set ; this is of

the usual movable plate design, and can be joined in series or

in parallel with the primary tuning coil by means of a small
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two-way switch which is just below the primary. Two detectors
are mounted behind the condenser; also terminals for the

telephones or call apparatus. A wave range of 250 to 2500
metres can be got by varying tho condenser and using one

.

'

.

:

.

tw, 175.
.

.

' ':;'

interchange of coils. Two secondary coils or amorenii

shown at the side.

For this, rango of wave lengths tho primary coils would be

about 3J inches diameter (of flanges) and If inches broad, wound
on f inch ebonite with ebonite flanges | inch thick. The short

wave coil has an inductance of about 100,000 cms. with five

tappings and the long wave coil an inductance of 650,000 cms.

with four tappings, tho lattor coil being lap wound to four layers

deep.
VOL. I, 2 A
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The secondary coil is 5| inches diameter over all and 2|
inches broad, wound on an ebonite cylinder with ebonite flanges ;

it is lap wound to three layers and has an inductance of about

5,000,000 cms. with six tappings for different wave length ranges.
The variable condenser has a maximum capacity of about O'OOS

mfd.

Telefunken Receiver Type E. 1436. This receiver is typical
of first-class design ; tho workmanship is good and every detail

which leads to efficiency is well thought out. The apparatus is

mounted on an ebonite panel and enclosed in a case ; the internal

connections are made with stiff wire supported where necessary
on ebonite cleats or brackets, and the wires for each circuit are

enamelled in distinctive colours so that the aerial, detector, or

buzzer circuit can be traced out at a glance. A back view of the

receiver is shown in Fig. 176 ; in tho top right hand corner is soon

the aerial tuning coil which has two tappings, and inside of which
the secondary circuit coil can bo rotated. Next to this is a barrel

type switch, or controller, by means of which the aerial and closed

circuits are adjusted for throe different ranges of wave length,
and tho dotoctor circuit adjusted for three degrees of coupling
on each wave length range. In the middle is seen an extra coil

for tho secondary circuit on tho longest wave length range, and
inside it is mounted the secondary circuit variable condenser.

At tho top left is another barrel typo switch by moans of which

any one of tho three detectors may bo brought into action. At
tho bottom from right to. left are seen tho aerial circuit variometer,
aorial tuning condenser, and small aerial coil, coupled to a testing
buzzer circuit, tho buzzer being mounted in the bottom centre.

Tho variometer and tuning condenser are geared together so that

both are adjusted simultaneously by tho movement of one handle.

The solid construction of the variable condenser may be noticod.

Tho back of the case carries tho dry colls for working tho testing
buzzer

;
this is of the shunted typo and has a small variable

condenser across the interrupter consisting of two lengths of fine

enamelled wire wound on a small reel. The aerial and closed

circuit condensers are of 0;0005 mfd. maximum capacity, whilst

the telephone terminals are shunted by a fixed condenser of zinc

sheets and mica dielectric and of 10,000 cms. capacity. A small

fixed condenser of 40 cms. capacity is added to the secondary
circuit for the longest wave length rango. A front view of the

instrument is shown in Pig. 177, connected up to a two-valve

amplifier which is shown on the left.
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The combinations which can be made by the adjusting
switch for different wave lengths and couplings are shown in

Pig. 178.

On each wave length range the detector can be set to three

different couplings fast, medium, and loose by adjusting the

position of the switch.

It will be remembered that the oscillations in the secondary
circuit send a discharge of energy through the detector and

telephones; this discharge represents energy taken from the

oscillations therefore it damps them out. The damping effect of

the detector circuit will not be so great if it is connected across

A = 160360 M. A = 250660 M.

FIG. 178.

= 400850 M.

only a few turns of the secondary circuit instead of across the

whole of it
;

this helps tuning and decreases interference. The
best coupling of the two circuits is that which transfers half the

oscillating energy to the detector circuit.

On the shortest wave length range a part of the aerial coil is

short-circuited, on the middle range part of the coil and the

tuning condenser are shorted whilst an extra coil is added in

the secondary circuit ; on the longest range all the aerial coil

plus a variometer coil is in action, but the condenser is short-

circuited.

Receiver with Aperiodic Secondary Circuit. To simplify tuning
some receivers have been designed in which the secondary
circuit is non-periodic, but because of jamming trouble it is always
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best to employ this only as a "
stand-by

"
arrangement, and to

have facilities for loosening the coupling and tuning the secondary.
For standing by such a receiver will give good results, especially

when fitted with a valve low frequency amplifier behind the

detector.

Pig. 179 shows the diagram of a French design of receiver made
on these principles ;

the aerial circuit is of the usual form except
that the tuning capacity consists of a fixed condenser shunted by
a variable one which can be of small capacity and thus give fineness

of tuning.
On stand-by the switch S is left open and the secondary

inductance tight coupled to the aerial circuit. Hough tuning can

be made by tappings on the secondary coil ;
if jamming is present

FIG. 179.

the switch S is closed, the secondary circuit is sharply tuned by
means of its condenser, and the coupling between the circuits

made loose. This receiver was designed for undamped wave

reception, using a small oscillator near the receiver circuit with
which to heterodyne the oscillations.

Electrostatic Coupling. Fig. 180 shows a method of electro-

statically coupling the aerial and closed circuits when the closed

circuit may be periodic or aperiodic. The coils L x and L2 are not

magnetically coupled, but a static coupling between the aerial

and closed circuits is provided by the variable condenser K3 which
should be of small maximum value, i.e. about 0*0005 mfd.

To use this receiver the switch S is first left open so as to make
the secondary circuit aperiodic, and the coupling condenser

adjusted to a fairly high value on its scale so that the coupling is
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close
; the aerial circuit is then tuned in the ordinary manner by

means of L3 and K x . If the incoming signals are very sharply
tuned or there is interference from other stations the switch S

is closed and the secondary circuit tuned to the incoming wave

FIG. 180.

length by means of K2 ; coupling can then be loosened to reduce

interference by decreasing K3 ; after K3 is changed the secondary

tuning should be readjusted again at K2 .

This method is often adopted with valve receiver circuits.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES.

1. Why should the coupling coil in a receiver aerial circuit be next the earth

connection, and what is the advantage of putting the aerial tuning condenser above
the aerial tuning inductance ?

2. Draw a diagram showing the switching arrangements required for connecting
a condenser cither in scries or in parallel with a coil.

3. What is the advantage of having the detector circuit connected across only
a portion of the secondary inductance rather than across the whole of it ?

4. What is meant by an aperiodic circuit ?

5. The closed circuit of a receiver can be calibrated in wave lengths, and thus

indicate the wave length of a distant transmitting station. Explain why a receiver

aerial circuit is not similarly calibrated.

6. A magnetic detector is joined in series in the receiver aerial circuit when

listening for a call or for signals. Could this bo done with any other form of

detectorif not, why not ?

7. Calculate approximately the capacity of the Billi condenser described

in connection with the Marconi short wave crystal receiver, if the ebonite
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dielectric is 0*5 millimetre thick. The dielectric constant of ebonite may be
taken as 2*5.

8. Describe how you would pick up and tune to a station with a Marconi
multiple tuner, using a magnetic detector.

9. Why are high resistance telephone receivers used with most crystal detectors ?

10. How does the sensitiveness of a telephone receiver depend on the frequency
of the currents flowing in it ; and what is meant by saying that the receiver is

most sensitive when the period of the currents is equal to the natural vibration

period of the telephone diaphragm ?

11. A ship's aerial has a capacity of 0*002 mfd. and an inductance of 0*03

millihenry. Calculate the length of a coil, 6 inches diameter, wound with No. 20
enamelled copper wire giving 25 turns to the inch, which would tune this aerial

to the 1200 metre wave length of the Eiffel Tower signals.



CHAPTER XX
SYSTEMS EMPLOYING UNDAMPED OR SLIGHTLY

DAMPED WAVES

IT will have become obvious to those who have read the preceding

chapters that radio transmission becomes more efficient and
selective the less the aerial oscillations are damped. During the

time that the key on an ordinary spark transmitter is closed there

are comparatively great periods of inactivity, or gaps between
the trains of radiated wave energy sent out into the ether, even
when quenched or rotary spark gaps are employed.

A system in which these gaps did not exist, and in which the

radiation of energy would occur all the time the key is closed,
would obviously be more efficient, from the points of view that it

would radiate more energy in a given time, that therefore greater

ranges would bo covered for the same amount of primary energy,
and that there would be a persistent, well-defined, fundamental
wave length.

It follows that an ideal system would be one in which the waves
are not damped at all ; in this Chapter a short description will be

given of some of the methods which have been developed to attain

this result, leaving those which employ valves to be dealt with
in Vol. II., which deals with Valves and Valve Apparatus.

Suppose it is desired to set up waves 6000 metres long ; the

frequency of the aerial oscillating currents would be

V 8X108
A
=

^6000"
= o0 '000

thus if a uniform alternating voltage could be generated at 50,000

frequency and applied, either directly or through coupling coils, to

the aerial, we should have oscillating currents flowing in the aerial

of uniform values, the amplitudes would all be equal, and there

would be no damping. We, therefore, see that this involves the

design of apparatus which will generate alternating voltage at a

361
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frequency of 50,000 cycles per second, or at greater frequencies if

the wave length is less than 6000 metres. It is easy enough to

design an alternator, on similar lines to those used in ordinary
electrical engineering practice, in which the frequency is 10,000

cycles per second, but the design of an ordinary alternator has

to be discarded when wo want 50,000 to 100,000 cycles per
second.

It will be remembered that the frequency of an alternator is

equal to the revolutions per second multiplied by the number of

pairs of poles. Now suppose that we could drive the machine at

a peripheral speed of 80 metres per second, and wish to have a

frequency of 50,000, the distance between the poles would only be

- ' = 0*8 mm., this distance would have to accommodate

the iron of the core, the copper of the winding, and the insulation.

Therefore it is easily seen that ordinary alternator designs are not

feasible.

Some years ago Alexanderson designed an inductor type
of alternator in which the currents were generated at frequencies

up to 200,000 per second, but the development of this class of

machine has been slow, and it is only within the last year or two

that they have become a real commercial proposition. An induc-

tor alternator is one in which the armature coils are stationary
as well as the pole pieces, and alternating currents are induced in

the former by rotating in front of them inductor coils or poles

which cause interlinkage with the magnetic field of the stationary

poles. The Alexanderson machine has an inductor of chrome
nickel steel with from 300 to 800 slots on the edge filled up with

phosphor bronze wire ; the number of slots depends on the

frequency required. This disc has a very small clearance from

the stationary windings and iron core of the machine, and it is

driven by an electric motor through a counter shaft and gearing
at a speed of 20,000 r.p.m. This alternator is more fully

described in Vol. II. together with methods of obtaining from it

high frequencies without unduly increasing the speed of rotation.

Within the last year much development of this design has taken

place and there is no doubt it will provide a reliable method of

obtaining undamped currents for high power stations. In these

the use of high frequency alternators is likely to become
standard practice.

Goldschmidt System. The essential part of the Goldschmidt

system is the high frequency alternator which Dr. Goldschmidt
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has developed and patented, a machine which has not a great
number of poles, and which does not require to be run at danger-

ously excessive speeds to attain the necessary high frequency.
To understand the principles of the machine let us for a moment

consider fundamental facts. In an ordinary alternator we get
a complete cycle of induced voltage in any wire when it has

passed through the magnetic field corresponding to a pair of

poles, consequently the number of cycles per second depends on
how quickly the wires cut through this magnetic field. Now it is

easily seen that if the poles, or the magnetic field, could be rotated

backwards as fast as the wires rotate forward, a cycle of voltage
would be obtained in half the time, or the frequency would be

doubled.

Instead of the usual design of pole pieces, if we make the

stationary portion of the machine of laminated iron with slots on
the inner periphery, with coils suitably joined up in these slots,

and pass alternating current through the coils, we can obtain a

magnetic field of invisible lines which rotates round the inner

periphery of the stationary iron and coils at a speed equal to the

frequency of the alternating current. An electrical engineering
student will recognise that this is a description of the stator

of an ordinary induction motor. Thus if we have wires suitably

joined up on the armature, or rotor, of the machine, and drive

this in the opposite direction to that in which the magnetic field

is rotating and at the same speed, we induce in the rotating

winding an alternating voltage which is at double the frequency
of that applied to the stationary winding. The stationary part of

such a machine is called the stator and the rotating part the rotor.

The voltage of the rotor at the doubled frequency could be applied
to the stator of a similar machine and from its rotor current at

increased frequency obtained ; by connecting up several machines

in this manner we could obtain a high frequency current, but the

method would be inefficient as there would be serious iron and

copper energy losses in each machine.

This is the principle on which the Goldschinidt high frequency
machine is designed, but, as we shall see, there is only one stator

and rotor
; not several joined in cascade to obtain the high

frequency. The machine consists of a stator and a rotor, the

stator being magnetised in the first place by direct current as in

ordinary alternators, and the rotor being so designed that when
driven at a speed which is within ordinary safe limits the frequency
in it is about 15,000 cycles per second.
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The rotor has connected to it an oscillating circuit consisting

of condensers and inductance coils tuned to this frequency, hence

currents at 15,000 frequency flow in this circuit. Now the rotor

is magnetically coupled to its own stator so that in the stator

currents at 30,000 frequency are set up, due to the inductive

effect of the rotating magnetic field set up by the high frequency
rotor currents. The rotation of the rotor in the magnetic field

which is induced by currents at 80,000 frequency in the stator

induces in it currents at a now frequency of 45,000 ; these currents

have provided for them another tuned oscillating circuit, connected

FIG. 181.

across the rotor terminals. Again the reaction of those rotor

currents induces currents in the stator at a frequency of 60,000,
and tLese swing in a closed circuit to which the aerial and earth

are directly coupled. The diagram of connections is shown in

Pig. 181. Currents at still higher frequencies might be generated

by this method but the efficiency of generation would decrease

with higher frequencies ; magnetic, or hysteresis, losses of energy
in the iron parts of the machine increase rapidly with the fre-

quency, also the eddy current losses increase both in the copper
and in the iron. Thus, at present, the Goldschmidt machine is

only adapted for long-distance long-wave transmission, and it
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may be some time before an efficient machine is designed for 600

metre waves at 500,000 frequency.
In Fig. 181 it is seen that the stator is excited or magnetised

in the first place by current from a battery or other D.C. supply ;

this current cannot pass to the oscillating circuit owing to the

condenser Cj, while the choke coils, MM, prevent the oscillating
currents from getting back through the supply mains. Oscillating

circuits, made up of the condensers C& C3 , G4 , and the inductance

coil L, are connected to the rotor, and in these flow the currents of

the rotor at the different frequencies to which these circuits are

tuned, i.e. 15,000 and 45,000.

A 150 KW. Goldschmidt generator has been employed in the

Eilvese station near Hanover for transmitting to the station

under German control at Tuckerton, U.S.A., the aerial being of the

umbrella type on a high lattice steel tower. A point of importance
in working with the high frequency generator is the necessity of

keeping absolutely constant speed in order that the frequency, and
therefore the wave length, should be constant. It will be noted

that transmission is effected by manipulating the exciting current

of the generator ; every time the key is depressed load is thrown

on, and when the key is released the load is taken off; the

generator is driven by a steam engine or motor, and it is

evident that some very accurate method of governing the speed
must be used under these conditions. As a matter of fact the

transmitting key not only changes the exciting current of the

generator, but simultaneously changes the field current of the

driving motor by such an amount that it does not lose speed
when the load is thrown on it. The student will remember that

the speed of a motor under increased load can be kept up by
weakening its field, i.e. decreasing the current round its poles by
putting more resistance in series with them.

Pig. 182 is a view of the 150 KW. Goldschmidt high-frequency
transmitter outfit installed at Eilvese, while Fig. 183 is an exterior

view of the Eilvese station. These views were kindly placed
at the disposal of the author by the "

Compagnie Universelle

de T616graphie et de T616phonie sans Fil," who controlled the

Goldschmidt patents. The author is also indebted to them for

the following interesting details of construction and apparatus
used at these stations :

The high frequency machine has similar dimensions to

ordinary electrical generators of the same output, the 150 KW.
size running at 8100 r.p.m. while the 5 KW. size runs at 8000
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r.p.m. They are specially ventilated and are lubricated by oil

under pressure, the oil being itself cooled by water circulation.

All iron cores of th machine are built of very thin laminations

(0*05 mm. thick), with paper insulation between them, the iron

being specially prepared. The winding consists of one conductor
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per slot, the conductor being made of many-stranded wire and

wound backwards and forwards in the slots, in the simple manner
shown in Fig. 184, so as to produce alternate N. and 8. poles.

The stator and rotor are electrically identical, with the same
number of poles and the same winding ; each winding is divided

into several sections so that grouping may be made in series or

in parallel, in order to vary the current and the voltage as desired.

The 150 KW. machines are driven by steam turbines but small

sizes can be driven by electric motors ; as mentioned already
the Whoatstone type transmitting key manipulates the excitation

current of the machine, but for large sots it would be practic-

able to make the key manipulate the field circuit of the D.C.

machine which supplies the exciting current to the high-froquoncy
alternator.

As accessory apparatus for transmission it is only necessary to

have inductance coils, condensers, aerial and earth connections.

STATOR

Flo. 184.

Thfe inductance coils are of the usual type and do not require

special description ; the condensers are built up with tinfoil

sheets and mica dielectric, and have, of necessity, large dimen-

sions whon dealing with 150 KW.s of power. Since there can

bo no damping the aerial and earth are connected directly to the

stator oscillating circuit : the aerial is supported on a steel tower

250 metres high, and is a combination of double cone and um-

brolla, made up of 86 bronze cables of 8 mms. diameter, and

extending over a radius of 500 metres. The tower is insulated at

the base and halfway up, while steel cables, sectioned themselves

by insulators, serve to support it. Tho construction of tower and

aerial is well seen in Fig. 188, while it is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 185. Earthing is carried out by a network of wires,

extending around the foot of the mast to a radius of 500 metres.

The complete connections of a transmitter with a Goldschmidt

High Frequency Generator are given more fully in Fig. 186 ;
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the stator of the machine is excited or magnetised in the first place

by D.C. current from a small exciter ; on rotation of the rotor this

induces in the rotor a voltage at frequency / which sends a

current into the circuit X tuned to this frequency. The currents

DIAGRAM OF
ElLVE5E1 AERIAL.

FlO. 185.

flowing in the rotor circuit induce currents at a frequency of 2/
in the stator, which has a circuit Y connected across it tuning it

to a frequency of 2/. The current alternating in tho stator at

frequency 2/ reacts on tho rotor inducing in it a current of fre-

quency 3/ which reacts back on the stator, producing in it induction

STATOREXCITE*

at a frequency of 4/, and this is employed to send alternating, or

oscillating, currents into the capacity of the aerial-earth circuit.

The motor field is separately excited and the speed of the

motor must be maintained constant. The closing of the Morse key
VOL. i. 2 B
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starts the excitation of the stator, it also weakens slightly the field

of the driving motor by opening a short circuit on a portion of the

field rheostat ; this weakening of the motor field tends to increase

its speed and counteracts the tendency to slow up when the load

comes on.

Poulsen System. Fourteen years ago Mr. Duddell discovered

that if an oscillating circuit, i.e. one containing inductance and

capacity with low resistance, is joined across the carbons of an arc

lamp oscillating currents will flow through this circuit and across

the arc when it is lighted. The suitable conditions under which

such oscillations can take place arc that the carbons should bo

solid, the arc short, the condenser of about 1 mfd. capacity, and

that the arc should have a resistance in series with it to steady it.

According to the values of capacity, inductance, and resistance

in the oscillatory circuit the arc column will give out a note of

higher or lower pitch, and by changing the value of the inductance,

or of the capacity, by means of plugs or contacts, the note can be

changed so that the arrangement was called
"
Duddell's Musical

Arc." It is shown diagrammatically in Pig. 187. The note given

out depends on the frequency of the oscillating currents which

flow across the arc from the oscillating circuit ; this current, as it

rapidly rises and falls in its oscillations, increases or decreases the

thickness of the carbon vapour column which forms the arc ; thus

it sets up waves in the air around it and a note, or sound, is heard

whoso pitch depends on the frequency of these currents. When we

have currents oscillating in a circuit they set up waves in the

ether round it, and the frequency of these waves is given by the

usual formula ____
_ l / i~_E2

n
27r
V KL 4L2

where K, L, and E are measured in farads, henrys, and ohms,

respectively.
The resistance of the oscillating circuit includes the resistance

of the arc and this varies with the current which flows across it

from the mains ;
if the arc is short and thick, so that E is small,

the frequency is, as usual, approximately equal to

In addition to the resistance joined in series with the arc a

choking coil should also be joined in series in each main so that
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the oscillating currents will flow across the arc and are choked

back from the direct current supply mains.

Why does an oscillatory current flow through the circuit and

across the arc lamp under the conditions described ? It is very

simply explained if the relations between the voltage across the

arc and the current in it are realised. Briefly the volts across the

arc automatically rises if the current falls, and falls if tho current

rises in value, as shown in the curve Fig. 188 ; in other words an

arc does not obey Ohm's Law but has what is called a negative
resistance. The current oscillations are produced as follows :

(a) When the condenser circuit is joined across the arc a

FIG. 187.

5 6 7 8 9 10 tl 12 13 14-

FIG. 188.

current flows into it, therefore less current is left to flow across

the arc and tho volts rise until tho condenser is charged.

(fe)
When the condenser is charged the current across the arc

now rises to its normal value, and the increased current means

that the volts fall ;
but the condenser was charged to the higher

voltage, therefore it discharges across the arc.

(c) Owing to the oscillatory nature of the circuit and the

shortness of the arc the discharge is an oscillatory one.

(d) At each oscillation of current the volts rise and fall as

described above, therefore the oscillations are indefinitely kept up
as long as the current flows ;

in other words, there is a fresh

impulse of energy at each oscillation, and the oscillations are

consequently entirely undamped.
This provides us with a method of setting up undamped

waves, and a system of radio-telegraphy based on arc generation

of waves has been developed by Dr. Poulsen.
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The student will readily realise that the length of the arc
must be kept very constant for if its length varies its resistance

would vary and this would change the wave length. Also, if the
waves are to be propagated to long distances the arc will have to

deal with large amounts of energy, the electrodes must be thick,
and some method provided for dissipating the heat.

In the Poulsen system the arc is struck between a copper
positive, (anode), and a carbon negative, (kathode), in a chamber
which is kept cool by circulation of water. This chamber is filled

with coal gas, or preferably with hydrogen, which enters at the
bottom and passes out by a tube at the top ; the consumption of

gas per hour depending on the size of the arc used. This gas
cools the arc, arid has the effect of modifying its current voltage
curve in such a wa

%

y that the oscillation effects are accentuated ;

that is to say it makes the curve more steep than if the arc were
an ordinary open one. At the same time the gas prevents access
of air to the electrodes and decreases the rate of burning of the
electrodes.

Extending into tho arc chamber are the poles of a strong
electro-magnet, the coils of which are in series with tho arc so

that their exciting current is the arc current ; indeed tho electro-

magnet coils act as choke coils in the supply leads and other
choke coils are not required. The strong magnetic field which
exists between the poles of the magnets acts on tho arc and keeps
it steady, while the length of the arc is kept constant by rotating
the carbon kathode against a scraper to keep the end flat and
uniform. The carbons have to bo frequently renewed but the

copper anode will last for two or three months.
The copper anode is kept cool by passing a circulation of water

through it.

The connections aro very simple, for since the oscillating
currents are undamped the aerial circuit can be direct coupled to

the oscillating circuit, as shown in Mg. 189 (a). In the Duddell
musical arc, where tho currents in tho shunt or oscillating circuit

are small and of high frequency, the arc is not extinguished, but
in the Poulsen arc the condenser currents may be so large that
tho arc may be quenched out or extinguished when the charge
current into the condenser is a maximum. The arc is then relit

by the high voltage induced across it by the oscillatory discharge.
One interesting feature of this apparatus is the connections of

the transmitting key. This cannot be put in the primary circuit,
as is the case in spark systems, for if the primary circuit were
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broken by the key the arc would go out and would not light up
igain until the electrodes are brought into contact. Hence the

ire must be kept lit all the time. The waves being undamped a

yery sharp tuning is necessary between the sending and receiving

stations, and if the wave length at the sending station is changed
by only 1 or 2 per cent, no signals are heard in the receivers.

Thus the sending station is arranged to be slightly out of tune

with the receiving station, and the transmitter key is connected

across a few turns of the aerial tuning coil ; when the key is

depressed it short circuits these turns, and by changing the

wave length of the transmitting aerial puts the latter in tune

with the receiver so that the signals are heard. There are other

methods of joining the transmitting key to obtain the same effect,

VAR RES'

VERY LOOSE. TIKKER
COUPLING

POULSEN TRANSMITTER,
- -

FIG. 189.

but they are scarcely so reliable. Fig. 189 (a) shows the trans-

mitting key connected as here described.

Several Poulsen arc transmitters of from 60 to 100 KW.s rating

are now installed in England, Prance, and the United States,

though it is probable that some of them will be replaced at an

early date by C.W. valve transmitters.

The diagram of connections of a 100 KW. Poulsen arc trans-

mitter, installed at Arlington, U.S.A., is given in Fig. 190; it

will be seen that the sending key controls the current from a 110

volt circuit to a magnetic key which when closed shorts two or

three turns of inductance in the aerial circuit. A starting resis-

tance is employed to prevent an excessive rush of current from

the machine when starting, or striking, the arc ; it is cut out as

soon as the arc is established and burning steadily.
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The maximum efficiency of a Poulsen sot as a converter oi

direct current into oscillating current is about 85 to 40 per cent.,

a good part of the direct current energy being used in the field

coils and turned into heat in the arc. It has been proved that

for a given wave length there is a certain value of shunt capacity
across the arc which \vill give maximum efficiency and maximum
oscillating energy. If the capacity is large for a given wave

length, so that the inductance is small, the oscillations will be

very unsteady unless resistance is introduced into the oscillating

or shunt circuit. The oscillating energy can be maintained fairly

constant over a fair range of wave lengths by suitably adjusting
the strength of the magnetic blast, though the real function of

Fio. 190.

the latter is to remove the ionised gases in the arc and promote
steadiness of arcing.

There in a fairly well pronounced second harmonic in the

oscillations of a Poulsen arc which increases in strength with

increase of fundamental oscillation frequency, i.e. decrease of

fundamental wave length ;
it also depends on the capacity effects

across the arc.

A typical Poulsen arc transmitter is shown in Fig. 190A.

A simple receiver circuit for the reception of signals from a

Poulsen arc transmitter is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 189 (b) ;

since the waves are almost undamped the oscillations induced in

the receiver will be very persistent so that very loose coupling

may be employed between the aerial and closed circuits. This

is true for any undamped or continuous wave system and leads

to the great advantage that interference may be reduced to a

minimum, For long wave work, where the inductances of the
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tuning coils in the aerial and closed circuits are large, sufficient

coupling is often obtained by having them on the sameJ;able and

separated by a distance of from 2 to 5 feet.

If it is required that the Poulsen transmitter signals can be

received on any spark receiver, i.e. one not fitted with
"
tikker

"

Fto. 190A. 100 KW. Arc Transmitter at San Franscisco.

(By permission of the Federal Telegraph Co., U.S.A.)

or heterodyne beat arrangement, this can be accomplished by

connecting a rotating commutator, interrupter, or chopper in

series with the key in tho transmitter circuit. This interrupter

will break up the radiated waves into groups or trains, as in a

spark system, but unlike the spark system the waves in a train

will be undamped. The interrupter introduces periods of non-
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radiation, and this, of course, does away with much of the trans-

mitter efficiency obtainable with undamped continuous radiation.

Probably the best known Poulsen stations are those which
have worked commercially between San Francisco and Honolulu,
a distance of 2100 nautical miles. These are each of 100 KW. size

and the aerial at San Francisco is a flat-topped one supported on
three lattice masts, one of which is 608 feet high, and the other

two 440 feet high, the natural wave length of the aerial being 2800

metres. The arc transmitter is shown in Fig. 190A.

A 60 KW. Poulsen transmitter is installed at the Eiffel Tower
Radio Station in Paris, and has been employed on Army traffic

during the war.

Marconi System ol Continuous Oscillations. In 1913 the

Marconi Co. had developed and brought to a high degree of

perfection a system for setting up continuous oscillations and

transmitting undamped waves. The method was first fully

described by Sen. Marconi in a paper communicated to a scientific

society in Rome. The student will remember that the ordinary
Marconi system, with a dine discharger, sets up groups of oscilla-

tions at great regularity, and that the oscillations in the trans-

mitter aerial circuit are less damped than with a simple spark

system. Yet these oscillations, and the resulting ether waves,
are in groups separated by intervals of time, and the idea under-

lying the Marconi continuouswave system is to fill up these intervals

of time with other groups of oscillations, set up .by other discharge
circuits. It is something like using a four-cylinder engine instead

of a single-cylinder one ; Fig. 191 explains the idea. Tho lines

A, B, 0, D, show groups of oscillating discharges set up in four

different circuits, arranged in such a manner that the discharges
of the different circuits follow each other in a regular sequence.

If, then, these discharges are all made to act inductively on a

fifth circuit, the resulting oscillations in this circuit wilL be as

shown at E. Attention must here bo drawn to an important

point in the working of such an arrangement the discharges
must overlap each other in phase.

A four-cylinder engine would bo useless if the impulses of

steam or gas in the cylinders were not properly timed ; timed to

occur in sequence and to occur at the proper point of the stroke.

Similarly our oscillating discharges munt overlap in phase, that

is to say, referring to Fig. 191, Y must be in the same phase
as X, otherwise their effects would neutralise each other. The
method adopted by the Marconi Co. to obtain these results is
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diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 192. It will be seen that

FIG. 191.

four primary circuits are charged in parallel from the source of

voltage, or generator G. The spark gaps are metallic wheels with

projecting teeth, these wheels being insulated from each other

l&fiJfcWl Ml P.

^
T*

^
Fia. 192.

though rigidly mounted on the same shaft by which they are
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rotated. The primary circuits are inductively coupled by four

jigger secondaries in parallel to the aerial circuit, and the discs

are so arranged that discharges in the four circuits take place in

regular succession. Thus, the discs having a certain velocity, the

interval between a discharge from one circuit and that of the

circuit which follows it is exactly equal to one or more periods oj

complete oscillations in the aerial circuit. At a certain disc speed

the oscillation impulses overlap each other in exact phase. The

aerial circuit may be coupled to the four primary circuits through
the medium of an intermediate circuit ; the timing in either case

is done by small auxiliary spark gaps and circuits joined to the

main discharge circuits ; to avoid confusion these are not shown in

the diagram of Fig. 192.

Lepel System. This system was invented by Baron Von Lepel

of Berlin, and stations equipped on the Lopel system in Belgium,

A
FICL 193.

France, and the West Indies have attained a considerable success

in operation, so that a short description of the particular apparatus

used may prove interesting.

The Lepel discharger is really a form of quenched spark gap,

and in the patent specification it is stated that the electrodes are

a very small distance apart and equal at all points of tho same.

They may be made of two metallic discs or two metallic cone

surfaces as shown in Fig. 193, the distance between the electrodes

being HO small as to be broken down by a discharge at the working

voltage, so that the action would seem to be a mixture of spark

and arc discharge. Thus, if 220 volts are used, the electrodes are

only a fraction of a millimetre apart. The discharge is prevented

from coming to the edges of the electrodes by very thin paper

washers which project out beyond the edges of the electrodes ;

these washers are gradually burnt away on their inner edges and

have to be renewed. For small power the electrodes need not be

cooled ; otherwise they can be cooled by water circulation and in
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any caSe cooling will aid the oscillation characteristics as it does

in the Poulsen arc. The aerial circuit may be direct coupled to

the spark gap or coupled by an oscillating transformer ; in either

case the power in the oscillating circuit is found to be increased

by having an auxiliary oscillating circuit in parallel with it.

The connections would then be as in Fig. 194 (a) for direct, (b)

for inductive coupling of the aerial, the auxiliary oscillating

circuit being shown dotted in each case.

It is to be noted that when the auxiliary circuit is not used

the oscillations in the aerial are practically undamped, the spark

gap giving off a faint hissing sound ; when, however, the auxiliary

circuit is connected up, tho values of its inductance and capacity
can be so chosen that the oscillations across the spark gap
causes it to give out a musical note it is then identical with a

FIG. 194.

Duddell musical arc and the transmitter acts like a high note

sparking transmitter. Thus the Lepel system can be used on

either practically undamped waves or highly syntonised damped

waves, and the Lopel receivers are fitted with alternative apparatus

suitable for the reception of signals on either system.

In Duddell's musical arc tho note given out depends on the

frequency of the oscillating circuit shunted across it ;
if its

inductance or capacity is changed the note given out by the arc

is changed. In the Lepel transmitter the inductance of the

auxiliary circuit is fitted with a switch keyboard so that by

manipulating these keys the spark note can be changed ; indeed

a tune could be played in the transmitter and heard in the

receiver.

The transmitter apparatus actually employed is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 195 (a). The spark gap is connected in
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series with choke coils, manipulating key, and special irdn wire

resistances, to a 500 volt D.C. supply. The iron wire resistances

are enclosed in glass tubes filled with hydrogen ; their resistance

rises if the current in the circuit increases, hence they tend to

steady the supply and prevent damage if the spark should become

"a"
t-EPEL.

TRANSMITTED,

NOTE:-When swttchS*

is closed th circuit shout)

dotted is jflinfdacrtm the

ipark. 11 then give* out

a muaical note as in

DuDDtis, too and can

be heard in ordinary
detector receivers. fh

notr can b varied by

u&ing keyboard "if.

"b"
L.E.PEL.

RECEIVER..

Tikker and

condenser

uivd*inpt4 waves shown
dotted and brou$U into

u>
tn) tWovim) over

the Vno-ay

Fio. 195.

short circuited. The spark electrodes aro of copper and delta

metal, made hollow and cooled by water circulation. The main

oscillating circuit consists of a condenser with mica dielectric and
an inductance coil of copper strip wound cylindrically ; coupled to

it is the aerial circuit. This is all that is required to emit feebly

damped waves, but the auxiliary circuit, shown dotted in the

diagram, is also provided, consisting of a condenser with mica
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dielectric and an inductance coil with keyboard switch contacts,

The use of inica dielectric in the condensers considerably reduces
their size for a given capacity, hence the Lepel apparatus is small

and compact ; while the apparatus is thus simple and compara-
tively inexpensive the efficiency of transmission is certainly very
high, and long distances have been covered with comparatively
small transmitter energy.

The Lepel receiver is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 195
(fc),

and is seen to consist of three circuits ; the aerial circuit coupled
inductively to an intermediate circuit, and the latter coupled
inductively to the detector circuit. For receiving damped
waves, either from a Lopel musical note transmitter, or from a

station using spark or disc discharger, a crystal detector and

telephones with blocking condenser are used ; when receiving

Lepel or other undamped waves a tikker interrupter is joined in

series with the telephones and an extra condenser of special
construction shunted across them. This change of connections
can bo quickly effected by means of the throw-over switch shown
in the diagram. The special condenser used across the telephones
when receiving on undamped waves is known as an

"
electrolytic

condenser
"

;
it consists of two little plates sealed in a glass tube,

which is filled with an electrolyte. When current flows across

tho electrolyte a film of gas is deposited between the plates

forming the dielectric of a condenser and since this film dielectric

is very thin quite an appreciable extra capacity is shunted across

the secondary circuit. The energy is stored up in this condenser
until the interrupter allows it to be discharged through the

telephone receivers.

Before concluding this Chapter, it may be profitable to review
tho advantages which are obtained by an efficient method oi

generating and utilising undamped electrical oscillations of high

frequency. These advantages can bo set out under the following
seven headings :

(a) Less Power Required. With undamped oscillations or con-

tinuous waves more energy is radiated per second for a given
amount of primary energy applied. This means that for a given
range less primary energy is required at the transmitter. Apart
from transmitter considerations the very high sensitivity of the
beat method of reception, used with continuous waves, makes it

possible to work over very long ranges with small transmitter

energy, as compared with spark signalling and ordinary detector

methods of reception. (See also (e) below.)
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(b) Less Interference. The perfect syntonisation obtainable

with undamped waves reduces interference troubles between

stations, and increases the commercial value of wireless com-
munications since it increases the number of stations which can
be efficiently worked in a given area.

(c) Simpler Apparatus. The transmitting and receiving ap-

paratus for undamped waves are less intricate and less costly than

those required for spark systems ; in the receiving station the

detector arrangement has better mechanical features, and is not

so easily put out of adjustment.

(d) High Speed of Signalling. In sparking systems we have

groups of oscillations separated by comparatively long intervals of

inactivity (see Chapter XII. and Fig. 79), so that if high speed
of transmission is attempted we may not have more than one or

two trains of oscillations per dot or dash. With undamped
oscillations these periods of inactivity are absent, honce high-

speed work is possible.

(e) Wireless Telephony is only possible with undamped waves,
for the variations of the human voice are much more rapid than

the succession of wave trains which could be obtained with any
sparking system. Besides, even if sparking frequency could be

speeded up, the sound of the sparks would be heard superimposed
on those of the voice. Wireless telephony has been carried on
across the Atlantic with only 500 watts of transmitter energy.

(/) Use of Special Directive Aerials. Undamped wave

systems lend themselves specially to the use of directive aerials,

in which direction of radiated energy is controlled by making the

waves of two different aerials interfere with each other.

(gr)
Less Elaborate Aerials. The aerials employed with un-

damped waves may be comparatively short and low.

In conclusion, the student may be reminded that an ordinary

rectifying receiver, such as one fitted with a crystal detector, is

not suitable without modification for tho reception of undamped
wave energy. Such a crystal receiver can be employed on un-

damped wave working if either of the following three modifications

are employed : (1) a tikker or interrupter is included in the

transmitter circuit, (2) a tikker or interrupter is included in the

receiver circuit, (3) a local oscillator is coupled to the receiver

circuit which will form beats with, or heterodyne, the oscillations

induced in the receiver by the ether waves.

The whole subject of Continuous Wave Systems is fully dealt

with in Vol. TL
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QUESTIONS.

1. Explain clearly why an arc lamp can bo used for the generation of oscillating
currents.

2. What are the advantages of undamped wave transmission ?

3. In an ordinary spark transmitter direct connection of the aerial and earth to
the closed oscillating circuit is not desirable except for small outfits. Why is this ?

And why is such a connection permissible with undamped wave transmitters ?

4. Why is it that a receiver equipped with ordinary detector arrangements
will not respond to undamped waves ?

5. Explain the theory of the Goldschmidt high-frequency generator.
6. In the Marconi undamped wave system the primary oscillations must

overlap each other in phase. Why is this, and what would happen if they did not
so overlap ?

7. Explain why it is that high-speed radio-telegraphy is only possible with

undamped wave systems.
8. Why is the Morse key in a Poulsen transmitter not connected so that it

controls the primary energy ?

9. What modifications are necessary in the transmitter of a Poulsen or Lepel
system so that the signals may be received on an ordinary crystal receiver ?

10. Why is a Poulsen arc enclosed in an atmosphere of hydrogen, and why is

it struck in a strong magnetic field ?



CHAPTER XXI

MISCELLANEOUS APPARA TUS

Radio Goniometers. Under ordinary circumstances and with a

vertical aerial at the transmitter the energy will be radiated

equally in all horizontal directions, and consequently only a small

fraction of the radiated energy is available to act on any one
distant receiver. This broadcast radiation of ether strain energy
from a station is inefficient and causes interference with other

stations working on slightly different wave lengths, hence atten-

tion was early given to the problem of concentrating the radiation

of long ether waves to a particular direction, in the same manner
as the short ether waves of a searchlight beam can be directed by a

parabolic mirror.

Wo have seen that quite early in the development of radio

signalling on a commercial scale a partial solution of the problem
was provided by the invention of the Marconi Directional Aerial ;

this was only a partial solution and continuous efforts have been
made to evolve a more perfect directional arrangement.

The work of directional radiation has been less developed or

adopted than that of directional reception, but it is quite possible
that the extended use of valve apparatus will give a new impetus
to this important problem.

In 1906 Braun described a method he had tried for getting
directional radiation ; briefly it consisted in having three vertical

aerials erected at the corners of an equilateral triangle; oscillations

which differed in phase were induced in these so that their effects

in setting up ether strains annulled each other in one direction

and aided each other in another direction.

Prof. Artom of Turin was the first to patent the use of

directive triangular aerials, and commercial developments of this

system were made by MM. Bellini and Tosi.

If an aerial is made up of two wires in the form of a piano
vertical triangle, with their upper ends insulated from each other at

the top of the mast and the aerial earth terminals of the transmitter

384
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connected in series at the middle of the base, we have what
is known as a triangular aerial for transmission. In comparison
with the distribution of radiated energy from a Marconi directional

aerial, as shown in Fig. 112, the radiation from a triangular aerial

will be a maximum in the direction of the plane of the triangle ;

energy will be propagated equally in both directions along this

plane and, compared to Pig. 112, the polar curve of radiated

energy distribution will be like a figure 8. Even if the aerial is a
closed triangle, i.e. the two side wires connected together at the

top, there will be a strong directional effect in the plane of the

triangle. Simple triangular closed radiating loops are likely to

become popular for short and medium range work both on spark
and C.W. systems ; on spark systems the loop may be the in-

ductance effect of the closed circuit, but it is better to have a
closed circuit with condenser and inductance of the usual design,
and the loop circuit coupled to this by jigger coupling. The
size and height of the triangular loop aerial will depend upon the
wave length and on the range to be covered. Such a simple
triangular loop aerial has also good directive effects for reception,
and a moderately high loop on a 40-70 ft. mast, 'used in conjunc-
tion with valve apparatus, will receive over ranges of 500 miles

or morel The great advantage of a triangular aerial for reception
is that the effects of strays are very much minimised, and the effects

of ground discharges practically eliminated.

Bellini-Tosi Compass. For transmission MM. Bellini and Tosi

elaborated the system; they employed two triangular aerials placed
at right angles to each other and
each with an open apex with a

plain vertical aerial at the centre

of the triangles. The idea under-

lying this arrangement is that the

distribution of radiated energy from

a triangular aerial lies on a polar
curve of figure 8 shape and the

radiation from a simple vertical

wire, being equal in all directions,

lies on a circle. By radiating from Fio. 196.

both simultaneouslythe curve show-

ing the distribution of radiation will be the resultant of the figure 8

curve and the circle, paying due attention to the direction of radi-

ation in compounding the ordinates of the two curves. Bellini

and Tosi showed that the resultant was as curve B in Fig. 196,

VOL. i. 2 o
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and therefore that the energy was nearly all radiated towards one

side by the combination.

The energy radiation circle of the vertical wire aerial may not

exactly embrace the figure 8 polar curve of energy radiation

from the triangular aerial, as has been shown in the Figure.

The arrangement of aerials is shown in Pig. 197 ; the bases of

the two triangular aerials include coils at right angles to each

other, and the vertical aerial includes a pivoted coil in which

oscillations are induced, for example by coupling it to the closed

circuit of a spark transmitter. If the pivoted coil is placed parallel

to the coil of one triangle and thus closely coupled to it, its coupling

to the other triangle will be nomi-

nally zero ; then one triangle and

the vertical wire will be oscillating

and the radiation will be as shown

in Fig. 196. On the other hand, if

the pivoted coil is coupled tightly to

the other triangle the latter will

come into action and the first tri-

angle will become inoperative so

that the radiation will now bo at

right angles to its former direction ;

this means that in Fig. 196 the figure

8 curve and curve B have been shifted

round through 90.
For intermediate positions of the

pivoted coil both triangles will more
or less come into action, and the

direction of maximum radiation as

shown by curve B will bo coincident with the direction of the

pivoted coil.

This arrangement has worked most successfully at the French

coast stations of Dieppe, Havre, and Barfleur, with aorials 48

metres high and 60 metres side. Ships fitted with similar aorials

for reception can take their bearings with good accuracy and so

work out their positions in foggy weather when other methods are

not available.

For reception the action of the Bellini-Tosi Aerial Compass may
be simply described as follows :

In Fig. 198 let the two triangles, with their coils, at right angles

to each other be represented by C x and C 2 ,
and let the direction

from which the ether waves are arriving be denoted by the arrow

I

ragi]
PIVOT

FIG. 197.
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as shown. Then the currents induced in GI by the wave energy will

depend upon cos O
lf and the magnetic field set up by these currents

will also vary as cos 6
l and will act along

the axis of GI, i.e. along C2 . Similarly
tho magnetic field set up by the currents

induced in C 2 will be proportional to cos

2 (=sin0i) and will be at right angles
to C2- These magnetic fields are shown
in Fig. 198 (b) and the resultant induced
field in seen to be at right angles to the
direction of transmission of the waves. If

the exploring coil is to embrace all this

resultant field and give the strongest

signals in the telephones its plane must
bo at right angles to the resultant field,

therefore it must be lying along the direc-

tion of transmission.

From tho above it will be seen that

maximum current and field is induced in

one of the triangular aerial circuits when
its plane coincides with the direction of transmission ; in this
case the plane of the other is at right angles to the direction of
transmission, hence no current or field will be induced in it

Wireless Direction Finder. The Marconi Co. have designed
an instrument for use on board ships,called the

"
Wireless Direction

Finder/
'

based on the Artom and Bellini-Tosi systems. The aerials
are two closed triangles with their planes at right angles to each
other, each being at 45 to the centre line of the ship. The two
apexes of the two triangles are insulated from each other at the
top, the insulators being hung from fore and aft stays to the tops
of masts.

The centres of the bases of the two triangles pass through the
instrument-room and the coils which form the centre of the bases
are mounted in an apparatus case. These coils are fixed at right
angles to each other ; at the centre of each coil is a variable con-
denser for tuning the two triangular aerials to different wave
lengths.

The two condensers are varied simultaneously by a rotation
of a single handle, their connections to the coils being shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 199. Inside the fixed coils is mounted
on a vertical spindle the exploring coil, whose terminals are joined
to a carborundum detector, potentiometer, and telephones in the
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usual manner. As already explained the signals will be strongest
when the exploring coil is coincident in direction with that of the

transmitting station, and the handle which rotates the coil is

fitted with a pointer which moves over a scale, thus indicating the

direction of the transmitting station.

In practice it is found that it is not possible to judge the

direction of maximum strength of signals with close accuracy,
and that it is easier to adjust the goniometer for minimum strength

of signals ; it is usual therefore to

adjust for minimum signals and to

make the necessary angle correction

to obtain the direction of the trans-

mitter. In this way it is possible to

obtain bearings on a transmitter

station within 0-5 of accuracy.
One such goniometer will give tho

direction of a transmitting station,

but will not give its actual position ;

to obtain the latter it is necessary
to instal two goniometer stations at

a distance from each other and know
the length of the base lino between

them. By taking simultaneous bear-

ings on a transmitting station with
"^

the two goniometers and plotting a

triangle on the given base line, and
with the angles obtained at each end
of the base, the apex of the triangle

gives the position of the station.

The results will be more accurate

FIG. 199. the longer the base line between
the goniometers.

During the war goniometers were used in this way by both

sides to obtain the positions of all hostile wireless stations ; much
valuable information was thus obtained as regards positions of

headquarters of units, concentrations of infantry or artillery, etc.

German Zeppelins obtained their positions continually, during a

voyage at night, by transmitting to goniometer stations,who sent

in the bearings to a central station where they were quickly plotted
and then transmitted to the Zeppelin ; each Zeppelin having a

distinctive call and paying attention only to the bearings sent

particularly to it from the ground station. Of course British and
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H'rench goniometer stations also received the bearing calls from
the Zeppelins, and by plotting them quickly at a central office the

route of flight of each Zeppelin could be followed with great

accuracy. It is believed that the great disaster which befel one

raid of twelve Zeppelins, when seven of them were destroyed or

forced to come down over France, was partly due to a hopeless
breakdown in the organisation at the German central station for

goniometers, so that individual Zeppelins received wrong bearings

and thus eventually became lost and utterly bewildered as to their

whereabouts.

Radio-goniometers have been much elaborated by the Marconi

Company, and a complete diagram of one is shown in Figs. 200

and 201. In the first place the triangular aerials must be very

accurately erected as regards their bearings and fixed so that they

cannot move, while precautions are taken that there will be no

induction effects in guys, etc. They should be installed in an

open plain if possible, to avoid distortion effects on the fronts of

the arriving ether waves by trees, buildings, hills, or other semi-

conductors. Surveying instruments are employed to obtain the
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correct alignment of the triangles, one is usually erected with its

plane in the direction N.E. and S.W., the other being accurately
at right angles to it. The leads from the aerials are taken hori-

zontally and straight into a box which contains a tuning wave-
meter B, from this box short thick wires lead to double pole
switches and to the goniometer proper. To tune to a given wave

length one of the switches, say S 2 in Fig. 200, is opened, and with Sj

To GONIOMETER

V

FIG. 201

closed that aerial is tuned by moans of the condenser KI ; Si is

then opened and S2 is closed and the other side tuned by means of

the condenser K2 . To get the two sides accurately in tune with
each other it is usual to have a very small variable condenser K 3

in shunt with either K x or K2 as shown, so that accurate adjust-
ments can be made. The two sides are exactly balanced and in

tune when, with both Si and S2 closed and the wavemeter buzzing,
minimum signals are obtained with the exploring coils exactly in

the half-way position as regards the fixed coils. For long wave
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work the condensers would be connected in shunt to the fixed

coils and not in series as shown. By leaving one of the switches

open the other triangle can be used as an ordinary loop 'aerial

with good directional effects.

The type of receiver circuit used by the Marconi Company
with Direction Finders is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 201 ; the

leads from the exploring coil are brought to a coupling coil LX
in series with a tuning condenser K x which usually consists

of four Billi condensers. This couples the goniometer to an
intermediate circuit consisting of a loading coil L2 , a coupling
coil L 3 , and four Billi condensers K2 . Coupled to the inter-

mediate circuit is the closed circuit L4 and a single Billi con-

denser K3 , across which the ordinary carborundum detector

circuit is connected.

The oscillations of potential set up in the intermediate circuit

are impressed on the grid filament circuit of a Bound Valve V ;

this produces oscillations in the current of the plate circuit which

includes the coil L4 of the final circuit ; thus the valve amplifies
the oscillations in the final circuit and greatly increases the strength
of the signals. This is an adaptation of Bound's No. 16 Circuit

which is fully described in Volume II., dealing with Valves and
Valve Apparatus. The detector is connected to the telephones

through two switches ; when the switches are on the contacts Si
two pairs of telephone receivers (high resistance) can be connected

up to the four terminals in series, but when the switches are put
to the contacts S2 then only the terminals Tj and T 2 are connected.

These can be connected to a step-down telephone transformer for

the purpose of using low resistance telephone receivers, or they

may be connected to a valve amplifier.

Simple Direction Finders. Where valve heterodyning recep-
tion is employed, which allows of very loose coupling between

the aerial circuit and the closed circuit of a receiver, it is possible
to get a good directional effect with a single triangular aerial.

The top of the triangle can be slung on a swivel from a hemp rope
stretched between two masts, while the bottom of the aerial is

supported on a short wooden mast passing through the roof of the

reception-room and standing on a ball-bearing footstep. The

mast can be rotated by means of a handle and with it the triangular

aerial. The mast has fixed to it a pointer passing over a compass
card on a table round the mast. The whole aerial construction

may be very light, the aerial being an equilateral triangle of

about 80 feet sides for wave lengths up to 800 metres. For
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FIG. 202.

longer wave lengths two or more turns of wire may be put on the

triangle.
A* variable condenser is connected in series or in parallel with

the aerial for tuning short

or long wave lengths, and

the whole coupled loosely

to any valve receiver with

a three-valve note ampli-

fier behind it, as shown in

Fig. 202.

As will be described in

Volume II.good directional

results can be obtained

with sensitive valve apparatus by using a pivoted coil inside the

reception room instead of an aerial.

Fessenden's Interference Preventer. Dr. Fessenden has

designed many pieces of wireless telegraphy apparatus, his system

being used by the National Electric Signalling Co., U.S.A. Many
of the United States stations and ships use his patents, and a large

station at Arlington, U.S.A., is equipped with his apparatus. His

heterodyne detector has already been described in these pages

(p. 326). Dr. Fessenden has patented an arrangement for cutting

out atmospherics, or Xs, or stations interfering with the signals

from the station whose message it is desired to receive. A diagram
of connections is shown in Fig. 203. The aerial is joined to the

primaries of two coupling coils A and B in parallel with each

other, and thence to earth. The primaries and secondaries of the

two couplers are alike in all respects but the secondaries are so

joined that their actions oppose each other. The detector D,

potentiometer P, telephones T, and secondary condenser K8 are

joined up in the usual manner.

The side A is tuned to the wave length which is to be received,

side B being disconnected while this tuning is carried out ; side

B is then switched in parallel with A and its aerial condenser

varied until disturbing signals are cut out. When this takes

place the currents induced in the aerial by ether waves not in

tune with side A divide equally between PA and PB ;
but the

secondaries being opposed to each other the detector and telephones

are not affected. When waves are received to which A is tuned the

current passes almost entirely through the tuned side A, therefore

currents are induced in its secondary circuit and act in the

detector and telephones ; the coil SB under these conditions simply
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acting as a portion of the wiring of the detector circuit. Atmo-

spheric effects will divide equally between the two sides and thus

their action on the telephones is greatly weakened. It can easily
be realised that tuned signals would be weakened by this arrange-
ment if the tuning of A and B did not differ by a certain minimum

percentage, so that the selectivity obtainable is limited ; in other

words, stations differing by about 2-3 per cent, in wave length

FIG. 203.

from the one in communication cannot be tuned out without

weakening the signals from the station in communication.
Marconi patented an interference preventer which involved

the use of two aerials and a rotating machine, but it had not

much commercial application. The Marconi Company relied more

upon the use of an intermediate circuit for selectivity, and on the

employment of two balanced detectors for cutting down inter-

ference from strays and from highly damped transmitters.

A type of interference preventer,
"

known as a rejector, has

been used with some success ; as shown in Fig. 204 it consists

of a variable condenser KX of comparatively large capacity

forming a closed circuit with an inductance LI which consists

of only one or two turns of thick copper wire. This circuit forms
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a shunt to the tuned portion of the aerial circuit as shown ;

oscillations at the frequency to which the aerial is tuned will go

through the tuned aerial circuit, but strays or oscillations at a

different frequency will find less impedance in the rejector circuit

and so will mainly pass through it instead of through the coupling
coil to the secondary circuit.

With such rejectors properly proportioned it is possible to

have two receivers on the same aerial and pick up signals

simultaneously on different wave lengths, each receiver being
shunted with a rejector as shown above.

If a valve is generating oscillations and its circuit is coupled
to an aerial circuit it will lower the resistance of the aerial to

oscillations at the valve frequency, introducing what is called a

. 204.

negative resistance effect at this frequency. Tho aerial may
have a high resistance in series with it and therefore a high

resistance to oscillations of all frequencies except that one on

which the generating valve introduces the negative or neutralising

resistance. Pupin and Armstrong have patented a method of

employing a valve, or valves, on these lines to cut down inter-

ference from Xs, or strays ; this will be described in Volume II.

Telefunken Double Receiving Switch. It is usual to have a

pair of telephone receivers, one for each ear, mounted on a head-

piece ; the receivers being joined in series or in parallel according
to the resistance and detector used. If it is desirable that two

persons can receive the message simultaneously, one receiver can

be mounted on each of two head-pieces, but of course this decreases

the audibility for each person. Two complete receiver sets can
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be joined in series across the telephone terminals on the receiver

apparatus, but this also will decrease the loudness of the signals

to each listener.

The reception of two different messages simultaneously on the

same aerial is a more difficult problem ; this will require that two
different receiver sets should be connected to the aerial, and that

the messages be transmitted at different wave lengths. Any
given aerial will only receive one wave length with maximum
efficiency, and the more the two received wave lengths differ

from each other the less efficient is the reception of one of them.

Also if two receivers are connected to the same aerial they are

electrically coupled and must there- . .

fore interfere with each other to \
s /'

some extent.

The Telefunken Co. have designed
an arrangement by means of which
two different messages at different

wave lengths can be received on the

same aerial simultaneously, or one

message received by two operators
on two different receivers. A dia-

gram of this double receiver switch

is shown in Fig. 205, and its action

is very simple. A tongue T is

caused to vibrate very rapidly

(about thirty times a second) by ;pIG . 205.

means of a magnet M and local

battery, the tongue itself providing the intermittent contact. At
the end of the tongue is an insulated spring piece joined flexibly
to the aerial ; as the tongue vibrates this spring piece connects

the aerial to each of the two receivers alternately. The vibration

is so rapid that each receiver is connected to the aerial three or

four times during the reception of a dot, so that the intensity of

sound in the telephones is almost as great as if one receiver alone

were permanently connected to the aerial. Thus the receivers,

not being electrically connected, have no interfering action on
each other, and the same message is received equally well on both

of them. Two different messages at different wave lengths can

be received simultaneously, but of course the aerial is more efficient

to one of these wave lengths than to the other.

Brown Telephone Relays. These relays have been designed

by Mr. S. G. Brown, 4, Gt. Winchester Street, London, E.G., and
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will magnify receiver circuit currents about twenty times. That

known as type
" 6 "

is designed to manipulate, with relay action,

local currents of 25-35

milliamperes, while a

design with a single

magnet is specially suit-

able for small currents

in radio receivers. An
outline of the

" G "
typo

is shown in Fig. 206, its

circuits and connections

in Fig. 207.

The relay consists of

a permanent magnet N,
with pole pieces H, the

latter being wound with

coils, H, through which
the receiver current flows

from the terminals A ;

a 2 mfd. condenser is connected in series with A to keep out

steady currents. A steel reed, P, held by a screw, is fixed in

front of the poles of the magnet ; its distance from the poles

being adjusted by means of the screw W. When the reed is on

the point of dropping against tho magnets, that is to say when

FIG. 206.

FIG. 207.

its elasticity is just balanced by the magnetic pull, it is in its

most sensitive position. S is a stop screw to prevent tho reed
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from coming into contact with the pole faces, as it would then
stick to them ; the reed when in use must not touch S, otherwise
its oscillations"would be damped.
M is a sealed microphone chamber containing two carbon-

faced electrodes and nearly filled with fine carbon granules. The
front of this chamber is screwed firmly into the reed, and the

back is held by three grub screws in the insulated arm. The

microphone is in series with a regulating winding K on the limbs

of the magnet ; by the telephonic reaction of this coil the magnify-
ing power of the instrument is intensified.

4

The accessories to be used with the instrument are a 6-volt

battery, a small transformer, a condenser of tinfoil and paper
pattern, and the telephone receivers of about 120 ohms re-

sistance.

The diagram of connections shows that the receiver currents

flow through the coils H on the poles of the permanent magnet ;

these coils, as it were, taking the place of the coils of the telephone
receivers. In this case, however, instead of a diaphragm in front

of the polos we have the steel reed. The contacts in the micro-

phone (at the back of and Jfixed to the reed) are joined in series

with the local battery, the primary of the transformer, and the

intensifying coils on the magnet. The vibrations of the reed act

on the carbon granules in the microphone and cause telephonic

changes of the current in the local circuit, which currents flow

through the primary of the transformer. Currents are therefore

induced in the secondary of the transformer, which act on the

telephone receivers connected to it.

Thus very weak receiver currents cause vibrations of the

reed, and through it much stronger impulses of local current are

made to act on the telephones. A second relay may take the

place of the telephones, that is to say two or even three relays

may be joined in series, and thus the magnification of current

effects greatly increased. Mr. A. Campbell Swinton, using three

Brown relays in series at a demonstration before the London Eadio-

telegraphic Society, made the Eiffel Tower signals audible to the

whole audience in a large room. By the use of Brown relays
feeble receiver currents can be so magnified that the message may
be printed on a tape machine or otherwise recorded.

While the type
" G "

relay just described is best adapted for

commercial work another type
" A "

has been designed which will

make distinctly audible signals which are quite inaudible in

telephone receivers used alone. Beferring to the diagram of this
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relay, shown in Pig. 208, the reed P is set as closely to the magnet
HK as possible, if necessary thin tissue paper being used to ensure

that they are slightly separated. Screwed to the reed is a flat

contact of carbon, highly polished, while carried on the hinged
arm L is the top contact consisting of a blunt point of iridium

screwed into the coarse adjusting screw J. The contact pieces

are opened to an infinitesimal amount to form the microphone by
means of a fine adjusting screw W, also by the action of the local

current which passes through the contacts and the self-regulating

winding K. The local current thus assists to form the microphone
and steady the Ad-

justment, its amount

being regulated by the

line adjusting screw

worked from the mill

head W.
The auxiliary ap-

paratus and the con-

nections of this rolay
are similar to those

required for the type
"
G," a blocking con-

denser with variable

capacity from 0*0025

to O'Ol mfd. being

joined across winding
H, (terminals A), 1%
volts being used in the

local circuit ; a milli-

ammeter is also used

in the circuit so that the relay may be adjusted until the local

circuit current is from 8 to 12 milliamperes ; then the relay should

bo in its most sensitive condition. The telephone receivers are

of 120 ohms resistance.

A third type of relay (type
" W ") has been designed which is

the most sensitive of all, and can be used for recording; it,

however, requires more attention than the
" G "

or
" A "

types,

and has to be very carefully protected from vibration. Indeed

with all the relays vibration effects must be avoided otherwise

it will be impossible to adjust them to their most sensitive

condition.

Since the development of valve amplifiers microphonic relays

FIG. 208.
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have been largely discarded as signal intensifies, but it is quite

possible that the principle of their action may find some other

useful application in wireless circuits.

Einthoven String Galvanometer. The range of a given size of

radio transmitter has been greatly increased since the time when
coherer detectors were used in conjunction with a Morse tape
machine or siphon recorder. This increase of range is partly due
to the development of very sensitive detectors and telephones,

operating on infinitesimal currents, but it is clear that when
these are used the speed and accuracy of reception is dependent
on the skill of the operator. Much time is often wasted in the

repetition of messages or phrases not properly understood at the

receiving end ; also fast transmitting is not feasible with code or

cipher messages . Therefore an early demand arose for some method
of automatic reception which could be used with the most sensitive

detectors ; a demand which brought about the development of

the Brown telephone relay and the Telefunken sound intensifier,

with either of which the received currents were made to control

local currents in such a way that a siphon recorder can be used.

It would be more desirable, however, to have an instrument

which could simply take the place of the telephones, or of both
detector and telephones ; an ordinary sensitive mirror galvano-
meter will not do because its moment of inertia would prevent
it from responding to the rapid pulsations of current set up in

tlio receiver circuits. An instrument suitable for the purpose
must be so delicate as to give a clear deflection, or reading, on
currents of one microampere or less ; its moving part must have

negligible moment of inertia, and the part of the instrument

through which the current flows should have negligible self-

induction and capacity. It should be absolutely aperiodic in

its moving system so that it will respond clearly to each impulse
of a rapid pulsating current.

So far the only instrument designed to meet the above con-

ditions, and give satisfactory results when directly working on

receiver currents, is the Einthoven galvanometer. It is employed
by the Marconi Co. in their transatlantic stations, the messages

being automatically recorded on a photographic strip with a

clearness and definition at high speeds which fulfils all require-
ments. This galvanometer was designed by Prof. Einthoven of

Leyden, and is made by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument

Co., England, to whom the author is indebted for the illustrations

and particulars herewith given.
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A diagram of the instrument is shown in Fig. 209 ; it consists

of a very powerful electromagnet with poles (N) and (S) separated

only by a very narrow gap. In

this gap is fixed the string CO
\ \ 1 .^^ ~ through which the detector

\ X .s^ ^r current passes. This string,

\ s~ Jq/ .M s^ therefore, takes the place of

the coils on the telephone re-

ceivers, or of an ordinary gal-

vanometer. When a current

passes through it the string is

deflected across the field in the

direction shown by the arrow.

The small movement of the

string can be observed by
means of a microscope A, pass-

Fio. 209. ing through a circular aperture
bored in the poles. For wire-

less telegraphy purposes, a beam of light is passed through the

hole frofti an arc lamp or lantern, so that the string stretches

across the beam. Its motion, or instantaneous position, can then

be photographed by making a photographic film pass in front of

tic;

the aperture from which the beam emerges at the other side of the

magnet. A view of the Einthoven galvanometer is given in Fig. 210.
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In the most sensitive designs the string is made of a fibre of

quartz or glass on which is put a light coating of silver ; the

periodic time of vibration of the string depends on its tension,

which can be adjusted by means of a micrometer screw, and, with

glass or quartz fibres, can be varied between the aperiodic state

and 3^ second. The resistance of these fibres is from 2000 to

10,000 ohms. A less sensitive design is fitted with silver or

aluminium wire strings ; these have a resistance of 6 or 8 ohms
and have a longer periodic time, hence they are not so suitable for

work with rapid current pulsations.
As seen through the microscope a quartz fibre instrument gives

a deflection of 6 mms. with one microampere, so that if a lantern

and photographic films are used the instrument is readable with
still smaller currents. Unfortunately the Einthoven galvanometer
is rather too delicate for ordinary commercial usage ; it is also

expensive, a complete outfit costing about 100. Its great field

of usefulness will probably be in the accurate measurements of

receiver currents, and research work on atmospherics, daylight

effects, or other phenomena of like nature. Many of the instru-

ments are at present employed for these purposes.
Telefunken Sound Intensifies This is an instrument which

was developed some years ago by the Telefunken Co. The theory

TO LOUD TELEPHONES
OR MORSt IHKtR.

,

Fio. 211.

of its action is very similar to that of the Brown relay already
described ; it is, however, much more elaborate in construction

and requires more delicate adjustment. It consists practically
of three tuned microphonic circuits in cascade as shown in the

diagram of connections in Fig. 211.

The terminals, AB, are connected to the receiver circuit, so

that the currents rectified by a detector flow into the high resis-

tance windings of an electromagnet, F, instead of through the

coils of the usual high resistance telephone receivers. In front

of this magnet is a small armature which has the same vibration

VOL. i. 2 D
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frequency as the sounds to be magnified, and the vibrations of the

armature are communicated to a small microphonic contact, M L .

It will be seen that the magnet and armature correspond respec-

tively to the coils and diaphragm of a telephone receiver. The

microphonic contact, MI, interrupts a local current flowing from

a battery to a second electromagnet, F2 , so that larger current

pulsations are set up in F2 than those in FI. The currents in

F2 act on a tuned armature and contact, M2> and the action

is repeated through a third set.

Thus the receiver currents can be made to cause large impulses
of local currents, and the last of these acts on a loud speaking

telephone or on a Morse inker outfit. Since the armatures respond
best to currents whose frequency is equal to their own vibration

frequency this instrument can be used to give good selectivity

and cut out stations not in tune ; two intensifies can be used

simultaneously on the same aerial to receive messages if the notes

differ in pitch by 20 per cent, or over.

The instrument must not be subjected to vibration, therefore

in mounting it for use elaborate precautions are taken ; on board

ship it is suspended from a well-sprung and damped universal joint.

Hot-wire Ammeter. This is the only type of instrument suit-

able for use in the aerial circuit to measure the effective value

of the currents oscillating in the

aerial. The construction of an

ordinary form of hot-wire ammeter
is shown in Fig. 212, from which it

can be seen that most of the cur-

rent to be measured flows through
a manganin shunt, S, and a small

definite fraction of the current flows

through the fine platinum silver wire

W. The current flowing through
this wire heats it slightly so that

it increases a little in length and

sags. Attached to the hot wire is

a phosphor bronze wire, 13, whose
other extremity is fixed; attached

to the phosphor bronze wire is a single fibre of silk, which passes
round a small ivory or brass pulley and has its other end fixed to

a steel spring X, The pulley is mounted on a spindle pivoted in

jewelled screws : the spindle also carrying the index pointer and
a light sheet of aluminium, A.

FIG. 212.
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The action of the instrument is very simple : when current

flows through the wire W it sags slightly, the sag is taken up by
the phosphor bronze wire which in its turn sags, lessening the pull
on the silk fibre attached to it so that the latter is pulled a little

to the left by the steel spring. As the silk fibre moves to the left

it causes a slight turning movement on the little pulley, and the

spindle in turning carries the index across the scale of the instru-

ment.

The heating effect, the sag, and, therefore, the turning move-

ment, are directly proportional to the square of the current ; hence
the movement of the pointer across the scale is proportional to the

square of the current, and thus the scale can be calibrated to read

amperes. The heating effect is independent of the direction of the

current through the wire so that the instrument can be used on
direct current or current alternating at low frequency. It is seen

that magnetic effects or electrostatic effects do not disturb, or

enter into, the working of the instrument. As the pointer moves
across the scale the aluminium disc moves between the poles of a

strong permanent magnet M ; this causes eddy currents to be

produced in the disc which have a braking effect on any movement,
and prevent any unnecessary vibratory motion of the moving
system ; thus the pointer when deflected remains steady and the

reading can be taken accurately.
The type of hot-wire ammeter described is suitable for

alternating current measurements if the frequency is not too high,
but with high frequency currents, such as obtain in the aerial

circuits of wireless transmitters, some modification of the design is

necessary to obtain accuracy. For currents above 5 amperes the

hot wire would be subdivided into two or three portions in

parallel with the shunt, current being led into it as shown at A lf

A 2 , and A3 ; on high frequency currents this would cause the

instrument to read too low.

It is better, then, to have no shunt, and instead of a hot wire,

have a number of extremely thin (O'Ol mrn.) platinum-iridium

strips, arranged in parallel ; the whole of the current to be

measured dividing evenly through the strips, which are carried on
a heavy block of metal to absorb the heat and prevent the tempera-
ture from rising above a fixed maximum value.

Fig. 213 shows such an instrument made by the Union

Electric Co., Ltd., in which the parallel strips can be seen, also

the arrangement of permanent magnet and aluminium damper.
The pointer can be adjusted to zero by a screw, accessible from
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the outside of the case, and the working parts of the instrument

are mounted on a marble base.

A type of hot-wire ammeter patented by the Marconi Co. is

shown in the diagram of Pig. 214, and requires little explanation:
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The'hot wire is stretched round an angular cam on a glass spindle

supported in jewelled centres ; the rotation of this spindle being
controlled by a helical spring at the back. When the current

heats the wire its elongation allows the spring to rotate the

spindle and the pointer moves across the scale. With this design
it is possible to have a more uniform scale than with the ordinary

type of hot-wire instruments. The ammeter construction is

simple and it is very suitable for use in aerial circuits.

Moving Coil Ammeters and Voltmeters. For wireless receiver

circuits, especially those fitted with valves and potentiometers,
miniature instruments such as those made by the Weston Elec-

trical inatrument company are very suitable. 'i
The Weston

instruments are dead beat and are fitted with light tubular

metal pointers the weight of which is under 0'26 gramme (4

grains) . The light weight and low moment of inertia of the moving
parts of the Weston instrument make it suitable for use in any
position subject to vibration. They can be obtained with two
scale ranges, or as combined Volt-Ammeters, -and are fitted with

a press button switch. This type of instrument is shown in Fig.
215 ; it has been much used by the Marconi Co. in their valve

receiver apparatus.



CHAPTER XXII

SOME MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO-TELEGRAPHY

IN this Chapter a description will be given of some of the more

important tests and measurements which can be made on trans-

mitter and receiver circuits or apparatus ; it will not include

measurements involving the use of valve apparatus, as these will

be dealt with in Volume II., nor will it include methods involving
the use of expensive laboratory instruments.

The testing of insulation, resistance, voltage drop, broken

circuits, etc., is fully described in electrical text-books, and there-

fore will not be dealt with in this Treatise.

Wavemeters. Most of the important tests of wireless appa-
ratus require the use of a wavemeter ; this consists of a closed oscil-

latory circuit made up
in a small and portable

form, and arranged so

that it can be used
either as a transmitter

or as a receiver of

ether wave effects.

It will be. remem-
bered that if L and KWVWWW

R are the inductance and
FIG. 216. capacity respectively

of a wave generating
circuit, of low resistance, the wave length of the ether strain

disturbance set up is 59'6\/LK, or approximately GOV^LK; also

if a receiver circuit is tuned sharply to respond to ether waves
its electrical periodicity wiJl be equal to that of the waves, and
therefore the wave length is determined by the values of L and
K in the receiver circuit.

Suppose a closed oscillating circuit to be made up with a variable

condenser K and an inductance coil L as in Fig. 216, and that

406
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across the coil a battery of two dry cells, a key, and small buzzer

interrupter are connected as shown in the Figure. When the key
is pressed current flows through the coil L, building up in it a

magnetic field ; when the interrupter breaks the circuit this

magnetic field in collapsing induces a high voltage which charges

up the condenser, and the condenser then gives a discharge which
oscillates in the circuit KL with a frequency determined by the

values of K and L. The ether around is strained and the wave

length of the strain effect is 59-6VLK.
The action of the interrupter or buzzer is to make and break

the current so that the oscillations are set up in trains as long as

the key is closed.

Shunted Buzzer. Eeferring to Fig. 216 when the interrupter
breaks the circuit there will be induced in tjie buzzer coils B a

large E.M.F. of induction, which will tend to make the current

spark across the interrupter. Thus the break at the interrupter
would not be complete ; the energy stored up in the coil L will

flow round this way rather than through the condenser, so that

the oscillations are damped out. To avoid this the coils of the

buzzor are shunted by a resistance, E, through which the self-

induced voltage in B at the break will send a current rather than

across the interrupter ; there will now be no sparking at the inter-

rupter, and the only circuit through which the energy induced

in L can discharge itself is through the condenser K. This

method of preventing sparking at the buzzer interrupter contacts

is better for the present purposes than the usual one of connecting
a small condenser across the make and break ; if such a condenser

wore used it would provide a path for some of the energy stored

up in the coil L. It must be carefully noted that the shunt resist-

ance is across the buzzer coils and not across the make and break ;

for the usual size of buzzer the resistance of the shunt is from

10 to 14 ohms.
It will be seen that the shunt R is a path for battery current

when the key is closed, hence if it has a low resistance it may take

so much current that the buzzer will not act unless the battery volt-

age is increased ; on the other hand if the resistance of E is too

high the object for which it is connected across the buzzer coils will

not be attained. The resistance shunt generally consists of a small

bobbin of silk-covered German silver or platinoid wire, mounted
on the base of the buzzer. A suitable buzzer is very easily made,
in fact if nothing else is available the coil wound cores and trembler

armature of an electric bell will servo, but such a buzzer will only
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give a low harsh note. !Pigs. 217 and 218 show two methods of

making buzzers : in Fig. 217 a core of soft iron is wound with

. 217. Pio. 218.

silk-covered No. 20 S.W.G. copper wire and mounted on an iron

frame ; a thin sheet of steel is fixed in front of one end of the

core by screws on a bent up portion of the iron frame. A small

platinum contact is riveted into this steel reed armature and a

similar contact is mounted on the

end of an adjustable screw carried

on a brass supporting pillar. In

Pig. 218 the armature is a thin

steel piano wire attached at one

end to a piece of clock spring and
at the other end to a tension

adjusting screw. The steel wire is

about 2 inches long and has a small

platinum or silver contact folded

on ,it to make contact with the

adjusting screw. This buzzer will

give a very high note, the pitch of

which can be adjusted by means
of the tension screw.

Buzzers are very troublesome

when the contacts stick and give

only intermittent buzzing; this

trouble is greatly minimised by
using contacts similar to those on
buzzers designed by the Telefunken

Co. and illustrated in Fig. 219.

The adjustable screw carries a comparatively heavy metal

counterpoise to which is attached, by means of a small screw,

Era. 219.
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a fine silver or platinum wire making contact with the platinum
contact on the thin steel armature. This buzzer is fitted with
a small resistance coil shunted across the magnetic coils and has
a high note which is very distinctive. Even if a wavemeter is

not available the adjustment of detectors and the sensitiveness

of receiver apparatus can always be tested by means of a buzzer ;

it may also be employed to set up weak oscillations in a trans-

mitter aerial circuit, in order to determine the wave length of the

latter by means of a reception wavemeter placed near it.

Marconi Wavemeter. A portable wavemeter is of simple
construction and not difficult to use ;

one of the Marconi wave-
meters consists of a square wooden frame 5" X 5* X 0*7*, wound
with 25 turns of No. 24 silk covered wire, the coil having an
inductance (L) = 0*175 mhy.
approx. This coil is shunted
across a variable condenser
of the moving vane type with
ebonite dielectric, whose ca-

pacity has a maximum value

of about 0-011 mfd. The
condenser is about 2* deep
and 4" diameter, and has

graduation? on the ebonite

Fro. 220.

top ; a brass pillar carries

an index finger which indi-

cates the value of capacity
in use as the vanes are

rotated. Across the termi-

nals of the condenser is joined a carborundum crystal detector

in series with a pair of telephone receivers ; the crystal being

simply held between two spring brass fingers. The whole appa-
ratus is mounted in a box 9" X ft* X 4J* deep. The connections

are shown in Fig 220 (a) ; the coil is in two sections so that

either the whole or only a part of the inductance can be used.

When the whole coil is used with the maximum value of the

capacity the wavemeter will have a certain maximum wave

length and a certain range, but, since wave length depends on

VL, we see that if | of the coil is used (he range of (he meter mill

be J of its first range, hence the Marconi meter has two plug
contacts to the coil, which gives two ranges.

When arranged as shown in Fig. 220 (a), the wavemeter

acts as a receiver ; as thus arranged it will respond to and
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measure the wave length of a transmitting circuit near which
it is held.

If the detector and telephones are replaced respectively by a

cell and small buzzer as shown in Fig. 220 (6), the meter will

then act as an oscillator or transmitter ; this can be held near
a receiver circuit so that the wave length of the latter may be

obtained by noting the value of the wavemeter circuit when
tuned to it.

Since wave length = 59-6VLK if L is kept constant, 59'6VL
is a constant for the instrument. Thus if L = 175,000 cms.

59-6VL = 24,900 approx., therefore wave length = 24,900VK
metres, so that each value of capacity of the meter condenser

corresponds to a certain wave length. Therefore the graduations
of the condenser could be marked directly in wave length

values, but it is more usual to number the divisions 1, 2, 3, etc.,

and obtain the corresponding wave lengths from a card or curve.

The range of the meter might be varied by changing the inductance

coil, having a set of coils for the purpose and a card of wave length
values for each coil. This wavemeter is shown in Fig. 221 ; the

coil and plug contacts are seen in the lid.
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The wavemeter used by the Telofunken Co. is shown in Fig.

222 and a diagram of the connections in Fig. 228. The variable

-

fid, lit*

capacity K is connected to an inductance L! in the case of the

instrument, this inductance consisting of four coils of fine enamelled

wire, and connected to a switch whose handle is seen on the near

side of the case, by means of which one or more of the coils can be

joined in series with the condenser. This closed circuit is induc-

tively coupled to the circuit whose

wave length is to be measured by
means of the circuit consisting of

the two coils L 2 and L3, connected !

in series by long insulated and

leather-covered leads. These are

flat coils embedded in ebonite ; L2

slides into grooves at the side of

the instrument and is coupled to

L l3
while L3 is held near the circuit

under test. A helium tube H glows
when the circuits are in resonance, .pI0 . 223.

and if L2 is loosely coupled to LX
a sharp indication will be obtained. A buzzer, mounted on the

top of this wavemeter, is seen in the top right-hand corner ; with
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this buzzer the meter can be used for such measurements as wave

length of receiver circuits, sensitiveness of detectors, coupling,
and pitch of note. 'These tests will be described later.

The Telefunken Go. also make a more elaborate instrument,

as shown in Fig. 224 ; the black disc, mounted on a flexible support
seen on the right, is a flat spiral inductance coil encased in ebonite,

and connected by flexible leather-covered leads to the variable

condenser. Six such coils of different inductances are supplied

_

with each instrument ; some of these are seen in the foreground

of the picture.

The diagram of connections is as shown in Fig. 225, in which

it is seen that resonance is obtained by changing the capacity

until a maximum reading occurs on the hot-wire ammeter A, which

is connected as a shunt to a part of the inductance.

Instead of the hot-wire ammeter a helium tube H can be used

to note the point of resonance, or through the point 4 of the

switch K a detector D and telephones G can be used. S is a

micrometer spark gap to protect the condenser which it shunts.
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FIG. 225.

When the switch K is on point 2 a buzzer B is connected to a

battery to supply intermittent currents to the condenser circuit,
and when the switch is on point 8 it can be used as an ordinary
tapping key to send Morse signals,

using the buzzer and battery. Thus
the wavemeter can be used for

other auxiliary purposes, such as

those already referred to in con-

nection with the simpler instrument.
It will be seen that a wavemeter

is very easy to construct, in its

simplest form consisting only of a

fixed coil, a variable condenser, a

detector and telephone receivers ;

all who work at radio-telegraphy
should try to possess one, as the

experiments which can be carried

out with it are both interesting and

instructive, while its use will lead

to a very clear knowledge of the

actions taking place in transmitter

and receiver circuits.

If the wave length range of a wavemeter is obtained by means
of a variable condenser the latter should be very rigidly con-

structed for portability, otherwise its capacity values will vary
and the wavemeter will require constant re-calibration. Good

reliable condensers are

expensive but only good
ones can be relied upon ;

rather than use a cheap
condenser it is better to

obtain the variation of

wave length by means
of a variometer change
of inductance. A vario-

meter can be designed
to be very constant

under conditions of por-

tability, and it is com-

paratively inexpensive. Fig. 226 shows the diagram of a wave-

meter made by Messrs. Muirhead and Co., London, under patent,

and to the design of Prof. J. 8. Townsend.

Fio. 226.
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The coils Lj and L2 form a variometer, L2 being capable of

rotation through 180 inside the frame of L
x . When the two-

way switch is placed in the position 1 the coils are in parallel for

short wave length range ; when the switch is in position 2 the coils

are in series for long wave length range. For use as a transmitter

a buzzer B is connected through a switch S and dry cell C across

the variometer ; for use as a receiver a small 2 volt electric lamp
L is connected in series with a small condenser K across the vario-

meter. The lamp will be most sensitive if its filament is already
heated, and for reception the switch is put on the contact 2 so that

the dry cell C heats the filament to a dull red, through the choke
coil X which prevents the high frequency oscillations from getting

through the lighting circuit.

To use the wavemeter as a generator of weak oscillations, for

testing receiver circuits, the buzzer is

switched on and the wavemeter, placed
near the receiver, is employed in the

usual manner. To use it as a receiver

the lamp filament is heated and the

wavemeter placed near the transmitter

circuit to be tested ; when the meter
is adjusted to be in tune with the

latter the lamp filament will brighten

up considerably and the tuning adjust-
ment will be found to be quite sharp.
If the oscillating currents in the trans-

mitter aerial circuit under test are

should be disconnected, and tho small

four turns, mounted in the wave-

FIQ. 227.

very weak the earth

coupling coil Y of three or

meter, should be included in the aerial circuit by connecting the
aerial and earth to the terminals T.

For a wavemeter giving a range of wave lengths from 750
to 8000 metres the coil Lx could be wound with about 48 turns
of No. 20 S.W.G. enamelled copper wire, on a rectangular frame
8" X 8|" X If" wide, and the coil L2 with 60 turns of No. 20 on an
inner pivoted frame 2J" x 2" x 1J" wide. The arrangement of

the coils is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 227. Instead of the
small lamp a small neon or vacuum tube may be employed, in

which case the cell B would only be required in the buzzer
circuit.

A more sensitive arrangement would be to have a small
micro-ammeter or galvanometer in series with a crystal detector.
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It may be noted that this design of wavemeter eliminates the

expense of telephone receivers as well as that of a good variable

condenser.

Measurement of Capacity. The capacity of a circuit has very
different values for steady and for high frequency currents,

therefore capacity measurements on wireless apparatus should

always be carried out with oscillating currents. Thus one size

of Moscicki condenser has a capacity of 0'00354 mfd. when
measured with steady current, but its capacity is only 0-00272

mfd. when measured with an alternating current whose frequency
is 175,000 cycles per second. (N. W. M'Lachlan, at British

Association, Sept. 1916.) There may be occasions in which it is

desired to know the capacity of a condenser or circuit for steady

currents, and two simple steady current methods are given below

in (1) and (2) :

(1) This method is simple but not very accurate, and requires
the use of a mirror ballistic galvanometer. A ballistic galvano-
meter is one whose moving system is comparatively heavy, i.e.

it has a comparatively large moment of inertia, so that when a

transient current is discharged through its coil the moving system
does not start to move until the discharge is complete ; the result-

ing deflection is then proportional to the full discharge.
A standard condenser is first charged by connecting it to a

standard cell, such as Clarke's cell, whose E.M.F. is accurately
known. The charge Q = KV inicrocoulombs if K is in micro-

farads and V in volts. By means of a two-way switch the condenser

is then discharged through the galvanometer and the deflection

(dj) noted. The discharge which will give unit deflection is there-

KV
fore _ microcoulombs ; this is known as the constant of the

i

galvanometer.
Now connect the unknown capacity (K,.) to a known E.M.F.,

which will have to be fairly high if the unknown capacity is small

in order to have a readable deflection on the galvanometer when
the condenser is discharged through it. The E.M.P. of charge
should be measured with an accurate voltmeter. Discharge the

condenser through the galvanometer as before and note the

deflection (c?2)- The discharge (Q) = Ka.V2 ; it is also equal to

d2 X microcoulombs to give unit deflection

d2 x ~~ .-. K, = K microfarads.
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Note that if the same E.M.F. is used to charge both the standard

and the unknown condenser

Thus the calculations are simplified, and indeed the experiment
made more accurate, if a standard condenser of small capacity is

available, so that the same E.M.F. may be used to charge both the
known and the unknown capacity. Therefore it is advisable to
make a standard small capacity with air dielectric, the plates

being exactly parallel and as symmetrical as possible, so that the

capacity can be accurately calculated from the formula

A sq. cms.

~~47r<Cms. x 900,000
mfds.

The standard capacity may be made with stiff brass or alu-

minium shoots, square or circular, and separated by thin small

washers of ebonite, mica, or glass,
the washers being all of oxactly the

same thickness. Leads should be
soldered to the plates and to ter-

minals mounted on a mahogany
or other hard wood case which
encloses the condenser. Three or

four such condensers, ranging from
0-001 to 0-005 microfarad should,
if possible, be kept for testing

purposes.

(2) The capacity of a conden-
ser can be measured by a bridge

r~^bLl''3 / method which is a modification of

f
Vll / "--'-- T3e Sauty's method. The conden-

'

"

* ' "~~" ser of unknown capacity, a standard
condenser (K,) of approximately
similar capacity, and two non-

inductive resistance boxes are joined as shown in Fig. 228 ; an

arrangement which is similar to the usual Wheatstone bridge
connections for measuring resistance. A telephone receiver is

used instead of a galvanometer, and a buzzer worked by a

battery and key is connected to the other two corners of the

bridge. The resistances, Ej and E2 , are variable by means of

FIG. 228.
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plugs of contacts, and their values are changed until the least

sound is heard in the telephone receiver.

Then
K.

The connecting wires should be short and the contacts good
so that the resistance of these is negligible. If the condensers

have different dielectrics it will be impossible to balance so as to

get complete silence in the telephone, owing to the fact that their

dielectric hysteresis effects are unequal, but it should be possible
to get a result correct to within a very small percentage. The

buzzer should be a high note one, requiring small battery* power
to work it. The capacity of an

aerial circuit may be measured

by this method, replacing the

condenser K, by the aerial

and earth wires as shown
dotted in Fig. 228.

(3) Wien has given another

method which can be con-

veniently used for the measure-

ment of aerial capacity; a

diagram of the connections is

given in Fig. 228A. If an

aerial capacity K^ is to be

measured, Kj is connected up
to the bridge and one terminal

earthed as shown ;
the earth terminal of the aerial is connected

up to the bridge at A leaving the remainder of the aerial free.

KX is set to some suitable value Ka and a balance for silence

in the telephones is obtained by adjusting fj, r2 , and K. The

remaining terminal of the aerial, or unknown capacity K^, is now
connected up at B and a new balance obtained by changing Kj
from K to K.

FIG. 228A.

Then the unknown capacity K^ = (K$ Ka)
-2-

This method eliminates any error which would be introduced

by earth capacity effects.

(4) When a standard condenser of known capacity is available,

an unknown condenser of the same order of capacity may be

determined by means of a wavemeter.

VOL. i. 2 B
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Make up an oscillating circuit with the standard condenser

(K,) and an inductance coil, connecting across it a buzzer

circuit as in Fig. 229. Place this near a wavemeter fitted with a

detector and telephone receivers ; press the key and tune in the

wavemeter ; let the wave length be AJ. Now replace the standard

condenser with the unknown capacity by means of the throw over

switch and tune in the wavemeter again to the new wave length A2 .

Then X K,

(5) When a coil of known inductance (L cms.) and an accurate

wavemeter are available, an oscillating circuit can bo made up
with the coil and the unknown condenser (K^) as in Fig. 229, and

Fio. 229.

the wavemeter tuned to be in resonance with this circuit. Suppose
A2

the wave length is A, then K, = T nifds.

In carrying out these experiments with small condensers the

connecting wires should be as short as possible, and substitution

should be made by means of a two-way throw-over switch as

shown in Fig. 229. The wavemeter may be used as a transmitter,

and a detector and telephones connected across the oscillating
circuit under test.

Measurement of Inductances. (1) One of the best laboratory
methods of measuring the inductances of coils is that known an

Anderson's method with modifications introduced by Prof.

Fleming.
The coil, whose coefficient of self-induction is to be measured,

is first balanced in a Wheatstone bridge box, so that its resistance

for steady currents is obtained in the ordinary way see Fig.
280 (a). In obtaining this balance the precaution should be taken
to close the battery key before the galvanometer key, otherwise
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a kick of the galvanometer will take place when the battery key
is closed, this kick being caused by inductive action in the coil.

When the galvanometer shows no deflection

res. of coil

res. S

res.P

res. Q
When balance has been obtained, modify tho circuit as shown

in Fig. 230
(b), i.e. replace the galvanometer by a telephone

receiver, and join in series with it

an adjustable resistance (r), which
should be a plug-box resistance, or
at least one which is non-induc-
tive. Join a standard condenser

(say microfarad) as shown : most
laboratories will contain such a

standard, or, if not, a standard
can be made with metal plates
and ebonite dielectric as already
described. Join an ordinary buz-
zer in series with tho battery, and
with some resistance in r, note the
sound heard in the telephone when
its key is closed. It may bo neces-

sary to increase the battery volts
for this part of the experiment,
but not more than 4 or 5 volts

should be used owing to the small
sizes of wires in the resistance
boxes.

Now adjust the resistance r

until tho least sound is heard in

the telephone this will easily be

discernible, and it is not necessary
that there should be no sound ; when the least sound is obtained
the bridge is then balanced for inductive currents, and the self-

induction coefficient is calculated from the formula

L =K^^B + S) + QB} microhenrys.

This method can be used both for the inductances of sending
coils and receiving coils

; the proof of the formula is rather com-
plicated and need not be given here. The student should
check his results by calculating the inductance of the coil, using

FIG. 230.
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a suitable formula based on the dimensions and shape of the

coil, as already given in Chapter VII.

(2) Connect the coil to a standard known capacity and

oscillate this circuit by means of a buzzer, key, and battery as

shown in Fig. 229. With the detector and telephones on the

wavemeter place it near the circuit and tune in, noting the wave

length (A).

Then A = or = ~ cms '

Check the result by connecting a detector and telephones across

the oscillatory circuit, and buzzing the wavemeter.

(3) If a standard capacity is not available, but a coil of known
inductance is at hand, the unknown inductance can be found by a

substitutional method similar to that described for measuring an

unknown capacity. Make up an oscillating circuit with any
condenser and (1) the known inductance, (2) the unknown induct-

ance ; find the wave length of the circuit in each case by means of

a wavemeter, then :

59-

Lr

cms.

(4) A very good method of measuring an inductance is that

duo to I). Owen; it has the advantages that there is no frequency
term in the balance, so

that any form of buzzer

can be employed, and
that any size of induct-

ance can be measured

provided there is suffi-

cient known resistance

available.

The circuit is made

up as shown in Fig. 230A ;

the unknown inductance

L, of resistance r, is con-

nected in series with r2

FIG. 230A. in one arm of the bridge,

whilst an adjustable re-

sistance box E is connected in series with a variable condenser

K2 to form another arm. The best ratio of TI to r2 WM depend
on the value of L.
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To make the measurement the buzzer is switched on and K2

roughly adjusted to give minimum sound in the telephones.
Then the value of E is adjusted whilst K2 is slightly varied, until

values of B and K2 are found to give zero or the minimum of

sound in the telephones.
Under those conditions :

K 1r 1 -K2(r2 + r)

and L = K^R = K2(r2 + r)E

Determination ol Aerials. It is very important that the

resistance and capacity of an aerial should be known, also its

natural wave length when unloaded, for the efficiency of trans-

mission and reception greatly depends on the comparison between
these values and the corresponding ones for the whole aerial circuit.

Apart from its importance the determination of an aerial provides
an interesting and instructive exercise for the student, and leads

to a very clear conception of proper aerial design and location.

As a first approximation the natural wave length of an aerial

should always be roughly calculated ; thus if it is an L or T type
aerial its fundamental wave length is about 4*8 times its actual

length. Then if tho aerial is tuned by a coil in series the length
of the wire in the coil should be measured or calculated, and the

fundamental wave length of the tuned aerial roughly calculated

by taking four times the total length of the wire in the aerial and
coil. These results will be useful for checking calculations made
on results obtained by experiment, and they will prevent the

possibility of arriving at very wrong conclusions.

Aerial Wave Length. The natural wave length of an aerial can

be obtained by connecting it directly to earth and loosely coupling
to it an ordinary buzzer circuit. It may be necessary to

include in the aerial a couple of small turns of wire to hold near

the buzzer for coupling effect, but if these are small they will

not introduce any great error. The wave length is measured

by holding a wavemeter, fitted for reception, close enough to the

aerial to just give sufficient strength of signals for accurate

adjustment of the wavemeter.
An experimental method of determining aerials is shown in

Pig. 281 ; an artificial aerial is made up with a variable condenser

(K), inductance (L), and resistance (B), and connected to one side

of a throw-over switch, the aerial circuit being connected to the

other side of the switch.

To the middle of the switch is connected a coil C loosely
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coupled to a buzzing wavemeter W ; C may have in series with

it a loading coil LI if the wave length of the wavemeter is long

compared with that of the aerial, otherwise LX may be shorted or

discarded. A detector and telephones are connected across the

coupling coil. The method simply consists in first tuning tho

aerial circuit, with C and Lj in series, to thewavemeter wave length

and noting the strength of signals in the telephones, then switching

over to the artificial aerial and adjusting K, L, and E until the

same strength of signals is obtained. The values of K, L, and E

FIG. 231.

will then give respectively the equivalent capacity, inductance,
and resistance of the aerial on that wave length.

Equivalent Inductance of an Aerial. If L is the equivalent
inductance at zero frequency and L L the inductance at any wave

length A
1? then L x

=
, where A is the fundamental

wave length of the unloaded aerial.

The following two methods, due to Dr. W. Eccles, may be

employed for obtaining L :

(a) Connect an inductance at the bottom of the aerial and

adjust it until the wave length A! is 1*84A, where A is the wave

length of the unloaded aerial. Then the inductance of the coil L
is equal to L . For this experiment a variometer is very useful.
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(fe)
Tune the aerial to a wave length A! by means of an in-

ductance coil at the bottom of the aerial, exciting the aerial by
means of a buzzer, and using a wavemeter to get the resulting

wave lengths. Measure also the wave length A of the unloaded

aerial, and the inductance, L, of the coil.

When the loading inductance is fairly large compared with

the inductance of the aerial the following equation is approxi-

mately true :

Equivalent Capacity of an Aerial.!. If K is the equivalent

capacity at zero frequency then its capacity at any wave length
. /7rA\
Sm

V2A /
Aj is given by K x

= K r-i-, whore A is the fundamental
7TA

2Aj
wave length of the unloaded aerial. The sines and cosines of

angles will be found in Appendix III.

Dr. W. Eccles gives the following three methods of determining
K in his

" Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony,"

p. 121 :

(a) Connect a condenser (K) whose capacity is much greater than

K in series at the bottom of the aerial, excite oscillations in the

latter by a buzzer and measure the wave length At ; also measure

the wave length A of the unloaded aerial ; then K = v
"

(b) Insert a variable condenser at the bottom of the aerial

and adjust until Ax
= 0-774A ; then K = K.

(c) Tune the aerial to several wave lengths shorter than A, by
means of a variable condenser connected in series just above the

earth connection, and note the values of Aj corresponding to the

values K of the condenser. If K is greater than KO the following

formula is approximately true :

10K-4K
AI X

10K
"

j.1. * TZ
therefore

.

K =
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2. A simple method involving the use of an oscillating valve

for determining approximately the capacity of an aerial at any
wave length may be given here :

(a) Connect an accurate variable condenser in series with a

hot-wire ammeter across the coil in the plate circuit of an oscillat-

ing valve, and note the current in the ammeter.

(b) Connect the aerial and earth in parallel with, or to the

terminals of, the condenser and reduce the condenser until the

current is the same value as before. Since the capacity of

the aerial and earth is in parallel with the variable condenser

the reduction of the latter gives approximately the capacity of

the aerial circuit at the wave length on which the experiment
was carried out.

3. Measure the fundamental wave length (A ) of the aerial

with a shunted buzzer and wavemeter, then connect a condenser

of known capacity K in series with the aerial near the earth

connection and measure the new wave length A. Thus obtain

X -A call this an angle <f>
in radians and obtain tan

<j&
from Tables;

2i A

K tan <b ,
, i ., ,

, i T^ T^ *an
^~ =

7
-- and the capacity of the aerial K = K -

.

K 9 9
To Measure or Adjust the Wave Length of the Transmitter

Closed Circuit. Remove the connections of aerial and earth

and remove the jigger secondary as far as possible from its primary;
send oscillating discharges through the closed circuit in the usual

manner and hold a wavemeter near enough to be loosely coupled
to the circuit. The wavemeter being switched over to reception
tune it in until it receives maximum strength of signals. For

adjustment to a given wave length set the wavemeter at that

wave length and listen in its telephones ; vary the adjustments
of the transmitter closed circuit until signals are a maximum on
the wavemeter. The more loosely the wavemeter is coupled to

the circuit under test the less will its inductive action interfere

with the frequency of the circuit under test.

To Measure or Adjust the Wave Length of the Aerial Circuit.

Remove the secondary of the jigger as far as possible from
the primary and excite oscillations in the aerial circuit by con-

necting one or two turns of the aerial inductance in the circuit

of a shunted buzzer as shown in Pig. 232. With the wavemeter

adjusted for reception hold it near enough to the aerial circuit

to receive signals and adjust wavemeter for sharpest tuning.
If it is desired to tune the aerial circuit to a given wave length
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sot the wavemeter at that wave length, and vary the tuning adjust-
ments of the aerial circuit until signals are of maximum intensity
in the wavemeter.

Oscillations may be excited in a Marconi aerial circuit fitted

with an earth arrester by connecting the two sides of the earth

arrester across the make and break of a fairly strong buzzer,

but this is liable to give only flat tuning.

t

VWWWv
FIG. 232.

To Measure Degree of Coupling of a Transmitter. Tune the

closed and aerial circuits of a transmitter independently and as

accurately as possible to a given wave length (A) ;
then couple

them by means of the jigger in the usual manner, starting with

fairly tight coupling. With the wavemeter adjusted for reception
hold it at a distance from the aerial < ircuit such that signals are

just received when the transmitter key is pressed, and tune it in

for best strength of signals. It will be found that a maximum
of signal strength will be given on two different adjustments A

t

and A2 on the wavemeter, neither of these being the wave length

(A) to which the circuits are tuned, and one will be a stronger
maximum than the other. Then degree of coupling

KAg -

*
= X 100 per cent.

__
approx.

The experiment should be repeated for different degrees of

coupling, and the coupling adjustments of the transmitter thus

calibrated. Eadiation on two wave lengths with coupling not

loose is best observed with a valve wavemeter.
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To Find the Wave Length of a Distant Transmitting Station.

Tune the receiver until the signals from the distant station are

of maximum strength in the telephones. Place a buzzing wave-

meter near the receiver and adjust wavemeter until its signals

are heard best in the receiver circuit ;
the wavemeter is then

adjusted to the same wave length as the distant station.

The wavemeter may show two wave lengths to which tho

receiver responds, either of which may be the wave length of tho

distant station. To find which is the correct one reduce the

inductance of the receiver aerial circuit, and if the distant station

cannot now be heard the longest wave length value is the correct

one.

To Obtain the Resonance Curves of Receiving Circuits. The

receiver circuits are first coupled fairly closely and the telephone
receivers shunted by an adjustable graduated resistance, such

as a slider potentiometer wire, as shown in Pig. 233. A buzzing
wavemeter is placed near the receiver so that the latter] will

receive fairly strong signals from it.

WAVEMETER.

(a) The receiver is first tuned to any given wave length by
means of the wavemeter with the full shunt resistance

across the receiver telephones. The shunt resistance

is now reduced until the signals are just audible, and
the value of the resistance now in use is noted.

(b) The wavemeter is next adjusted to a lower wave length
and the shunt resistance on the telephone receivers

again adjusted so that signals are just heard. The

tuning adjustments of the receiver are not varied

during the experiment.

(c) The wavemeter is adjusted to a higher wave length and
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the shunt resistance is adjusted as before to give just

audible signals.

(d) The experiment is repeated for adjustments of the wave-

meter to various wave lengths, increasing and decreasing,
the limit being reached in either case when no signals
are heard even with full value of shunt resistance.

The telephone current at each adjustment is inversely pro-

portional to the shunt resistance and a curve should now be

drawn connecting wave lengths and inverse value of shunt re-

sistance
; this curve will show how the intensity of the telephone

currents varies with the wave

length, i.e. it shows how a receiver

with any given tuning and coupling t

responds to energy received on z

different wave lengths. The ex-

periment should be repeated with

different degrees of coupling of the

receiver circuits, and the curves will

bo as shown in Fig. 234, where curve

A is the result of tight coupling and curve B that givon by looser

coupling. Instead of the shunted telephones a thermo-galva-
nometer or thermo-ammeter may be used if available, in which
case the detector currents are read off directly on the instrument.

To Obtain the Characteristic Curve of a Crystal Detector.

For this experiment a sliding potentiometer of 200-400 ohms is

OOQ
FIG. 234.

800

FIG. 236.

required ; the slider should be graduated and the wire connected

through a reversing switch to a battery of one or two dry cells.

B is a battery of 2 orThe connections are shown in Fig. 235.
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3 dry cells, V a high resistance voltmeter connected through

switch S, and A is a micro-ammeter or sensitive galvanometer.
For a carborundum detector B should be about 3 or 4 volts

and A is a micro-ammeter ; for a perikon detector B need not be

more than 2 volts and A is preferably a sensitive galvanometer.
Set potentiometer voltage to some value measured by closing

switch S to the voltmeter, then switch on to the detector circuit

and read the current in A. Eepeat this for various values of

voltage applied and plot a curve connecting voltage applied with

detector current or galvanometer deflection ;
reverse the battery

and repeat the experiment for current through the detector in

the opposite direction.

Carborundum crystals can be quickly compared in this way,

mounting them for test between two metal clips as in a Marconi

wavemetor ; the steeper the curve rising from the sensitive

point at the bend tha better is the rectifying properties of the

crystal.

Simple Test of Circuits for Continuity. Wireless circuits,

especially receiver circuits, have to be frequently tested for con-

tinuity when it is suspected that a break has occurred for example
in a tuning coil, reactance coil, or telephone transformer winding.
A very delicate and portable tester can be made by connecting
a dry cell in series with one ear-piece of a fairly high resistance

telephone receiver. Hold the receiver to the ear and connect the

circuit across the coil or other apparatus under test: If there is

no broken circuit a click will be heard in the receiver when it is

connected or disconnected
;
if there is a break in the circuit no click

will be heard. This tester is very portable and as sensitive as any
galvanometer method ;

if the ear-piece is of high resistance there

is no danger of sending excessive testing currents through fine

wire coils, such as the windings on telephone or intervalve trans-

formers.

Audibility of Signals. The strengths of signals may bo com-

pared by connecting an adjustable non-inductive shunt across

the telephone receivers, and adjusting the value of the shunt until

signals are just audible. If C is the value of the current pulses in

the telephones when unshunted and K the effective telephone
resistance at the pulse frequency, G l the telephone current which
will give just audible signals and B, the corresponding resistance

of the shunt, then

C Bj + B,
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and this ratio is called the audibility of the signals. If a thermo-

ammeter or thermo-galvanometer is available it would be used

instead of the shunted telephones and the currents under different

conditions read directly off the instrument.

This method may be employed for comparing the sensitiveness

of detectors or of telephone receivers.

Measurement of Damping Decrement. In a wireless trans-

mitter we have two circuits ; each has its own decrement of damp-

ing, and the damping decrement of the radiated waves is different

from both the component decrements. In general, when two

circuits are coupled, waves are radiated at two wave lengths,

which differ according to the degree of coupling, and it can be

proved that the train of shortest wave length is the most damped.
We have seen that in practice the coefficient of coupling is chosen

so that the two wave lengths very approximately coincide.

Now, according to Wien, if the decrements of the closed and

open circuits are 8
X and 8

2 respectively, and k is the coefficient of

coupling, the decrements of the two radiated wave lengths arc

81+80 i i\ 81 -f-82
PI = l

, L * and 1)2
= V_1

2\/l-fc

Thus, suppose the closed circuit has a decrement of O'lS and the

aerial circuit a decrement of 0-05, while the coefficient of coupling
is 20 per cent, or 0'2

;
then

- 0-18+ 0-05 _ 0-23

"-S-o-H*
The longest wave has the smallest decrement ; the smaller the

coupling the more nearly do the wave decrements and wave lengths

coincide to one value in each case.

It will be seen from the above that, to obtain the damping
decrement of any train of waves, it is necessary to find the co-

efficient of coupling, and the sum of the decrements of the closed

and aerial circuits. The coupling coefficient can be found by
means of a wavemeter, using the method already described ; it

therefore remains to find some method for determining (8x+82).

Unfortunately this is difficult to obtain accurately with

ordinary sparking systems, because the frequency is never quite

constant, and the decrements do not exactly follow a logarithmic
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law. With arc or other undamped oscillators 8
1=0, and the

determination of radiation decrement can be made with some

accuracy in such a case. Damping decrement can be determined

with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes by the following
method :

Obtain a resonance curve of the circuit, in other words find

the strength of the currents received in a wavemeter on various

wave lengths. These will be proportional to the ether energy
carried at the various wave lengths : if the circuits of the trans-

mitter are well tuned and loosely coupled the curve of energy will

be a sharp peaked one, as described in the chapter on Coupled
Circuits.

To find the resonance curve a special form of wavemeter is

used ; in this the telephone receivers and detector are connected

across the inductance by a sliding contact, as shown in Fig. 236.

When such a circuit is inductively

coupled to a transmitter circuit, and
tuned to it, oscillating currents will

flow through the wavemeter circuit ;

as they flow through the turns of

the induction coil they will cause a

difference of potential to be set up
across them. This difference of

potential will send currents through
FIG. 236. the detector and telephones, and

sounds will be heard in the latter.

The less current oscillating in the wavemeter coil the less is the

potential induced in each turn, therefore more turns must be

joined across the telephone circuit to give a certain strength
of sound. In oilier words, for a certain strength of sound in the

telephones the strength of the currents in the wavemeter are inversely

proportional to the number of turns of the coil used across the tele-

phones, or C ~ -.r n
The strength of sound usually adopted is that which can bo

just heard. The experiment is carried out as follows :

(a) Tune wavemeter to the transmitting circuit and adjust the

slider on the coil until the sound is just heard in the telephones ;

let the number of turns tapped be nx , then current strength in

wavemeter-' Also wave length = 59-6VLK, but L is a
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(b) Decrease K a little, and adjust slider again to just get a

sound in the telephones it will require more turns now, since

the wavemeter is slightly out of tune and hence the oscillating
currents in it are decreased ;

note n2 and K2 .

(c) Eepeat for different values of K above and below sharp

tuning value. The currents in the meter are proportional to ,

, , etc., and are set up by tuning to wave lengths which are
w2 n3 _____
proportional to VKt , VK2 , VK3 ,

etc. ; hence if we plot a curve

having VKi, VK2 , etc., as abscissae and --, , etc., as ordinates,
n n2

it will be of the same shape as the currents set up in the meter

plotted against wave lengths,
therefore it shows relatively the

amounts of energy in the ether

at different wave lengths. We
shall see presently that it is not

necessary to plot the actual values

of the receiver (i.e. wavemeter)
currents, nor of the wave lengths.
The curve when plotted is as shown
in Fig. 287.

Now V. Bjerknes has proved
that if DI is the transmitter

decrement, and dm the wave-
meter decrement, and if GI is the FIG. 237.

resonating current in the wave-
meter when in tune at Alf and C2 the current in the wavemeter
when it is a small percentage out of tune, then

Since the wavemeter decrement can be made very small we may
in such case neglect it, so that we may say

VD 0-2)
-1
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1

But

therefore Di-=(i-\/ir\ Ivo

J

Fioni the curve two readings are taken, corresponding to values of

y'K and - which arc respectively a little above and a little below

the values of accurate tuning ;
the difference of wave lengths

corresponding to these values should not be more than about

4%. From the values of \/K and - thus chosen an average

value of DI is obtained which is approximately accurate for the

wave length of resonance.

The instrument has been called up to the present a wave-

meter and could be used as such, but since this special design is

suitable for measuring decrements it may be called a
"
decremeter."

Instead of the telephone and detector some special form of

high frequency galvanometer, such as a thermo-galvanometer,

might be used ;
in general it is not so sensitive as the telephone

and detector arrangement, and the decremeter would have to be

held close to the oscillating transmitter to obtain suitable readings.

In the above formula it is seen that we require only ratios of

currents and ratios of wave lengths, also it is not necessary to

know the actual currents and wave lengths, since the ratios are

equal to and \/^ respectively.

Marconi Decremeter. This instrument, as its name implies, is

used for measuring the decrement of damping in an oscillating

circuit. At the same time it is constructed so that it can be used

as a wavemeter ; also for the determination of capacities, self-

induction coefficients, mutual induction, and degree of coupling.

It is, in fact, a combination of wavemeter and decremeter, with

special terminals for inserting inductances and capacities when it is

desired to measure them. The connections as a decremeter are

shown in Fig. 238.

To use the instrument : (a) Turn the switches over to side A,
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and tune the meter by means of the condenser as accurately as

possible ; do not touch the condenser afterwards. (6) Turn the

switch to side T
;

this cuts out small inductance coil L2 ,
which

changes the wave length of the meter 4 per cent. ; the telephones
are now across 32 turns of the main coil, and the meter is put
in such a position that weak signals are heard in it. (c) Turn
switch over to A again ; the meter is again in tune and the slider is

varied until tho signals in the telephones are of same strength as

FIG. 238.

in (6).
Let the number of turns now tapped by the slider be n,

thon, neglecting decrement of the meter

'

It is easily seen that each number of turns (n) tapped by slider

corresponds to a certain decrement, since it is the only variable in

the above formula ; therefore the slider can be provided with a

scale from which the decrement can be read off directly.

When the signals are very damped, or with coupled circuits,

it is best to obtain the decrement by plotting the resonance

curve, which can bo done in the usual manner with the Marconi

decremeter. In this case the switches should be kept in the

position A all the time, the position of the slider and the capacity

being varied as already described for this test.

The diagram of a later type of Marconi decremeter is shown

in Pig. 239. A portion of the inductance is in the form of a

square coil, by which the meter can be inductively coupled to the

circuit under test. Switch S is a double throw reversing switch,

VOL. i. 2 F
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while the double two-way key (K) on one arm changes the

decrement circuit, and on the other changes the telephone circuit.

(a) With switch at P and key at 1, L 3 is cut out and the

telephones are across n turns.

(6) With switch at V and key at 2, L3 is in and telephones
are across 32 turns.

FIG.

(c) With switch at A and key at 1, L3 is in and telephones
are across n turns.

(d) With switch at A and key at 2, L 3 is out and telephones
are across 82 turns.

To measure a small capacity : Tune up for wave length with

switch at A and key at 1 or 2 ; then join unknown capacity in

parallel with variable capacity and vary latter until resonance

occurs again, but do not vary slider. Since the wave length is the

same in each case 60VLKX
= 60\/L(K2~+K7)

.*. Kg; = K! - K.2
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Larger capacities can be measured by taking the link out at

ab and joining them in series with C ; do experiment as before ;

.

To measure a self-induction take the link out at ab or cd,

FIQ. 240.

join the self-induction to be measured in the break thus made, and

repeat as for finding a capacity, then

To measure the coefficient of mutual induction of two coils

join one in db
t
the other in cd, and measure the inductance L^

as in previous paragraph; L^ == LI + L2 + 2M. Then reverse

the connections of the coil in cd and measure again ;
the new

result Ly is equal to LX + L2
- 2M. Thus L,

- Ly
= 4M, so that

M can be calculated. Fig. 240 shows this Marconi Decremeter.



CHAPTER XXIII

SECONDARY CELLS AND BATTERIES

As has been described in Chapter II. a molecule of a compound
is a combination of atoms of two or more different elements.

Thus two atoms of hydrogen (H) united with one atom of oxygen
(0) forms a molecule of water (H20) ; this molecule has a different

formation to that of the atoms with which it is composed ; the

distribution of electrons in it is different so that water has

chemical and physical characteristics which are entirely different

to those of either hydrogen or oxygen.
In a similar way one atom of lead (Pb) unites with two of

oxygen to form load peroxide (Pb02) ; two atoms of hydrogen (H)
one of sulphur (S) and four of oxygen form a molecule of sul-

phuric acid (H2SO4) ; one atom of lead one of sulphur and four

of oxygen, when combined, form a molecule of lead sulphate

(PbSOj.
The formation of compound molecules is sometimes spoken

of as the intermarriage of atoms ; it is probably due to an
electrical affinity between them, which may only occur when

they are subjected to some physical stress. Thus oxygen unites

with iron fairly easily to form the familiar iron oxide known as

rust, but hydrogen atoms will unite with those of oxygen, to

form molecules of water, only when the mixture is subjected to

the violent action of the passage of an elqctrical discharge

through it.

In some cases the compound thus formed is staple, in others

it is unstaple and easily broken up ; thus water (H20) is a staple

compound, but hydrogen peroxide (H2 2), in which two atoms
of hydrogen have united with two of oxygen, is unstaple and

easily loses its extra atom of oxygen, thus changing into water.

It is a well-known fact that pure water has a very high
electrical resistance but the addition of a few drops of sulphuric

436
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acid in solution brings down its resistance and it becomes a

fairly good conductor.

The reason is that in a solution of this nature a continual

disassociation and reassociation is taking place, so that at any

given moment, in such a solution, there will be not only mole-

cules of H2S04 but also a number of broken up molecules, the

broken up parts being called ions (from the Greek word
"
Ion,"

a wanderer).
Thus in a weak solution oi sulphuric acid in water there will

be the molecules of H2S04 and a considerable number of dis-

associated molecules forming ions of H2 and ions of S04 ;
some

of these combine again to form H2S04 ,
while some further mole-

cules of H2S04 break up into ions
;

this action is going on con-

tinuously so that, according to the strength of the solution,

there will always be a certain number of ions per cubic centi-

metre. The electrical conductivity of the solution depends on

the number of ions present, therefore on the strength of the

solution up to a certain point. The same action occurs in other

solutions, such as a solution of common salt in water, or a solution

of copper sulphate in water.

The ions are always tending to recombine because in thorn-

Reives thoy are not a staple electrical combination, just as a

body charged positively or negatively is not in a normal condition

as regards distribution of electrons. Some of the ions correspond

to positive charges, others to negative charges ;
thus when a

molecule of H2S04 (sulphuric acid) breaks up into ions, the H2

ion carries a positive charge, the S04 carries a negative charge.

It is the electrical attraction between positive and negative

charges which makes them recombine, but by suitable electrical

pressure they can be driven further apart and will then carry

their respective charges with them.

When a plate of zinc, copper, lead, carbon, or any other

conductor is put into a weak solution of sulphuric acid the

intimate contact between the plate and the solution nets up
between them a difference of electrical pressure or potential,

the plate attaining a lower potential than the solution, i.e. the

plate is at negative potential with respect to the layer of solution

with which it is in contact.

If a plate of zinc and a plate of, say, carbon are put simul-

taneously into such a solution, without touching each other,

they each come to negative potential with respect to the solution,

but the zinc is more negative than the carbon, so that the latter
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6 CCLUS IN SERIES

CELLS IN SERIES

TWO ROWS IN

is positive with respect to the zinc. The difference of potential

can be measured by a voltmeter and will be found to be about

1 volt ;
it depends not only on the plates used, but also on the

solution used and on the strength of the solution. Thus if the

plates of zinc and carbon were put into a saturated solution of

sal-ammoniac the difference of potential between them would

be about 1-4 volts. The potential is independent of the size of

the plates.

In a diagram a cell is generally represented by a long and

a short line parallel to each

other, the long line representing
i the positive plate and the short

line representing the negative

plate.
Batteries of cells in series

and in parallel are thus dia-

grammatically shown in Fig.
241 (a) and (&).

If each cell gives two volts,

then in Kg. 241 (a) the voltage

applied to the load circuit is

6 X 2 = 12 volts ; whereas in

Fig. 241 (b) it is 5 X 2 = 10 volts

and connecting more rows in

parallel would not increase this

FIG. 241. value.

The voltage of a battery is

determined by the number of cells in series and is not increased

by joining similar rows of cells in parallel with it.

Theory of Secondary Cells. If two plates of lead are put
into a sulphuric acid solution they would be equally electro-

negative with respect to the solution ; there would be no differ-

ence of potential between them and thus the combination would
not form a primary cell. But if some other material is put on

the surface of one of the plates there will then be two dissimilar

contacts with the solution, since it is only the surface which

forms a contact, and a difference of potential will exist between

the plates. The chemical symbol for lead is Pb from the Latin

word
"
Plumbum."

In Fig. 242 two lead plates are shown in a solution with 10

per cent, of sulphuric acid in water ; the solution contains ions

of H2 and S04 . Suppose a battery of primary cells is connected
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to the plates, so that one plate is at positive potential the other

at negative potential as is shown. The H2 ions will be attracted

to the negative plate, the S04 ions to the positive plate, and each

group will give up their respective charges to the plates. Dis-

association of the molecules of the (H2S04) into ions is continually

taking place in the solution, therefore as long as the electrical

potential is applied to the plates the ions will carry their charges

as described. This constitutes what is called a flow or current

of electricity in the solution and, from the analogy with water,

the direction of flow is taken to be from high pressure to low,

from positive potential to negative ; in other words, the direction

of the positive flow. Thus a charging
current is said to flow from the out-

side battery through the solution in

the direction of the arrow C. The

hydrogen gas will mostly rise through
the solution as bubbles and go off

into the atmosphere, but the S04 ion

19 chemically very active, so much so

that it attacks a molecule of water

(H20) unites with the hydrogen (H2)

in it to form H2S04 (sulphuric acid),

expelling the oxygen (0). Eventually
therefore hydrogen gas appears at

the negative plate and oxygen gas at

the positive plate, and as long as the

outside potential is applied it is really

molecules of water which are broken

up to supply this hydrogen and oxygen. The oxygen gas is

itself active enough to chemically unite with the lead on the

surface of the positive plate and form with it peroxide of lead

(Pb02).

After the current has passed for some time in this manner

there will be formed a layer of lead peroxide on the surface of

the positive plate, so that now there are not two surfaces of lead

in contact with the solution, but a surface of lead at the negative

plate, with some bubbles of hydrogen gas sticking to it, and a

surface of lead peroxide on the positive plate. When measured

by a voltmeter the difference of potential of these surfaces will

be found to be something over 2 volts ; a source of E.M.F. similar

to a primary cell has thus been formed, but because a chemical

action is first necessary a cell of this kind is called a
"
Secondary

PIG. 242.
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Cell
"

sometimes an
"
Accumulator," but the latter term is

not theoretically correct as it implies accumulation of electricity.
The chemical action during the charging of a cell is seen to

be somewhat complex, but it can be written with sufficient

accuracy as follows :

Pb +2H2-h2S04-f2H20+ Pb = (Pb+H2)+2H2S04+(Pb02)

(Water) +
(Plate)

(Sulphuric
acid) (Plate)(Plate) (ions) (Plate) (Plate)

It is seen that during the charging of the cell some water is used

up in the solution and some sulphuric acid formed, thus the

specific gravity of the solution rises. The specific gravity of

water is 1, of sulphuric acid 1-78,

C^OOOCX"\

11-11_^^ and of the solution or mixture

UUyUvl
^v use(j jn these cells it is about

J 1-200.

X-l- It must be remembered that the

voltage of a cell depends entirely
on the nature of the surface in

contact with the solution, on the

nature of the solution, and on the

strength of the solution. It does

not depend on'tlie size of the sur-

faces, and small plates will give the

same voltage as large ones. Tlio

size of the plates only determines

the strength of the current which
can be passed through the cell

on charge or discharge, just as

the size of a wire conductor depends on the current it has to

carry.
A lead plate secondary cell when charged consists of a surface

of lead forming the negative plate, and a surface of lead peroxide
forming the positive plate, both being in contact with a solution

of sulphuric acid in water, of specific gravity 1-200, and the com-
bination giving a difference of potential of just over 2 volts at

the terminals of the plates.

The action which accompanies the discharge of a cell such
as this will now be considered. Eeferring to Fig. 248 let an
outside circuit (X) be connected to the terminals of the cell ; a

current will flow, its positive direction being from the positive

plate through the circuit to the negative plate, and from the

negative plate across the cell to the positive.

_Ha O_

Fia. 243.
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Note that the discharge current flows through the cell in the

opposite direction to the charging current ; as before it is carried

across the cell by ions, and these ions will enter into chemical
actions with the plates and solution after delivering their re-

spective charges.
The resulting chemical action in the cell may be written as

follows :

Pb + H2 + S04 + H2S04 + Pb02 = PbS04 + 2H2 + PbS04

-Plate Ions On + PlateSulphuric acid -f Plate On plate Water

The chemical formula shows that during discharge some sul

phuric acid is used up out of the

solution and some water formed, so

that the specific gravity of the solu-

tion is lowered ; at the same time a

certain amount of lead sulphate is

formed on the surface of both posi-
tive and negative plates. If the

action or discharge was allowed to

go on, until all the surface of both

plates was covered with lead sul-

phate, there would not be two dis-

similar surfaces and thus the differ-

ence of potential of the plates would
be reduced to zero. For reasons

which will be given later this is never

allowed to happen as it would ruin

the plates.

When the E.M.F. of the cell has

dropped to about 1 -85 volts or the specific gravity of the solution

to T185 the cell should be charged up again. In this and all

subsequent charges the chemical action is not the same as during
the first charge as there is now lead sulphate on the surface of

the plates to be dealt with and, in fact, eliminated. The condi-

tions are shown in Fig. 244. The charging current flows across

the cell from positive plate to negative plate, carried as before by
the ions, each train of ions entering into chemical action after

completing their task. The resulting chemical action is

PbS04 + 2H2 + PbS04 = Pb + 2H2S04 + Pb02

y & y y y y
On Water from On -f On Sulph. acid On -f

plate the solution plate plate into the plate
solution

FIG. 244.
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Thus the lead sulphate on both plates is reduced, the negative
surface becoming a pure lead surface again while the lead peroxide
on the positive surface is renewed ; water is used up out of the

solution, and sulphuric acid formed, so that the specific gravity
rises

;
at the same time the renewal of the differences of the two

surfaces raises the difference of potential. When the latter is

again over two volts and the specific gravity is again T200 the

charge is complete. If the charging current is still kept on after

the completion of the above chemical action no harm will ensue ;

all that will happen is that the oxygen gases set free at the positive

plate, finding no more lead on its surface to combine with and form

lead peroxide, will rise to the surface and escape as bubbles. This,

in fact, is one method of determining when a cell is fully charged
it is said to be fully charged when it is gassing freely.

During the first few times that the cell is charged and dis-

charged the chemical action on the plates sinks deeper, and the

surfaces become more spongy ;
this has the effect of artificially

increasing the size of the surface, thus increasing the amount of

chemical action which can take place and so, for a given current,

prolonging the charge and discharge.
Practical Construction of Lead Plate Cells. The negative

plates in ordinary secondary cells are generally of the " Pasted"

type, sometimes called the "Faure" type, after the French

scientist who first introduced the process. In this the plate is

moulded as a skeleton framework of horizontal and vertical ribs,

consisting of lead stiffened by adding a small percentage of

antimony. Between these ribs are little square grids, with

tongues of lead projecting in such a way that when the ribs are

filled with a soft lead paste the projecting tongues key the paste

in, and prevent it from shaking out of the grids. The paste with

which the grids are filled is made by mixing some oxide of lead,

such as litharge, with sulphuric acid; by chemical action this

mixture produces a paste of grey spongy lead which hardens

when dried in the grid.
The positive plates have to withstand greater chemical

reactions than the negative ones, since at each charge a coating
of lead peroxide is formed on them ; thus they are usually of

stouter construction, and are not pasted. They are of the
" Formed "

type, sometimes called the Plant6" type after the

French scientist who first introduced the method of forming the

plates; sometimes they are called
" Tudor" plates as the design

of plates almost universally adopted now was first introduced
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by the Tudor Company. The plate is moulded lead, with horizontal

and vertical ribs stiffened by a little antimony ; it is thicker than
the negative and between the main ribs the interstices are filled in,

not with paste but with lead, the surface of which is crinkled in

such a way that it provides pockets, or brackets, to hold the lead

peroxide which will be formed on the surface. A section of one

type of plate is shown in Fig. 245 ; by a construction such as this

not only is the lead peroxide less likely to fall off the surface of

the plate, but also the active surface is greatly increased ; thus the

side of the plate whose dimensions give it an area of 1 sq. foot

Fia. 245.

may have 10 sq. feet of active surface on which chemical action
can take place.

The process of
"
Forming

"
the plates is carried out by the

manufacturers as follows :

A number of the moulded leaden positive plates are all con-

nected together to form one large positive plate, and this is put
into a tank containing the proper solution of sulphuric acid, with
a corresponding large negative plate, which for this purpose may be

simply a sheet of lead- Charging current is then passed through
and the positive plates have a certain amount of lead peroxide
formed on them. The charging current is then switched off and
a discharge current taken from the cell, so that some of the lead

peroxide on the positive plates is reduced to lead sulphate. Charg-
ing current is then passed through again, and the process of

charge and discharge repeated several times. At each charge the
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formation of lead peroxide on the surface of the plate increases,

as the chemical action strikes deeper into the fissures and the sur-

face becomes of a more spongy nature ; thus the active surface

is increased, and with it the quantity of electricity which can be

put in on charge and taken out on discharge when these plates are

subsequently used in cells. The above process of charge and

discharge is known as
"
Forming

"
the plates. With new cells

the formation of the plates is not thoroughly complete when they

leave the manufacturers, and the capacity of a now secondary

battery will gradually increase for the first few weeks in which it

is used regularly on charge and discharge by the owner.

Thus positive plates always come from the manufacturer with

a coating of chocolate-coloured lead peroxide on them, negative

plates with a grey paste of spongy lead in their grids ;
it is by these

colours that they can be distinguished.
In some batteries made for special purposes the plates are

not designed as here described ; a description of them will be given

later.

The containing vessel of a secondary cell is generally of glass,

celluloid, or other transparent material so that the condition of

the plates can be seen ;
the plates should be placed close together

so as to keep the resistance of the path of tho current through

the solution, from plate to plate, as low as possible. In order

that the plates should not touch and short circuit, two or more
"
Separators

"
-of glass rod, ebonite, wood, or other insulating

material are placed between them. The plates should be supported

well clear of the bottom of the containing vessel, because sediment

will gradually heap up at the bottom, having fallen from the

surface of the plates ; this sediment is liable to make a con-

nection from positive to negative plates and thus short circuit

them. The cells should be examined regularly for this purpose,

and the sediment removed when necessary. In a large stationary

battery the plates are moulded with side lugs by means of which

they hang on the top edges of the glass containing vessel and are

several inches clear of the bottom.

In small cells the same object is accomplished by moulding
two or three raised ribs on the bottom of the glass to support the

plates, or, if in celluloid cases, using bars of glass, ebonite or other

insulator for this purpose.
Size and Number of Plates. The size of the positive and

negative plates is determined by the strength of the normal

discharging current which it is desired to take out of the cell.
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Generally the current will be from 4 to 7 amperes per square foot

of positive surface, but in small cells and in cells with plates made

specially strong, such as are used for traction purposes, the current

density can be increased beyond this. For purposes of portability
it is not usual, except in the case of very small cells, to have only
one positive and one negative plate on a cell : the requisite size is

obtained by joining a number of positive plates together to form
one positive plate, and a number of negatives together to form the

negative plate ; the number and size of the plates may vary, but

there must be the required area of positive ^
surface to deal with the current.

The positive and negative groups are

made up by burning a lead strap to the

plates, and they are then arranged in the

cell as shown in Fig. 246. The plates on
the outside arc always negative ones and,
since the two outer surfaces of these plates
are not facing positive surfaces, there is

always one more plate in the negative

group than in the positive group, and the

number of plates in a cell is always an odd number. Generally
in the case of small portable batteries the normal discharge current

is marked on it.

Number of Cells in a Battery Regulating Cells. The
number of cells required in series in a battery is determined by
the fact that a discharge can safely continue until the voltage per
cell has dropped to 1*85. Thus if 100 volts are required the number

246.

But when the battery is fully chargedof cells must be ^-^ = 54.
I'OO

each cell is giving at least 2*2 volts per cell, so that 100 volts is then

obtained by the use of only 46 of these cells ; as the voltage of

these gradually falls during discharge the remaining cells can be
switched in to keep the total voltage up to 100. The cells thus

used in a battery are known as regulating cells ; it is seen that

they arc not discharged as much as are the main cells in the

battery, consequently on the subsequent charge they will rise to

their full voltage before the others, and switching arrangements
can be adopted to cut these cells out one by one as they become

charged and gas freely. A simple arrangement of charge and

discharge switch is shown in Fig. 247. At the beginning of the

charge the charge side of the switch is put at A so that all the

cells are in circuit, the regulating cell X will be charged tirst ;
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when it is seen to be gassing the switch is put on the next contact,

and so on, until all the regulating cells are charged, when the

remainder of the battery should finally all come up to the gassing

point together. Similarly, on discharge from the battery to the

load, the discharge side of the switch is put at B where 47 cells

are switched on and should give 100 volts. As the voltage of

these cells gradually falls off the discharge switch is moved across,

bringing in the regulating cells until the whole lot are on the load.

FIG. 247.

The full 100 volts will thus be kept on until the voltage has dropped

to 1-85 volts per cell, when a new charge should be given.

Small portable batteries are usually reckoned at 2 volts per

cell ; thus a battery of 6 cells is called a 12 volt battery. In

good condition, however, it must not be forgotten that after a

complete charge the voltage is 6x2'2 = 13*2 volts, and may be

even higher if the battery is used immediately after the charge

has ceased, or if the solution has been made too strong. Similarly

the voltage of a 8 cell battery may rise to over 7 volts when

fully charged. The rise and fall of voltage in a lead plate cell

during charge and discharge are as shown in Fig. 248. Dealing

first with the charge curve and assuming that the cell has been

discharged until its voltage has fallen to 1'85 volts, the charge

Gurve will start at 1*85 volts. It will quickly rise to 2 volts as

soon as some of the lead sulphate on the plates has been reduced,
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2-5
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(O
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and it will remain at 2 volts until as much lead peroxide as possible
is formed on the positive plates. At the end of the charge when
the cell is gassing freely the voltage will have risen to 2*5 volts.

This high value is mainly due to a local concentration of the
solution round the plates ; it will be remembered that during
charge sulphuric acid is formed by the reduction of the lead

sulphate on the plates ; this acid tends to lie close to the plates
so that round them the specific gravity of the solution is higher
than in the general body of the cell. If the cell is allowed to stand
for a time after the charge ceases, or is moved about, the solution

will mix up, and the

voltage will fall to 2'2

volts, which is the normal
value for a healthy cell

when fully charged.
It may therefore be

taken that the discharge
curve will start at 2'2

volts ; it will rapidly fall

to 2 volts as current is

drawn from it, and then

more slowly fall to 1*85

volts when it is time to

charge up again.
The curves in Fig.

248 assume that normal

charge and discharge currents are used ;
if heavier currents are

employed the corresponding curves will slope more rapidly, or

the time taken for charge or discharge will be decreased.

Sulphating. It has been described that during the discharge
of a, cell or battery lead sulphate is formed on both positive and

negative plates ; this must not be allowed to go too far, a fact

which is the main consideration in stating that a new charge must

be given when the E.M.F. has dropped to 1*85 volts per cell. If

the cells are charged up again this sulphate is easily reduced by
the chemical action which accompanies the charge, but if they are

allowed to run down too far, even if they are left to stand idle too

long, a hard white sulphate is formed which is very difficult to

remove by subsequent charging. The formation of this white

sulphate is known as sulphating, and is to be carefully avoided as

it is liable to cause a permanent deterioration of the cells. The

plates of the cell are heated to a certain extent by the passage of

TIME
CHARGE:

DISCHARGE
Fra. 248.
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the charge or discharge current ; they thus tend to expand but the

white lead sulphate does not expand easily, and if there is any on
the surface of the plates it does not expand with the plate, therefore

tends to tear the paste out of the grids of the negative plates, or

the lead peroxide underneath it out of the pockets on the positive

plates. It is a bad conductor and, as remarked before, is not

easily reduced by the chemical action accompanying the charge,
hence any portion of a plate covered by white sulphate is out of

action ; its presence amounts to a reduction of the size of the

plates and therefore of the capacity of the cell or battery.
If cells are allowed to stand idle for any length of time, even

if no current is being taken from them, sulphuric acid in the
solution will be acting on the plates and sulphating will result.

To arrest this sulphating, cells which are not in use should be

given a charge for an hour or two at least once a fortnight.

Again, if the level of the solution in the cell is allowed to fall

below the tops of the plates, the exposed parts of the plates will

become sulphated because the sulphuric acid creeps up over them,
and as they are not in the current path they do not get any effects

of a charge.

Lastly, if the solution is made too strong there is every likeli-

hood of the plates becoming sulphated, and too much care cannot
be taken to see that the solution is kept at the correct specific

gravity.
When a new battery is received from the makers the solution

should never be put into the cells until everything is ready to

commence the first charge ; sulphating commences immediately
the solution is put in the cells and is only arrested by the charge.

Voltage of Charging Unit. The voltage of the unit required
to charge a battery must always be greater than that of the battery
itself, since some voltage is required to get the charging current

through the resistance of the circuit. To take an example,

suppose a battery of 40 cells in series has to be charged, the voltage
of each cell being down to 1'85 volts ; then the battery E.M.F.
is 74 volts. If the resistance of the battery and leads to the

dynamo is, say, 2 ohms and the charging current 15 amperes,
the drop of potential in the resistance is 30 ohms. Thus the

charging dynamo will require to have a voltage of 74 volts to

overcome the battery voltage, and 30 volts to drive the current

through the resistance ;
it will therefore require to generate a

terminal potential difference on this load of 104 volts.

As the voltage of the battery rises during charge the charging
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current will be decreased, unless the dynamo vdltage is raised in

proportion. Thus suppose the dynamo voltage is kept at 104
;

when the battery is fully charged and gassing freely its voltage
will have risen to 2-5 per cell, i.e. 100 volts, so that there is now
only 4 volts loft to send current through the 2 ohm resistance of

battery and leads, therefore the charging current is reduced to

2 amperes. If we wish to keep it up to 15 amperes we must raise

the dynamo voltage to 100 + 15 X 2 = 130 volts.

First Charge of a New Battery. When a new battery has to

receive its first charge it is essential to make certain that the

engine and dynamo, or other charging unit, are in a condition to

work more or less continuously for 50 or 60 hours, and that at

least there will be a non-stop run of about 12 hours' duration.

Also the connections should be carefully traced to see that the

positive of the dynamo goes to the positive of the battery and

negative to negative ; time is not wasted in thoroughly satisfying
oneself on this point. When all is ready for closing the switches,
and not before, the solution is put into the cells and the charge
commenced.

At first, in spite of tho charge, the specific gravity of the

solution will fall, showing that sulphating of the plates is taking

place, but the charge will eventually arrest this providing that it

is not stopped during the first 12 or 15 hours. Then, if necessary,
a stop may be made, but it is much better to carry on as long as

possible without stopping.
It will be found that the cells do not start gassing, (showing

that the charge is complete), until the charge has continued for

50, 60, or even 70 hours, the actual length of first charge depending
on the condition of the plates as delivered by the manufacturers.

The first discharge of a new battery should be made of short

duration, in fact during the first week or two charge and discharge
should follow each other at short intervals, paying no attention

to the rated capacity of the battery in ampere hours ; these cycles
of chemical action and reaction are completing the

"
Forming

"

of the positive plates and gradually bringing up the ampere-hour

capacity of the cells. The positive plates should soon assume a

rich chocolate colour while the negative ones are a clean pale

grey. At the end of the charge all the cells should arrive at the

gassing stage together; if one or more cells show no signs of

gassing the charge should be continued until they do so, (it will

do no harm to the other cells), and subsequent steps taken to bring
all the cells into synchronism.

VOL. i. 2 o
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Defective Cells. If a cell shows no signs of gassing when the

charge of the remainder of the battery is complete, or if it shows

signs of sulphating, with white patches on the plates, or is otherwise

defective, it should be cut out of the discharge circuit so that it

receives one or more charges in succession, but is not discharged.
When trying to get a defective battery into good condition it is

well to reduce the charging current and not hurry the charge ;

a heavy charging current is more likely to damage the plates of a

defective cell than to improve them. Provided the strength of

the solution has been carefully checked the best thing to do with

a sluggish cell is to subject il to a persistent, but not violent,

chemical action of charge.
The Solution. The solution is carefully prepared by the manu-

facturers from pure sulphuric acid and pure water. The sul-

phuric acid should be free from all impurities, such as iron or

arsenic, which are liable to be present, and the water should be

distilled to free it from similar metallic salts. The presence of

these salts in the solution will cause local action in the cells and
will deteriorate the plates.

The strength of the solution sent out by different manufacturers

with a new battery varies slightly, but as a general rule it may
be taken that its specific gravity in a fully charged cell, or in a new
cell about to go on first charge, should be 1*200. When the cell

is discharged to the safe limit the specific gravity will have
fallen to M85.

Where cells are open at the top and evaporation can take

place they should be constantly examined and the solution never

allowed to fall below and expose the tops of the plates. The

quantity should be renewed from time to time so that the level

is kept well above the tops of the plates ; this renewal should be

ntade by adding distilled or other pure water only, for it is only the

water in the solution which evaporates.
When the solution in a cell or battery gets spilled out or

leaks away it must be renewed by a solution of the proper strength,

and the greatest care must be taken to see that it is the proper

strength. If, as is most likely, the battery is discharged or the

plates slightly sulphated when the refilling takes place, the added
solution should not have a specific gravity of 1'200 but something
less than this and about 1*190.

This point must be emphasised strongly, especially in working
with portable batteries where constant renewals of the solution

are required ; the whole tendency is to make the added solution
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too strong. On charge the battery will soon rise to a voltage
well above 2 volts per cell and all appears well. But the high

voltage is duo to the strength of the solution and the battery
volts are high before the charge is properly complete or the plates
in good condition ; on discharge, or when standing idle, the rela-

tively strong solution sets up more than usual sulphating of the

plates.

When mixing a fresh solution to put into the cells care must
be taken that the water is put into the glass, or other mixing
vessel, before the sulphuric acid ;

if the acid is put in first then the

first contact of the water with it will set up great heat, so that

the vessel, if of glass, will be broken, the strong acid solution spilled,

and everything it touches corroded. By putting the water into

the vessel first and then slowly pouring in the acid the solution

is weak at first, the chemical action slow, and consequently the

heat generated is not very serious.

Capacity o! a Battery. The capacity of a battery is generally ,

reckoned in ampere-hours, that is to say the product of the dis-

charge current which it will give and the number of hours during
which it will give it before the volts have dropped to the safe

limit. Thus if a battery, after a completed charge, gives 5 amperes
of discharge current for 10 hours before the volts have dropped
to 1*8.5 per cell, the capacity of the battery on this discharge is

5 x 10 = 50 ampere-hours.
The capacity of a battery depends on the rate of discharge

and afterwards falls off as this rate is increased ; a battery which

gives 4 amperes for 10 hours will not give 5 amperes for 8 hours,

it will probably give 5 amperes for 7 hours, 6 amperes for 5 hours,

and 8 amperes for 8 hours. Thus its capacity values at the rates

of discharge of 4, 5, 6 and 8 amperes are 40, 35, 30 and 24 ampere-
hours respectively. If the discharge is only at the rate of 1 ampere
it might be expected to give it for more than 40 working hours,

but if possible a charge should be given before the time repre-

sented by this has elapsed, in order to make certain that sul-

phating will be arrested. In fact it is always best practice to

charge a battery as often as possible and not wait until it has

reached the limit of discharge ; this will ensure that the plates

are kept in a nice healthy condition and avoid having, at times,

to rush the charge of a battery with heavy currents which tend

to strain the plates.

Charge and Discharge Current. According to the total area

of positive or negative active surface in a cell there is a certain
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value of what is called
"
normal

"
charging current. To hasten

a charge the current may bo increased above the normal value.

The maximum current which it is safe to use in this way is about

50 per cent, greater than the normal. It is best to avoid using

heavy currents as they heat up the plates abnormally, and the

latter then tend to bend or
"
buckle." The chemical action

is liable to be too violent, disintegrating the surfaces, and the

local concentration of acid round the plates during charge becomes

accentuated, so that the voltage is artificially increased. Thus the

charge may not be properly completed when the indications of

the voltmeter and gassing lead to the conclusion that they are

fully charged.
A less value of current than the normal may bo used to charge

a battery, in which case the time taken to complete the charge
will be correspondingly increased.

Similar considerations apply to
"
Discharge

"
; a heavier

current than the normal may be drawn from the battery for

a short time, but if it is more than 50 per cent, greater than the

normal there is danger of buckling or disintegrating the plates.
The voltage of a battery from which a discharge current

80 to 50 per cent, greater than the normal value is taken

will generally fall fairly rapidly, with consequent reduction of

current.

. If given a short rest it may be found that the voltage has to

some extent risen again.
The temporary undue lowering of voltage is caused by local

weakening of the solution near the surfaces of the plates. During
discharge water is formed in the solution by the chemical action set

up at the surface of the plates ; if the discharge, and with it

chemical action, is rapid there will be greater amount of water
near the plates than in the general body of the solution.

Potential is due to contact effects between the solution and the

plates, so that this weakening of the solution near the plates causes

the E.M.F. to fall off.

When given time to mix up the battery E.M.F. will therefore

tend to rise a little. A battery should always be charged until

the charge is complete, and the cells are gassing freely, before

it is attempted to use it on discharge. By this means only can a

proper check be made of the number of ampere-hours' charge and

discharge, for it is imperative that no more ampere-hours are taken
out on discharge than are put in on charge. Every battery should

have a charge and discharge schedule, and none should be left
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for more than a fortnight without a charge, even if it has not been
used since its last charge.

Cells in
f
Series and in Parallel. When cells are joined in series,

or when two or more batteries are joined in series to obtain a

necessary voltage on charge or discharge, if possible the cells should

be all of the same size. If it is not possible to have them all of

the same size then the charge or discharge current must be the

normal value for the smallest cell or cells.

Cells are connected together to make up a battery either by
burning on lead bars which connect the positive group of one cell

to the negative of the next, or by means of lead pins and lead

nuts fastening through holes in projections on the top of the groups.
No metal other than lead should be used in terminals or con-

nections for cells where it would be exposed to the acid fumes.

When cells or batteries are connected in parallel, so as to in-

crease the current which can be used for charge or which can be

taken out as discharge, care must be taken to see that they are all

of the same voltage. For example if a 6-volt battery is connected
in parallel with an 8 volt one, the first battery, instead of helping
the second one may actually be a load on it and draw current

from it, so that the 8-volt battery is charging the 6-volt one at

the same time as it is supplying current to the load.

Charging Dynamos. The dynamo used for charging batteries

must be a shunt-wound one ; if a series one is used, or one having

FIG. 249.

a series winding on the poles as well as a shunt winding, i.e. a

compound dynamo, there is a likelihood that the polarity of the
machine may be reversed. Thus in Fig. 249 (a) the armature
of a shunt dynamo is shown sending current to a battery to charge
it, at the same time supplying current to its own shunt winding,
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which current flows from A to 13. Suppose that for some

reason, such as a falling off in speed, the dynamo voltage falls

below the battery voltage, a current will then flow from the battery
to the dynamo. As shown in

(fe) part will go through the

armature, part through the shunt coil, and it is seen that the

latter current flows through the coil from A to B, i.e. the same
direction as before, so that the polarity is not reversed. The
armature current is reversed therefore the machine will run as a

motor driven by the battery.

Fig. 250 shows the conditions with a series wound dynamo.
When it is charging the battery, as at (a), the current flowing to

the battery passes through the pole coils in the direction from A

Ill I

FIG. 250.

to B. But if by any chance the dynamo voltage falls off, below

that of the battery, then the current will flow from the battery
to the dynamo as in (6), and it is seen that now tftie direction of the

current in the pole coils is reversed, and is from B to A. Thus the

excitation of the dynamo is reversed and before its speed is pulled

up its generated volts will be reversed as shown. The dynamo
and battery are now in ordinary series, with positive of one to

negative of the other, on what is practically a short circuit, so

that there is danger of the dynamo armature being burnt out

and the battery damaged unless the fuses blow in time to save

them.
For this reason a series wound dynamo is never used for

charging batteries, and if a compound wound dynamo is re-

quired to charge a battery it should be provided with switching
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arrangements so that the series or compounding coils can bo cut

out while so employed.
Automatic or Reverse Current Cut-out. As already ex-

plained, if the speed of a shunt dynamo falls off for any reason

while it is charging a battery, so that its E.M.F. drops below that

of the battery, a reverse current will flow from the battery to the

dynamo, and will tend to drive it as a motor. If by any chance

the switch is closed between the two while the dynamo is at rest,

then a heavy discharge current would flow from the battery to

run the dynamo as a motor, and with it drive the engine.
The heavy starting current would probably injure the battery.

To avoid this an automatic cut-out is placed in the circuit between

the battery and the dynamo ;
the cut-out is so designed that it

breaks the circuit when the current from the dynamo falls to zero

and before a reverse current can flow from the battery.

Charging Small Batteries from Electric Light Mains. Small

batteries can be charged by connecting them in series with one of the

9 AMR

3 AMP -5 AMP -3AMP.

TO MAINS

FlCK 251.

leads going to light lamps, no matter what the voltage of the system

may be, as long as it is a direct current system. Thus Fig. 251

shows the wiring of three lamps from the bus bars on a Distribution
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Box at X, through switch S and double pole fuse F. It is repre-
sented as a 100 volt system and each lamp is represented as taking
0*3 amp. which would be nearly correct if they were 25 c.p. Tung-
sten filament lamps. If it is required to charge a 6 volt battery
one of the mains going to the lamps is broken at AB and the

battery joined in series with it, care being taken that the current

flows through the battery in the right direction, i.e. from positive
to negative. Now the 0'9 amp. total current going to light the

lamps will flow through the battery and charge it
;

if the resistance

of the battery is such that 0*9 amp. cause a drop of potential of

1 volt and the voltage of the battery is 6 volts, then the total

drop of volts in the battery is 7 volts. This means that of the

total 100 volts, 7 volts will be

used in the battery and 93

volts left to light the lamps ;

the latter will be a little less

brilliant than on full voltage,
but the difference is scarcely

appreciable in this case. It is

seen that no matter what the

voltage of supply is, the battery
takes just the voltage required
to charge it. A connecting link

could bo put across AB ; this is

removed and replaced by the

battery when it is required to

charge the latter.

FIG. 252. By having more lamps, or

lamps of larger candle-power,
the current would be increased, and thus the time taken to

complete the charge decreased.

It is essential to know the correct polarity of the mains ; this

can be simply done if a moving coil ammeter is available, since its

terminals are marked + and , and it will only give a deflection

when connected up correctly. Without the battery or link

connect the ammeter across AB in Fig; 251 and mark the end + to

which the + terminal of the ammeter is connected when it gives a

reading on switching on the lamps. Another method is to connect

two strips of lead to A and B and insert them in dilute sulphuric
acid. Switch on the current for a few minutes and then note

which strip of lead has a brown chocolate coating on it ; this will

be the one connected to the + end of the wires.
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A small charging board can be made on this principle so that

batteries may be charged off any direct current supply. It

would be wired as shown in Fig. 252, where a number of lamps
in parallel are connected in series with the battery, switch, and
fuse on the mains. By taking lamps out the current can be

reduced, by inserting lamps of larger candle-power the current

can be increased. The lamps simply take up the volts not used
in the battery ; thus suppose the mains are a 100-volts supply,
the battery a 60-volt one, of resistance 3 ohms, and the current

2 amps. Then the drop of volts in the battery is 60 + 3 X 2 = 66

volts, and the lamps only get 84 volts, so that they will now only

glow dull red. If the battery is a 6-volt one and J ohm resistance

with the same current it will take 6 + 2 X J = 7 volts, and the

lamps will get 93 volts.

Fuller Block Cell. Type BL. Plates. The positive plate

is of the pasted type, triangular in section and 5" long.

A paste of what is virtually lead peroxide is surrounded by fine

glass fibre and enclosed in a thin perforated celluloid case.

The negative plate is also a pasted _

plate, similar in size to the positive,
but it is not enclosed in glass fibre and
celluloid. There are two positive and
two negative sections in each cell

arranged as in Figure 253.

The capacity of the cell is 20 ampere-
hours, and its charging rate is 2 to 4

amperes. The BL Type cell has a

celluloid container 2|" X 2J* X 6f" out-

side dimensions.

Three cells, forming a 6-volt battery,

are contained in a wooden box
13 Ibs.

FIG. 253.

X 4" x 81" ; total weight

Five cells, forming a 10-volt battery, are contained in a box

14" X 4" X 9"
; total weight 26 Ibs.

Edison Cell. The active materials in an Edison cell are

nickel oxide on the positive plate, iron on the negative, and a

21 per cent, solution of caustic potash mixed with a small per-

centage of lithium hydrate.
The positive plates are composed of perforated steel tubes

which contain alternate layers, in very thin flakes, of nickel

hydroxide and pure nickel. The tubes are reinforced with steel
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rings and mounted in a steel frame, the whole being heavily nickel-

plated. This construction is shown in Pig. 255.

The negative plate is also a steel plate with rectangular per-
forated pockets filled with powdered iron oxide, the whole being

pressed together in dies and nickel-plated.
The plates are separated by specially fitted thin rods of

vulcanite, the same material being used to keep the plates from

the sides of the containing vessel, and a vulcanite rack supports
the plates on the bottom. The containing case is nickel-plated
inside and out to prevent rusting.

The cell is made up in a watertight metal case and is therefore

HOURS
Fio. 254.

unspillable if the filling cover is closed. During charge water of

the solution is given off as gas, therefore the filling cover should

be left open, also the water must be replaced from time to time in

the solution so as to keep the latter about half-inch above the

tops of the plates. A higher level of the solution than this will

cause it to froth over on charge.

The specific gravity of the solution should be about 1-200
;

after 10 or 12 months
1

use it may be expected to fall, and when,
after a full charge, it reads only 1-160 on testing with a hydrometer
it should be emptied out and fresh solution immediately poured
in. Always discharge the battery completely before renewing the

solution ;
then give a 12 hours' charge at normal rate.
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PILLING
APERTURE

POLE

The efficiency of an Edison cell is not greater than 60 per cent.,

while that of a lead cell may be 75 per cent.
;

this is not an im-

portant point where portable batteries are concerned.

Never put acid in an Edison battery, nor use utensils that are

contaminated with acid solutions ; you may ruin the battery, as it

is very susceptible to organic impurities of the solution.

Never bring a lighted match or flame near the battery.

If the solution gets spilled it must, of course, be made up with

standard renewal solu-

tion which will have

a specific gravity of

1-250 ;
this falls to

1-200 when mixed with

the weaker solution in

the cell.

The capacityin am-

pere
- hours improves

with use during the

first 8 or 10 months,
when it may begin to

fall off, an indication

that a renewal of the

solution is necessary.

Voltage. The volt-

age averages 1-25 volts

per cell, the value vary-

ing very greatly during

discharge. The maxi-

mum value of the volt-

age is about 1-85 volts,

and the cell can be

discharged until its voltage is zero. The charge and discharge

curves are shown in Fig. 254.

The construction of the plfites and the general assembly of

the parts in an Edison cell are clearly shown in Fig. 255.

Advantages o! Edison Cells (1) They can be totally dis-

charged without injury.

(2) Provided the temperature of the solution does not rise

above 115 F. the charging current can be greatly increased in

order to hurry a charge. Thus it may be double the normal

current for about an hour, treble tho normal current for about

half an hour or even four times normal current for a quarter of

Fro. 265.
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an hour. This is sometimes very convenient for hurrying up a

charge.

(3) They can be discharged with currents as high as six times

normal for short periods without injury. (It is, however, desirable

that the size of the cell should be chosen sp that the load current

does not exceed 25 per cent, above normal rating.)

(4) The cells are mechanically very strong and will not be

injured by rough mechanical usage.

(5) The solution is an alkali, not an acid one ; an alkali

solution has not the same corrosive effect as an acid one on metals,

etc., with which it comes in contact.

Disadvantages. (1) The volts curve on charge or discharge
has a much greater slope than that of a lead plate cell. When
charging it is necessary to start with a current about 50 per cent,

above normal so that as it decreases, due to the rise of the battery

voltage, it will average the normal value throughout the charge.
Otherwise a continual adjustment of the rheostat would be

necessary to keep the current at normal.
On discharge some method of control is necessary if it is desired

to have a constant voltage.

HINTS ON BATTERIES.

1. Tho charging voltage must always be greater than the nominal voltage
of the battery ; how much greater depends on tho charging current required
and the resistance of the battery and leads.

2. Never try to get more ampere-hours out of a battery than are put into it.

3. Never let the solution fall below the tops of the plates.
4. If the solution gradually evaporates make up with pure water only.
5. If the solution leaks away or is spilled, make up with fresh solution, but

carefully avoid having this too strong its specific gravity should not be greater
than 1-200.

6. When connecting up batteries for a charge be careful to see that tho positive
of the battery is connected to the positive of the leads, and negative to negative.

7. Avoid the use of cells of different sizes in series or in parallel.
8. When putting a battery on charge if possible always have in series with it

a fuse which will blow with double the normal charging current.
9. Try always to have a battery in sucli a condition that all the cells start

gassing simultaneously on charge.
10. Periodically take portable batteries out of their wooden cases and see that

the sediment is not shorting any of the plates at the bottom of the cells, and that
the solution covers the tops of the plates.

11. If a battery is not in use give it a short charge at least once a fortnight.
12. Never empty the solution out of a battery because it is not in use. The

plates will become sulphated ; act as in No. 11.
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The functions of angles larger than 90 can be obtained as follows :

Sin ( 90+0)= cos Cos ( 90+0)=-sin Tan ( 90+0)= ~cot
Sin (180+0)=-- sin Cos (180+0)= cos Tan (180+0)= tan

Sin (1800)= sin Cos (1800)= cos Tan (180 0)= tail

Sin (270+0)= -cos Cos (270+0)= sin 0) .Tan (270+0)= -cot
Sin (270-0)= -cos Cos (270-0)=- sin Tan (270-0)= cot

Sin (360+0)= Bin Cos (360+0)= cos Tan (360+0)= tan

Sin (360 0)= sin Cos (3600)= cos Tan (360 0)= tan

Examples :-r-Sin 125= sin (180 55)= sin 55= 0'8192.

or Sin 125= sin (90 + 35)= cos 35 = 0'8182,
Tan 310= tan (270 + 40)= - cot 40= - M918.
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A CCUMULATORS, 436. See
JPL Cells.

Aerials, brush discharge loss, 247

capacity considerations, 243

capacity measurements, 423

capacity values, 247

design of, 236

efficiency of, 255
Eiffel Tower, 247

ground, 242
guy stays for masts, 259

height of, 242, 253
inductance of, 250
inductance measurement, 422

insulators, 268
natural wave length, 248
Nauen, 240
radiation from, 234
receiver, notes cm, 202
resistance of, 252
resistance at different wave

lengths, 254
spreaders, 259
towers and masts, 264
wave length measured, 421, 424
wire for, 258

Alternators, frequency of, 89

High Frequency, 362

theory of, 86
Ammeters, hot wire, 402

moving coil, 405
Anderson's inductance bridge, 418

Aperiodic circuit defined, 136
in receivers, 357

Arc transmitters, 370

Arco, Count, 130

Armstrong, E. H., 131

Artom, Prof., 384

Asynchronous sparking, 222

Atmosphere, the, 1

Atmospherics, 172
Atoms and atomic theory, 6

Audibility of signals, how measured,
428

Audion valve detector, 321

Axistin, Dr. L. W., on aerial resistance,
254

formulae for received current,
256, 257

table of aerial radiation, 255
Auto-transformer coupling, 134, 208

BACK E.M.F. of Self-induction,
73, 91

Batteries, 436. See Colls.

Bellini-Tosi aerials, 385
Bradfield insulator, 270

Branley, Prof., coherer of, 124
Braun, Dr., 130
Broken circuits, tests of, 428
Brown, S. G., relays of, 395

telephone receivers, 335
Brush discharge aerial loss, 247

Bryliiiski's resistance data, 165

Buzzers, shunted, 407

/CALCULATIONS of transmitter
\^J circuits, 185, 223
Calls of stations, Appendix II.

Capacity, electric, denned, 25
effects, 52
of a wire, 65
of an aerial calculated, 243
of various aerials, 247
of Eiffel Tower aerial, 247
measurement of, 415
measurement of aerial, 416
reactance and back E.M.F., 93

Capacity of a battery, 451

Carborundum, 312

Cells, secondary, capacity of, 451

charging of, 449
construction of, 442
Edison, 467
Fuller Block, 457

regulating, 445
theory of, 436

Characteristic curves of crystals, 427

Charge, electric, defined, 16
Choke coils, use of, 175
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Clerk Maxwell, theory of, 120, 158
Coefficient of coupling, 148

of self-induction, 75

Coherer, Branly's, 125, 298

Lodge Muirhead, 300

mercury drop, 299
Stone's, 300

Compass, wireless, or goniometer, 384

Condensers, blocking, across tele-

phones, 282
construction of, 55

Dubilier, 58

energy of charge in, 63

Moscicki, 57

plate, 57
receiver circuit, 295
series and parallel, 63
transmitter circuit, 205

tubular, 59

Conductors, defined, 24

Coupling, auto-transformer, 134
coefficient of, 148

degree of, 148

description of, 133

direct, 148

electrostatic, 358

jigger, 139
measurement of, 425
methods compared, 151
Tesla transformer, 137

Current, electric, defined, 21
effective in oscillatory circuit,

117
maximum and effective values,

90
maximum in oscillations, 1 1 7

rate of increase, 82
unit of, defined, 40

DAMPED
waves, disadvantages

of, 145

Damping decrement defined, 1 1 6
of coupled circuits, 140

Damping factor, 117

Day and night ranges, 166
Dead end on receiver coils, 294
Decrement of damping, 116, 143

Decrement, measurement of, 429
Decremeters, 432
De Forest, Dr. L., 130

Degree of coupling, 148
measurement of, 425

De Sauty's capacity bridge, 416

Design of aerials, 230
Detector circuit, coupling of, 291, 357

Detectors, balanced crystal, 313

crystal, 31 1

Detectors continued.

electrolytic, 318

Fleming valve, 309
magnetic, 301

undamped wave, 325
valve, 321

Dieckmann cage for aerials, 173
Dielectric constant, 55, 67

hysteresis, 61, 206

strength, 61, 67

Dielectrics, 54
Difference of potential defined, 23
Direct coupling, 149
Direction finders, 387
Directional radiation of energy, 235
Disc or rotary dischargers, 197
Disc dischargers, advantages of, 198

Marconi types, 192, 197

Discharger with rarefied air, 204

Dynamos, simple theory of, 69
for charging cells, 453

EARTH,
the, 1

Earth arrester, Marconi type,
182, 262

Earth current transmission loss, 163

Earth resistance, 165

Earthing arrangements, 260

Eocles, Dr. W. H , on aerial wave
lengths, 251

aerial measurements, 422

theory of ionic refraction, 1 69

Eddy current loss in iron, 98
Edison cells, 459

Efficiency, of an aerial, 255
of radiation, 255

Eiffel Tower transmitter, 220
Eilvese station, 365
Einthoven galvanometer, 399

Electron, charge on, 10

defined, 7

diameter and mass, 9

Electrolytic detectors, 318
Electrostatic coupling in receivers,

358

Electroscope, gold leaf, 18

Elements, definition of, 5
list of, 10

E.M.F., defined, 41
effective in alternating circuits,

88
of inductance, 73, 91

Energy radiation from an aerial, 253
Ether medium, the, 2

electric strains in, J 9

magnetic strains in, 26
Ether waves, propagation of, 153
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FAN type aerials, 234, 241
Faults in spark transmitters,
227

Ferri6, General, 132

Fessonden, R. A., heterodyne receivers

of, 326
interference preventer, 392

Fleming, Dr. J. A., 131, 151
valve detector of, 309

Force, unit of, 39
Forced oscillations, 136

Forest, Dr. L. De, 130
audion detector of, 321

Freak ranges, 172

Frequency, of an alternator, 89
of an oscillatory circuit, 114

Fuller Block cells, 457

ALENA detector, 314
German telephone receiver, 336

Goldschmidt, Prof. R., tone wheel

of, 328

generator of, 362

Goniometers, 384
Groot, C. L. de, on strays, 1 73

Guy stays for masts, 259

HEAVISIDE
layer in the atmo-

sphere, 167

Henry, Prof., 120

Hertz, Prof. Heinrich, 121

Hogan, J. L., experiments on receiver

currents, 257
Hot-wire ammeters, 402

Howe, Prof. G. W. O., on capacity
of aerials, 245

Hughes, Prof., 123

Hysteresis, loss in iron, 98

TMPEDANCE of an A.C. circuit,
JL 95

Inductance, calculations on, 76
measurement of, 418
values in an aerial, 422

Induction, coefficient of self, 75

effects, 68

mutual, 77
units of measurement, 76

Induction coil or spark coil, 81

Insulators, 24
for aerials, 268

Interference preventers, 392
Ionic refraction in the atmosphere,

169
Iron pyrites detector, 317
Italian Navy coherer, 299

TIGGER coupling, 139, 208
fj Joule, unit of work, 42

T7"ELVIN, Lord, laws of oscillating
\\_ discharge, 115

Keys for transmitters, 212

LAG and lead, 90

Lamp, Marconi tuning, 215

Langmuir, Dr. I., valve of, 131
Law of periodicity in elements, 10

Lopel system, 378
Lieben Reisz valve relay, 323

Light waves in the ether, 4

Lodge, Sir O., aerial circuit of, 130

syntonic jars, 123

Lodge-Muirhead coherer, 300

Logarithmic decrement of damping,
116

L type aerials, 237

MAGNETIC
keys, 213

permeability, 29

polarity, 30

reluctivity, 29
strains in the etlior, 26

Magnetisation, methods of, 33

Marconi, Sen. G., first experiments
of, 126

first receiver, 127
first transmitter, 128

Marconi aerial masts, 266
aerial tuning coil, 210
balanced crystal detector, 313

coupling coils ^ 208

decremoters, 432
detector for undamped waves,

328
direction finder or compass, 387
earth arrester, 182, 262

magnetic detector, 301

receivers, 340

transmitter, 192

transmitter, J KW., 217
transmitter key, 212

tuners, 340

undamped wave system, 376

wavemeter, 409
Masts and towers for aerials, 264
Maximum volts and amperes, 88

MendelejefFs Law of Periodicity, 10

Microhenry and millihenry, 6

Molecule, definition of, 5

Molybdenite detector, 3 1 7

Morse Code, Appendix L
Mutual induction, 77
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NAGAOKA'S
induction coil for-

mula, 76, 79
Natural wave length of an aerial, 248
Nauen, design of aerial, 240
Night and day ranges, 166

OHM,
unit of resistance, 43

Oscillation constant, 114
Oscillation frequency, 113

Oscillations, forced, 136
number in a train of, 117

Oscillatory conditions, 107

discharge, 104

Owen, D., induction bridge of, 420

T)EDERSEN, Prof., 130
JL Perikon detector, 316
Periodic time in an oscillatory circuit,

113
Plain aerial connections, 149

Popoff, Prof., first aerial, 125

Potential, electric, defined, 23
units of, 42

Potentiometer, use of, 303
Poulsen, V., 130

.system of, 370

Power, electric unit of, 43
in an A.C. circuit, 99
in a discharge, 117
unit of, 39

Power factor, 99

Propagation of ether waves, 153

QUENCHED
gaps, advantages of,

202

Telefunken, 200

Quantity of charge, units of, 41

RADIATED
energy, curves of,

146
Radiated energy from an aerial, 235
Radiation efficiency of an aerial, 255

resistance of an aerial, 252

Ranges, freak, 172
Rarefied air dischargers, 204
Reactance, of capacity, 93

of inductance, 95
Receiver aerials, 292

aerial currents, 256
circuits for spark systems, 273

Receivers for spark systems, 338

Refraction, normal atmospheric, 169

ionic, 169

Regulating cells in a battery, 445

Rejectors, 393

Relays, 395
Rendahl mast, 267

Resistance, electric, defined, 23
how calculated, 43
of an aerial, 254
of telephone receivers, 331

radiation, 252

specific, 44
to high frequency currents, 116

Resistances in series and in parallel,
45

Resonance, coils and transformers,
102, 223

conditions for, 100
curves obtained, 426

sparking, 227

Rose, Prof. C., short waves set up, 123

Rotary discharger, advantages of, 198
Marconi type, 19~, 196

Round, H. S., valve of, 131, 170

Rudanberg's law for receiver aerials,

293

SATURATION
of magnets, 32

Screening effects, 162

Soa, transmission over, 163

Secondary cells and batteries, 43(5

Self-induction, theory of, 73
of a coil, 76
of .a flat spiral, 77

Shunted buzzer, 407

Signal strength observations, 171

Silicon detector, 318

Slaby, Prof., 130

Spark gap, Marconi typo, 190
induction coils, 80
receiver circuits, 273

Specific inductive capacity, 55

resistance, 44

Spielmann's formula for flat coils, 77

Spreaders for aerials, 259
Stone's coherer, 300

Strays, 172

Sulphating in cells, 447

Synchronous sparking, 222

Syntonic jars experiment, 124

nriELEFUNKEN system, origin of,
JL 130
Telefunken double receiving switch,

394
closed circuit of transmitter, 208

masts, 267
receiver circuit, 290

receivers, 352
sound intensifier, 401

transmitters, 210, 216
variometers, 211, 219

wavemeters, 411
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Telephone receivers, 330'

design of, 334
resistance of, 331

sensitivity of, 333
transformers, 288

Tesla transformer coupling, 139, 207
Thomson, Sir J. J., 168

on atomic structure, 1 1

Tikker, use of, 325
Tone wheel, 328
Towers and masts for aerials, 264
Transformers, construction of, 95
Transmitters, apparatus, 191

calculations, 185, 225
keys, 212
theory of circuits, 175

Trigonometrical ratios, Appendix III.
T type aerials, 237
Tuning coil, Marconi type, 210

lamp, 215
of transmitter circuits, 145

Twilight, effects on" range, 171

IT TMBRELLA aerial, 237
LJ Undamped wave systems, 361

"TTALVE detectors and relays, 321
V Variometers, 211

Variometer wavemeter, 413
Velocity of ether waves, 161

an

Volt, defined, 41

Volts, maximum and effective, 88

WATT,
unit defined, 43

Watts radiated from
aerial, 235

Wave length, best for any aerial, 241,
256

conditions for single waveness,
147

formula deduced, 128
of aerials, calculations of, 248
of aerials, measurement of, 424
of a distant station measured, 420
quick change of, 214

Wavemeters, 406
Wave motion, conditions for, 35
Weather, effect on range, 172
Weston instruments, 405
Wieii, Prof. M., quenched gap of, 200
Wien's capacity measurement, 417
Wire for aerials, 268
Work, unit of, 39

electric unit of, 42

or strays, 172

curve of range, 165
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